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I dedicate The Early Sessions 
to my wife, fane Roberts, 
who lived her 55 years 

with the greatest creativity 
and the most valiant courage. 

-Rob 



(The following two episodes tlre included here bectu1se t!Je_y 11rt• tln1lt 
with by Seth in the next session, the 43rd.) 

(By jane: 
(Last night, April 10, 1964, just before I fell asleep, I had the following expe

rience: My eyes were closed but I saw a sheet of paper filled with script that I recog
nized to be the handwriting of Dee Masters, my supervisor at the Arnot Art Gallery 
where I work in the afternoons. 

(It was a piece of notepape1; not typewriter size but smaller. I made out my 
husbands name, Rob, and a few other words which I have since forgotten. The piece 
of paper was bright, as though there was fight somewhere, but everything else was 
dark as it usually is when you have your eyes closed I have the feeling that another 
such experience happened right after this one, but I fell asleep and do not remember. 
I had forgotten the incident completely until this afternoon, April 1 1, 1964.) 

-., 

(By Rob: 
(Last night, April 12, 1964, I had a brief but ve�y vivid dream, in which I 

saw one of the big branches of the tree in front of Stamps house, around the comer 

from us, foil to the ground 
(It happened in daylight, and in color. The branch, which is perhaps ten feet 

long and three or four inches in diameter, came crashing down to the street. When it 
hit the street it bounced, and white chips of wood flew up like sparks from an anvil. 
The branch did not hit any cars, people, etc. I must have been standing nearby, 
although I was not involved in any way. I do not recall a storm, or high winds. 

(This particular branch appears to be a solid one in the tree, but it grows out 
at a peculiar angle so that it looks weak and somehow out of place amid the rhyth
mic patterns of the other limbs and branches. I have often noticed it and wondered 
just how strong it really is.) 



SESSION 1.\ 
APIUI. I J, J')C,Ji 'J PM MONDAY AS INS'I'IUJCTI•:l) 

(While .fane was redding over the 42nd session 1/Ji.1· mmwing after breakfast, 
1hr word disentanglement came to her mind. This, she believes, is the eighth inner 
.l'l'JI.I'e, making possible transportation and levitation; Seth has briefly referred to these 
two being dependent upon another inner sense. 

(While napping at about 4:00PM, for a very brief moment jane experienced 
the feeling she has described as infinite blackness, or enlargement. See page 309 [in 
Volume One o[fhe Early Sessions}. It came while she was still awake; she had just 
rt.ftzxed and her eyes were closed. This evening Willy behaved admirabl;� sleeping 
1hrough the whole session. It was a warm and windy spring night, very beautiful 
11nd during the session one of the living room windows was open. 

Uane dictated in a voice just a bit stronger than normal; she paced at an 
tWerage rate, her eyes darkened as usual. She began talking a little faster than she had 
the two previous sessions. She was nervous as usual before the session began.) 

Good evening. 
(Good evening, Seth. ') 
This can be for the record or you may delete it. 
("Yes?') 
I told Ruburt that he wasn't pregnant, so now I expect that our sessions 

will be a little smoother again now that he is relieved of the big question. I must 
say that his discipline was admirable, and that I myself gave him much aid. The 
sessions themselves have helped Ruburt develop discipline. 

I am pleased that our practical exercises outside of class so to speak, are 
coming along so welL For one thing our Ruburt is a Doubting Thomas from 
way back, and evidence of the inner senses that are experienced outside of our 
sessions help along these lines. I do not want gullible ninnies, however I cer
tainly would enjoy being taken at my word occasionally. Though the shock 
might be too much for even my constitution. 

I hope, Joseph, that you will also experience more of the inner senses. You 
:ertainly should. 

(How about my dream of the tree branch falling? Any connection there with 
•he inner senses?') 

The dream of the tree? I do not know if it was merely a dream or not at 
his point. It was not the same sort of experience as the other you had in con

•ection with a tree. I simply do not know if that particular limb will fall within 
specific time. You may have seen its ultimate falling, but this was not the same 
ind of experience as Ruburt's seeing the clock. 



l{ldHJII w.t� rigl11. We ,!J,dl, .dl du· rigl11h ittiH'I .'iCJIM' the St'll\(' of di�c·n 
tanglcJIH'III; ,tlld it is Oil<' of dw lllll'lt !,,I.'IH IIIIHT Sl'IISl'.'i. ( :Oillj!ll'll' dJ'i<'III.IIIJ'.II 

lllCIIl t:o1nes r.m:ly 011 your pLuH', .ddulltglt it is possihll' to adtiew it witlt 11.ti11 
ing. Variations ou:ur but u st1.dly .'ili!IH' ll'lllltallt of' Clltloul-lagl' data is rl'taincd. 

Even here there arc gradatiotts. ( :onsidcr again Ruburt in one room witlt 
his eyes closed, "seeing" the 1 intl' hy ;t dock in the other roo111. This dairvoy;tllU' 
is of the easier variety, and yet represents an important step in his dl'vdoplllt'ltl, 
and should in your own. lie was concerned with a camoufbgl' idl'<h tl1:t1 of 
time, and dock time at that, the clock itself being a camouflage. Cbirvoyantly 
he merely disentangled himself enough to ignore some camouf-lage in order to 
perceive camouflage that lay behind it, and this is a necessary first step. 

Even for example, levitation is involved with camouflage to a large degree, 
in that the camouflage physical body itself rises, but we are still here using the 
camouflage physical form. Traveling without the camouflage physical form is a 
giant step, of course, but a possible one according to your development. Here 
you are traveling however through camouflage space. It is very difficult on your 
level to do without any camouflage, and yet it can be done; and here again the 
use of psychological time is extremely important, since when psychological time 
is utilized to its fullest extent, then camouflage becomes lessened to an almost 
astounding degree. 

(Here, jane tapped on my desk for emphasis. Her delivery had slowed up some
what by now, proceeding at the pace of the last two sessions.) 

I am not going to give you any lessons for levitation, any more than I gave 
Ruburt lessons in clairvoyance. Your own development and your own rate of 
assimilation will be the rule, as far as the movement of camouflage objects 
through camouflage space is concerned. Again, you are dealing with camou
flage. You move camouflage objects through the use of your inner senses con
stantly without your own conscious knowledge. The trick is not to learn how, 
but to recognize the occurrence, and with practice this is possible. 

I must say that I am somewhat of an old reprobate myself, at least enough 
to enjoy Ruburt's springlike attire. Like Ruburt I enjoy the wild wind, and there 
were many nights when we three walked down spring streets together. 

(1n Boston?" 
{I tried to lead Seth on, as I dtJ periodically just for my own amusement. Seth

fane did not answer my question, as usual· but the superior, you-should-know-better 
look jane threw my way made me laugh aloud) 

In Denmark and in other places. I suggest you take your break before you 
break me up. 

(Break at 9:26. fane was fairly dissociated Seth's reforence to wild spring 



l(lt't///Jt•r f'I'O/ht/I�JI t'l/1/lt' /Jt't'IIIIJt' f{lf,ift r/t/il1t'l'ill
,
l! 1/tt ,t/1tlt1r' 11/tllr'l'ittf ./flllt' /Jtlll.l'tr/ 

t�/i<'ll ht.'frit�· tht opt'll lioin�� room winrlow. It filii.\ illtlr·t·,/ " 1}('11111�'/id w:�ht. 
(Wt· rlisrus.\·ed some rt'tr:nt dreams we l11ld /J,tfl: ttnrl "'hilt• doing so .Jane stood 

up ttml tlbruptly began dictating again. Her voice WtiJ JJorm,i/, her delivery slow. 
Nt'sume at 9:30.) 

T'he universe is expanding in the way that a dream expands. In other 
words this expansion has nothing to do with your (underline) idea of space. The 
expansion, in a most basic manner, is more like the expansion of an idea. It has 
nothing to do with space or time in the manner in which you are accustomed 
to think of them. I told you earlier that your scientist's idea of an expanding uni
verse was in error, although in one important sense the universe was expanding, 
and this is what I referred to. 

(Again jane rapped on my desk. In the following material! will underline a 
.f(w r�f'the points of emphasis she made.) 

Your own dream world expands constantly. Your ideas expand constantly, 
hut your ideas have nothing to do with space, and the manner in which the uni
verse constan tly expands has nothing to do with your idea of space. True space, 
lilth dimensional space, has abilities of expansion that do not need space, not in 
your terms. 

There is no method of measurement at your command to enable you to 
ascenain exactly what I am referring to, yet perhaps this will make it somewhat 
understandable. I will use, Joseph, an example having to do with your own 
profession. 

Take two paintings of the same shape and size; that is, two paintings that 
t�tke up the same amount of space in your universe. One painting is extremely 
crude and poorly done. The other painting not only seems of superior quality, 
hut also appears to undergo a continual transformation while still taking up the 
same amount of space. 

Say that the painting is a landscape, and that this transformation includes 
within the same amount of space the addition continually of more trees, more 
hills; that the hills still within the same amount of space allotted to the painting 
grow taller, and yet never shoot past the frame. Imagine this transformation 
including also the addition of distance, reaching ever further backward while 
not disturbing the back side of the canvas. 

Imagine if you can the figures or inhabitants in the painting having psy
chological reality, all within the set limits prescribed by the given space. Imagine 
in other words consciousness, growth, reality and expansion, having nothing to 
do with expansion of space in �our terms, but an almost complete freedom of 
psychological realities, and you will come at least within the realm of 



lllldn�t.IIHiillg wlt.tl I IJH';IIJ 1,), .111 <'Kit.lltdi11g ltlliVt'ISl' th;tt h.ts llotlllllj', 111 ,lo 
with thl' cxp.1ttdi11g llltiVl'ISt' nf wlti1 1, yo111 .'il icrttists spc;dc 

Most realities have ahsohrtt·ly ttothing to do with space as yo11 iiiLtgtru· it. 
Most realitil'S have their growth .111d existence i11 something closely akin to wlt.tl 
we have ca lied psycho logica I I i fill', ;uu..l I his is com pletd y i ndepeltdertl or space 
as you conceive it to he. Psychological time is a sort of climate or t.'llvirollttH'Ill 
conducive to the existence of a II consciousness. 

You think of space as an emptiness to be filled because ort yo11r pl;ttH' yo11 
fill what you call space with camouflage patterns. And I repeat: instead ll'lll' 
space, fifth dimensional space, is the vitality and stuff of all existence itself: vital 
and alive, from which all other existences are woven through means which 1 
have outlined so far in a rather sketchy fashion. Even on your plane quality; 
which represents a kind of expansion, does not necessarily imply an expansion 
of space. The universe expands continually in a qualitative manner that has 
nothing to do with space as it is usually envisioned. And the expansion is more 
vivid and valid than I can possibly explain to you at this time. 

I suggest a brief break. We managed to get some excellent material 
through so far, for which I am most thankful, and the quality of the material 
just given transcended your time and space, the expansion of quality in this case 
existing independently. 

(Now jane gestured dramatically, arms outjlung, eyes very dark.) 
The walls of the room do not push back to receive a great idea, for exam

ple, and again, the expansion of the universe from the inside does not imply a 
pushing out or an inflation. 

(Break at 9:58. jane was dissociated-way out, she said Also her hands felt 
fat again. She wears two rings, one on each fourth finger. Both came off easily, nor
mally. Now she could not remove her wedding ring at all; the other ring finally came 
off at the expense of a bruised knuckle. 

(The feeling ofswol!en hands lasted for a couple of minutes then began to taper 
off It is my own observation that jane experiences this enlargement when she is deliv
ering exceptional material, and she agreed Strangely I had never asked Seth for an 
explanation, so now I made it a point to remark that I hoped he would deal with it 
this evening. jane's handr felt normal to her when she began dictating again, in a 
normal voice. Resume at 10:07.) 

Before I answer the question that you voiced during break, Joseph, let me 
continue first along the lines of our discussion. Again, the dream world, which 
is a very vivid one and a valid one, does not take up w space at all It is also 
free to a very large degree of your physical time, but it does exist in the climate 
or environment of psychological time. 



Your n· r·t:tinly ctnnol pinpoinl a drca111 ln,.ll lnll , l'Vl'll il' tilt' lcH.:ation 
·otTcsponds to :1 1;uniliar one in the ClllHntllagc lln i vt·t�c·. Th<' drl'am i1s1.:lfis not 

experienced in the speci�ic camouflage loc1 t ion. 'l'hl' hody lies in its bed. 
Though you recognize in a dream the complete fiunishings of an actual house, 
still the dreamer lies in his bed. The two locations, the dream location and the 
camouflage location, appear the same but they are not the same. 

One takes up space in your universe and the other does not. The universe 
expands in the manner that a dream expands, taking up no camouflage space. 
This does not mean that there is no growth involved in the expansion of the 
universe. This does not imply that there is no movement. It simply implies an 
existence and an expansion of a qualitative manner, beyond your present 
measurements or complete comprehension. 

The most full operation of the inner senses is possible only in this climate. 
There is so much here that I am impatient to tell you, and so little that you can 
understand now. Conceptions explode into being, evolve, change into some
thing else, and yet all this within a framework that is definite but cannot be seen 
or touched by you, the psychological expansion even of atoms and molecules 
that in themselves contain condensed comprehensions beyond your under
standing. The stuff of the universe is not inanimate, nor even on your plane is 
it an emptiness to be filled, but constantly expanding in ways that you cannot 
yet fathom. 

Uane stood again a t  the open windtJw, looking ou t as she dictated.) 
Even as Ruburt looks out the window, seemingly through empty space at 

the street, the so-called space simply is not empty, though through the special
ized camouflage senses it may appear to be empty. Your outer senses merely 
equip you to perceive your own camouflage, but to others your camouflage may 
in some cases appear as empty space, while what is empty to you is filled with 
activity for them. 

Your scientists' idea of an expanding universe is so dependent upon your 
own limited theories that it becomes very difficult to make the matter plain. 
Again I entreat you to practice with the use of psychological time, for here the 
inner senses are given the greatest freedom from camouflage. And experiencing 
the resulting inner expansion, you will perhaps come somewhat closer to the 
ideas involved in our real expanding universe. 

The dream analogy is also very helpful here, and I suggest that you read it 
carefully. 

As far as Ruburt's fat hands and your own are concerned, this is in a very 
limited manner a hint of the qualities of extension that can be expected. This is 
of an entirely different kind of experience, having nothing to do with our 



disrus.'ite�tJ i llltiH'di.•trly ptt•vtoH•, 'I 'lti.� ''"lt'lls ion involvc.'i , , l'l'.ll "'''V, o111 ul 
t i ssue cq,sttlc. The dl'grcc is LtdJC•t lllltirt·d, Ill<' oppositt· t"Xpc:ril·m·l·ll<'tttp, otw ol 
cotllr;H.:tioll. This Clll he rotnp.ttl'd lltoSI dc1rly to a pulsation, or n·.tlly ,, lw.tl 
that can l(allow a more or ll','iS tcgul.u rhythm. 

lt involves thc itliH.:r sd( and the tis.'iue cap.'iule which also .'iurrounds the 
physical camouflage hody in a manner and for a purpose which I havl' hridly 
explained in an earlier scssion. 

I suggest that you take a hreak. 
(Break at 10:32. fane was dissociated as usuaL Resume at I 0:38.) 
Briefly let me mention that transportation in the universe, that is trans

portation as such, is basically unnecessary. This is only a preliminary statement 
for other sessions, and I will not go into it deeply at this time. 

When, or by the time that transportation difficulties are solved, you will 
no longer need transportation. Use of the inner senses makes transportation as 
you think of it completely unnecessary, since complete use of the inner senses 
amounts to communication to a degree so near perfect and so independent of 
so-called space, that transportation through space in those terms becomes an 
outmoded method of communication. 

The inner senses provide their own "transportation," and put that in 
quotes. Transportation as such is valid only within a space framework and within 
a time concept, such as those �n your own plane. The "transportation" (in 
quotes) of the inner senses consists mainly of what you might call a changing of 
frequencies or vibrations or pulsations, a transformation of vitality-form from 
one particular pattern or aspect to another. 

The movement through space is a distortion. I expect to say much more 
about this in further sessions, as it is extremely important; and you can see now 
perhaps why our eighth sense, disentanglement, is so important, since the inner 
self must disentangle itself from a particular camouflage before it can change. It 
must ignore, so to speak, one set of camouflage and be able to either adopt 
another smoothly or to dispense with camouflage entirely. 

The grouping of inner senses with which we are now concerned deal with 
the disentanglement of one set of camouflage patterns and the taking up of 
another set. The groupings of inner senses most dependent upon the use of 
psychological time are those which involve a nearly complete disentanglement 
from camouflage pattern, without taking on other patterns, and these are per
haps the most important because they come closer to the direct experience of 
unveiled reality. 

In some ways you see, your dreain world is actually much closer to the 
direct experience of reality than is your waking world, where the operation of 



ll 

du: innt'l' Sl'I1St'S l.'i sltiL•Idnl so lro111 your OWII .IW,IIt'lll''l)l, '\'\li)l 1.'1 IIIli to S;ly tkll 
tltL' drca111 world is num· imponant to you in yo111 lllt'St'lll s1111,11ion, rnerdy that 
it COntains lllOt't� trllth aho,llt thL SOtii"CL ofyolll' OWII l'XiStl'IIH', 

You will f'lnd that we have covered some cxcdll'lll points ht'rl' this LVLning, 
that wi II be most helpful in further discussions. TherL arL othLr hKets that J will 
take up but at a later time. I am looking forward to summer discussions. Maybe 
Ruburt will even wear a bathing suit. 

("Maybe. ') 
Again let me mention that you in particular, Joseph, had a much more 

pleasant winter than you would have enjoyed without the knowledge of your 
own present personality gained from our sessions. I suggest you take a brief 
break. 

(Break at 11:00. jane was dissociated as usual. Once again we discussed a sub
ject we hoped Seth would mention after break. This time it wets jane's clairwyant 
experience of April 10. See page 1. jane resumed dictation in a normal voice at 
11:05.) 

The pulsating that I mentioned earlier as extension and contraction 
involves the use of certain frequencies inherent in the tissue capsule, and to 
some small degree represents or is a limited aspect of the ability of the inner self 
to change frequencies and pulsations in an even freer, less limited manner. I 
wanted to make this point earlier. 

Ruburt's experience with the slip of paper represented a clairvoyance, as 
did his experience with the clock; and clairvoyance is concerned with camou
flage pattern. Telepathy for example is not. In further experiences of this kind, 
Ruburt will be able to "see" (in quotes) more as his ability grows. 

The piece of paper was, as he saw it, written in the hand of Durosha Piry. 
It was on a desk. The notation mentioned your name, along with other names 
of artists whose works were under consideration by that woman to be placed in 
business offices. 

(The formal name of Dee Masters, jane's supervisor at the gallery, is Durosha 
Piry Masters.) 

The notation was on a desk in the woman's apartment, and Ruburt had 
not seen it, and was not familiar with it in the ordinary fashion. I will not go 
into this any more deeply now, because your name was involved, Joseph. Ruburt 
"saw" (in quotes) the slip of paper, and he was not able to read the rest of it sim
ply because your name was not mentioned again and there was no further infor
mation on the paper; merely names, and he had no more emotional incentive. 

I hope that you will develop along these lines, but the rate of progress is 
of course up to you, and your individual abilities will vary as to particulars. This 



is to IH· t•xpr't l<'cl. A� .1 11dl· tl11 11�1 ul P·'Yl hologit.d tinH· will hrlp yurr ltod1 
develop in .1 l.1irly h.d.tnu·d nt.IIIIWI I I1.1Vt' t'lljoynlthi.'ll'V�ning's .'lc:ssion. Alrcr· 
sollll' uwrl' lll.lll'rid with or11· inrwr Sl'IISl'.'l perhaps we .<�hall take some time 0111 
to go inro yom v;1riotJ.'I lilt.· readings, .1s I have let them go to get other material 
to yotr. 

Incidentally, tho11gh I promised, didn't I, that I wouldn't meddle, I do 
think that your idea, camping weekends during the summer, is an excellent one. 
And also that you have made a good decision as far as Artistic is concerned, par
ticularly in that you requested more money. You have to be able to afford all the 
paper to record our sessions. 

(Right." 
(jane-Seth smiled, leaning over my desk.) 
Joking aside, you will no longer feel put upon at Artistic, and perhaps you 

can see now that it would have been perfectly acceptable to have made your 
demand for more money at a much earlier date, since the demand was certain
ly justified for value received. 

(For three years I worked fitll time for Artistic Card Co. I then left their 
employment for a year. Recently I took a part-time job with them at a rather large 
increase in salary. This gives me afternoons free to paint, and is a very satisfactory 
arrangement.) 

May I rejoice with you? You may put this in the record �r not, you will 
not have children, for reasons that I have explained. It is possible within the 
realms of free will, but not probable. 

And now my dear friends, I wish you a fond and even joyful good 
evenmg. 

(And the same to you, Seth. ") 
As always I dislike leaving you, but after Ruburt paces up and down and 

utters my monologue steadily for such long periods of time, and after you scrib
ble away my immortal words so furiously, then I know that you must be glad 
for a rest. 

(((What are you going to do now? After you leave us?" 
(This is another question I like to throw at Seth, and it's another one he has 

yet to answer.) 
I am not going to do what you are going to do. I will discuss my comings 

and goings, if not to your complete satisfaction, at least enough to quiet you for 
a while, but at a later date. 

("Oh. ') 
Perhaps we will take a good part of a session for it. 
(( (That sounds good '') 



II II P I I J P II Ill 

t\11d i11 d�t· IIH".IIlliiiH' hl'al wi d t llll'. I will .'l.t\' 111.11 �otth' ol your C:ltlloll 
lb!!tl'S art· IIIH'dy ddighll'tll, a11d sonK�tilnes whl' ll I Jt'llllll 111 so111l' way I yl'am 

again ft>r spri11!-!t ;tnd warm windy weather. 

("Good night, Seth.,; 

(l:.nd at 11:32. jane was dissociated as usual. She still had a trace of enlarge
ment in her hands, and could not get her wedding ring off And I had a trace of 
enlargement in my right hand.) 

SESSION 44 
APRIL IS, 1964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(At 11:00 AM today, while relaxing briefly, jane experienced what she believes 
to be another attempt at clairvoyance. Behind her closed eyes the customary blackness 
began to turn gray, then white, or light; she saw finally a milky dijfosed light, as 
though she was looking at a frosted glass. She saw nothing else, she said, although she 
definitely had the feeling that it was possible for this opaque light to turn transpar
ent, and thus allow her to see things. 

(At8:40PMjane lay downfor a briefrest, while! sat quietly in an attempt 
to use psychological time. I experienced nothing untoward; jane however got the 
thought of dream locations taking up no space. I called her at 8:55. She felt some
what relaxed, she said, and not as nervous. 

Uane began dictating in a rather normal voice and at her regular rate, but 
before Long her delivery slowed down once again. This slower rhythm has been so 
prevalent in recent sessions that it appears to be becoming the rule. It does make it 
easier to take notes. Her eyes darkened as usual. 

Good evening, playmates. 
{"Good evening, Seth.'') 
I am pleased that you are so pleased with our last session. I was in fact 

going to speak about dream locations, in that you definitely experience these 
locations in your dreams, which take up no room in your space. 

On one level they could be said not to exist, and yet they do exist. While 
in your dream, you are able to see and touch and move about in these locations. 
It is only when you awake that they escape you. This should be considered along 
with our material on the expanding universe, since dream locations represent, 
certainly, a reality, even a framework that has no existence in your space; and 
measured purely along the lines used to measure your space, you would receive 
no hint at all of their existence or reality. Measured purely in terms of your 



l.lllll>llll.ll't �tlllt c·prio11S, JJ!,JIIY dJiiiP,·' wlull l '011 know t o  l'Xist wo1tld .�t't'lll 11nt 
to l'XISI. 

You Llltllot dl'llY your ow11 p.'iyl hnlogical rl'ality, hut sometimes it Sl'l'lllS 
.L'i ir· you would if you could. Yo11 c:JrJrJnt kcl outwardly; or see or measure, an 
l'lllot ioll, alld all crnotioll takl's up 110 :-;pace. Emotions still exist. Feelings 
ill tcllsily. Ill value 1 hey cu1 he said to ex p<uld, yet this very real intensity or value 
cxpa ll.'i ion of a lcding takes up 110 more additional space than it did at its 
conception. 

The color red is more vivid than the color black, using black here as color. 
I It 1wever red takes up no more space than black. In other words expansion, 
occurring in terms of value quality, or gradations of intensity, has nothing to do 
with expansion in space. And expansion of value and intensity is the only real 
f-(mn of expansion. 

I have said that the mind cannot be detected by your instruments at 
present. The mind does not take up space, and yet the mind is the value that 
gives power to the brain. The mind expands continually, both in individual 
terms and in terms of the species as a whole, and yet the mind takes up neither 
more nor less space, whether it be the mind of a flea or a man. 

The mind simply does not exist in spatial terms. You have no way of mea
suring the mind's expansion, any more than you can measure the expansion of 
the universe as long as you are th�nking in terms of expansion in space. To deny 
the reality of what does not exist in space would be to deny much of mankind's 
own heritage and abilities. 

Again, the dream world exists in a very personal, vivid and valid manner, 
but the dream world does not take up so many inches or feet or yards or acres. 
Now we get into something else. If the dream world exists, and it does, and if it 
does not exist in space, then in what, or where, does it have its existence, and 
what paths if any will lead us to it? 

Uane tapped on my desk for emphasis. She spoke quite slowly. Also throughout 
these first few pages, I believe I experienced quite a few instances of telepathy; I would 
catch a phrase for instance just before jane uttered the same words.) 

Since I have also said that basically the universe has no more to do with 
space in x.our terms than does the dream world, you may deduce a similarity 
between the medium in which both the basic universe and the dream world may 
be found. You must understand here that your idea of space is something quite 
different from the reality of our fifth dimensional space. I want to make this 
plain again before we continue. 

Your idea of space is some completely erroneous conception of an empti
ness to be filled. Things, planets, stars, nebulae, come into being in this universe 



ol' yotll'S. They ,Ill' horn Ullllinu.tlly ;tl'Conlillf, 111 �·u111 l.11t'�l tlworit.·s, and 1his 
llltivcrsc cxp:tnds pushed, so to speak, so tlt:ll I I '. �'d''' IHtiJ�l·, lht· oult.�r galax
ies literally burs1ing out i.nto nowhere. ,.li·m� l·llih dinu·t�sion.tl space, :1s I have 
said ofte11, is to the contrary vital energy, itself alive, possrssi11g endless abilities 
of transformation, forming all existences, forming even the camouflage universe 
with which you are familiar, and which you attempt to probe so ineffectively. 

This fifth dimensional space, this basic universe of reality cf which I 
speak, expands constantly in terms of intensity and quality and value, in a way 
that has nothing to do with your idea of space. 

The basic inner universe beneath all camouflage does not have an exis
tence in space at all, as you envision it. Space as you envision it, that is as an 
emptiness to be filled, is a camouflage. 

I suggest that you take your first break. 
(Break at 9:31. jane was dissociated as usual. She said Seth came through 

clear as a bell. Her voice had become very quiet, her pacing slow. She resumed 
dictating in the same manner at 9:35.) 

Dreams, the dream world, these do not exist to any real degree in time as 
you know time. Weeks may be experienced in a dream, and the dream may take 
but a split second of your clock time. The inner thoughts of the mind exist but 
briefly in time, and even this small tinge of time that touches both dreams and 
ideas is not basic to either the dream or the idea. 

This tinge of time is an attribute of the physical camouflage form only, 
and even then the relationship between time and ideas, and time and dreams, is 
a nebulous one. As I have mentioned, though you experience two days in a 
dream, you are while in that dream free from the time involved, in that you do 
not age two days, although you have psychologically experienced that apparent 
ume. 

The dream world and the mind are touched by time, and exist in it only 
in so far as these realities dip into the camouflage universe. Basically both the 
dream world and the ideas of the inner mind do not have their existence in time, 
although they may be visible from the perspective of time, viewed from the 
physical form. 

The reality of the inner universe also does not exist basically in time as you 
conceive it, although in some instances parts of it may be glimpsed from the 
camouflage time perspective; only however a very small portion. 

If the dream world and the mind and the inner universe do exist, and if 
they do not exist in space, and if they do not exist basically in time, though they 
may be glimpsed through time, then your question will be: in what medium or 
in what manner do they exist; and without time how can they be said to exist 



in cl111 ;l l ic 111? 
Yn11 :dll·.aly have lll.IIIY dtlt.'� 1h.t1 I lt.tvc givt'll you. '!'he ;lltSWt'l ll.'il'll 

,,lultdd tHll Sl'l'lll unht·lirva hl,·. Y"u lutow lor .1 1;1c1 rhat dn:atlls exist. You know 
1 lt:tl d tt' 111 i 11d ex isr s, you kt w pc'L" 11 1.d i 111 in t:lll' di rcct know ledge of these. I am 
ll·lling you rlt;u rite h;tsic univcrs<.· t•xisrs behind ill camouflage universes in  the 
sallll' tllallltcr, and raking up no space, rlt;tt tltc mind exists behind the brain. 

'I 'ltc brain is a Cllllottlbgc pa1tcn1. It takes up space. It exists in time. The 
Ill i nd takes up no space, it docs not have its basic existence in time. The reality 
ol' lIt C j llllCr Ull j verse docs not take up space, nor does it have its basic existence 
i 11 time. Your camouflage universe, on the other hand, takes up space and has 
all existence in time, but it is not the real and basic universe, any more than the 
hrai 11 is the mind. 

Now nevertheless the dream world, the mind and the reality universe do 
exist. They exist in a climate that we will call the value climate of psychological 
reality. This is the medium. This takes the place of what you call space. This 
value climate of psychological reality is a quality which makes all existences and 
consciousness possible. It is one of the most powerful principles behind or within 
the vitality that itself composes from itself all other phenomena. 

I suggest that you take your break. 
(Break at 10:01. jane was dissociated as usual. It was a very quiet and peacefUl 

session. jane resumed dictating in l3er slow and deliberate manner at 10:06.) 
One of the main attributes of this value climate is spontaneity, that shows 

itself in the existence of the only sort of time that has any real meaning, that of 
the spacious present. 

The spacious present does not contradict the existence of durability, but 
durability does not imply the existence of a future as you conceive it. Now this 
may appear conrradictOJy, bur later I hope that you will understand this more 
dearly. The spacious present, while existing spontaneously, while happening 
simultaneously, still contains within it qualities of duration. 

An idea is not itself aware of past, present and future for example, and yet 
having no experience with present, past and future, it still endures. Nor does the 
duration involved in the spacious present in any way involve a suspension in 
tenns of, for example, growth forbidden to achieve maturity. 

Growth in your camouflage universe often involves the taking up of more 
space. Actually in our inner universe of reality growth exists in terms of the value 
or quality expansion of which I have spoken, and does not, I repeat, does !lill 
imply any sort of space expansion. Nor does it imply, as growth does in your 
camouflage universe, a sort of projection into rime. 

I realize that this material is difficult, and I am giving it to you in as simple 



IL'n us as po.11sihlc. ll'growrh is out· ol' ria· I IHl.'ll IH't , • .  ,�HI I  y I11WN ol yo111 t.llliOI tlhgl' 
1miverse, valllt' lidllllntl'lll corresponds 10 i1 in rill' 111111'1 11·.diry 1111iwrsl'. 

(Noto./tllll) tllme up to the table I use a s  tl tlr.1/..· dt�nll.� 11'1\ioltl. With onefi)()t 
on a chair, she leaned over to supervise each worrl I Jllt'fl/r•. IZN' m·xt paragraph 
represents probably the longest period of time she reftainNlfmm pacing back and 
forth while dictating.) 

Now the so-called laws of your camouflage universe do not apply to the 
inner universe. They do not even apply to other camouflage planes. However, 
the laws of the inner universe apply to all camouflage universes, and all con
sciousnesses on � plane must follow the basic laws of the inner universe. Some 
of these basic laws have counterparts known and accepted on various camou
flage planes. There are various manifestations of these laws and various names 
given to them. 

(Now fane resumed pacing again.) 
These basic laws are followed on many levels in your own universe. We 

will go into these laws in time. So far I have given you but one, which i5 value 
fulfillment. 

In your physical universe this rule is followed as physical growth. The 
entity follows this rule through the cycle of reincarnations. The species of 
mankind, and all other species in your universe on your particular horizontal 
plane, follow this law under the auspices of evolution. On other planes this law 
is carried through in other manners, but it is never ignored. 

I suggest because of the importance of the material that you take a break. 
Uane was dissociated; indeed way out, as she put it. She looked over the above 

material during break because she wanted to know what she had been talking about. 
Resume at 10:35.) 

The second law of the inner universe is energy transformation. This 
occurs constantly. 

Energy transformation and value fulfillment, all existing within the 
spacious present, add up to a durability that is at the same time spontaneous. 
Energy transformation and value fulfillment add up to a durability that is simul
taneous. 

(Here, jane smiled.) 
You may see what we are getting into here. Our third law is spontaneity, 

and despite all appearances of beginning and end, despite all appearances of 
death and decay, all consciousness exists in the spacious present, in a sponta
neous manner, in simultaneous harmony, and yet within the spacious present 
there is also durability. 

Durability is our fourth law. Durability within the framework of the 



,lip.u in l l,li l l l t'St' l l l  wot dd f l o l < 1 t Wt• � t• 11 1 1 1 1 1  l o t  d t t• l . tws o l ' va l 1 1 r  l i d l i l l r t tC i l l  , 1 1 1d 
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Now, on yo1 1 r  pa n in 1 l a r l . I I I IO t d bgc u n iverse you are learning energy 
t r: l l ls f(ml J a t ion .  A nd i n  you r case yo1 1 . I I"<.' l earn i ng to transform inner energy by 
l i J rm i ng it i n to phys ica l  con s t n 1ct ions t hat the plane enables you to manipulate 
hy 1 he l(mnation of part ie� dar  o u ter  senses for this purpose. You are severely lim
i t l·d as yet i n  the usc of your abilities. When the two laws of value fulfillment 
and energy transformation are mastered, then duration is a natural consequence. 

What you consider death has no more basic reality than has your idea of 
t ime and space. Death really represents a blind spot in your present ability to 
perceive energy transformation, and even value fulfillment. Death merely repre
sen ts the termination of your own perception, that is, the termination of your 
understanding. Your ability here amounts to a complete dwindling of compre
hension. Your senses are not equipped to perceive the transformation of energy 
from one form to another. 

Certainly the birth of a child is really basically just as incomprehensible, 
hut this transformation is projected into, rather than out of, your sphere of 
understanding. What you call death is merely the transformation of your own 
energy onto a sphere that cannot be perceived by the outer senses. I hope that I 

' 
have made this material plain enough for your plane. 

Jane leaned smiling over the desk.) 
Actually, duration itself is dependent upon such transformation. We have 

managed together to do extremely well with this evening's session, and I dare say 
that I came through in excellent fashion. 

I want to make one note here, that again experience in the use of psycho
logical time will bring you dose to an understanding of the value climate of psy
chological reality, for obvious reasons. Psychological time indeed is a part of this 
climate as it appears in fairly uncamouflaged form in your own universe. You 
can get the feel of it. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 1 1.·00. Again jane was folly dissociated. Her delivery was still ver_y 

slow when she resumed at 1 1:05.) 
I am not giving you these laws necessarily in the order of their importance, 

merely in the order which is easiest for me to deliver to you. Creation is obv i
ously one of the basic laws, which we will call the fifth law. 

In your physical universe this law is followed through idea constructions 
which become idea approximations of inner reality that are, nevertheless, d is
torted to a large degree, and make up the various camouflage patterns with 



whi l l t  you a n· l . u 1 1 i l i a 1 .  
We w i l l  go i n 10  d JL....,l' bws, a nd ou d i t u..' od w t �  t n l u t l l t t ' .'it'ss ions .  You w i l l  

Sl:e also h o w  t he inner set)ses are equ ipped t o  pnrl' i w  h.t\h t l l l l l ' t '  n:a l i t  i es o f  the 
inner un iverse, in much the same manner that you r O l l l lT sci iSl'S a n: eq u i pped 
to manipulate within your camouflage universe. 

This material is actually not nearly as difficult to understand as it may 
seem. Intuitively you should pick up much of it. The intuitions are not bound 
by the so-called laws of logic, and cause and effect. They do not take time as you 
know it into consideration, therefore they are not bound by continuity or lim
ited to communication of words or even thoughts, strung out one after another. 

The intuitions are able to accept conceptual reality to some degree. They 

can feel the content and validity of a concept, where the brain itself may fall 

short. I am tempted to go into more laws this evening. However it is best that I 

withhold them until you grow more familiar with this evening's material. 

Remember however our universe that fulfills itself yet takes up no space, 

and our imaginary painting in which distance appears ever further in the back

ground, while never touching the back of the painting, and this may give you 

some intuitive understanding of our spacious present that has duration, and yet 

takes up no space. 
Contradictions, or rather apparent contradictions in terms will arise only 

out of a false conception on your part, mostly as a result of the erroneous cause

and-effect system. Obviously cause and effect has only limited application even 

on your own plane and in your own camouflage universe. 
If cause and effect were an absolute law, then continuity would also have 

to be an absolute law, and all or any evidences of clairvoyance, or viewing the 
future, would be absolutely impossible, even in your universe, and this simply 
is not so. It is only because there is basically no cause and effect, but merely 
apparent cause and effect, and no past, present and future, that clairvoyance is 
possible in your universe. 

And while awareness of clairvoyance is fairly rare, it does exist; and though 
watered down in most instance, is a natural method of warning individuals of 
happenings with which their own outer senses would not be familiar. It is a nat
ural method of protecting the individual by giving him an inner knowledge of 
events. Without constant clairvoyance on the part of every man and woman, 
existence on your plane would involve such inner, psychological insecurity that 
it would be completely unbearable. 

Individuals are always warned of disasters, so that the organism can pre
pare itself ahead of time. The day of death is known. Consciously such knowl
edge is not given to the ego for obvious reasons, but every organism, through its 
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dt'a t hs ,  . 1 1 1d so l i n t h ,  t he p<' I M t l l .d l l )' , �, .,, • l l , l , ·< · id i ng hdi u·chaml wha t i t  l ' l l t ts id 
c ' I S d is . Js t l o l ts; . 1 1 1d d ll· I I H' I l l l wrs nl d 1 < '  � pn· i cs ; ts : t  wholl' k now in adva m:e ol '  
d � t 1 r w. 1 rs. As t ('lcp;u hy opcL t t l's <. o ns 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 y a t  a s1 1hco nscious level, as a basis for 
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' l 'hl' i n n l'r senses a lso co n vl'y t he knowledge that death is merely an ener
gy t ransf(H·mat ion,  and your a l most numberless religions merely represent idea 
, t n bols rhat attempt to make this knowledge plain to the ego. That they deal 
w i t h  d istortions and camouflage material is not to be wondered at. They have 
1 1 1 a nagL�d i n  some way to make this inner knowledge a part of the ego-under
st and ing  of the species. 

' I  'his is quite enough for one session, my pigeons. 
(Can I ask a question?'') 
You may. 
('Can you tell us anything about Miss Callahan tonight?" 
(It will be remembered that in the 33rd session, page 262 [in Volume One}, 

Seth suggested the date, April 15, 1964, as a sign�ficant one for Miss Callahan. By 
(()incidence, this session fell on April 15, so naturally I was curious to learn more. 
/tme's thought at the time of the 33rd session was that April 15th meant possibly a 
rhange for Miss Callahan, instead �her death necessarily. 

(I now also was curious to see if distortion cropped up, since Seth had dealt 
with this problem in the 36th session to some extent. Distortion where personal mate
rial is concerned is, jane and I feel a possibility still until her abilities mature.) 

Only that today, or rather this late evening, between this evening actually 
and two AM your time, she will undergo a severe crisis, and that rapid deterio
ration of brain tissue will set in. She is over, or will be over, the worst hump by 
then, and even the ego will be forced to acquiesce. 

The last struggles of the ego will take place in these hours. It will finally 
understand that it is not to be dumped aside but taken along as itself, indepen
dent as always, to stand beside other independent egos that all represent facets 
of the entity. 

No powers are taken away from the ego. It has what abilities it has 
achieved, plus the ability to draw upon other energy which it could not draw 
upon. That is all I will say now along those lines. 

The session has been an excellent one. Even old Doubting Thomas 
Ruburt is impressed enough with the material to admit that his precious sub
conscious simply could not be the source of it all. 

I bid you a most fond good evening, and as usual look forward to our next 
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ll l l't'l i ng . I wo1 1 l d  n o t  hl' Sl l rpr iscd il yo11r l 'ri l' l ld l ' l t d r p  •l l l l ' l l dn l . ' L1 Ia,  1oo1s ics. 
( "( ,'ootl m:�ht, Seth. Set' you Mm-u/,�y. " 
(End at I f  :39. _/a�u was again fully  diJsocitltt·d \\ '/,,.JJ St'th g'' ''t' 11.1' the mtlte

rial on Miss Callahan, I felt a chil l. 
Uane said that although she knows it is a job jiJr Hll' lo ,/o ,,I/ the recording 

and typing for these sessions, I cannot have any idea of what it is like to be in her 
place. She i s  sometimes appalled 

(She went on to say that as good as she wants the sessions to be, she has learned 
that she must overcome any feeling of responsibility for them; to do otherwise invari
ably makes her tense and hampers the flow of materiaL Again, Seth had something 
to say about distortions in the 36th session, in Volume One. 

(By disclaiming any responsibil it;� jane feels that she lets the material come 
through clearly. It has to be this way. She tried, she said, to let the material on Miss 
Callahan come through without distortion. At the end of the session she felt better 
than she had all day.) 

SESSION 45 
APRIL 20, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(Both jane and I have lately begun to practice p�ychowgical time regularly, if 
only for a few minutes each day. For myself! have nothing yet to report; and as pre
viously noted, jane has had some success at various times with what are usuaUy quite 
brief flashes of insight. 

(We were by now more used to our new schedule, and felt more alert for the 
sessions. By 8:50 this evening jane was nervous, as usual, having rw idea of Set/Is 
subject matter for the session. 

{It was a very quiet beginning. W'illy slept peacefully on the couch. jane began 
dictating at a rather fast rate, in a voice a little stronger and deeper than normaL 
Her eyes darkened as usual, she paced quite rapidly.) 

Good evening. 
( 'Good evenin� Seth. " 
Uane smiled broadly and gestured.) 
We are quite old friends, even in this existence by now, after so many 

sessions. Who else do you speak with more than you speak to me? 
( 'No one, I guess. ') 
I am actually quite honored by my reception. You did not always greet me 

so kindly. You and I fell to fistfights upon a few occasions. Nor would such 
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l { t i i H n t i 1 1  I IL I IIY w;tys w.t .'i l l t t , n� , , l l t ' l l  t ha n l' i t hcr of us, more recept i w  1 o  
wh; l l  l ou ld n o t  hl ' Sl't' J l or t ot l l l l nl .  H 1 1 1 l o 1 1 t r; 1 r iw ise he doubted, always prohed 
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t i l l I ll 'S I O  do SO. 
You arc bot h,  w i 1  h my in valu able hd p, coming along very well. Your atti

l t h l(·s rowan l  the outside world have certainly improved. Ten minutes of your 
' lork 1 i 1 1 1 e  a lby wou ld certa in ly be of great value in the use of psychological 
t i n u·, ami  I suggest that you try this. 

( Now_/ane began to slow up in her dictation, as she has in recent sessions. Once 
".�din her manner became quite slow and deliberate.) 

The value climate of psychological reality can be likened to an ocean in 
w l t id t  al l consciousness has its being. There are multitudinous levels that can be 
pi t 1 11ged i nt o with various life forms, diverse and alien, but nevertheless inter
n l l l l lected and dependent one upon the other. I like the ocean analogy because 
y« ll l get the idea of continuous flow and motion without apparent division. 

As temperatures in various depths of ocean change, and as even the color 
« ,f t l 1e water and of the flora and fauna change, so too in our value climate there 
.m· qual ity changes, and senses equipped to project and perceive the changes. 
' l ' l •cre are distortions because of t:h·e limitations of the outer senses, but the inner 
senses do not distort. The inner senses inhabit directly the atmosphere of our 
va lue climate; and they see through the evervarying camouflage patterns, and 
r l 1e  flux and flow of apparent change. In our sessions to some small degree you 
J l l l Jnge into this ocean of value climate, and to the extent that you are able to 
d ivest yourselves of the clothes of camouflage, to that extent can you truly be 
aware of this climate. 

What is required is more than a divesting of clothes however. To plunge 
i n to this ocean you also leave the physical body at the shore. It will be there 
when you get back. Your camouflage patterns can be likened to the patterns cast 
by sun and shadow upon the ever-moving waves. As long as you keep the pat
tern in mind, you create it, and it is there. If you turn your head away for a 
moment and then look quickly back you can see only the wave. Your camou
f·lage and your world is created by conscious focusing and unconscious concen
tration. Only by turning your head away for a moment can you see what is 
beneath the seemingly solid pattern. By plunging into our ocean of value cli
mate you can dive beneath your camouflage system and look up to see it, rela
tively foundationless, floating above you, moved, formed and directed by the 
shifting illusions caused by the wind of will, and the force of subconscious 
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sion become reincarnation and evolution and growd t .  So .m·  . t i l  t he other basic 
laws of the inner universe followed on every plane, a n d  rd lcct l'd fl·om the most 
minute to the most gigantic spectrum. 

Concentrating upon your own camouflage universe, you are able to dis
tinguish only the distortive pattern, and from this pattern you deduce your ideas 
of cause and effect, past, present and future, and ideas of an expanding universe 
that bloats. Consciousness takes up no space nor is it enclosed by time, as you 
know time. The camouflage patterns that seem to enclose consciousness are 
temporary, for short term only, and for limited but necessary purpose. 

Any investigation of the basic inner universe, which is the only real uni
verse, must be done as much as possible from a point outside your own distor
tions, but the only way open for you to escape the distortions of your own phys
ical universe is to journey inward. To get outside your own universe, you must 
travel inward, and this represents the only perspective free of distortive elements, 
from which valid experimentation can be carried on. Your so-called scientific, 
so-called objective experiments can continue for an eternity, but they only probe 
further and further with camouflage instruments into a camouflage universe. 

The subconscious, it is true, has elements of its own distortions, but these 
are easier to escape than the tons of distortive camouflage atmosphere that weigh 
your scientific experiments down. 

I suggest you take your break. 
(Break at 9:32. fane was dissociated as usual By the time break arrived she 

was speaking in a rather normal voice. Resume at 9:35.) 
You cannot have so-called objective experiments when you are surrounded 

by, and dealing with, and intertwined with, the elements of the camouflage uni
verse. You are, or scientists are, working within what may be described as one 
small cube within literally millions of somewhat similar though different cubes, 
the cubes all representing various camouflage universes. 

If they were ever lucky enough to pierce through their own cube, which 
is doubtful, they would merely discover the cube nearest to them, without ever 
imagining that there were literally numberless such cubes. A small portion of the 
spacious present appears in your cube but you see it in camouflage terms of con
tinuity, in camouflage waves of past, present and future. 

Like rats in mazes, with luck you could theoretically travel from one cube 
or maze to another, though practically this is impossible. But even if your exper
iments gave you knowledge of many of these camouflage cube universes, you 



Wt 1 1 dd 1 . •. 1 1 1 1 l i t t l t� ol r hc h.1. ... 1t I I I H . I I J I I H d L• t '.' '' ' " ' ' l t ' l  l l t l t VCt.'l<\ wlwn·  .d l  s t l l l t  d iv r  
I I I I I \  d t • q l j i("I IJ.  

A 1 1y .'il if'n t i l i t  J H 'I'So l l . t ) ',t' o l  y1 1 t 1 1  l'tr wr . l l ion wi l l  i n t t l tl·d i ;al' ly pa n ic ; U  such 
1 1 p,gc·.'tt ion s  . 1. 11  I . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . r k i n g. You ,, , ,  . .  1\ o  l . t k <' l l  "P w i d t  you r  precious ct mmllbgl' 

l ' ' '" ' ' t l l s ,  , 1 1 1d so u n LH n i l i a r  w i t h  t l 1 1· i l l l l l ' l' pmp 1 1 l s ion  beh i nd all such matcria l 
t l i l l l t l l l.'i , t l t ; t t  i t  w i l l  he a w h i le hd(m: a 1 1y headway i s  made. 

J .".i ns tc i l l  t r;t vded w i t h i n ,  a n d  t nt.'ited ,  h is ow n intuitions, and used his 
I I J t H ' I  M'I IS<'s. I k wou ld have d i.'lcovered much more had he been able to trust 
h i�  1 1 1 1 1 1 i t  ions l'Vcn more, and ab le to lea ve more of the so-called scientific proof 
ol l t i .� dH·or ies to l('sser men, to give himself more inner freedom. 

' l 'h l'rl' is on ly a relat ive ly  small layer of personal material, and therefore 
• ·p,c , , i11t ical and  di.'ltortive material, at the upper reaches of the subconscious. This 
l. r ycr  Gi l t  he qu ickly recognized, as a rule. Ruburt recognizes it now, and he is no 
�� i f' u t  i s t  or psychologist. For the record, you understand that I am referring to 
q•,c • t is t  ical materia l as that portion that is concerned with the outer camouflage
or ic u r cd personal i ty, and that the stronger inner ego actually represents the 
p� twcr ;r n d  abi l ity behind the outer ego. 

Now. Directly, so to speak, beneath this personal material in the subcon
sl · ic H t s, is racial material which could be of great value to psychologists in their 
st 1 1 , I y < >f racial histories, and resulting psychological differences of the various 
1 .tn·s. Underneath this is matericrl dealing with the species as a whole, with its 
I t. rck� round, evolution and inner knowledge. 

Beneath this, pure and simple, undistorted, there for the searching, 
.d tso l u tely free for the asking, is the knowledge inherent in the inner self per
Lt i ni ng to the inner universe as a whole, its laws and principles, its composition. 
l l ere you will find, undistorted, uncamouflaged, the innate knowledge of the 
rrcation of the camouflage universe, the mechanics involved, much of the mate
r ia l  that I have given you, the method and ways by which the inner self as a basic 
inhabitant of the inner universe, existing in the climate of psychological reality, 
l tdps create the various planes of existence, constructs outer senses to project 
< I I HJ perceive the VariOUS apparent realities Or Camouflages, how the inner sd j '  
reincarnates on the various planes. Here you will find your answers as to h ow 
t he inner self transforms energy for his own purposes, changes his form, adop ts  
other apparent realities, and all this free for the investigation. 

Hypnotism will become more and more a tool of scientific investiga t i c  •n . 

' fdepathy will be proven without a doubt, and utilized, sadly enough i 1 1  dw 
beginning, for purposes of war and intrigue. Nevertheless telepathy w i l l <' t t . t l t l t · 
your race to make its first contact with alien intelligence. It will n ot ar l i r.'i t l w  
recognized as such. 



( l ltrf, .J,m,· tm.�hl'fl t!J .dlf' jJttat! IMr/..· ,,m/ fm th ) 
There is not h i n g  any more stra nge in S i ll h , o l l t .h t t l 1 . 1 1 1  1 hcrl' is i n  my 

contact with you. But. because you arc so i n vo lvt'd w1 1 l 1  L l l l lo t d bge apparent 

reality, contact with such intelligence will be a s t ;t r t l  ing d isrowry. The contact 
made will be from one male to another, although the a l  il�n ma le, fi·om another 
camouflage galaxy, will be more involved than you consider possible. 

The actual telepathy contact with this alien intelligence will occur, your 
time I believe, not too far distant, perhaps by the year 200 1 .  However, for 
reasons that I will not go into, a hitch will develop of which your scientists will 
not be aware, at least in your terms. The intelligence that you contact will no 
longer inhabit that same universe by the time that the contact is made. 

By then you will have discovered that your present theory of the expand
ing universe is in error; and this error will, nevertheless, affect your calculations 
as to the exact location in your space, of the intelligence that is contacted. The 
contact will be made, I believe, in Australia. 

Space travel, in your terms, will develop in a seemingly extravagant and 
startling fashion, only to be dumped as such when your scientists discover that 
space as you know it is a distortion, and that journeying from one so-called 
galaxy to another is done by divesting the physical body from camouflage. The 
vehicle of so-called space travel is mental and psychic mobility, in terms of 
psychic transformation of energy, enabling spontaneous and instantaneous 
mobility through the spacious present. 

As to the means, the very simplest and crudest but still to be adopted 
method will prove to be hypnotism, simply because at this point your personal
ities will not trust their own abilities but must rely upon suggestion from the 
outside. 

I hope to try with you methods of energy transference divorced from or 
divested from hypnotism as such. This will be one of our experiments together 
and will not be too far in the future. When the time comes we three will try 
together. In the meantime preparation includes a systematic and scheduled use 
of psychological time. 

Hypnotism will be used scientifically simply as a means of breaking down 
the inhibitions of the outer personality. It goes without saying that such inhibi
tions are necessary on your plane, and any experiments that we try will be car
ried on in a most disciplined fashion. 

I will never either suggest or condone a wholesale letting go of outer per
sonality defenses. I am attempting to build up your outer personalities in their 
dealings with the outside world, while at the same time teaching the inner self 
spontaneity and freedom. This is quite a project. 



l lw o u l c ' l  l '' ' l .'lo 1 1. d i 1 y  1 1 1 1 1 .'1 1  I ll '  ,1 'I I I O I I �� yl' t  1 csi l i t.'l l l  l i : l l l l t:work,  , , l , lc 1 1 1  
d I II I I '  I w 1 r l 1  i l. 'l ho1 1 nd.u il'S . 1 nd .d low t l w  I I I I H' t' srlf i t s  frt.\·dom,  and yet s l lo l lg 

"' ' I I J ',I I  lo ·'P I " ' J ', h .H I( . 1 nd t l l . l i l l t . l l l l  I t s ' on t m l ovl'r ou t wa rd experience. Thi s  
1 �  L.rr r . n n ly , ,  d ist ip l i n r. 

I . 1 1 1 1  t c t l l p t <.'d t o  co l l t i l l l tt ' w i t h o1 1 t  a l low i ng you a break. Ruburt is doing 
wt· l l  w i t  ho 1 1 t  onl', hu t  I am col ln'n H·d w i t h  your flngers. Are they faltering? If 
•o, d u· n  hy .d l 1 nt·a ns t ake a brea k .  

( " (  )�·,�y. ') 
I )o you wan t  a brea k? 

( .. )���· . .. 
( llrtrd· lit 10:23. I was of course aware that regular break time had passed 

wmr u4nlt 11go. For one thing, my right hand was quite cramped. Indeed it was 
.dmml /',,;,did, and I would have been forced to call a halt soon in any case. I also 
hrlirt 'r' t/.111L while taking down part of the above material I was in something of a 
ltght 1 ,.,, nee state; sometime after our regular break period had passed, I seemed to 
l'r't 'tllllt' tiUJtlrl' that I had been writing steadily without any awareness, or very little, 
o(th· mttlerial J was taking down. 

(/11ne was folly dissociated. She said she thought Seth kept her going until he 
h�tl.�ollen all of the above material through. Usually she does not reach foil dissoci
,,tion until the second break. 

(Jane experienced alw her now familiar fat handr. She did not become aware 
of ' t/JiJ until a minute or two after break began. Her hands were very moist, and 
tl/'/'t'tlred to be thickened, especially both index fingers. we talked of making 
tfi 'J'tltlgements to measure the circumference of her fingers before and during this 
p/}('nomena, to see if there is actually any physical enlargement. 

(However, jane could not get her wedding ring off at all no matter how hard 
dl(' tried. She had removed the other ring she usually wears before the session. It fits 
loosely as a rule, but now she had to force it back on her fourth finger; contrariwise, 
dw then had to wet it to remove it. 

(During the day jane called the hospital to try to verify the information Seth 
hlld given us on the condition of Miss Callahan. See the 44th session, page 17. She 
lt't�rned instead that a week or so previously Miss Callahan's relatives had moved her 
to a rest home. The hospital did not know which rest home. To me this implied that 
Miss Callahan was in better condition, but jane said she felt otherwise, that Seth's 
material here was not distorted. 

Oane resumed dictation, after a longer break than usual, in a normal voice at 
10:38.) 

Hypnotism is important merely as a tool to release the conscious person
ality from the camouflage inhibitions. It then allows knowledge to rise up. I n  



ord i n a ry ci rct l l l l� l a m:l'� d tt· co 1 1 sciou� se l l  d t • ,d 1 t 1 11 1 1 dy wi d t  , . l l t l o r l l la gc ex i .'i 
t t:nct:. Th is  is a l tt:r a l l  p r imar i l y  i t �  p u rpose. 

H owever, when _it is enabled to l et go i t �  j l l l'o' , l l j l. t l r o l l  w i t h  1 ht: camou
flage universe, it can receive and be aware of d a t a  n·n· i v(·d by t he i n ner senses. 
Such data does not have to be retained on a subconsc io1 1�  k·vd . The conscious 
personality can be trained to receive, interpret and reta i n such knowledge. 
Otherwise such knowledge would be relatively without value in your camou
flage universe. 

Hypnotism then is one tool to enable the conscious personality to divest 
itself of its concentrated focus upon outer camouflage, and to enable it to focus 
instead upon the inner self The main rule here is merely a change of focus. 
Knowledge of the basic universe can be achieved, interpreted and retained by 
your scientists in ways that I will at first outline, and then cover more com
pletely. 

Hypnotism is a safer method to begin with than drugs, but hypnotism 
itself is not necessary if there is an inner willingness to explore the inner 
universe. The main barrier is the ego's fear of being subjugated, even as it fears 
subjugation imagined in death. If the ego can be made to understand that inner 
awareness, exploration and investigation will actually enlarge its scope of aware
ness there will be little difficulty. 

It may be necessary in the beginning to induce more or less complete 
amnesia, but this should be avoided. Through constant practice with hypnotism 
your scientists will discover that it is possible, and definitely beneficial, to allow 
the conscious ego to retain its memory. Since there is no real division between 
the ego and the subconscious, the knowledge of the ego and the knowledge of 
the subconscious are merged in any case. But to be truly effective there should 
be no attempt to hide subconscious knowledge from the ego. 

I realize that hypnotism will be utilized first. Nevertheless progress could 
be quickened if persons who did not need hypnotism to divest themselves of 
outer focus were used in scientific experiments. 

With practice the personal distortive layers of subconscious material could 
be recognized without difficulty, and even these will give you valuable insights 
into psychological mechanisms. 

Telepathy involves of course a focusing of abilities and energy. The trou
ble is that when you are dealing with, say, the transmission of a picture, you are 
still dealing with camouflage. You will do better when you focus inwardly in a 
receptive manner, but without any inhibiting factor. That is when you are will
ing to receive whatever comes. Focusing upon a camouflage objective will give 
you a camouflage result. 



You 1 1 1 1 1 \ l  I H ·  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' o pt' l l  . 1 1 1d ' ' ' ' 'I 'I I V (' t l t . t l l t l t l.'l 1 1 1  onlr1 t o t •t 1 t ' l l lo� I 

dgl' ol t t t ld t"t l n t t • ·d h.t .'l i •  tr.d l l i l '� .  A t td t l w  1 1 1 dy h i br imts  p art o f ' t h i.'l i .'i t h . t l  .'l l l l l t  
tlt l l i i i J', Iy ·" "h it'• 1 i w  d . t L I  w i l l  • ·n. th l,· y 1 1 1 1  I n  r t t l  t h rough ohjec l i ve, o r  so-c;dln l 

ohw, r rw ,  l l·.d i r  y i n  .1 w.ty 1 h.u w i l l  g iw you so-ca l ll'd proofs, that  you ca n 
u l u, ·vc ·  i n  1 1 1 1  ot l tc 'l ' t : tsh i o n .  

( /,tll r'.i r/diNt:y /l(lrl /Jn•11 /Jt't'OIIIill,� 11/0rf' .1pirited. She was now talking some
"'"''' /,l , h·l; tl.l'ill.� m,oq gt'JIIIrt'.l', 1111d /Ml 'ing more rapidly. Now she rapped upon my 
/, ��· /rir tlllf'ht.ri.l'.) 

I is i n g  l{ uhu rt 's ph rase, th is may sound "far-out," (in quotes), but even by 
t l w  Yt\l t 2000 i t  w i l l  al l sound quite reasonable, and long before that your 

• t l ' t lWIIs  w i l l  come tu conclusions much like these. It is simply much easier, and 
VI'  II t nort· sc ien t i llc, to achieve a so-called, again, objective view of your uni

\' 1 ' 1  �·· hy go i ng i n ward, than it is to attempt to escape your distortive atmosphere 
hy t ',oi 1 1 g  fu rther outward, because in the outward direction you will only meet 
I I IOH' t . l l l l O l l flage. 

(!l.�ain a rap upon the desk.) 
I f  .o;ci ent ists think that the inner world is a murky maze of intimate chaos, 

l 1 · 1  d t rt l l  sec what happens when they attempt space travel; that is, journeys 
d u o1 1gh a camouflage nonexistent space to begin with, with a camouflage vehi
' l c •, · I  'hey wi l l  get no further to the heart of truth or reality than a Hy buzzing 
t l nt 1 1 1d  1 he outside, forever-dosed-to-him, portion of a round, hard, unripe 
1ppll'. 

· I  ' here are definite experiments that can be tried in scientific laboratories 
r k t r  w i l l  enable your scientists to glimpse the inner reality, and to actually dis
' • •wr 1 he ways and means by which the inner energy-self transforms the energy 
ol i lsdf i n to physical patterns. There are laws which govern the birth and death, 
1 1o 1  on ly  of men but of all conscious beings, and these laws can be discovered 
I' •r t l 1e asking. 

I regretfully believe that a break is in order, but we are all in fine form 
1 0 1 1 ight .  

(This time jane really pounded upon my desk, smiling as she did so. I replied 
,;,,,, I was glad we were all in fine form; and instead of breaking, jane once more 
pounded the table, then continued in a most vehement and pleased manner. Her eyes 
lll{'f(' very dark, her voice strong.) 

I will give you some material before I am through. The experiments w i l l  
o 1 1 ly have t o  b e  tried and their validity will speak for itself. If I can get Ruburt 
• •vt·r his sometimes cussed hardheadedness, his belligerent egotistical blunder
i t tgs ,  then he can perform feats that will more than show the validity of my state
ments. To think that I am to some admittedly large extent dependent upon h is 



dl'vcl o p l n l' l l l !  (l'xda1 1 1 . 1 1  i on  poi n t ) .  
You cou ld d o  l l l l tch better too. Rel a x ,  l l'l go Y1 1u 'l i t ' l i lu· . 1  donkc.:y t oo, 

butl w i l l  pul l your tai l . Soon 1 w i l l  have you a1 d H· po 1 1 1 1 wh , . , , .  yo t l r  l i 1 1gcrs w i l l  
feel n o  fatigue, and then I will make u p  for lost 1 i l l ll' , 

My apologies, I forgot your break again. And i ncidl·n t a l ly :  l {uburt's hard
headedness and egotistical dragging of feet so far, hampers l l l c  in a beautiful lit
de demonstration. I see the office of your precious Psychic Society, and your 
director, but Ruburt fears to make a mistake, and he blocks me. 

Take your break. 
(Break at 1 1:15. jane ended the monologue with another blow upon the desk. 

She was folly dissociated- way out, she said. She felt Seth was ready to talk about 
the American Society for Psychic Research; but she was so afraid of making a mistake 
that she couldn't let the material come through yet. 

(Seth, she said, could go on for hours. The break was only for my benefit, to 

rest my hand Where it had bothered me earlier, I now felt no discomfort howeva 

When jane began dictating again she immediately took up with her very energetic 

and forcefol manner. Resume at 11 :  11.) 
For Ruburt's edification, this hardheaded egotistical belligerence is some

what of a good thing, in that without it our sessions, theoretically and perhaps 

practically, could result in undisciplined and even to some extent dangerous 

exhibitions of shilly-shallyings, without adequate controls. 
Ruburt possesses two necessary qualities which luckily do not blot each 

other out, though they could. He is extremely receptive, open to and even 
appreciative of inner data, and also possesses an ego strong enough to maintain 
necessary discipline. This makes it easier and also more difficult for me, but goes 
a long ways toward minimizing any psychological dangers on your part, and 
what is gained is solid. There will be no backtracking, and while achievements 
along some lines may be slower they can be counted upon. 

Without your confidence and intuitive affirmation, much of this material 
would be blocked on Ruburt's part, Joseph, and Ruburt depends strongly upon 
inner strengths that you possess, and of which you are mainly ignorant. We will 
go into the mechanisms involved in our gestalt at a later time, and we will make 
the whole matter plain. 

I am trying to develop Ruburt's abilities so that he does not use his own 
nervous energy in these sessions because, oh, he would squawk if he was tired 
and did not get his own writing time in.  

(To make this point, jane waved her arms in a comical display of 

anguish.) 
On your part also there is, or would be ordinarily; a rather extensive 



" I H' I l d i t l l l t ' o l  t'l lt' I 'J',iC.'i, ; 1 1 1d I il l l l  , l l l t ' l l l j l l l l l l ', l o  l l l i n i l l l i·l.( · 1 h i ."' a lso. I do 1 1 o 1  
w.t l l l  t o  t . t l (( ·  · ' " Y t'l t cq •,y l mt t t  yot t l  o w 1 1  wo1 k ,  . t l l d  w i 1 h  I ra i n i ng l hl' l't u l  res u l t  
w i l l l w  , I l l  t 'X I I , I l 't'.'il ' I VOi l' o l t ' I H ' Ij ', '• 

1\."1 l iu· as d l l· p mjccl n l  Sl' il ' n l i l i c  l ' X pn i m�n ts arc concerned, we unf(H·tu
l l .l l � ly w i l l  havf.' l o  deal w i 1 h  l l l i l l l ns r ha 1  a re basically unimportant, merely to 
1 onv incc o l hl'rs. You r  scien t i s i s  w i l l l i nd  this true also. 

We a rt· working s low i n  some respects, but building a firm foundation. 
I ;, K pni mct l ts w i l l  be conducted, for example, as far as traveling through your 
• .l l l lo u l lag� space is concerned; and not only will this traveling be effected, but 
t i l l '  physical fonn must be apparent to others in two places at once, so to speak. 
M . l l l'r ia l  m ust  be carefully gathered by the personality in its secondary location, 
1 o  1 1 1a k� ."'uch experiments effective in scientific circles. 

I n  all probability there will be some failures, but there will be many 
�u rn·ssc."', and the fear of failure will be our worst inhibiting factor. On a few 
c H vas ions, with Ruburt's growing training and with his consent, and with yours, 
wt· may have to try a somewhat deeper trance state, but this would only be occa
.� ional ly, and with your consent. 

As for you, your abilities are latently of the highest quality, but you also 
br ing  up inhibiting barriers that I hope will vanish. In some respects Ruburt 
1, 1 1 1�  ago developed his ability to draw upon basic energy. If we can, and we can, 
c wcrcome his quite natural fears �nd inhibitions, we can all use this ability with 
t nost beneficial results. He thinks he is undisciplined. Actually he early recog-
1 1 i1cd his ability to draw upon added energy, and somewhat feared it. 

Your reservoirs are also deep, and your inhibitions, while not as conscious 
. u H I  blatant as Ruburt's, are nevertheless quite as strong. 

If your hand is tired by all means take a break, old friend. 
Oane leaned over the desk smiling at me. She had smoked a great deal dur

ing the session, and now her voice was becoming quite rough. It became quieter, her 
tlt•livery slown: She remained at the desk for a few minutes, then moved over to our 
/i t1ing room window. 

(My hand is okay. ") 
I want to go into discussion as to actual experiments that can be con

ducted in laboratories, with definite, valid results. Telepathy is one, of course, 
hut eventually it should be disconnected from camouflage physical material. 

The use of psychological time is a basic necessity for any experiment. Such 
usc of psychological time is extremely important, since it enables the personal i
ty  to bypass physical laws to a large extent; and also, and this is important, 
bypass certain chemical reactions that would ordinarily occur, and tend to over
tax the physical structure. 



This h:tvt' lwt'l l : 1  very good St'.'i� i o n .  I � n 1 1 ld J'.l l l l l l  l n1 l u 1 1 1 1 � . I w ill 1 1 0 1  0 1 1 1  
of deference, though I am tempted . I n ' I i· il'v dwn· wc• t t.• l l l l ', l l l s  wi H·n· W t'  t :dked , 

and now again there a.re nights where we ta lk .  
(It will be remembered that Seth has made mtii�JI n:Jr··,'t·flt 't.\ 1 o 1 hr_Ftct that the 

three of us lived in the city ofTriev, Denmark, in the /600j·. ) 
There is so much to tell you, and so little that you can u ndcrstand. At a 

future date I do want to go into a discussion of animal fragmentation. The idea 
that animals are sacred is not as farfetched as it may sound. 

The street is quiet, and were I poetic I would have more to say. My exis
tence is more varied than you can imagine. You will have no fear of death and 
none of life when our sessions are through, and I will continue them as long as 
you are willing. There is no plane of existence which you cannot inhabit, there 
is no barrier that you cannot cross. Nothing is ever wasted, and no motion or 
breath is lost. 

These sessions represent what you might call previews of eternity, in that 
you are to some extent receptors of thought that is not hampered by time, and 
of a companionship that has not ceased with the stirring of the centuries, and 
with a valid emotional relationship that has escaped the camouflage aspect of 
physical reality. 

I can and will give you further proofs, not only of my identity but of your 
own. The spacious present enfolds but does not enclose you, and my words will 
lead you on. There may be distractions and even some distortions, but in the 
long run there will be no doubts. Your paintings at their best, and Ruburt's writ
ings at their best, will also reflect the inner realities that even your scientists will 
come to see. 

Proofs will be given that cannot be denied. Messages will be received that 
no one else can know. Our foundation is being built now, and it will be firm. 
At later dates, for your own personal edification, we will discuss lives that you 
have lived and lessons that you have learned. You will see others helped through 
your efforts, and advances made where there were none. 

Oane's delivery now was ve�y slow and quiet.) 
I am going slow so as not to frighten you. When you have witnesses, 

effects and knowledge will be displayed. I do not want to end the peacefulness 
of our quiet and intimate sessions, and never will suggest that they all be wit
nessed. Nevertheless, witnesses will prove an asset when you feel ready, and suit
able ones are found. By all means experiment with psychological time, both of 
you, for there confidence is to be found. 

As much as I truly regret dosing the session I will do so, so that you can 
get your sleep. However I am often here, and my energy pervades the chair, 



Jw.q d t ,  I I I H I I I  wl l i l l t  y< H I  s i t , : 1 1 1d d ll '  pt ·n  Wil l i  whit h yn1 1 wri t e. I hc.:s i l . l l {' t 'Vl' l l  

I IOW l o do.'ll' t i t < "  Sl'.'t.�t io n ,  h 1 1 1  J C; r l i lr  t i J . I l  ' 1 1 1 1 I I I I JS I  l w  Wt'a ry. 
(/1111t !1111,�/lt'r/. ) 
l l nwt"vn, i f  you i n v i t ed J I H' t o  s t ay longer  t hen of course 1 would. ln any 

1 . aM' yn 11 had hcllL'r hrc:dc l �uhun 's hand sensa t ion is now most obvious, repre
�r l l t i ng a .�t i t  docs merely a smal l  :md i ns ign i ficant aspect of the extension of self 
whirh I men tioned earl ier. When th is  first occurs the natural reaction is to trans
l . a t t· i t i n  terms of physical camouflage data, so that you get a corresponding 
l' l l  Lt rgcmen t of tissues. Take your break or end the session. 

("Well, regretfolly we'll have to end it, !1n afraid. Good night, Seth. It's been 
most ery'oyable. " 

( h'nd at 12:0 5. jane was fidly dissociated. Her hand sensation began to recede 
11.1 .won as the session ended Neither of us felt particularly tired but thought we'd 
1/olit'l� the lack of sleep tomorrow. 

(The following material is included here because it refers back to the 44th ses
,;ou, and is touched upon in the next, 46th, session. 

(The 46th session was due Wednesday, April 22, 1964, at 9 PM as usuaL At 
8:. ;5 two of Miss Callahan's relatives knocked on our door: Miss Betty Dineen, an 
olrltr woman who is a teacher, and a distant relative but close friend of Miss 

" 
{ -�""'han's, and Miss Callahan's nephew john. We keep the key to Miss Callahan's 
lljJttrtment, and bring up her mail each day; periodically one or another relative 
mmes to pick up the mail and check over the apartment. 

(Miss Dineen gave jane information evidently confirming Seth's prediction 
thrtt April 15 would be a day of crisis for Miss Callahan. Without going into all the 
rlc'ttliLr about Seth, jane learned from Miss Dineen that in the middle of that week, 
111hich would be on April 15, Miss Callahan's condition became so bad that hospital 
'�{/icia!r insisted she be moved to a rest home as soon as possible. Miss Callahan 
rtquired constant care, which the hospital could not provide. 

(She was therefore moved from the hospital on Saturday, April 18. Miss 
-'allahan's condition showed the following symptoms: erratic behavior, yelling, 

Jrreaming, throwing things, trying to get out of bed [She has been tied in bed for 
Jome time now.} 

(Miss Dineen said that at times, even in the rest home, Miss Callahan will 
have brief periods of comparative lucidity. 

(When jane called the hospital on April20, she talked to a nurse who did not 
know the details of Miss Callahan's case, Miss Dineen said; otherwise we would have 
learned of the real circumstances of Miss Callahan's removal much sooner. I had 
thought that her removal from the hospital meant an improvement in her condition.) 



SESSI O N  4c, 
APRIL 22, 1964 9 PM WEllN ESI >A Y AS I NSTIH JCTED 

{At 8:00 PM jane and I both tried psychological timl', ht;/fJre taking a bri�f ' 
nap. I experienced nothing that I could recall, but jane received snatches of tinny 
music, as though it was being played on an old rickety piano. 

(At 8:35 Miss Callahan's relatives arrived They lefi at about 8:50. 
(At 8:5 5, while fane and I were discussing their visit and information, Bill 

Macdonnel arrived, to our surprise. He asked to be a witness and of course we agreed 
It will be remembered that Bill had participated in the single seance the three of us 
have tried, on january 1, 1964; and was scheduled to be a witness to the 36th ses
sion, March 18, 1964, but couldn't at the last moment.{See Volume One.} 

(Bill barely had time to get his coat off and take a pencil and paper I offered 
him so that he could take his own notes, when the session began. As usual jane was 
nervous before 9 PM She began dictating in a fairly strong voice, and somewhat 
more rapidly. I had the feeling she was a bit nervous because of the witness. Her pac
ing was rather fast, her eyes darkened as usual 

{It might also be noted that Willy, our cat, jumped up on jane's lap a minute 
or two before the session began. jane said it was the first time in all of the sessions 
that Willy had done so; evidently, if he sensed Seth's presence, he was not perturbed) 

Good evening. 
("Good evening, Seth. ') 
I am pleased to see that our old friend Mark has seen fit to avail himself 

at last of my company. It is better to be late than not to arrive at all, and I should 
most assuredly give him a most hearty welcome. We will have something to say 
to him before I am finished tonight. 

A note. The material was not distorted when Ruburt gave the April 1 5th 
date in connection with Miss Callahan, and the crisis of which I spoke. Her ego 
has given up the struggle. It realizes that it will not be liquidated. Moments of 
lucidity will flash and die away. She is basically satisfied now, realizing from 
direct experience of her own that death involves a transformation, and if there 
is an ending in your terms, then there is also a new beginning. 

{Jane rapped upon my desk for emphasis; then she smiled somewhat patiently 
at my next question. 

(Does Frank W/Jtts know yet about what is happening to Miss Callahan 
now?') 

I certainly, most certainly, admire your interest and concern with Frank 
Watts. You always manage to bring him into a discussion. Frank Watts is aware 



1 1 1 1W 1 1 1 f\. lt,�� C �.d l . r ! J , , , ,·.�� t c u rd i t ln l l ,  . t l l t l l t � w i l l  ht· t l r cH' l o  gn:l'l hc 1', l o  lw r  s r 1 1  
1 " '11•" • � I l l • , .  1 11 1 1  h .n r k  .dw. rys ll l l l ., ,d ,•!f•d h i n r sc lf  . r  l i· ic nd  o l '  hns, a l d 10 r rgh she 

1 • . 1 1 1  l ' ly . rw. 1 1 c ' ol h is cx i s l t ' l l l  t ', 

t h 1 1  W I I I H 'SS, n t l l' M ; r r·k , l a ; 1. -;  h . u l n � ; r ny t:xperiences, as Eu as what till! ca l l 
' 1 ' 1 ' '' " """ '• . rw � n l l nTt tc.•d ,  a nd i n  h is crsl' d rese h ave been o f  various types and 
hr1 h ,r l!  �' '''" d "' " '  1 ( , ,. v : tr ior rs rt:t.'iOII.'i. 

t lhv 1 n u."ly. to  .'iol l ll' degree hr  has been able to use his inner senses. 
I tuw••v,· r " ' · ' "Y o f ' t i H.' fi·agmen ta ry apparitio ns that he has seen, for he has actu-
1 1 �· ,_,., . " l l l l lll ' l i ·agmcmary appa r iti ons than he realizes, many of these have been 

l fttgr t l l ' t r t . u y t l 1 1·o r 1gh h is own i nability to organize the material from the inner 
1 1 14« '� .  

' I 'l r . 1 1  i.'i, because he "saw" (in quotes) a partial apparition, this does not 
l l l l ' .t l l  d r . r t  1 hl' so-ca l led apparition was in itself not whole, he only perceived 
I "" " I l is . rhi l i t irs arc natively strong in this respect. What is needed is additional 
l t t l l t ' l  � onlldt'nce, and even the development of inner discipline. 

' l 'hl' d i sci p i ine, for Mark or for anyone else, is difficult to achieve, in that 
wl 1 .1 1  1s nccc.:ssary is a passive discipline rather than an aggressive discipline. The 
1 ' • ' ·\N I Vc' d isc i p l i ne allows for a fuller perception. It also helps prevent the con

• 1o 1 1 11  <'go from snapping too quickly back, as is what happens often in Mark's 
lttl ' ,  

� 
' l 'his passive discipline also allows inner data enough durability to be real-

l l • ·d . M:u·k needs to wait and listen longer when such experiences present them
·· l ws. I k accepts them, but then in an intellectual attempt to capture them he 
l l to t l tcrs them to death. 

(!,me's delivery had by now slowed up considerab61. She pointed at Bill sitting 
'1"/rt�y on the couch.) 

This one, that one, is one of your favorites, and one of Ruburt's, and for 
t l r . l l  reason I myself do feel a warmth. I would suggest that Mark also exercise 
l t i l l t.'idf in the use of psychological time. He should progress fairly rapidly. His 
1 1 1 1 1  Hdsive nature is actually somewhat more restrained in this life than it was in 
r l "· previously past life. Nevertheless, one of the problems for the personality is 
.lit i l l  t i re need for a more disciplined ego. 

Three lives ago, Mark was contained in a remarkably cruel and violent 
1 1 . 1 1 u rc. He is now extremely kind to make up for past cruelties. In the immedi
. 1 1dy previous life he was a woman, living in your own west, midwest. 

(Laughing, jane pointed again and again at BilL) 
He was erratic. You might say that Mark was too erratic to be erotic. He 

, 1 1  that time was fairly wealthy, and gave away much money in a subconscious 

rt tcmpt to make up for the aggressive and cruel male existence just previous. 



' I  'he cho icl' i 1 1  the p; ts t  l i l-c ol ' a wom;l l l's pr t su t t . d l ly l l ' j l l t'.'i(' l l l l'd a so t l lcwhat 
understandable weakness on his part, a nd yt't i t  . t l so l l ' j i i CM ' I t t ed b ra very in  a 
sense. 

The impulsive and warm quality began with th: t t  m idwest existence as a 
woman. Through the erratic nature of the woman's personality he was actually 
able to be much kinder. A male's personality at that point would have held too 
many temptations as far as overaggressiveness and cruelty were concerned. 

('Can you tell us just where in the midwest Bill lived in that life?'') 
In the midwest in the 1 840's, in what is now Iowa, in a town which is now 

one of the major cities. He had three children. 
His present mother was a wife to him when he was overly aggressive, and 

he chose to be born as her son in this existence in order to pay an old debt. He 
was unkind to her when she was a wife to him, and here we run into another 
case where the subconscious knows what it knows. 

His mother now subconsciously remembers that earlier existence, and his 
unfeeling attitude as a husband. This is a beautiful example. Mark still attempts 
to override an earlier propensity toward insensitiveness, and is therefore now 
sensitive and impulsive. 

His present mother, remembering subconsciously past transgressions of 
his, now counts upon his impulsive nature and sensitivity to pay him back, this 
of course representing a mistake on her part, for which she will have to suffer 
the consequences in still another existence. 

Mark's whole family, in fact, have been in one way or another connected 
in a rather unusual manner through at least three successive existences, and the 
family of course has interchanged roles accordingly. They are still working out 
old problems, and in some cases are doing very well. 

There is also another member of this particular family who is presently a 
woman, and there is also another member who is presently a man. Neither of 
these two were intimately connected with Mark's family for the past two lives, 
and represent the only exception. 

The exception should interest you all. Do you have any idea, Joseph, who 
the two could be? 

(Smiling broadly, her eyes ver_y dark, fane stared at me. She was highly 
amused 

('Why, jane and me, I suppose. '') 
Sometimes you read me correctly. Mark was one of your children in the 

existence of which I have spoken. One of Mark's present brothers was a son of 
Mark's when he was a woman in Iowa. 

('Which brother?'') 



The ol dl'sl h mt l u · 1 ,  M.u k 1 1 11 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1  rx' '' l l l i o 1 1 a l l y  good r n o t her. 

I S l l f ', f ',est t h; t l  yo 1 1  l a ke y< H I I  I I I C'I I IL 
(/lrt'IIA' 111 IJ:J IJ . ./lim' ll'tlr jttirfy ll 't'// rfiJ.IOl 'irllt'd. Niff hdd noticed th((t tlt timt'J 

/,t wmJirl hl' fJIIitt' ttWflrt' (�l u,f,,,t ./11111' l{ !t/.1' .�oing to sdy h(jore she gave voice to it. 
( When .ftme hegan dictttlil�� 't.�llin hl'r t){)ice was quite strong and somewhat 

dt•cpe1; hut the phenomend did not li1s1. Within a few paragraphs she was back to a 
mther normal, slow delivery. Resume at 9:45.) 

1 can see from your discussions that some short explanations are in order. 
O n  your part, Mark, overimpulsiveness merely represents an overcompensation 
I(H early aggressiveness. There is certainly nothing wrong with being over
impulsive, but a discipline must also be established. 

You will be taken advantage of in many instances because you are afraid 
to act even in a self-protective manner, because in the past your actions resulted 
in violence. You feel an exceptionally strong sympathy for your mother, since 
you subconsciously remember your previous treatment of her when she was 
your wife. 

You have more than compensated now for past errors, not only in this life 
but  in the previous life. Your painting is almost a direct result of a desire for cre
ativity, to balance what was once your destructive personality. 

The painting has its conc�tion in intuition which you achieved during 
your past life as a woman. However, discipline now becomes a necessity. The 
i ntuitions and the impulse behind your creativity must be disciplined, if the cre
ativity is to come to fruition. 

Art of any kind is extremely important as a way of paying off debts, that 
lli psychological debts. When you were a woman, Mark, and wealthy, you gave 
away money. Now like Joseph and Ruburt, you give away parts of yourself, frag
ments of yourself, made more or less into living psychological forms that accord
i ng to your ability are free from not only time, but free from many of the defects 
of your own present personality. 

You draw upon your own entity's hidden abilities and knowledge, and 
therefore transcend the limits of your own present personality. You are not only 
your present personality, you are the sum of all your personalities. This should 
be realized. 

Paintings, and for Ruburt's benefit poetry-! certainly don't want Ruburt 
to feel neglected-but paintings have their own vitality and exist independent
ly of the artist, and are the result of a spontaneous, free, impulsive burst of giving 
that asks no return, and as such, because no return is expected, returns are given. 

Any art form touches the generations. Karma can be worked out in many 
ways, and here again we return to Mark's earlier male oriented, aggressive 



perso nal i t y . This t i n tl', t h rough t h L' LTl'a t i on o i i H . I I I I \  1 1 1  p.u n l l l l ) ',s , ht" mo rl' t ha n  
makes up  f< > r  past errors; not  o n ly hec:! l tse p. 1 i 1 1 t i 1 1 )',.'. u•1 L n n ly should posst"ss 
beauty, but because �hey instill positive creat i vl' t h o ugh ts  i n  t he m i nd of the 

beholder. 
Mark's present family is composed of a peculiarly v ivid meshwork of 

previous complications. The involvement has been beneficial as far as Mark is 
concerned thus far. However the situation should now be altered. 

I suggest that you take your break; and again,  by all means, let me com
plicate matters further by commenting on the fact that Mark himself knew you, 
Joseph, twice before, and perhaps you will recall my comments upon your rela
tionship with your son's mistresses in Denmark. 

(ulVI'L ?" wno, me. 
(Jane grinned, then laughed as she pointed at me and then at Bill) 
There is quite a fleshy story here, in which Mark was rather directly con

nected. There are few of your friends and acquaintances in this life with whom 
you were connected to any strong degree in past lives. Some acquaintances were 
in your circle in various lives, and merely happened to be born in a like situa
tion to your own because of problems that more or less corresponded to your 
own. 

Mark, however, was closely connected to you both, as was Rendalin, R-e
n-d-a-1-i-n, who is now your Ed Robbins, not of this city. Take your break, by 
all means. 

(Break at 10: 10. jane was dissociated as usual. Bill said that in his observa
tions of jane as she was delivering the material, she walked with a heavier tread than 
she usually used,· that she kept her hands in her pockets, which she usually does not 
do; and that her voice, while within her range, was quite a bit heavier and deeper 
than usual 

(Seth's mention of Ed Robbins, who now lives in New Paltz, NY, struck me as 
rather strange. Ed and I became acquainted first by mail when we were both doing 
free-lance commercial art work. At the time, many years ago, we did not meet. Later, 
while I was living in my hometown of Sayre, PA, I received a phone call from Ed 
inviting me to work with him on a project in Saratoga Springs, NY. This time it was 
a syndicated comic strip. Indeed, Ed introduced me to jane the day after I moved to 
Saratoga, where I lived for about a year in the mid-fifties. Within a year jane and I 
were married Then for some time we did not see Ed,· the last time was during an 
overnight stopover in New Paltz, when jane and I were on our way to York Beach, 
Maine, on vacation. It will be recalled that it was in the dance hall at York Beach 
that jane and I saw the projected ftagments of our own personalities, that Seth dealt 
with so extensively in the 9th session, of December 18, 1963. [See Volume One.} 



( /tll lr' J'r'.l fl l llr'rl, til 11 1/(}ftl /'"' f', til ff)  'fl. ) 
I d id wa n t  r o  J nakc o 1w l l l t l l l i i i ' J t l  ol .1 l igh t n :t l l J I'<:, co ncerni ng 1 \ uh u rt 's 

t l n hot t ndnl  joy w i d 1  r h e  new dod t i 1 1g wh ich he h as recen tly acquired. He goes 
hy spu n .'i and  stalts; bei ng ma.'icu l i l ll' l ( , r  .'in many lives, he sometimes is quite 
I H ·wi ldcred hy this  q u i te fem i n i ne ll u rry, a n d 1 find it quite amusing. 

( "I thought you did. ') 
· l 'he  i mpulsiveness on Mark's part is in many ways an excellent and usable 

qu . 1 l i t  y that can be built upon, but discipline of a mental and psychological 
l l , t l l lre m ust be used to give him direction, purpose, and a sense of continuity. 
l 1 1 l 1  is case this is extremely important. He has not married, and as a merry bach
rim many times myself, I applaud. 

Nevertheless, I will take it upon myself to point out part of the reason, 
wh ich does have its own hilarious aspects, looked at from perhaps a more dis-
1 . 1 1 1 1  perspective than that of which Mark is now capable. 

For example, having as a mother a woman who has once been your wife 
is ra t her bewildering, and certainly can lead to all sorts of psychological uneasi
l l l','iS. Nevertheless my sense of humor to the contrary, Mark is coming along 
ext  n.:mcly well. The earlier errors are being somewhat overcompensated for, but 
h,  · wi l l be the gainer in this respect. 

The complications latent ip family relationships are always dynamic and 
cvc:rchanging. There is no reason

., 
to suppose that such problems are insoluble; 

. 1 1 1d  also remember that problems between such personalities are often solved 
1 l 1 n )  t tgh interaction with other personalities. 

I have said much along these lines in previous sessions, and Mark should 
rd·cr to them. He was a sailor on a ship that carried exotic spices. The ship was 
l l l l nC. 

(Here, jane pointed to herself She became highly amused, then pointed first at 
lilt' and then Bill.) 

You, Joseph, were the pudgy, hairy-chested and lecherous landowner, and 
d 1e town was Triev. Your son was an artist, and certainly prances up and down 
now in the person of your Ruburt; and at the time you had no understand ing 
nor use for art as any man's profession; and let it be said that in this respect 
Rttburt treats you much better than you treated him. 

Nevertheless, in a barn one October evening, a sailor came drunken ly t i p  .. 
t oeing from the fields, Mark being our tipsy sailor. He expected to find h i s  l :1 i r  
damsel there i n  your son's arms, and h e  was quite prepared, having a knife in l 1 i .'i 
hdt. He heard the girl's nervous titter-

Oane stabbed her finger at Bill.) 
-she was a numbskull, hardly worth your notice, and he came rush i ng i n ,  



to l i 1 1d wha t ?  Not  his co 1 1 te rnporary, yo 1 1 r  so u ,  hut 11 l •o � r r c l l hl' S tl·d , wh i t e
ha ired and lecherous, lustful old geezer-

(! had to laugh. ('' 'TV/I_ ? "\ wrJO, me. ; 
You, in the act of deflowering the fair  maiden, who incidentally had 

already been deflowered many times before. This story is truly one for the ages. 
You, Joseph, dropped your pretty parcel; this is for the record, so I shan't 

note the position in which you had her so tenderly enfolded. There was no light 
in the barn. Our friend Mark let out a bellowing shriek. You thought the intruder 
was your son, since the girl was one of his mistresses. In a truly laughable 
attempt to elicit your son's sympathy you literally wept in your beard. 

Mark, when he realized who you were, damn near strangled you. But 
there is a postscript. You went back into the house, weeping at your old man's 
fate. Mark grabbed the girl for one revengeful embrace. Ruburt came across the 
same fields with his horse, led the horse into the barn, and found Mark and his 
mistress. 

You told me this story the next morning when both young men showed 
up with black eyes, and Mark with a broken wrist. But Mark, out of the good
ness of his heart, never told your son who he found first in the barn, and of such 
small but tasty incidents is the history of the race composed. 

("!am in his debt. ') 
You cannot appreciate the whole story since consciously none of you can 

remember it, but at least I can get a good laugh at your expense. 
('Some laugh. ') 
We have spoken about value extension and fulfillment, as one of the laws 

of the inner universe. The reflection of this law is seen in reincarnation, evolu
tion, and physical growth. 

As you mature and gain in knowledge, you do not obviously grow fatter; 
in other words, these qualities take up no space. They are not even visible in 
your space. Physical growth exists in terms of your sense of continuity, and 
therefore is projected into space and time. The evolving mind takes up no space. 
The personality takes up no space. You cannot look at it, or feel it. You can 
merely see its results. 

In art, you manage sometimes to put into a framework of space something 
which usually has no existence in space. The crucifixion has no existence in 
space. It has no existence basically in time, in that it did not occur to any par
ticular person, per se, at any particular time per se. Nevertheless it is a reality on 
your plane, and it exists within it. 

And within the framework of the crucifixion there are inexhaustible truths 



, j  I I l l I I 

r i l l t n i H · cxp lo �t·d .  M.u·k's p.t i n t i i i J ',·' 1 1 f r l 1 1 · 1 t u d l i x ion ,  l ikt: o the r  .o.;uch pa i n t i ngs, 
' 1 1\ t t n l  , ,  ronn·p r  f ( >nn, w i t h i n  wlt i t It . 1 1 1  t i i H'X J l ll'ssahle concept i s  t ransformed 
i n t o  rxprl'ss ih ll' t t� fll lS and  pLH. 'cd w i r l t i n  · ' spat i a l  fi·amework. 

Tht: pa i n t ing is i n  a roon t  w i t h t h ree windows, in a large building. It was 
1 1 1 1 1 s rokn h u t  m isp laced . The rcason.o.; a rt: many. One of the main reasons is one 
r h . 1 1  ha.o.; to Jo with Mark's own personality and psychological makeup. 

I lc was attracted to the painting, and subconsciously he resented giving 
i n to r l u: i mpulse of giving the painting to his mother. As a subconscious pun-
111 l 1 1  l lt�nt he allowed the painting to be lost through a series of small slips, errors 
. tnd mistakes of his own, and others. 

(Can you tell us where the painting is now?") 
'I he painting has been in the same place since it was removed from a show. 

Thl'rc is a room with three windows, connected to a larger room in a public
' ypt• bui lding in which men work. 

(Here in Elmira?") 
In this town. 
I suggest that you take your break. 
(Break at 1 1:01. jane was dissociated as usual. The painting Seth referred to 

i.r one that Bill lost last summer, while or after it was being shown in a sidewalk art 
f'.\'hibit here in Elmira. Bill has lOQ.�ed for it many times, and finally enlisted the aid 
o(the police, to no avail. I had mentioned the subject during last break, saying that 
pahaps Seth would discuss it. 

(While jane was delivering the material on Denmark and Triev, Bill said that 
lw recalled quite vividly his experience with his ((lost town" episode. This involves a 
time when Bill was 1 1  years old. Out walking in the fields and woods just north of 
J:lmira, he came upon an old-fashioned-looking town. It was quite small,· he remem
/Jers a blacksmith shop and a few other buildings, and people in odd clothing. A few 
10eeks later, attempting to return to this strange place, he could not find it. He never 
has found it, although at odd times he has attempted to over the years. It made such 
tlrl impression on him that he never forgot it. He is now 25, and a school teacher. He 
.first told jane and me about his experience a year or so ago. 

(Bill aLw said that from Seth's description of the location of his missing paint
ing, it could be in the office of a school principal, or some similar place. He knows 
several principals in the area and is going to check with them. 

Jane began dictating at a slow rate, in a voice pretty much her own, at 
I 1:07.) 

Mark's energy resources are scattered this evening. On another occas ion ,  
when he i s  in better control of  them, doubtlessly w e  will be able t o  do lw1 1 cr. 
His abilities are vibrant, but the discipline of which I spoke is needed to t•nah lc 



h i m  t o  I ( K:us and col accn t ra t L' h is a h i l i t il's ;do ng u t l as t mct ivl' an d pu rposl'ftd 
l i nes. 

I will upon another occasion go into his lost town , and some of his other 
experiences. It makes no difference how inner data is received. It can be as valid 
in a dream, or even more so, than in waking life. The lost town incident was 
extremely significant to him, and represented his subconscious projection of a 
memory from a past life upon the present. 

The town was indeed Triev. However, he projected only that portion of 
the town with which he was at one time intimately concerned. His name was 
Grand Graley, G-r-a-n-d G-r-a-1-e-y. 

('That's an odd name. ") 
The family had been living in Denmark for two generations. He left for 

Spain at the age of 32. I will go into more of this material at another time. I cov
ered it this evening by way of variety and diversion. 

Our next session will return to other material, as we have so much of our 
outline to be covered. I am pleased that you have been more faithful in your 
attempts to use psychological time; and I am most pleased, Joseph, with your 
development as a whole these past months. 

Ruburt is over the seasonal problems, with which I was quite concerned. 
I will close the session after a few brief remarks. 

May 23rd will represent another, and perhaps the last crisis as far as Miss 
Callahan is concerned. I would advise Mark to go ahead with his plans to find 
an apartment, but to look over all aspects of any particular apartment that he 
has in mind, foreseeing difficulties of a temperamental rather than practical 
nature with the landlord. This would have nothing to do with practical 
arrangements, but would rather be a more or less mutual antagonism that would 
rise up between them in a little time. 

& always, I hesitate to close the session. Perhaps I shall peek in now and 
then, with your permission. I also suggest that you keep an extra tape on hand. 

Good night most fondly, and my regards to Mark. If he had brought more 
of himself with him tonight, then I could have been more help. I will speak to 
you Monday, if not before. 

('Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 11:26. jane was dissociated as usual. Bill said that Seth stated some

thing about him which he especially agrees with-the fact that he, Bill, is often taken 
advantage of Bill said he has often wondered uhy this was so. 

(While the three of us were discussing the session, on two separate occasions I 
had very light indications of my old tingling sensation, which Seth has called the feel
ing of sound I hoped they would grow stronger, but they did not. 



V J  

(/A< I ����ht, 'lllllr.ttl,�y, 11/'ri/ . '  f ,  / Wd, "'hilt trying psychologiettl timt !Jt:ftirt 
dropping td(to sln·p ill ,,bout <J:. iO I 'll /, 1 /,tlrl two Jeparate and distinct visions. 

(/loth rl them were exceptio11t1!(y dttlrjt)r me-far clearer for instance, than 
tht l'hion l l�ttd of my brother /Jick during his life in England in the 1670's. 

( 'f 'he first vision floated into my mind as ! lay in a very pleasant drowsy state, 
no/ thinking in particular of anything. It was in fiJI color; and in spite of its clarity 
lfllfl duration, was gone before I fit!ly realized what had happened. 

(It was of a young girl in a type of flaring and belted, blue party dress. She had 
lo11g yellow hair; her back was to me. She wore short white socks and shiny black 
f'tltent-leather shoes with a single strap across the instep. And she was in the act of 
1/omping down, repeatedly, upon a small white and brown dog, with her right foot. 
I z,e dog lay on its back, legs up. It made no sound, nor did it appear to be hurt. The 

girl, about six years old repeatedly brought her foot down upon the animal. Her 
trrms lifted like wings, her hair was very pretty. The belt around her waist was about 
/UJO inches wide. 

(The nondescript little dog acted bewildered I have a memory of it finally get
ting to its feet and scampering away, unhurt. Although this vision was gone before I 
r('(dized what was happening, I felt that as far as its duration was concerned I had 
been somewhat successfUl in maintaining it; by comparison this one lasted much �. 
longer than any of my previous visions. 

(While still in this drowsy state, without making a great effort I tried to let the 
sighting return. I was of course more alert by now, but I have the feeling that I did 
succeed, partially, in allowing it to return. That is, while I saw nothing definite, I 
have the feeling that it was right around the corner, just out of my range. 

(The second vision came, I believe, soon after the first one. This time I saw 
within quite clearly a kind of framed screen with rounded corners, such as a TV 
screen. The vision was of a bald male head, off center on this screen to my right as I 
hoked at it. The border of the screen cut of! a portion of the head but I could see both 
eyes clearly. The rest of the screen, to my left, was empty, appearing to be a milky 
white blankness. 

(This bald head just about filled the screen from top to bottom, although I WtiJ 
aware of a rather thin neck. I was not aware of any clothing. The man was in his 
later forties perhaps, or older. His head had roundness to it. There was something r{ 
an Oriental feeling about the features and the composition, though I do not belitl)(' 
the person was an OrientaL 

(He was smiling straight at me, a very kind and compassionate smile. l li.1· 
expression was ver_y sympathetic. His lips were wide, indenting deeply at the corllr'r.r 
under the cheekbones. The most arresting feature was the eyes. They were Jf'tll'/.:lill,� 



/Jr��ht, 1101 U1irlc·(y ojWIItrl, '"'t!yt'l Jllt't't' ln·i111111iJJx lt 'tlh lt'1l l ' l  1 /,,.,i. l l 't'l'l' 110 lttlrr 
upon his cheeks. '!'here were also t iny li<�ht , or wMit, 1 m"r' ai/INt'tl llf'OII c·,u:/J pupil; 
these, coupled with the brimming tears and the smi/, ·, Jrmnr·tf ,, most striking and 
unusual effect. The whole manner was compassionate 11wl mulo)/tmrling and sad 

(The color was rather monochrome in this vision, almost an overall brownish 
gray upon the head The features do not remind me of anyone 1 know, although there 
is a resemblance between them and a black and white ink-and-wash drawing I have 
for sale at the gallery where jane is employed afternoons. I feel this drawing is one of 
my best, and have a rather secret hope that it does not sell, since I would like to keep 
it. 

Dick. 
(I am now going to make drawings of the two visions, as I did of my vision of 

(R Butts 
(458 W. �ter 
(Elmira N J1 
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( /,,w Wt·tlncsdt�;y ��fiernoon, flj,ri/ 22, I 964, Jim Beckett visited me briefly. He 
1 1  '' f'IIJI!jmlt'r .wnJice technici11n whom Jane and I had met but two or three times 
"'"', . mo111 h.1· ago, bl:/(Jre the sessions began. Wt> became acquainted with him when 
hr ll'rl.\ '' '/ V rl/'airman. He is also a ham radio operator and a science:fiction fan; 
th111 tht tl.1ree qf'us got along well fi·om the beginning, when we met jim as he called 
to \('l'ttia our TV. But after this first acquaintance we had not seen him since, and 
oft( II U'ondered what happened to him. 

(Jim 11isited jane at the gallery and she invited him to the house on Friday 
m.�IJ/ w that we could discuss Seth. jim also wanted to tell us about two of his friends 
ll'lm f,,,rJ been running some telepathy tests with personnel at the parapsychology lab 
''' I )u/.:e University. jim would attempt to bring one of the friends with him Friday. 
/WI Mtll:donnel, the witness to the 46th session, would also be there. 

(Jim's friend was unable to come, but jim, Bill jane and I began to discuss 
Srdt ,,, about 730 Friday night. we also discussed the fetter of April 23, received 
IOf/,�y, from the A.S.P.R., asking us to cease sending in copies of these sessions unless 
,;,,:v l'ontained specific information Ef Seth's promised tests. fane and I feel that we 
r ,milo/ rush her development, nor do we have any desire to, so the fetter lejl us some
"'"''' rll a loss; we finally decided to let events take their course, and send the A.S.P.R. 
,my rlata in which they might be interested, when, if ever, it manifested itself 

(Bill wanted to hear again the transcript of the 46th session which he wit
Jif'.Ht'd; since I did not have it typed up yet I began to read it to him. It was quite 
hi/,trious and we had some laughs over it; but as I finished reading at about 9:45 
PM, I became aware that I was experiencing a feeling of enlargement in the index 
t1ml second finger of my right hand. Bill stated that in his opinion these two fingers 
U1t'rt' noticeably ]atter" than the corresponding two on my left hand. I then cut nar
row .1trips of paper and had Bill measure and mark the circumference of each finger, 
j,/,mning to check these measurements when the sensation had passed. This is the sys
lttn I plan to use to check jane's hands also. 

(At the time I noticed my hand phenomena, our cat Willy began to charge 
,t/)()ut the premises in a most active display. At the same time, jane said that she 
tlwught she felt Seth stirring about, since all of us had talked about him constantly 
,F1r some time now. I readied my pens and paper, just in case. 

(I then showed jim and Bill the two drawings of my visions of the night before; 
I did the drawings this afternoon. The drawing of the head, with the brimming eyes, 
.1·truck jim rather forcibly. In his quiet way he said the drawing was very disturbing 



to him, IIJifi l lll 'lltimJtd this St'IJt'J�tf times ��fia I ht,/ /'Ill tlwm ,/ltl, �)l. !loth Jim 1t1Jfl 
Bill thought the other one, �(the girl and dog, quilt .�nu·.wmr•. ;I r it f,,, ppenerl, both 
drawings were rather S?J-ccessful; I felt I had done a goodjo/J '!f :�rtting my memory �f' 
the visions down on paper. 

(At 10:25 jane abruptly handed to me a paper and pencil and pointed to the 
table. I had my own equipment handy however, and grabbed them up. jane began 
to dictate then in a strong and somewhat deeper voice, pacing rather energetically. It 
was the first session with more than one witness. Note, alw, that at the close of the 
46th session, Seth had remarked that he would 'speak to you Monday if not before. ') 

I will speak briefly so that you will know that I am here. I have been 
listening to your discussions; before we are through, we will gather together a 
circle of acquaintances, all of whom we have known before. 

It will take three years at least before they will all be drawn here, but then 
we will be able to really do something, and our work will show unheard-of 
results. 

Your guest this evening did not merely happen to come upon your 
acquaintance, though free will does operate, as I have maintained. Nevertheless 
Roarck, R-o-a-r-c-k, also has his subconscious memories, and he remembers the 
times when we were together. 

Nor is it any coincidence that the picture which you drew as a result of 
your vision struck him so forcibly. Roarck is the name of your acquaintance; it 
is the name of Jim's entity, and about this I will have more to say. 

His abilities along electronic lines are not at all surprising, having been 
developed in various ways through previous existences. He was involved with 
esoteric religious ceremonies and concerned with certain religious, scientific, 
and psychic experiments long before your continent was civilized. He was a 
priest 4,000 years ago. I 

These abilities have manifested themselves in) various ways, and he has 
often taken upon himself tasks also of a sacrificial n�ture. In past lives he never 
enjoyed the fleshy nature with which you Joseph, a�d Ruburt, and Mark were 
so outlandishly endowed. He was in almost all cases ,an esthetic personality, four 
times a woman; two of these times a priestess, and qnce as a nun in the Middle 
Ages. The personality in many respects has been rigid, in that its purpose was so 
undeviatingly certain and severe that it allowed no room for levity or diversion. 

Again, the pattern begins to make itself known. The rigidity, while con
ducive to the development of creativity, also has temptations, in that a certain 
pride can become psychically sterile or ingrown. However in this existence the 
personality has opened up to a more considerable degree, and for its own devel
opment should continue to do so. 



' l 'h i.'i sc.'i.'i ion is o t l l s id � ·  of o 1 1 1  u•y, r r l .u  ��'/iS ior t s  ht'C: I I ISt' I lwvc k n ow n  1 h. 1 1  
J {o. u·ck wou ld  l i n ;d ly  l w d raw r r  l t l ' h ' . 1 1 1 1d  1 1  i s  l i>r  h i .'i hcndl t  t ha t  I have ca l l l'd 
du: .'il'S.'i ion .  Thl' rC a rc o t hl'rs who w i l l l H i l lt'. l )o not, however, consider that you 
ynu rsdve.'i have truth in the p;d r l l  or you r hands.  

· I  i·mh con tains no distorti ons , and this material with all my best efforts, 
. 1 1 1 d  w i th you rs, of necessity m ust contain distortions merely in order to make 
i t self exist at all on your plane. I will never condone an attitude in which either 
you or Ruburt maintain that you hold undiluted truth through these sessions. 

Any material, to exist on your plane, must to some extent don the attire 
( II .  your plane, and in the very entry to your plane it must be somewhat distorted. 
I must use phrases with which your minds are somewhat familiar. I must use 
l{uburt's subconscious to some degree. If I did not take advantage of your own 
camouflage system, then you would not be able to understand the material at 
t h is time. 

Inner data, even this, must make its entry through some distortion. We 
must always work together, but you must never consider me as an infallible 
source. This material is more valid than any material possible on your plane, but 
it is nevertheless to some degree conditioned by the camouflage attributes of the 
plane. 

There must be no rigidity ltere. This is a living, vital and valid experiment. 
I suggest that all you take a brief break, and if you are in accord then I will con
tinue for a short time. However, I want to make it plain that we are certainly 
not setting up a new dogma. By all means take your break. 

(Break at 10:4 5. jane was dissociated as usual. She said that something had 
made Seth angry this evening; she thought it had to do with our attitude and com
ments afl·er we had received the letter fi·om the A.S.P.R. 

Oim reported that he felt strong chills as the session got underway, and that he 
still felt them to a lesser degree during break. When jane began dictating again her 
voice was as strong as before, and as emphatic. Resume at 1 0:50.) 

Ruburt was quite correct. I found both of your attitudes earlier this 
evening to be extremely smug. You find it easy to blame others for not havi ng 
the knowledge that you have thus far obtained, when you forget that l had 
much to do with choosing � would receive the knowledge. The situation and 
the time and the growth of your own abilities had something to do wit h t h is .  
While I am certainly not one given to humility, nevertheless your sm ugn ess i .'i 
truly astronomical. 

You are after all not idols automatically given cosmic knowledge, and t h  · 
rest o f  struggling humanity is not to be treated as imbecilic, whether i t  is i rn be
cilic or not. 



(/tllll� pmmdcd upon t/Jt' tii!Jit, tdthou,�h .rwilin.c�. ) 
A l l  th is  i n volves tra i n ing. I t  i n volves d isci p l i n l' ,  .1 1 1d da· 1 1  t here is ti·ecd om. 

The esthetic nature inherent in Roarck's person al i t y wi l l  eq u ip  him to fol low 
along very well. Let him also take to heart my little sermon on humility. Mark 
can forget it. His personality needs all the building up it can get. 

(It will be recalled that Mark is the name Seth has given to Bill's entity.) 
I have said the universe, that is the inner universe, does expand, but does 

not expand in space. For Roarck's benefit, ideas, theories, plans, capabilities 
expand, but do not take up more space. And so does the universe expand, but 
space is merely a camouflage, useful to you for a time, constructed through the 
use of mental enzymes, subconsciously and only for a brief span. 

Behind the camouflage true reality exists. I have hinted at experiments to 
be tried, and we will go into these. Through the use of age regression and hyp
nosis, you will be able with effort and discipline to prove the existence of rein
carnation. Records will be found. 

Hypnosis is at best a poor tool. A light trance state, self induced, can yield 
excellent results in a subject who is trained along these lines. Later we will go 
into other experiments. As I have said, so-called space travel will be mainly 
divorced from vehicles, and the use of psychological time is the very first step in 
this direction. 

The barriers are yours. The barriers are camouflage. It is ridiculous to 
develop camouflage vehicles to deal with camouflage space, when all that is nec
essary is that you realize that camouflage is camouflage. Therefore the barrier 
disappears. We will have much more to say along these lines. When you realize 
that time as you know it does not exist, then vehicles become unnecessary. 

Roarck, in one of his past existences, was concerned with just such prob
lems. However the society with which he was involved was of course seeped in 
its own ignorance, as y_our society is seeped in its now. 

I am not going to hold a long session. This is merely in the lines of an 
introduction, and may I here welcome Roarck to the session. There will be more 
to come, and many will seem as accidental as Roarck's happening into your 
household. 

I am pleased that Mark is following my suggestions. Teachers are some
where near the room in which his painting should be found. 

The one room is extremely large. There is the sound of activity. The pic
ture I believe was once between two walls. Somewhere nearby is the color red, 
perhaps in a linoleum. The picture is undamaged, though I seem to see two 
small marks in the lower left-hand corner. 

If you are of the mind, Joseph, you may subtract the minutes of tonight's 



,.".'i l 1 111 l i o t t l  yw l l '  1 \ l ' X I  St.'S.'I I t l l l l loWt 'Vt' l , I wot dd pl'rso na l l y  t h i n k  1 1  t : t t iH' t  
I I Ld l .  

( "I IU'IJt'l' thot�.C!,I'I t�/it. ") 
Son tl' t t igl t t  I w i l l  add rl'ss t l l a l l y  pL'npll', a l l  of whom knew me, and many 

ul wl to 1 1 1  k m:w each other. W l te 1 1  l �uhurt's abil ities mature, and when if ever he 
111 . t h l l' 1 1 ,  f(ngct that awesome ego, we wi ll  really show some signs. I was not orig
l l l .d l y  i n  bvor of gaudy displays. However, your precious Psychic Society has 
t t t . tdc t nc feel as if I would like to give them a good boot. 

S i nce this is an unscheduled session I will not keep you, but I am extreme
ly pll'ascd, both because Mark finally made it to a session the other night, final
ly . t l 't c r  knowing about the sessions for months, and also that Roarck has final
ly hl'cn drawn here. As a footnote, Roarck, you came too early the first time. l 
w.t.s not ready yet. 

Now, before poor maligned Joseph's hand falls off through sheer weari
l l l'SS, I will end our brief session, as always with my own regrets. 

("What are you going to do nou� Seth?") 
You try to trick me. I do not do anything in the terms to which you refer, 

. t nd  my activities parallel your own only in a very slight manner. There is a qual
i t y  of value existence and extension with which you are not familiar, and a pul
.'i.ll ion that I cannot yet make yol! understand. 

("Why did I have some enlargement in my hand before this session started?") 
Your pussycat knew, or sensed, that I was here. You sensed it, hence the 

swe l l ing of your hands, which is only a symptom of the workings of one partic
I I Ltr inner sense. Roarck knew it when he saw your picture. 

("What is the significance of that drawing to him?') 
The picture which you drew was the result of a vision you received last 

11 ight, and my dear friends, the picture represents two things. I suggest a brief 
break, and I will then go into the picture's significance. 

(Break at II :  I5. fane was folly dissociated jim Jel t more comfortable now, his 
thills had abated; my hand was okay; and Bill had a list of perhaps two dozen 
instances wherein he had known beforehand what series of words fane would use to 
present certain thoughts. The phrases were three and four words long. 

(Bill was also curious to know why he had written down) in his own nolt'.l', 
that jim was once a monk; whereas Seth had stated that jim had been a nun, in til(' 
Middle Ages. 

Oane maintained her strong vibrant voice when she resumed at 1 1 :20. ) 

The picture is a composite of two images having to do with Roarck. Yn1 1  
knew he was coming consciously, and in your inner vision you saw lll <l l lY  t i t i ngs 
and made of them one image. The eyes brimming with tears represent hi::; cyl'.� 



as t l 1<:y havl' o l t l' l l  ht'l' l l ,  t•.•.;�hc t ic, co 1 1 1 pass ion . l l c  . 1 1 1 d  1 1V1 1 W h l ' l 1 1 1n l .  Tht· l augh 
in g Etce, however, represents someth i ng dsc. l!: l'l' l l lrscn t s  l {oa l rk's overa l l  cnri ty

(Here, jane laughed and pointed repeatedly tit .Jim 1/('d-'1'11. At the same time, 
I felt my familiar sensation, the thrilling tingling feeling tj'sound, begin to build up 
in my legs. It never became prominent, yet lingered for a few minutes.) 

-laughing, I must say, in overwhelming mirth at this esthetic nature of 
its own personalities, that so often closes out joy and freedom, and the pleasures 
of nature on your plane. 

Here we have Roarck's overall entity, laughing with mirth but also with 
compassion, for while the entity enjoys all that is, the personalities have often 
turned their backs upon very much, in order to pursue esthetic purpose. At 
another time we will go into this more deeply, but Roarck recognized the pic
ture, and subconsciously saw himself. In many ways he and Mark have oppos
ing personalities, and yet basically the entities are similar to some startling 
degree. 

There is much more to be said here. Even now until the almost immedi
ate present, Roarck has followed in this life his esthetic leaning. He chose to be 
born under rather poor circumstances, and until the near present made little real 
or rather effective attempts, but only halfhearted attempts, to seek better condi
tions for his present personality. He was not an only child, and yet he felt him
self to be an only child. 

There is a strong inclination toward protection in his personality. This is 
partially wholesome and partially the result of fear on his part. I hope that he 
will attend a regular session. He was also in Mesopotamia. 

Mark took the word nun for monk, because he knew Roarck when 
Roarck was a priest, and substituted monk really for priest. 

The desire for discovery; and the ability to create are strong in all of you, 
and also in others who will come here. In various ways you have struggled with 
psychic realities; and Mark and Roarck are also involved with practical consid
erations involving women, as earlier Ruburt was involved with her Walter, and 
you, Joseph, were also involved. 

You and Ruburt have solved those problems. Mark and Roarck still have 
to solve theirs. I suggest for politeness' sake that you take a break or end the ses
sion, as you prefer. As always when I say I am going to end a session, I find it 
difficult to do so. 

(AU right, then, we'll see you Monday, Seth. " 
(End at 1 1:40. fane was dissociated as usuaL Bill received a nine-word sen

tence ofjand· during delivery, before she voiced it. He gave me his notes to put into 
the record jim stated that the personal information about himself was correct, 



lthou.�h llt'ithnjrlllf' II OJ' ll�y., r·l(ht!d 1111 l' A'l!rm4tt��t· r{tlii'Jt' thin gr. httllin.� 11/l'l him 
' '"' /Jrit/ly 011 11 ./t''ll' oariJirmJ .l'olllt' "'"" t/J, ���"· 

( Ui/1 tiiiiWIIIJt't'rl thtlt 111i1h tl�t• inf(wmt�tirm ,)'eth gave in this session and in the 
ftl 'r'I 'Jt/111' mw on !I ill's missing pttintin,�. ht· is f,Oing to begin a canvas of the schools in 
thr IIJ't'il in till attempt to locate it. 

(Since my hand phenomena had disappeared by now, I was curious to check 
thr lllt'tl.mrernents of my fingers now against those Bill had made earlier. The index 
lin.�tr t{tt�y right hand checked out at approximately the same circumference- 2 71I/: 
t1 I� lt'mnd.finger, wherein I had been most strongly aware of the feeling of enlarge
' ''' '''· htlfl measured 2 '7/32 "at the time; its circumference now checked out at 2 15/32 ': 
frl l '  11 Jhrinkage of'iJG th of an inch. 

(! l1is material is included here because it is dealt with at some length in the 
frdlou,ing, 48th session. 

(/ 'his evening, Monday, April27, 1964, I had a very strange experience. 
(At 8:30PM jane and I tried psychological time, before the session which was 

dur ''' 9 PM jane lay on the couch in the living room, I used the bed in the room 
lltrl lo my studio. It was very quiet and peaceful, and just about dark outside. 

(I lay without concentrating upon anything in particular; I told myself I felt 
ltght rmd relaxed Because I was usil{J,g the word light for the first time in these exper-
111/t'lll.r, [with a rather ill-defined idea of levitation in mind, after jane's attempts], I 
i/,o told myself I was not afraid I repeated these few words a few times, but do not 
hrlit'lle I put myself in any kind of a trance, although at the time I took the precau
tion rlreminding myself I could snap out of it any time I wanted to. 

(For some time, trying to maintain a natural, pleasant waiting state, I had no 
rr·rults. Then an experience came. And again, while it had definite duration, it was 
, ,i/1 rwer with before I consciously understood what had taken place. This is just as I 
n·perienced the two visions of April23, 1964, described on page 39. 

(This time, I found myself standing in the doorway of an office building in New 
}(Jrk City. I do not know what floor it was on, except that it was at least several floors 
II/)· It was not an office I had ever been in, yet was next door to an office I used to visit 
Ol'tttsionally when jane and I lived in Tenafly, NJ, and I was free-lancing as an artist 
in NYC The building could be the Carnegie Hall office building, or one very close to 
l .l1rnegie Hall, on 57th St. I do not recall the street numbe1: The publisher I worked 
frir occasionally was Charles Biro, the time was around 195 5. I do not know whethtT 
ht· is still located there, or what has happened to him, not having seen him since. 

(The entrance to Charles Biro's offices was at the end of a hallway, as I remetn· 
/Jer, and the door to the anonymous office I visited tonight is next door to it. Ton��ht, 
I stood inside this open office door: To my left was a narrow window of l)(!rtioll 



' 1 ' 1 I F  l •  I I ,\' I •, I t  H , 

r/cs��/1, UJilh cilha 1111 ttlumi111on or Jlllinlrss J/t'r·l fJ.il lllt', I oo�·ing oul (�/ thh win
dow, which was perhaps only two feet wide, I coulrl .Itt' r1 .th111i11g rtluminurn or steel 
guardrail, and that even if a person managed to jump orjt'tll 0111 (lthis window, the 
safety of a stone parapet lay perhaps ten feet below. The time WtiS daylight. 

(At the window as I looked toward it, I saw a girl She was trying to open the 
window, which I believe was designed to swing inward, perhaps in two sections, an 
upper half and a lower half 

(The girl's back was to me. She had long black shining hair, was quite slim 
and shapely, and wore a sleeveless, yellow, silk-like blouse that seemed to flutter and 
glimmer with iridescent highlights, as though in a breeze. Looking back, I believe the 
upper half of the window was open; I seem to recall seeing the girl's left arm draped 
over the top edge of the still-shut lower window. 

(The girl was struggling to open the window. She never saw me, nor did I 
speak to her. I never thought of trying to. 

(I did think to myself ''Well now, she's having trouble with that window, but 
I'll open it for her: Not only that, Ill do it while Im standing right here-by men
tal power. She'll be sU1prised "M)1 actual thoughts would closely parallel this dialogue. 

(However, I never moved from my position just inside the open office doorway. 
I saw nobody else, and recall nothing else of the office itself It seemed that I watched 
the girl struggling with the window for some seconds-certainly long enough for the 
vision to have definite, measurable duration. I never did open the window for het: 

(I then ''came to " on the bed, sat up, and saw that it was 8:45 PM. While 
watching the girl, I had no sensation, or memo�y or awareness, of lying on the bed 
I went into the living room to immediately describe the experience to jane.) 

SESSION 48 
APRIL 27, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(At 4:45 PM while talking to jane in the kitchen as she prepared supper,
. 
I 

experienced the now familiar feeling of enlargern_ent in :ny right hand. It c�ntered m 
my palm, and my index and second fingers. I zmmedzately thought zt mzght be an 
inner sense telling me that Seth was around 

. (A few minutes later I thought of checking finger circumferences agam, a.s I 
had with Bill Macdonnel before the 47th session; see page 41. By then the sensatwn 
had receded a bit, but I obtained a measurement of2 '/2 "for my second finger at 
4:50. An hour later the circumference had shrunk a bit, to 2 15132 '� I feel there would 
have been a greater difference if I had taken a prompt first measurement. 



(/I/ r.:.W. dllfl /tlr "''' IJr:\·1 holll 01 10, l lmlit "f't! IIJIIIIY ,\'INti!! iiiS/111/l't'\ t�/n�y 
}'tmilit!r tiJJglin.� or thrillin.� Jt 'IJI 'tlliou, it /int�I(J' lomlized in hack ofmy etlrJ. 

(A t 8:. UJjtiiN' t1nd I trinl p.�yd10/r��irt�l time. jane did not notice anything; 1 
ohtflined tht' rt'.1ults dettJi!ed on p���c· ·�8. 

(By H: 50jtUJe was nervous as usutd. Willy slept on the couch. I had paper tapes 
ready to check jane's finger circumferences if the occasion arose. fane began dictating 
11t 9 PM in a soft and low voice. her eyes darkened as usual and her pace was slow.) 

Good evening. 
("Good evening, Seth. ') 
After our impromptu session the other evening, I did not know whether 

or not you would be waiting for me tonight, after the extra typing that was 
involved. 

(1 have that typing all done. ') 
Congratulations. Actually, I had intended to give you the evening off; 

however, we will have a short session. Unless of course you would prefer an 
evening off, in which case you certainly deserve it. 

(('"AT ' k "\ .1 vo, were o 11)1. ; 
The evening is extremely enjoyable, and after having a total of two wit

nesses in one evening this seems like a very intimate and peaceful session. 
Your experience this evenin� represents a journeying, and I offer you my 

congratulations. As time passes you will be able to maintain durability, as far as 
such journeys are concerned. We are only at the threshold. 

In cases such as these, when durability can be maintained, by all means 
attempt to speak to any persons that you meet, as in this case you saw the girl 
at the window; and also ask them to write you at your home address. 

(Such simple expedients had not, of course, occurred to me. But once Seth men
tioned them they seemed most obvious. The fact that I had taken a journe_y was very 
surprising to me; I had not thought of my experience in that way at all) 

((Why didn't I see the girl's face?'') 
It will take some time before you will be able to maintain such an experi

ence long enough to make such contact, but if possible give your own name and 
address, and also ask that whoever you meet write to you. This of course will aid 
in validity. 

You saw the back of the girl's head simply because the girl was standi ng 
with her back to  you. Had you been able to speak to her, it i s  probable that she 
would have turned. Whether or not you were physically assembled when you 

saw the girl, I do not know. There are many complications here. Journey of you r  

own essence must be achieved first, o f  course. There are different ways i n  which 
such journeying occurs. 



! 1 1 so1 1 11: i l l s t ; l nces t h e  phy.'l ica l hody s t ays i n  i t .'l l l l l ) ', l l l .d locu i o 1 1 ,  a 1 1 d  t he 
persona l i ty-essence moves th rough camouflage .'lp.H , . .  n 1d 1 i 1 1  H'. That  i s ,  t he per
sonality-essence, realizing that space and time are J l trrcly l';l l l l ou llagcs, is there
fore free to behave accordingly. 

In this instance of traveling by personality-essence, any contact would be 
telepathic, and a potential observer would see nothing, using the outer senses 
alone. 

('VVou!dn,t such an occurrence frighten the observer or recipient?") 
Not in the instance mentioned. Another method is somewhat more com

plicated and involves a diffusion of energies, a partially-visible secondary cam
ouflage body appearing in a new location, while the original body remains in its 
original position. 

In this case the body would appear visible on the bed while another, iden
tical body would appear in the new location to which the personality-essence 
had traveled. In this case a potential observer would see what would appear to 
be an ordinary physical being. 

Conversation could then be carried on. There are gradations in the degree 
of materialization here, in that the secondary body would be absolutely normal
appearing in all respects, or could be less so, according to the ability of the 
traveler. 

You have done very well this evening. 
('Can J!m tell us anything about the girl! saw?") 
The girl was merely a secretary, standing by the window and on her way 

to another office. 
("Did I have the location of the office correct?") 
You did. 
Each time you practice with the use of psychological time, you add to 

your abilities, though results may not always be immediate. There is condition
ing involved here, as with anything else, but this represents one of your very 
highest points so far, and I am certain that you will improve. You show a good 
deal of ability along this line, and possess an inner willingness to experiment, 
that will stand you in very good stead. 

('Is it possible to pick the places I will visit.?") 
It is possible to pick the places you will visit. Whether or not you can 

achieve such purposeful visits at this time, I do not know. However, you can 
most certainly try. You are further along than even I had imagined, and so it is 
possible that such purposeful visits are within your abilities now. At all such 
occasions, try to establish some kind of contact if possible, but do not be dis
couraged if this is not achieved at once. 



Yo 1 1 1  . r h i l i t it·s, .u td l {uh 1 1 1 1 �' ·  ol , 1 1 1 1 1 .,,. dt.l v;u-y, .r."i is l la t l l ra l ,  and  it l."i pos 
� rh lc d t r l  you r nay he t·x t rc r r r c ly gi l t cd 1 1 1  t h is pa rt i cu la r  b."il r i o 1 1 .  

I s t rggc."it d r a t  yo t r  ta kv yot r r  h rr:r k .  
( /ln·t1k tit f.J:27. jane Wds.frlirl;y rli.twt'ittted. T!Je above material now made us 

1 1'01/f/r-r tohether my vision qf'the girl tmtl the dog was also a journeying. See page 39. 
\r�· mt�de mental notes to ask Seth about it if he did not bring up the subject him

,,#. 
(lane resumed dictating in her quiet voice at 9:31.) 
I n  such experiments, when you attempt purposeful visits, then choose of 

o t r rsc: people with whom you are familiar and in rapport, so that if you mate
r Ld izt· fully they will recognize you as a friend, and follow whatever instructions 
yot r a re able to give them. Even if you are unable to give them any instructions 
, , ,  a l l ,  if you materialize they would of course recognize you, and write you, 
wl t et her or not any instructions were given. This is a good point to remember. 

For the future, keep still another possibility in mind, that of picking up 
.1 1 1  object from the location to which you have traveled, and bringing it back 
w i t h  you as proo£ This is difficult in the extreme, but it is far from impossible. 

The reason that these things are done so infrequently is because the per
\t l l t :t l ity-essence finds itself so unable to give up belief in camouflage time and 
·"l 1acc. You must be convinced, d�ply, not only that such feats are possible, but 
t hat  you can achieve them; and then you must also train yourself to perfect your 
nwn abilities. 

Failure can lie in any of these lines. A sort of suspension of what you might 
ra i l  logic is necessary before such feats can be performed well enough for there 
t o  be a scientific proof, definite enough to be accepted. You must make an emo
' i< mal and psychic leap, and then you can look backward and see your connec
t i ve bridges. 

Then you can point these out to others. This is extremely important. 
' I  'here must always be pioneers. There will be gradations and variations that you 
wi l l  find most interesting. If, in such travelings, you find yourself in a strange 
location, then look for signs or landmarks. At first the very uniqueness of such 
experiences will tend to make you forget. However, an accurate description of a 
l t ) reign city which you have never visited before, would be of course invaluable. 

If you hear people talking, remember to listen to what they are discussing, 
and the language in which they speak. Now, I am talking of probability rather 
1 han immediate possibility. It i s  not impossible, however, at all to travel seem
i ngly through time as well as space. I say seemingly because this traveling  rea l ly  
l 1as little t o  do with transportation as  such. 

Since both space and time are camouflages, to speak of traveling th rou 'h 



t ht:m i.'i ha.'l ica l l y  l l l t:a l l i l l g lt:ss. What  is i 1 1 vo l wd hc 1 1' is ll l l . l ns l orm; l l i o l l  t ! l ' t: l lt:r
gy, and on your pJane an extension of perso1 1 a l i 1 y  l'.'iSt' l l l  r• 1 h . 1 1  pnm its an exten
sion of perception . . !  will make this clearer at a btt· r  d;l l t' .  

The transportation is apparent only. In  basic tt:rms, a s  Eu as your plane is 
concerned, the body does appear in a new location, but it does not travel 
between two points, as a vehicle might do. There is a transformation of energy 
from one location simultaneously to another location.  

Time as you know it ,  i s  simply ignored as an element here. It takes no time 
for you to journey, using the inner senses, from Elmira to New York. You are 
simply operating in a different dimension. 

Psychological time, as I have said often, comes extremely close to the cli
mate in which I have my existence, and which you exist in, but unconsciously. 
Experience with psychological time, and a continuous familiarity with it, will 
tell you more than words can about the basic realities of all existence. 

Death, at first, feels like psychological time. There is a period when you 
retain the idea of camouflage time, before full freedom enters in, and a small 
lapse before orientation is possible. 

The use of psychological time will make the experience of death much less 
frightening. You will already have learned to recognize the spacious present for 
what it is, and the conscious ego will not be so bewildered and confused by the 
sudden perception that is involved. 

Just before the experience of death, timelessness, or the spacious present, 
begins to be perceived. It is because the ego is tied to its past that it sees the past 
seemingly rise up. It has the ability to see what is coming, so to speak, but while 
the frightened ego is still in control it chooses to see only a portion of what is 
possible, and before the point of death it usually chooses to hide in the past. 

I suggest that you take your break. 
(Break at 1 0:00. jane was dissociated as usual. Usually it take her until sec

ond break to reach full dissociation, she said 
(However, something different now entered in when she began dictating again. 

She had been resting in our favorite chair, the Kennedy rocker. Instead of getting up 
and pacing again, she began diaating while still seated Her eyes were closed, and 
remained so. She rocked gently back and forth, speaking in a normal voice. Since this 
was a departure from her usual procedure I watched her closely. I thought that if she 
appeared to be slipping into a deeper trance state it might be wise to interrupt the 
session. But at no time did I feel that this was happening. Resume at 10:03.) 

I have said that this will be a brief session. Until you learn, and you are 
learning, to replenish your psychic energies, such experiences as the one you had 
this evening will leave you with a certain weariness. This is not necessary, but in 



r l t f' l wg i u u i n g, I : 1 1 1 1  . ii'L tid i1 i.'i r t . l l t i J .d . 

Yo1 1  . t n· us ing : rh i l i l il' ."i 1 h r t ym t l t . J v•• I I < II used l >d(H·e, and it w i l l  take sou re  
p,f'l l i n g  I L "icd t o. Thl.· ex t ra se."i."i iou t l t . l l  w e  h:l l l  was  probably not too good of an 
rd(-. J fro1 1 1  1 1 1 y  srandpoin t ,  a l d w ugh f ( J J· v ar ious reasons I did want to call it. 
l lowevcr, i t  i."i not my intention lo wear you out, and when I do call an unsched
l l lc·d se."ision f<>r any reason, then I w il l compensate by either making the next 
Nl'ss ion sh orter, or according to the length of the unscheduled session, dispense 
wi 1h  1 he f(>llowing one. 

(fane laughed. She was still rocking back and forth, her eyes closed, her hands 
rosst'd at her waist.) 

A note here, about Ruburt. He is in good shape. The fact that he has man
uscripts out always makes him impatient, and particularly this time of year, 
.,H{·cts his chemical balance. He is learning to control this to some extent, for 
wh ich you should be grateful. I mention this merely to lessen his worries on the 
u hject. 

I am most pleased with your progress, Joseph, and I expect it to continue. 
l 'c·rhaps someday you will bring a handful of sand back from a Florida beach. 
No1 enough to make a beach of your own, perhaps, but a handful in the mid
dle  of your living room table would be quite an achievement. 

l am merely trying out something new for a few minutes with Ruburt, 
'-, . r ud  it seems to be working well. 

('1 was wondering. " 
(Jane was still peacefidly rocking.) 
I anticipate an excellent and full session Wednesday. I do not on any 

.u:coun t want to overburden you with extra notetaking, especially since your 
• )WI I experiments will necessitate further need for records. 

('(�s my swollen hand earlier this evening a sign that I'd sensed you?") 
Shortly after your dinner I came briefly, not sure whether or not I would 

t·ver ' hold this session, in light of the extra one. We still have much material to 
hr covered. However, this evening I did want to speak about your own experi
t•nce, and to offer my comments and encouragement. 

By all means get your vitamins, incidentally, and I would suggest that you 
t ; 1ke them on a regular everyday basis. You are using, both of you, much energy 
i n  these sessions. You are learning to use other energy than your own .  
Nevertheless this takes time also, and the vitamins will help. 

(Again jane laughed She was still rocking.) 
I must admit that I did feel somewhat guilty, imposing on you on a u  ofT 

night. Nevertheless gains were made, and I will let you off early this even i ng. 
The energy that you use in these sessions, and in your own expcrimt·nts, 
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t l �lx l 1 1 1 ll h� y( H t r  ( lWI I l' t lngy. Yo 1 1  : 1 1-e a l r�ady d t . lw i  ' ' 1 ', ' ' l " l l l  ot l u · t  l'l'Sc.:rv( l i rs, h w  

t hi s  too i s  an abi l i ty in  which you ar� h�ing  t r:t i nt'd .  ' l ' l l l 'H' i'l . 1 1 1  a l t nost r�g�ner

ation that will occur, and that is occurring now, 1 o S( H i l l' dl�gr�l'. 
(Now fane's eyes opened She appeared to be }idly t�!ert. ,�he remained seated as 

she ended the session.) 
I suggest that we end the session. All in all, we will come out a little ahead, 

with this session and the unscheduled one. 
('Good night, Seth. " End at 10:23. fane said she had been dissociated to a 

greater degree than ever before while in the rocker, but that it still was not a state of 
deep trance. She had not been worried Her thought at the time had been that she 
wasn't sure how for Seth would go with the trance state. 

(This material is dealt with briefly in the following 49th session. 
(This evening, Tuesday, April 28, 1964, while trying psychological time, 

between 10:03 and 10:25, I had two brief but interesting experiences. 
(1 n the first one, after lying quietly for some time, and approaching the neces

sary state [close to sleep yet not asleep, but unaware of my body lying on the bed}, I 
saw myselfi I was at a public swimming pool in the summertime, although I saw no 
one else. I saw myselffrom the right side, striding purposefUlly along with vigorous 
step, carrying over my right arm a neatly folded white towel. Evidently I wore a 
bathing suit, but it was obscured by the towel, and I could not see its color: I did see 
my bare torso and lower legs. 

(Beyond my figure I saw the typical blue-green opaque water of the tiled swim
ming pool, and some shining pipe work, evidently a fence or ladder. Over my head 
I sensed the reaching-out arc of a pavilion roofi curving gracefUlly. I walked on what 
I believe to be sparkling green and white tile. 

(The flooring took a series of long shallow steps down, each step being perhaps 
two or three inches deep. As I strode along, my right heel slipped o jfthe edge of a step, 
and I landed flatfooted on the next step with a jar: So vivid was this sensation that 
my whole body jumped, on the bed, and I was awake. And as my foot slipped and I 
was shaken up, I was myselfi that is I was no longer watching myself [1pon awak
ening I thought of the Sayre swimming pool, but as for as I know the two settings 
would not be the same. 

(The second experience came shortly after the above. This time I was myself I 
was dressed in colorfol summer sportclothes and wearing a cap. Again it was a bright 
summer day. In my right hand I held either a sheaf of papers or a road map; I did 
not look at what I held I was leaning against the endpipe, or post, of a modern, steel 
meshwork type of fence that reached rather high above me-several feet in fact. 
Before me was a very large parking lot, full of cars. I saw nobody else. 



( In /Jtii 'A' t{mt, /() II�Y ltjl ,mtl (JJI lhr otht'l' .\ irl(· t{lht./('11((', /OtiS .f(/}f/(' �·illfl (�r 
/on.� ,/,u/.: lmi/tliug. 'I '/wj{•na li'dl ,lm 'fllllr lo".�· llw scene reminded me ��f'C'!ute} 
IM'd t 'tlr lol lun· in 1:'/mim., but tPtiJ JUI/ it. 

( A.r I stood lemning t�gtJinst tht• po.f/ in tht' bright sunlight, I suddenly heard 
11 y 111/ltll' cr1lled out, in a high-pitched, plaintive, feminine voice: ((Ro-o-bert . . .  " The 
//r•r I UJtls quite startling, ve�y distinct and definite, and the first time I have had an 
tmlio experience. 

( /'he almost forlorn wail of my name came from some distance in back of me, 
,,, my right. As soon as I heard it I snapped my head around to see who was calling 
lit rmd woke up. 

(The voice was not jane's, although it was similar in range. Yet it was also 
����ha, and somehow formal too. I do not know anyone, male or female, who calls 
1 1  Nobert, (least of all in that manner), nor did the voice remind me of anyone I 

1 1�/Jt know, no matter how slightly. 
(Shirley White, in the summer of 1964, corner ofWalnut & Water: She called 

to lilt' from a car making a left turn off the Walnut Street bridge, by Water St. jane 
1 I UJere standing on the lawn by our apartment house. When I heard Shirley call 

mt I had my thrilling sensation. Yet, because the setting was different I was not sure 
thi.1 was it, & doubted the connection. Did not ask Seth. Still not sure, Dec. 1964, 
hut note this down to retain it. This is the only time that I know of, so far, when 

�. 
10111eone has called me Robert. The manner of the call was very much like my psy-
timt' experience. 

(Note that in first experience I saw similar location [later, in Watkins 
( tlt'n,NY] but did not participate actively-that is, I did not swim. In the second, 
tht location was different, but I heard the calling voice. Distortions account for this?) 

SESSION 49 
APRIL 29, 1964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

�4t 7:50 jim Beckett arrived to be a witness. He brought a .friend, jim 
lhmant, a research technician in spectroscopic measurements and tabulating dtlltl, 

frir Corning Glass, which is near Elmira. Both jims are about25 years old, both htli}(' 
tt/Jilities in electronics, both are ham radio operators. 

(itt 8:00 I tried psychological time, without success. I could not reach thllt llt't 
rrsary waiting and peaceful state just preceding sleep. jane tried at 8:30, rJlw with 
no results. 

(By 8:55 jane was nervous as usual, though not because of the witne.\Jt'J. �'tlht'11 



) ' 

Jhe IJt:�rm dit:tating her voil't' w11s quite strong and .l·omewl'"' dcept•r, llltnY' .w tbtm 
usuaL She maintained this good voice throughout the session so it need not he men
tioned again. Her pacing was rather slow, her eyes dark as usual.) 

Good evening. 
('Good evening, Seth. ') 
I am pleased that Roarck came for a regular session, and also that he 

brought with him a friend, who has been a friend of his, though not of mine, 
on countless instances. 

This relationship has gone on through three successive lives as far as 
Roarck and his friend is concerned. I have not known him, nor have you, 
Joseph. He was involved in the Inquisition period, and also like Roarck still has 
remnants of old rigidities. 

Nevertheless in his case an excess, fervent nature has always been in exis
tence, and even now his enthusiasms are extremely fervent, and although a 
humorous exterior personality now shows its face, nevertheless the extremely 
authoritative and sometimes too rigid nature holds the personality presently in 
bounds. 

The bounds amount to bonds in some cases. He is given to fervent alle
giances, and often should listen to the dictates of inner discipline. The cruelty 
which he inflicted upon others during the period of the Inquisition was inflict
ed with the most pure of purposes. He believed firmly that he was following the 
dictates of God. More cruelties have been effected by principled men than 
·unprincipled men would ever dream. 

The personality has endeavored to right old wrongs, and has succeeded to 
a great degree, but at the risk of sacrificing inner spontaneity, and even at the 
risk of losing the very authoritative aspects of his nature, so that there is still a 
tendency to follow rather than to lead; simply because in the period of the 
Inquisition he was in a place of authority; he led; and he led men into atrocities 
committed in the fine name of principle and religion. For this reason, while he 
is still tempted to lead, he allows himself to lead only in small ways, not trust
ing yet the judgment which at one time betrayed him. 

There religious interests, therefore, are repeated in the present personality, 
but efforts are made to tie these ideas into the world of so-called reality. The 
interest in extrasensory perception, the interest in science and religion, all rep
resent efforts on his part to tie various of his older personalities together, and to 
learn from their mistakes. 

Roarck knew him well during the period of the Inquisition, and again in 
an immediately-past life in the Midwest of your country, as well as in one other 
existence. Nevertheless, I welcome your new friend to the sessions,  and he is one 



"' ! hose or whol l l  I h il w  spok(' l l l' . l l ' l t  I 

I d i d  1 10 1  l i n d  i 1  of '  l l l l lch rr.d p u r  pose I n  give n .:vil:ws d u ri ng  o u r  sl:ss i <ms, 
p. 1 1 1 ir u Lt rl y  s im.T nl:w w i tn l:.o.;se.o.; w i l l ln l l lt'. ' l 'hl:rl: w i l l  have to be some method, 
tnd I I caw 1 h i.o.; 1 1  p to you, Jo.o.;l:ph ,  sol l ll:  l l ll:thod of filling witnesses in on pre

\' 1 1 1 1 1."1 sl:.o.;.o.; ions.  Th is should be takl:n carl: of in some manner. 
I wou l d  l ike to make a remark for your benefit, Joseph. The experience 

dur i ng p.o.;ych ological time, involving your own image by a body of water, was a 
1 nns1 va l i d  clairvoyant experience, in that you have not as yet visited this partic
u l ;�r .o.;pot, and it was a glimpse into what you prefer to call the future. 

I have explained too often that time is a camouflage, to go into this now. 
Nl 'vnthcless you have done well, particularly this week, in your experiments, 
t nd your progress should be fairly rapid from now on. 

(Can you tell me something about my experience ofseeing the young girl abus-
"'·'� I he dog?" 

(See page 39.) 
The girl was a relative of yours. The incident actually occurred in 1 935 .  

l 'hc relative now lives i n  your town. The dog does not. 
('Who was the relative?") 
The name of the relative is Ruth. I presume the name makes sense to you. 

l � t d wrt loves to block such personal data. However, I see that he let it come 
lo., 

dHough undistorted. Bravo, Ruburt. I could hope that this would continue. 
1 suggest that you take a break, as there is much material that I would like 

1 1 ,  cover this evening. 
(Break at 9:25. jane was more folly dissociated than usual, for a first mono

logue. 
(My confitsion over the name of my cousin Ruth stemmed from the fact that 

ll'hen Seth referred to "your town" I thought of Sayre, PA, where I grew up, instead 
o(Elmira, 18 miles away, where Ruth grew up. In 1935 I was 15 years old. Ruth 
/Jt·ing a few years younger, her physical dimensions at that time would closely match 
the young girl I drew in my pen and ink sketch of the experience. Also, the girl I saw 
ft lrJS a blonde, and Ruth is a blonde. 

(Seth stated that jim Tennant is one of the group he expects to gather around 
/tme and me. jim T reported that this afternoon, upon being invited to attend a ses
sion by jim B., he felt his scalp distinctly crawl on three separate occasions; lifting up 
tiS though it would detach itself jim T stated that his mother is quite clairvoyant, 
that often when he is ill, for instance, she will get in touch with him before he hr1s 
time to inform her of his illness. 

Uim T has been a radw announcer, and we discussed ways to record the ses
sions, along with my taking notes. 



1 1 1 1 . 1 • 

(/tme resumed '" CJ:. 12.) 
Your new friend can he called Mareth, M-a-r-e-t-h, wh ich is the name 

most suitable for his entity. You realize that such names are translations, as 
indeed all of this material is a translation of realities into conceptual patterns, 
and from conceptual patterns into words. It is with the words, of course, that 
necessary distortions must occur. 

If the material is to be understood by the ego, then it must be translated 
in the beginning into terms which the ego is competent to handle, unfortu
nately. Inner data, which will be and is being received, will be valid, vivid, and 
will exist beyond any doubt. We shall set up plans so that any experiences will 
be documented. 

Nevertheless a freedom from the ego must be permitted to some extent, 
so that the inner self can most freely operate. I have spoken of tests and experi
ments that can be conducted, and which will yield p.h_JCSical results that will be 
ultimately accepted. 

I have also said that space travel, so-called, will of necessity deviate from 
its present concern with vehicles. It will be discovered that the inner senses rep
resent x._our onl_:x long-lasting method of such travel . 

When it is understood that space and time are both camouflages, and that 
your cause and effect theory is a result of a continuity theory that no longer 
makes sense, then your scientists will recognize the impossibility of trying to 
decipher basic reality with camouflage instruments, and vehicles, that of them
selves produce distortive theories, and only serve to probe further into a cam
ouflage pattern. 

The experiments will be many. Hypnotism, as I have mentioned, will be 
a basic tool in the beginning. Hypnotism, you see, is not a camouflage tool, but 
a psychological tool which is therefore uncamouflaged, and relatively undistorted. 

Hypnotism will be necessary, however, only for a time, and only to induce 
the light trance state. In the light trance state, the inner self is free from the cam
ouflage nature of your plane, and the truly humorous aspect is this: Only by free
ing yourself from your own camouflage universe can you see it clearly, understand 
it for what it is, and actually learn to use it for mankind's best advantage. 

When tests are conducted, and this will take a while, but when tests are 
conducted in laboratories, using the trance, the controlled and disciplined 
trance, as a tool and an instrument, then very quickly you will be able to delve 
beneath personal subconscious material to other layers. 

We have spoken of these other layers. For the edification of our esteemed 
visitors, I will quickly mention them. Beneath personal subconscious material 
you will find data, free, dealing with racial memories which will be of great 
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When tests are conducted, the inner self can be reached without too much 
d iHiculty. The methods to be used here are already familiar to you, Joseph, and 
10 Ruburt. 

(For emphasis jane knocked on the table top. All through this material she 
.rpoke with much emphasis and used many gestures.) 

When this material begins to tally, when under trance many of the same 
answers are received, when it is discovered that the knowledge of the basic uni
verse is contained within the living individual, and when there is no doubt that 
the solutions given are the same, then and only then will you begin to solve the 
problems that are before you. 

The light trance, again, is necessary only for a time, and theoretically it is 
not necessary at all. The only necessity here is that you permit yourself not to 
displace the ego, but more, to enable yourself to look within and past the ego. 

There are a few more points here, merely connective material, that I want 
to make before going further into a discussion of experiments that should, and 
will, be tried. 

I suggest that you take a bre'?tk; and one of these nights I will break you all 
up, but we shall certainly save the pieces. Perhaps between us we can all put 
them together again, in a most splendid fashion. 

(Break at 9:55. jane was fitlly dissociated. jim Beckett stated that midway 
through the monologue, he felt the presence of Bill Macdonnel so strongly that he 
expected to see Bill walk in the door. However Bill did not appear throughout the 
evening. It will be remembered that jim B. and Bill were witnesses to the 47th ses
sion. That was the first time they had met, although Seth stated they had known each 
other in previous lives. 

Oane resumed at a slower pace at 1 0:0 5.) 
I have explained to you how the inner self is connected to the present per

sonality, and how the emotions at your end change through the layers of the 
subconscious, begin in your plane as parts of the personality, and as part of your 
force field, and then are transformed and become the inner-sense connective 
that connects the outer ego to the inner self. 

I have also explained how energy is transformed, and changes, adap t i ng 
itself to the particular camouflage pattern of any given plane. Now in rhese rests 
you will reach the inner sel£ The results will be, then, valid in physical terms. 
The emotions are the outer extensions of the inner senses, and it is th rtf( > t· · 
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tions, that you will come in contact with the inner sdf: and therd(lre he ahlc to 
carry back this information in the same manner. 

Your visitors are not as yet acquainted with the inner ego, and I suggest 
that you fill them in. The point to remember here is that the results from the 
tests will be so valid that they will not be overlooked, and yet their validity will 
be different in quality. You remember what I have said about psychological expe
rience. Psychological experience has no reality in space or time. 

If you trusted only your so-called scientific method, then you would not 
admit that you have ever even had a psychological experience, since it takes up 
no space and exists independently of time. Nevertheless, no one will argue that 
a psychological experience has no validity. A psychological experience is so valid 
that it can change the course, not only of one life, but of many. 

Therefore, the proof in our experiments will be valid in the terms that a 
psychological experience is valid; and more, because by its results it will make 
itself known. In space travel for example, you are not going to be seen flying 
through the air like some gray-haired eagle. Your journey will simply not be 
through space, since space is a camouflage. 

When you realize this, then our energy transformation and our change of 
molecular structure comes into play. There is no barrier of space to be overcome, 
there is merely a transformation, first of all of psychic energy, and then because 
you are on your plane bound to many camouflage concepts, there will be a sec
ondary reconstruction of physical image. 

In your dreams, when the conscious ego is stilled, you often and contin
ually work this transformation, and we have gone into this problem. What we 
are concerned with is this reconstruction, but this reconstruction in durable 
enough terms so that communication can take place. 

Even in dreams, this communication has taken place, but we, we want 
much more. We want such a physical reconstruction of image in a purposeful 
manner, at a given place and time, on your plane. This is far from impossible, 
but it requires discipline and training, along with the freedom which more and 
more Ruburt is able to bring to these sessions. 

In the dream world, you do and perform more than you realize. 
Secondary personality problems that cannot be taken up by the personality in 
regular life, for various reasons, are worked out as you know. What you do not 
realize, however, is that these images that you all create, have an existence inde
pendent of your knowledge, once you have created them. 

No thought or idea is extinguished, and they all follow the laws which I 
am in the process of givi ng you. The growth of an idea takes up no space. I have 
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So do your dream images cx i .'l t  i 1 1  thc same manner, and you are as 
t 1 1 1aware of their existence as you arc of your own subconscious existence. You 
do not  know how you move across the floor. You are not conscious of each 
I 1rcath you take. You know that your muscles move, without your volition. You 
know you breathe, and in the same manner that you undertake physiological, 
biological and mental leaps and functions, so do you also create the reaJity of the 
dream world. 

I have wanted to cover this because I can prove the existence of this dream 
world to you, and its continuity, always within the spacious present. You must 
t mderstand psychological reality, psychological time, psychological experience, 
and the dream existence before you can learn to utilize many abilities, since in 
a l l  the mentioned aspects, you use your abilities, that is your inner senses, on a 
.'IU IKonscious level. 

Here you can get the feel of them so that you know what you are work
ing with. You are always and constantly in the process of transforming energy 
l i·mn the inner senses into physical idea constructions. I want you to become 
acquainted with the process by which you accomplish this unknowingly, so that 

... 
you can then perform the same feats with your own awareness. 

I suggest your break, and if I seem to be ignoring our guests, I was never 
much of a party boy, although I have my moments. They are extremely wel
come, and I expected them both. 

Now before I forget your break entirely, I suggest that you take it. 
(Break at 10:35. jane was dissociated as usual. She resumed at 10:46, still 

using a good strong voice.) 
I have gone into the reasons behind these sessions, and they can be read. 

We have a delicate balance here, and in the delicate balance itself lies the out
growth and release of energy. I have mentioned earlier that in a dream experi
ence, as far as the senses are concerned you may visit a particular location, expe
rience a certain time duration; and yet the location does not exist and cannot he 
fOund in your space, and though you experience, say, five hours time in your 
dream, this perhaps takes up merely a flash of  clock time, and the physical hody 
does not age during the psychological dream experience in any proportion t1 1 t he 
actual psychological reality involved. You are free of space, and to a large degree 
of time, in the sleeping state, because you are not using your energies to tra ns
fOrm ideas into durable physical camouflage patterns. 

You do transform ideas into image patterns, but they do not kt ve 



d u rab i l i 1 y  or con t i n u i 1 y  o n  yo u r  p la ne. Tht:y do l loWt'VC' I , possl'ss du rab i l i 1 y  and  
continuity o n  another plane with wh ich you arl' subconsc i ously f�1 m i l iar. These 
images are as independent of your conscious co1 1 1 ro l  as 1 he inner workings of 
your own physical body are beyond your conscious control. 

These images continue to work out problems that you have set for them, 
in the same manner that you work out problems as your present personality in 
one incarnation after another. These dream images also have their own free will, 
within limits. I have explained the reality behind all art. I have explained that 
the energy contained therein is regenerating, and although held within certain 
limits is constantly active. The same applies to the dream world, and in our 
experiments the same will also apply. 

You will be merely doing what you have been doing all along, but with 
the aid of the ego you will be able to prove the extent of your achievement. If 
everyone on your plane were suddenly to believe that the physical world would 
end at a particular time, then so it would, you would simply cease your idea con
structions. In our experiments therefore, we will have to begin with a strong 
belief that what we are setting out to achieve can in fact be achieved. 

This in many instances will be distasteful to many, but all physical con
structions are transformations of energy made manifest as idea, and then con
structed into physical reality. Without the idea you have no physical reality, and 
without belief that our aims are possible, there will be no achievement. The 
achievement gained, however, will then provide its own physical proofs. 

I have begun to go into the laws of the universe of inner reality. However 
at this time I will not add to them further, since your visitors will only be con
fused until they are up to date. Nevertheless, I have said that these laws are 
reflected and followed through all camouflage planes, and in all manifestations, 
and this also applies to your dream world. I have spoken about fragments, both 
personality fragments and others, and these also follow the same laws. 

Your animals possess a closer bond by means of the inner senses. 
Remember our analogy of the spider and its web. The web exists both in time 
and space, as all physical constructions do. That is why I have said that your uni
verse does not exist in the same fashion as the web, simply because it is not 
bound by space or time. The universe expands, again, in terms of value fulfill
ment, and in ways which your outer senses cannot comprehend. 

Your scientists' instruments are themselves distortive, and will only allow 
you to probe further into camouflage. What you need are tools and instruments 
that are free from camouflage. Your scientists think in terms of getting beyond 
earth's atmosphere, and thus avoiding the distortions involved. 

They do not realize that beyond that distortion lies another, and it is 
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1\.o.; t;, r  a.o.; wi tnesses a rc con CL'I ' I In l ,  a n d  as t;u as the wife is concerned, I 
wou ld  suggest that you meet u p on a n other  evening, when a session is not due 
1o begi n with,  and leave the matter to Ruhurt. As far as I am concerned, I would 
q 1 1 i te welcome another young woman. Nevertheless, the overall personality is 
what matters, and since Ruburt delivers the sessions I will leave the matter to 
h i m .  

I t  is much better i n  the long run t o  quietly and cautiously advance. I am 
1 1 1 1 £  the Holy Ghost. I do not request or demand the vows of poverty, obedience, 
. tnd certainly not chastity. I will at all times demand integrity, and perhaps when 
. t i l  is said and done that is my only requirement. 

It is much better if you proceed surely, fairly confidently. But excess 
t ' l lthusiasm can lead to fanaticism, and this at all costs must be avoided. The two 
wi tnesses this evening have worked out very well. It is possible that the wife in 
q uestion may work out well also, but the approach to her should not be overly 
impassioned, as this would be a mistake. 

I suggest again a short break. 
(Break at 1 1:18. jane was dissociated as usual Seth's reference concerned jim 

'tennant's wife. jim T's thought was that his wife could take shorthand notes of the 
..., 

sessions. Since she was quite young, jim T was also concerned about her interest in 
the sessions, since she had not had time to develop an interest in ESP. 

Uane resumed her vigorous delivery at 1 1:25.) 
This whole matter is to be determined through training and through dis

cipline. I will not give you signs, nor will I perform tricks in order to convince 
anyone. The method is in the text. Such signs as I give in these sessions will be 
tor my own purposes, and they will never be purely for display, but for their 
value as teaching demonstrations. 

There is no easy way that is effective in the long run, and if I seem heavy
handed in this respect, it is because I would rather have slow and certain results 
than flashy displays that cannot be maintained. This is a lifetime project, and I 
mean Ruburt and Joseph are getting their effects now through previous hard 
work and discipline. I will simply not have Ruburt levitate six feet into the air, 
nor give any clairvoyant displays, unless there is a deep purpose served. Our 
guest should not be impatient. Nothing will be gained that way. 

Those who prove interested i n  these sessions, and who become part of a 
group, will be sustained; but always I will work with you in the development of 
your inner senses, without the display of fireworks for display's sake alone. 

I will go into our guest's background more fully at another session, and 



also i n to t l u: enthusiasm which is so rdi·es h i n g  . 1 1 1 d  yl' l so i n  need o f  d isc i p l i ne. 
This enthusiasm has caused you d i tllcul t i es i n  d H· p.ts l ,  and I w i l l  not he, I s i m
ply will not be, the means of allowing you to let  ir operate wi thout usi ng d i sc i 

pline and discretion. 
(Here, jane pointed at jim T) 
I would be doing you a disservice if I did. The enthusiasm is excellent. 

However, it should be channeled, and to some degree held within bounds for 
your own benefit. I do not mean to sound harsh. My feelings are not harsh. I 
have the advantage of knowing the background of your previous personalities. 

Within the boundaries of discipline we shall have, here, freedoms that are 
relatively unknown in your world today. But we must avoid psychic avalanches. 
Because the possibilities are so unlimited, we must be sure of ourselves at every 
point along the way. The material must be read. The experiments in the mater
ial must be tried. 

A means will be worked out in this respect. 
My dear friends, I hesitate as always to end a session; and again, I could 

go on for hours. I promised you our party session and we will have it before 
long. I enjoy your rainy night. My regards are with you both, and with my usual 
deep regret I will end the session. Ruburt came through for me very well. My 
best regards also to your visitor, and my heartiest good evening to you all. 

One note. Your experiments, Joseph, are coming along extraordinarily 
well, and when you hear the voice that you heard in your experience, then you 
will recognize it. 

(Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 1 1:40. jane was dissociated as usuaL jim Beckett had departed at last 

break. we discussed with jim Tennant our reasons for our very cautious approach to 
and with the Seth material, stressing our feeling that it was best to be on the very 
conservative side as for as claims, etc., went. we invited him to attend jitture sessions; 
and it was becoming more and more apparent that we would have to make some 
kind of arrangement for others to be able to read the material, without letting it out 
of our hand'i. we are of course most anxious that nothing happens to the one copy we 
have for ourselves. 

(See page 54, in reference to Seth's last paragraph above.) 

(On Tuesday, April 28, 1964, as she was dropping off to sleep, jane experi
enced a rather unpleasant sensation within her body. She had, she said, an abrupt 
feeling as though she had been ((hit over the head " Her body did not move on the 
bed; she merely felt this very definite jolt within, at the top of her skulL No other sen
sation or experience followed, and she fell asleep. 
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(--�'im:e I wm·k at Artistic Citrti ( :o. in the mornings while jane writes at home 
./(1r the same period, she has taken up the habit of experimenting with psychological 
time at about 11 :30 AM, after her stint at the typewrite�; and just before she gets 
lunch. 

(On April 30, 1964, Thursday, jane had a most interesting experience, at 
1 1:30 AA1. Trying psychological time, she suddenly realized that she was in her old 
t'rtvironment, Middle Avenue, in Saratoga Springs, NY. She saw the street she had 
grown up on, very clearly and in a way that she could not cW in a dream. She stood 
in front of her house, but with her back to it. It was winter; the ground was covered 
u1ith packed snow; so were the roads, although there were no heaping snow banks. 

Oane then saw a young boy, pulling two other boys on a sled She immediate
(y knew it to be Curtis Lundgren, as a boy. She has not seen Curtis Lundgren, who 
is now a grown man, since our marriage ten years ago. The sight of the boy imme
diately confosed jane, since of course she knew Curtis L. to be grown by now. ret the 
neighborhood was real. She thought: ((Why, this isn't today-yet it must be. 
/,undgrens live right around the corner. " 

(Eve�ything then disappeare� Without knowing how she did it, jane then 
brought eve�ything back, and looked it all over. She thought: ((Why, it is 
today-there's Rabe's house on the corner, and the neighborhood store. "She then real
ized that all she saw was in the past. She looked at it again and gave a most heart
.felt, deep sob. Then it was gone. 

Oane also remembers seeing some bare lilac bushes in a neighbor's yard, across 
the street and next to a grade school building's fence. It was a gray day, in the morn
ing. She saw no other cars or people. And like me in my experiences, she did not think 
to attempt speaking to those she did see.) 

(Copy of jane's account of Friday, May ], 1964. 
(The following experience happened to me today between 1 1:45 and 12:00 

noon. I told myself repeatedly that I was extremely light, light as a feather: The expe
rience was qualitative, very vivid, unforgettable. 

(My eyes were closed My body began to feel extremely light, but a thrilling 
enveloped me. My forehead felt extremely cool, as if bonds of coolness went all around 
my head The thrilling enveloped me completely, but in waves of stronger, then less 
intensity. 

(The stronger waves seemed to grow progressively stronger however. Once I 
"saw" a great light, as if perhaps the sun had come out suddenly. [It is a very dark 



miny d11y./ '/ J.,is thrilling cfmlimu:d, till i 1 w11s .l't 't l l' l 't'IY /JI'tll'ti!Jit. ljt.Jt tl1t1l f u,ot.dd 
literally be carried away, or swept away. At no timt "'''"' I mnc:erned./f)r my own s,4i:
ty. The experience was amazingly pleasurable. I had suggested in the beginning that 
I snap out of the trance state by noon, and had set the alarm. It did not ring, how
ever, and I became aware that the time set for the trance was over. 

�4/so I wondered about the advisability of going further when no one was 
around Rob was at work. I was tempted to go ahead anyhou� but instead I count
ed to three and came out. I felt terrific, refreshed, dazzled. I wondered, because of the 
intensity of the feeling, if this is what is meant by ecstasy.) 

SESSION 50 
MAY 4, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(While t�yingpsychological time I had the following three experiences. All were 
very brief, and over before I realized I had received them: April30: }oung woman 
with wide open mouth; full-face close-up. May 2: Workman installing interchange
able green walls. May 3: High level 314 view of front half of two black, running 
horses. 

(I made a list of these, added a quick sketch of the horses, and jane's Saratoga 
experience and ecstasy experience, pages 65 and 66; all with the idea of quizzing Seth 
about them at tonight's session. These experiences with psychological time have 
become so intriguing and numerous that jane and I devised a method to keep a list 
of them, in chronological order for quick reference. 

(Last Saturday we bought an extra tape to have on hand for Seths· promised 
party session. 

(Both of us napped until 8:4 5. No witnesses were scheduled we felt quite 
relaxed, although as session time approached jane felt somewhat nervous. She began 
to dictate in a normal voice, pacing slowly, and maintained these patterns all 
through the session. Her eyes darkened as usual) 

Good evening. 
('Good evening, Seth. ") 
I see that we will have a quiet session this evening. I understand that 

Ruburt has been having his difficulties, and as I have said often, patience is not 
one of his attributes. May I congratulate you, as well as myself, for our fiftieth 
session. It takes some doing on all of our parts. Two sessions a week is a very 
strict and heavy schedule, as you probably know for yourselves by now. 

Whenever you ted that you need a few sessions off, you may of course 
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1 1 1y reason-you sha l l  have i t .  
(!,me fttughed.) 
The f1 fth law of the inner un iverse is creation, as I have told you. Again, 

t h is is not necessarily the fifth law in terms of importance. I am simply giving 
y< n 1 t he laws in the simplest way. 

This creation involves not merely the j uggling of energy units and fields, 
l t o l l l  one form to another, but also involves the setting up of new fields. This is 
n l i l'nt imes the result of value fulfillment, in which case all the given possibilities 
.m· hound to emerge, but each emergence is in the truest sense a creation. 

Creation occurs, again, most often through value fulfillment, which exists 
i 1 1  a dimension having nothing to do with your space and time; and in the deep
t'st sense creation as a whole, originally, if you'll excuse the term, had nothing to 
t l< l  with either your space or your time, and the so-called birth of your known 
ot l l cr universe came long after in the story of creation and value fulfillment. 

When your scientists finally decipher the physical realities behind the 
h inh of your known universe, they will only discover that this was an exterior 
r t tanifestation of a vital psychic reality that existed long before. Creation almost 
. t lways exists hand in hand with value fulfillment, and by the time that any phys
kal construction appears within y�ur plane, it has already been in existence. An 
idea on your plane gives birth to physical constructions, but the idea itself is 
rnerely a translation of another reality, which gave birth to it. 

Value fulfillment is very much like creation, and yet there is a difference, 
and creation exists first, if we must speak in terms of continuity; and for you we 
l l tust. There is much here that almost can be given to you only through con
ceptual patterns, and again this difficulty arises in words strung out one before 
t he  other. 

Nevertheless there is within the inner vitality and psychic value of the uni
verse, constant creation, by which I mean the addition of something unique and 
new, and something that has not existed before. This creation arises from the 
vi tality of the inner universe itself, and this vitality continually renews itself 

Not only does it renew itself, but it generates more of itself There is not 
as you may think some definite, finite amount of energy, from which all things 
must be created. There is instead, truly, an infinite amount of energy, and of this 
I am certain. Do not ask me, as yet, where this infinite amount of energy comes 
fl·om. For one thing, I do not think in terms of cause and effect, and energy does 
not have a source in the terms with which you are familiar. 

Creation, therefore, constantly continues, and not always along the l ines 



of' o ld pa t t l' l' l ls ,  bu t  by n H'a t ts o l '  c or n p ll' tl' ly d i l l r � t•n r  p. t l l t' l ' l ts . And ar tot hl· r· 
small but interesting poi n t: On your own p b r u· , t l tc r-r is a su hco n scimr s  
storehouse of knowledge, whereby it i s  known i n  a rondc nsl'd fash ion,  hy illJ. 
molecules and atoms, exactly which variant or evo l u r  io nary attempts have 
been made, with what results-and always with an eye out, so to speak, for 
circumstances that might fit forms once adopted with failure, or to attempt 
other forms for which present circumstances may not be right. I have said that, 
first of all, molecules and atoms and even smaller particles, have a condensed 
consciousness. 

I suggest your break, and we will go into this more deeply. 
(Break at 9:28. jane was more folly dissociated than usual for a first mono

logue. Since this material was so interesting we decided to wait and see if Seth would 
take up our own personal experiences with psychological time later in this session. 
jane resumed in the same low-key manner at 9:39.) 

The atoms and molecules that make up all physical cells are not basically 
bound by your time. They act within the framework of your time, but the con
densed knowledge that they contain carries with it its own peculiar and unique 
consciousness, that is not bound by your physical laws. 

Chemicals themselves will simply not give rise to consciousness or to life. 
Your scientists will simply have to face the facts that consciousness comes first, 
and evolves its own form. But this is, and involves, individuality, and also inter
dependence. The physical body that you imagine consists of some sort of sepa
rate consciousness, controlling a framework of completely unconscious parts, is 
quite farfetched. 

All the cells in the body are individual, and have a separate consciousness. 
There are certainly gradations here, but the fact remains that every cell is a con
scious cell. There is conscious cooperation between the cells in all the organs, 
and between all the organs themselves. 

Now at various times you have questioned what the entity actually was, 
and wondered how fragments, or fragment personalities, could ever become 
entities, if they ever did. 

Here in a simple manner is a case in point. The molecules and atoms and 
even smaller particles, all contain their separate consciousness. They form into 
cells. Now, although the cells maintain individuality and do not lose any of their 
abilities, in this formation into cells there is actually a pooling of individual 
consciousness of atoms and molecules into, and to form, an individual cellular 
consciousness. Here the consciousness of each individual molecule or atom, by 
this psychic gestalt, ga ins  i m measurably. The combination of individual con
sciousness into a combi nat ion forms a new, enlarged, more powerful cellular 
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Now we ca rry this even l 'u rt  l wr, as you most probably suspected. You end 
1 1 p  with organs composed of l i tera l ly  unm1mbered individual cells, in which case 
1 he same combination with its resulting benefits for the individual, also results 
i n  the formation of a larger consciousness. 

This goes on ad infinitum, and yet even the lowest particle retains its own 
i ndividuality, and is not stripped of any ability. Indeed, its ability is multiplied 
a millionfold. The cooperative nature of the physical body could be no mere 
result of your chemicals, and chemical reactions. 

The consciousness forms its own materialization. The physical body is 
r ruly a more wondrous phenomenon than is supposed, but here I hope I do not 
push you too far, for this combination of consciousness continues, and its results 
can be seen in the consciousness of the physical brain. 

You will note that I said brain rather than mind. All of this will show itself 
to you in its truly logical perfection, in time, and much of this will be impor
tant in many seemingly diverse fields. 

Psychosomatic medicine is in its infancy, but in this material, and in some 
htture material along these lines, there will be found much that will apply. 
When the overall consciousness, �r example, makes the decision to bring about 
rl1e destruction or near destruction of a portion of the body, permission is asked 
fOr, and received or not received. This may seem a far cry from a discussion of 
entities. Nevertheless I am tying many subjects together for your edification. 

I suggest you take your break. I had some indecision, myself, as to whether 
or not to discuss with you matters dealing with any witnesses that might want 
to sit in on our sessions, and still may do so. Nevertheless at this point you seem 
to be holding your own. By all means take your break, and if it seems that I am 
shoving a lot at you this evening, it is only because I want to make the best of 
the time that we have. 

(Break at 1 0:02. jane was fully dissociated; she remembered very little of the 
material she had just delivered 

(Last Saturday jane received several brief flashes from Seth; we have been con
cerned lately with the best way to handle the problem of witnesses-that is, to famil
iarize potential witnesses with the material, and at the same time keep our sense of 
privacy, and also maintain control of the sessions. jane rather angrily cut Seth off, 
feeling this is a problem we must handle ourselves. 

(One idea we think has promise is that witnesses attending the Wednesday ses
sions-we decided to keep Monday sessions private so that we could relax-first read 
the material in another room while the session itself is going on. Then when they have 
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familiarized themselvt·s UJit/1 tiJt· llltltt•ritd tluy am sit in on tin· Jt�1·sim1J tlllrl tmrla
stand what is going on. But during this reading witnesses could tttke notes, etc. , or 
approtU-h the material in any way they saw fit. � keep but one copy on hand, so 
cannot let the material ojj'the premises. 

Oane resumed in her quiet manner at 10: 14.) 
It would seem, therefore, that what you call consciousness might be the 

result of this combination. That is, it would seem that self-consciousness was the 
result of this combination. Each cell, however, has its own consciousness, and 
when I speak of consciousness as being an attribute of cellular life, I speak only 
for convenience, since actually cellular life is an attribute of consciousness. 

The physical body is therefore an attribute of consciousness. The atoms 
and molecules possess a self-consciousness to some degree, as well as a general
ized consciousness. The self-awareness of a human being is partially composed 
of the combination of self-aware individual atoms and molecules that compose 
it. The generalized consciousness which you call the subconscious, is composed 
of the combination of generalized consciousness from the individual cells and 
molecules, but now we come down to the source of the self-aware conscious 
individual behind or within each molecule. Where did i.! come from to begin 
with? 

It is of course from the inner universe. This becomes extremely difficult to 
explain until you learn to feel conceptual patterns directly. I will try to make it 
as simple as possible, and hope that I am not giving you material before you can 
grasp It. 

(Now jane's delivery became quite slow and measured) 
The energy personality who desires to be materialized upon your plane, 

himself becomes part of this plane through the use of the inner senses. Through 
a process of diffusion-and this incidentally is our ninth inner sense-the ener
gy personality first diffuses himself into many parts. Since entry into this plane, 
as a member of this plane, cannot be made in any other manner, it must be 
made in the simplest terms and be built up on your plane, your sperm being of 
course an entry in this respect. 

The energy of the personality must then be recombined and brought 
together, as is done in the manner which I have specified. The inner sense of dis
entanglement, which I have mentioned briefly in the past, represents almost an 
opposing movement to the initial diffusion, and must be carried out to achieve 
any independence from your plane. 

I suggest your break and hope you are following me, and I will try to get 
to other matters that concern you later in the discussion. But I wanted to carry 
this thought as far as I could th i s  evening. 
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/ Juring ll.1i.1· f,tst ffltllt'ri,t/, slit' Jdt ,\'tth II_'Jiing to /Jrtllk the coru·ept  of it down into 
lams undastttndtlbie to us. S/J,• ,dw .fdt thlt 1/t times it would not be possible to 
lm·,tk concepts down into word1·. S!�t· rtJtnned at 10:40.) 

Our next rule, or law, of the i nner universe is of course consciousness. 
l �:verything that exists on any plane and under any circumstances contains con
sciousness, condensed knowledge, and even self-awareness to some degree. 

There is no case where this is not so. 
Our next law of the inner universe is the capacity for infinite mobility; this 

occurring within the spacious present, which is an infinite spacious present. 
Our next law is the law of infinite changeability and transmutation. That 

is, any given portion of energy has within it the capacity to take on any pattern 
or to form an infinite number of energy fields, each one giving forth a truly infi
l l ite variety of result. 

As you know, the cells or atoms in an arm could just as well form an ear, 
as far as innate ability is concerned. This is a very simple example. I trust I am 
�iving you enough tonight to keep you busy for a while. 

While it might sound impossible to you, this generalized molecular con
sciousness, which you would call subconscious, contains within it, in condensed 
�cnetic fashion, all knowledge of the inner workings of the universe, this knowl
·dge being acted upon and instaridy accessible when it is needed. 

Your personal egotistical awareness has to do with your own camouflage 
universe, and with manipulation within it. Nevertheless, the condensed code
l i ke comprehension of what I prefer to call the mental genes is at all times avail
able, though not necessarily to the egotistic "I am." 

When you realize that you are much more than the egotistical "I am," and 
1 hat your true personality contains a much larger and really more powerful inner 
ego, then this relative inavailability of inner comprehension to the outer ego will 
not annoy you. 

Now, you will see that the inner ego of which we have spoken many times 
is the projector of energy upon your plane. The inner ego, representing the basic 
personality; through diffusion makes a materialization of itself and enters your 
plane. 

The inner ego therefore is your counterpart. It breaks energy down into 
simple components, but it must still operate within the given laws of the inner 
universe. It therefore forms the separate molecules and atoms that will compose 
t he individual. Its own knowledge is put into condensed form, and the mole
·ules are therefore able to combine and recombine, according to the material 
properties inherent in your universe. 
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You w i l l  see why th i s  is :1 1 1  im por tan t pni 1 1 1  w l tcn  you rl'read t h i s  m:l l eri
al.  You will see why, although the con scious l u u n a 1 1  hl'ing may .'leem to be the 
result of this combination and recombination, he is ,  nevertheless, more than 
that result. He is a particular personality formed purposely, and not in a random 
fashion, the inner ego creating a replica of itself to function within a definite, 
peculiar set of circumstances. This is extremely important. 

The whole is more than the sum of its parts, but this is because you do 
not see the whole. The whole is never apparent in your universe. There is so 
much that you do not know, and so much to be filled in merely in this sort of 
outline form, that I am appalled, completely. There are so many matters still not 
hinted at. 

I suggest that you take your break. 
(Break at 11 :06. jane was dissociated as usual. As soon as break began, I 

became aware of the now familiar swelling, or feeling of enlargement, in my right 
hand. It became very definite. I also felt it to a lesser degree in my left hand. jane 
then said that she too had the feeling to some degree. we took no measurements, not 
being prepared; in a few minutes the sensations began to recede. 

Oane resumed at 1 1:14.) 
We will cover your experiences at another session. I am sorry to put you 

off, but tonight was an excellent night to give you the material we have covered; 
and I want to explain your experiences rather thoroughly, and also use them to 
delve further into our study of the inner senses. You have been doing particu
larly well, however. I told you that direct experience through the inner senses 
would be extremely vivid, and now you can realize this for yourself. 

The horse incident is extremely interesting, though it represents only a 
partial comprehension, or rather a partially transmitted comprehension. I am 
pleased with Ruburt's Saratoga experience also, and wish to let him know that 
we will see to it that witnesses do not bother him. 

If you would give me my due credit, Ruburt, you would not need to stew 
half as much. Your Saturday evening social sessions are extremely beneficial to 
you both. No doubt you know that. 

The inner-sense material will also be tied in with our laws of the inner 
universe, since they are equipped to recognize them. If I neglected to mention 
Ruburt' s attire, let me here express my approval. I am going to end the session 
unless you have any questions, since the material came through so well. 

('1 guess not. we seem to be doing welL ") 
I do regret not discussing your experiences, since I know you were look

ing forward to their explanation. I wish you both a most delightful spring 
evening, what there is left of it, and as always hesitate to end our session. I found 
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(Fml rlt 1 1 :25. jane Wtls tliS.\'tJtilllnl 11s usual, "coming up, " as she puts it, 

toward the end '{the delivery. I )uring the session her eyes had darkened as usual; 
throughout her voice remained rather normal Neither of us experienced any more 
lumd phenomena.) 

SESSION 51 
MAY 6, 1964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences. They were 
uery brief and over before I realized they had taken place. 

(May 5: Feeling of great enlargement in both hands as I lay on bed This is not 
the nowjamiliar sensation of swelling in the fingers and the palm, but rather one of 
tlctual physical increase in size. Both my hands felt at least double in area; as though 
they had grown, or I WtiS wearing giant gloves. 

(May 6: Glimpse of triangular piece of costume jewelry, pewter in color, open 
in center, three sides of triangle set with rows of fake colorless "stones. " Upon leaving 

'a.. 
the state of psychological time I forgot this sighting, but remembered it while in the 
state of p�ychological time the following day. 

(At 7:25 on Tuesday, I had a brief feeling ofswe!ling in my right hand. 
{At 8:00 PM jim Tennant arrived to be a witness. He spent the next hour 

reading back material. He also brought two questions, one personal and the other 
very technical, from people he works with at Corning Glass. 

Oane WtiS up from her nap by 8:30 PM At 8:55 she said she was not as ner
vous as usual before a session. She had the feeling that Seth had "taken care" of her 
somehow this evening, putting to rest her concern over witnesses. I showed her our 
growing list of p�ychological time experiences, in the hope that Seth would discuss 
them tonight. jane began dictating in a voice a bit heavier than usual, and main
tained it throughout the session. All evening she paced back and forth slowly, hands 
in pockets. Her eyes darkened as usual) 

Good evening. 
("Good evening, Seth. ') 
I spoke in our last session of the cooperation existing between the cel ls of 

the body, and of the cooperation existing between the atoms and molecules that 
make up the cells and organs. 

There is also a mechanism within the subconscious that allows t( 1r the 
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materializat ion or project ion ol ' idca or i n nl'r v i 1 a l i 1 y  i n t o  phy .... i c: 1 l  const n lc t ion .  
This capacity i s  inherent even in the atom and molecu le an d sma l ler  panicles. 

You will remember that we said that atoms and molecules contained con
sciousness, a generalized consciousness first of all, in which data is suspended in 
condensed mental genetic code, and also a self-consciousness to some limited 
degree. 

The capacity and mechanism necessary to project idea into physical mat
ter is, therefore, present in the individual atom and molecule. I mentioned how 
the atoms and molecules combine to form cells, while each individual atom and 
molecule does not give up its own uniqueness, but forms rather a gestalt, so that 
a cell is indeed a psychic gestalt given physical construction through the capac
ity that exists within each individual component. 

The ability to project idea or energy into physical construction is, there
fore, generalized throughout the whole physical human body, and throughout 
the bodies of any living thing. This capacity, being a part of the generalized con
sciousness, or what you would call the subconsciousness, therefore performs its 
function without egotistical awareness or comprehension. 

I have mentioned also that the cells in an arm could just as well have been 
formed into the cells of another limb or portion of the body. Here it is the pur
pose of this mental genetic code system to maintain such purpose and data. 
There is a difference between the physical chromosome pattern, and the mental 
gene code, in that the chromosomes carry translated inner instructions in con
densed physical form, for the physical cells to follow. 

However, the mental system that parallels the chromosome system carries 
in condensed form within the atoms generalized consciousness, data that has 
been transmitted to it by the entity. That is, before entry into your plane, the 
main characteristics of a personality have already been determined by the per
sonality itsel£ 

The inner ego knows what it is about. This inner data is transmitted 
through the mental genetic system by way of the generalized molecular con
sciousness to the chromosome system, and the chromosome system then trans
lates data into a physical code for the cells to follow. You will find this fits in with 
the material from our previous session. 

As far as Ruburt is concerned, he did correctly receive a short message 
recently from me, and I will go into this now. 

{Yesterday jane told me of the message she thought she had received from Seth. 
In it Seth compared our idea of space travel to traveling/rom the basement of a build
ing to the top floor; and for a building he used as an example the ancient T(JUJer of 
Babel.) 
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wou ld he hi larious. For one th i ng 1 hey a rc attached to your earth. For another, 
traveling from the basement up to some sixtieth story hardly would bring you 
any closer in any real manner to the stars. 

Through Ruburt's subconscious I picked up the old legend of the Tower 
of Babel, and yet this is precisely what you are attempting now in space travel. 
You almost hope, to continue the analogy, that you could construct a building 
high enough to reach the stars. 

Now, although your space vehicles are not as apparently connected to the 
ground, they are indeed connected to the ground of your camouflage patterns 
i n  a most meaningful manner, since they are themselves camouflage. Later I 
want to tie this in with some other material, and with some of your recent expe
nences. 

I will have more to say along these lines, but suggest your fi.rst break. I also 
will make some comments on witnesses in general, which you may find helpful. 
And my greetings, incidentally, to your guest. 

(Break at 9:27. fane was folly dissociated-again, more so than usual for a 
first monologue. She resumed dictae!on in her rather sedate manner at 9:30.) 

I also mentioned that chemicals alone, in whatever form and with what
ever mixtures, will not give you consciousness. The fact is that this statement 
that I have just given you is true and false, in that chemicals alone will give you 
consciousness, simply because we know now that every molecule exists on your 
plane is there as the physical materialization of conscious energy. 

When I say that chemicals alone will not give you consciousness, I am 
speaking of the theory held that physical matter, chemicals and atoms, that were 
inert and lifeless, suddenly through some metamorphosis attained the conscious 
state through an evolutionary development. 

The consciousness always exists before the physical materialization. The 
God concept, of course, originated from mankind's innate knowledge that con
sciousness precedes physical construction. 

When the physical origin of your universe is finally discovered, your sci
entists will be no better off than they are now. They will immediately be up 
against the problem that above all others they have avoided for so long, that of 
the origin behind the origin. The simple fact needs restating. The physical uni
verse, and everything in it, is the result of consciousness. It did not evolve con
sciousness. To the contrary, consciousness not only created the physical universe, 
but continues to do so. 



,, 

We w i l l ,  here, avoid a d iscuss ion in  dl'pt h  ol  t he ( ;od (onn·p t .  h·o l l l  t i ll' 
material that you have so far you understand, I hopt', t h a t  th i s  constan t  crl'a t ion 
of  the physical universe i s  carried on by each individual i n  i t, on a subconscious 
level, through the use of mechanisms which I have at least partially explained. 

Cooperation is always a vibrant and necessary law, and you may add coop
eration to our list of laws governing the inner universe. 

Now, this constant creation of the physical universe is not maintained 
through some localized subconscious that exists somewhere between two ears, 
behind the forehead. The individual subconscious, as I have explained, is the 
result of a psychic pooling of resources and abilities. It is a gestalt, maintained 
and formed by the cooperating, generalized consciousness of each atom and 
molecule of which the physical body is composed. 

Each individual atom within its generalized consciousness has the capaci

ty, in some degree, to construct its portion of energy into physical construction. 

It is extremely important that you understand this fact, and realize that the indi

vidual cells, for example, lose no individuality in this process, and gain immea

surably, the whole physical structure of the body being the result of this coop

eration of cells which are themselves the result of the cooperation of atoms and 

molecules. 
This resulting pattern or physical body makes it possible for the cells, 

atoms and molecules to express themselves, and to fulfill abilities that would be 
impossible for them in another context. They share to some degree in the per
spective reached through the abilities of a physically-large body structure, in a 
way that would be denied to them in other fashions. 

From their cooperation they achieve a value fulfillment along certain lines. 
I mentioned the capacity for infinite mobility and transmutation as being one 
of the laws of the inner universe. The reflection of this law is seen in the latent 
ability for almost infi.nite varieties of structures, and endless combinations that 
can be achieved by the atoms and molecules, and smaller particles of your uni
verse. 

You remember that value fulfillment is also one of our laws of the inner 
universe, and in this particular instance, the atoms and molecules have the 
opportunity for value fulfillment along many lines, according to the form that 
their cooperation and combination may take. 

I am explaining this matter rather thoroughly because we will be getting 
to matters concerning the ent ity and its personality developments. The entity, 
for example, works with thl' same sort of individual cooperation, and uses build
ing blocks of energy i n  much the same manner, that the atoms and molecules 
in the physical world comh ine  to h)rm cells, organs, and the whole structure of 
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t il l' physica l body. 
As the  var ious cc l l.o.; r n a i 1 1 u i r 1  dwi r  i 1 1 d i v idua l i ty, as they ga i n in terms of 

val ue fi d ll l l m enr by cooper:u io 1 1 a 1 1 d  s t i l l  ret a i n  their uniqueness, so also do the 
va rious personal i ties retain thei r i 1 1 d i v iduality and uniqueness while still coop
erating to form the psychic structure of the entity, which in one context also 
t(H·ms them; and with this little problem I will let you take your break. There 
are more ways to see what is inside an egg than cracking it, as you will discover. 

(Break at 10:00. jane was dissociated as usual. She smiled broadly as she 
delivered the last paragraph above. She resumed at 10: 1  0.) 

I hesitate to interrupt your social break. Nevertheless I will continue. It 
goes without saying that mankind is not alone in maintaining the physical uni
verse, and in giving it continuity as he projects and constructs his own physical 
image; and as this image is the direct result of his own inner psychic climate, and 
as it reflects most faithfully his own inner joy and illness, and as this joy and ill
ness shows itself physically in his image, so also do all living things construct 
t·heir own images, and help to maintain the physical properties of your universe. 

Not only does the physical matter that composes these images go back 
into the physical storehouse, to be reused time and time again, but also the phys
ical matter is broken down once again to the state in which it was before its 
cooperation of parts that formed a particular physical body . .... 

The cooperation is gone. We have spoken of mental enzymes and of their 
importance. It would be helpful to reread those passages in connection with this 
material. It is because every atom and molecule contains within it condensed 
comprehension, inner, direct, codified comprehension, of the inner universe as 
a whole, that these atoms and molecules are capable of such varied combinations 
and variations. 

I have said that this condensed comprehension is readily available when it 
is needed. It is latent within the generalized consciousness of each atom and 
molecule, and is directly responsible for the combination into cell structure. 

One of Ruburt's little prize perceptions was his realization that you see, o r  
are aware of: only your own idea constructions. Basically each individual i n  hab
i ts a completely different world. We will carry this further. 

As you are not aware of many so-called realities with which your own ct t 
is familiar, so you are completely unaware of other universes that coex i st wi t h  
your own. Your outer senses are equipped to perceive your own camouflage par 
terns. They are not equipped to deal with other camouflage patterns. 

The camouflage patterns within your own physical universe arc coht·n· r J t  
enough so that all individuals of  a given species appear to perceive nwl'l· or  less 
the same surroundings. There are groupings of perceptions belongin� to va r ious 
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species, b u t  a l l  or th ese pei'Cl'p l ions  ;tl'l' 1 1 0 1 i r d � t• f t ' l l l  i l l  t •ach species. Wt• w i l l 
cover this more thoroughly l ater. l l owcvcr, I w.1 1 1 t n l  t o  make the statement 
here. 

The material dealing with the interrelation'ihip and cooperation of the 
various species in their combined maintenance of your physical universe, will 
take many sessions. However, I will go into the methods involved. You already 
have a basic statement concerning the mechanisms involved. 

The fact is, that even in your own universe all of your camouflage forms 
are not perceived by any one species, your own included. At best your scientists 
will only discover more of these camouflage patterns, but the entire system will 
simply not be perceived by any one species, and you will never perceive camou
flage patterns outside of your own patterns. You are simply blocked in the pur
suit of knowledge beyond a certain point as long as your scientists persist in the 
lines of their present development. 

The inner senses can perceive other camouflage patterns, with training. As 
I mentioned, there are universes coexistent with your own, but your camouflage 
outer senses cannot perceive these. Nor with your limited cause and effect the
ories will you ever get very far. 

The cause and effect theory, as I have stated, is a result of your ideas of 
time. As long as you persist in thinking in terms of past, present and future, then 
the cause and effect theory is a logical and seemingly infallible result. When you 
develop your time theory and realize that present, past and future are merely 
effects and distortions caused by your own perspective, then your scientists will 
realize that cause and effect is a passe and antiquated theory, useful only for a 
short time-I hope you appreciate the pun with the word time-and should be 
discarded. 

There is more I want to say, bringing in the matter of our spacious pre
sent. However by all means take your break. 

(Break at 10:35. jane was dissociated as usual. During breaks, we had been 
trying to fill jim Tennant in on some of the basic points of the material jim agreed 
that it might be a good idea for him to begin reading back sessions while jane and I 
were holding our Wednesday night sessions, thus killing two birds with one idea. He 
also spoke of recording some sessions, to which we have no objections. jane resumed 
in her same deliberate manner at 10:4 5.) 

I have rushed in one manner, giving you some excellent material to follow 
that last session, and yet the quality did not suffer, though I pushed Ruburt 
rather far. He was somewhat concerned since you have begun having witnesses, 
and you will see the material speaks for itself. This is a process of education. 
When you are asked about these sessions, that is your answer. On my part, I am 
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The materia l  w i l l  a lway.'� he  t h r  bas ic  wol for study. The suggestions given 
i n  the materia l ,  the exercises i n  psycho log ical time and so forth, are to be 
approached as you approached them, aher a thorough knowledge of the mate
r ial ,  and familiarity with the purposes behind the experiments. 

I have often told you of the possible dangers involved in approaching 
experiments without the safeguards of discipline and study. After attendance at 
an initial session, those interested should then begin a study of the material. In 
no instance should any experiments be tried by witnesses in the beginning. 

As matters come up such as this, I will deal with them. I cannot say too 
strongly that I welcome those interested. However, this evening I did not 
attempt to answer your guest's two questions, not because I disapproved, mere
ly because at this point the material is the important thing, and I didn't want to 
he sidetracked. 

There is another reason. I do not want these sessions to get the reputation 
of giving demonstrations, for reasons that are rather complicated. The way in 
which I have given you the material results in a steady progression, and this is 
important. At later times my attitude may change. However, because of the atti
tude in the scientific world at larg� these sessions should have a more sober cli
mate, in that I do not want either

.< 
of you to be thought of, in Ruburt's words, 

as a pair of nuts. 
And I am just the boy to give the sessions a sobriety; as you well know. 
Now returning briefly, I would like again to mention our spacious present, 

in which all things have their existence. When the spacious present is under
stood, with its attributes of spontaneity, then the cause and effect theory will fall. 
The cause and effect theory being the result of continuity holds no water. 
Basically, the spacious present as you know does have durability, because of the 
existence of value fulfillment. 

It does not have continuity, in the manner in which the term continuity 
is usually used. Continuity usually implies one thing happening before or after 
another. The spacious present contains instead spontaneity, and within it all 
happenings are simultaneous, and yet there is durability. 

The durability is achieved because of constant expansion in terms of value 
fulfillment. Your camouflage physical universe does, necessarily, lead you to sup
pose that time exists in terms of past, present and future, simply because the idea 
or energy constructed into physical reality therefore operates under physical 
properties. 

There is so much of which you are not aware. You have taken certa in 
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a rh i t ra ry poi n t� ol' lx�gin n i ng :md depa n u re l i H  p i . l l l l t , d  p 1 1 rpo�c� . : 1� l ( l l· ex: t l l l
p le  the bi rth of a chi ld used to be considered t he . t l l t t . d  l' l l tr y  of co nsciousness. 
Now your scientists realize that the living human hci ng i� i ndeed al ive in the 
womb. Centuries ago this was not admitted. 

Any physical image brings up this problem. When does it actually attain 
life? You know of course that the consciousness is the first, the image is the sec
ond resulting phenomenon. 

The physical body image that seems to die at a particular point, and seems 
to enter your physical universe at a particular point, does neither. There is no 
particular minute or hour for the materialization or dematerialization of the 
physical body. Only your perspective makes it seem so. 

Uane smiled.) 
Your life, believe it or not, basically, is a simultaneous happening. You 

merely see it in slow motion. 
The true meaning and the true happening in your life occurs along the 

lines of value fulfillment, in terms of comprehensions, psychological experi
ences, and fulfillments that do not take up space, and that are independent of 
time as you know it. 

You cannot perceive either the consciousness or comprehension, con
densed and latent, in the sperm, and then in the fetus, before the human body's 
complete construction; nor can you see or perceive the comprehension or the 
consciousness that is still there, when so-called death occurs. 

This does not mean that a human being contains no consciousness before 
the moment, or the arbitrary point of birth. You merely say life begins here. 
Your saying so, however, does not preclude the fact that consciousness began 
long before. 

Your arbitrary decision that consciousness ends with the change of physi
cal properties at the arbitrary point you call death, does not preclude the fact 
that consciousness does not end here. There is a metamorphosis that occurs with 
the change of the fetus from a fetus into a full-blown, miniature human being 
at birth. This change is not much looked into, because it occurs beyond the 
reach of your outer senses. Nevertheless this metamorphosis involves, in appear
ance, such a change as to seem impossible. 

At the other end, so to speak, there is also a change which you do not per
ceive, and you do not perceive it because as the consciousness constructs the 
fetus from the inner plane, so then the consciousness is now beginning to enter 
another plane, where it is equal ly beyond your perception. 

It mere ly ceases to construct the physical image. There is no great mystery 
here. What seems a 1 1 1  y�tery is merely the result of ignorance. I always hesitate 
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w l tct t we . t p p to .h  l 1  l i t is s1 1 hj l'l l ,  .'l l l l t l yn1 1 1  so l , t l l l'd sp i ri 1 1 1 : d is t s , w h i le possess 
i n g  .mt l l t' k nowll·dgt', t Js l l a l l y  c lo. t k  w l 1 . l l l 'VC' I' k now lt'dgl' they havl' in the gaudy 
r nhl's o f '  pst'udo-occu l t ism . Tl �t·y . l i t ' l u l ly as i d iot ic as Frank Watts i n  his 
M. 1so n's robes . 

(/ -!ere, as though for my hen4it, since I am so interested in Frank Watts, jane 
/'ounded upon the table I use as a writing desk.) 

I suggest that we end the session, though I still have much to say. 
Nevertheless a brief discussion with your guest will be beneficial and is in order. 
1\nd we will  still get to your experiences, Joseph, and Ruburt will hear himself 
d iscuss h is own. 

I bid you all a most fond good evening. Some evening soon I will be more 
p layl·i.t l ,  but much of this material must be laid on with a heavy hand. 

Good night, tootsies. I look forward to our next session. And we will still 
l t . tvc our party session, Joseph. 

('Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 11:29. jane was dissociated as usuaL. We discussed the material with 

/I m Tennant for half an hour before he left for home. We also discussed methods of 
nproducing this material mechanically, since time precludes my trying to type more 
mpies. 

{It might be added here that john Bradley, our drug-salesman friend fivm 
""· 

\Y'i!liamsport, PA, who has been a witness several times now and has read some of 
tht material, visited us on Tuesday, May 5, the day before this session was held. He 
told us again about a lawyer friend of his in W'illiamsport, who wanted to witness a 
''�1.1·ion, and indeed was willing to make the long drive [about 200 miles round trip} 
w/,·!y for this purpose. jane had been unsure as to what to say the first time john had 
mmtioned his fi·iend, since her experience with witnesses had been very limited. We 
ht1 11t> had several witnesses since then however, so she told john his friend would be 
lt'r·lrome now; john may make arrangements as to the date by maiL.) 

(On Saturday, May 9, 1964 at about 9:00 PM, I was sitting at the living 
mom table reading jane's manuscript on ESP-the section dealing with her fteling 
of 'ecstasy, and the Saratoga experience. 

(An ambulance then came across the Walnut Street bridge, siren blaring. It 
tlllls held up by a car making a tum beneath the traffic light, and so it paused there 
ll'ilh siren screaming until the car moved out of the way The ambulance then raced 
011 down Walnut Street toward the hospitaL. 

{As the sound of the siren began to fade, my old familiar sensation that Seth 
htu called the foe Ling of sound, swept over me quite strongly from head to toe-the 
rid, tingling, the deep thrilling internally; I ftlt as though I might be lifted up; this 
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./(xling is t'ay pled.l'rtnt tllld Jl'IIJIUJIIJ IIOU' tlltlt I '"" 110 loll.t�fl ' ,t/,11'11/t'd l�y it. 
(1 now wonder what trirx<�,ered the c1Ji.wdt�o"f'"tl�y 111i1h .Jr�ne'J lilt/laird, or 

did I respond to the piercing sound of the siren, or UJttJ it " mmbi11ation? f'erhrtp.\·, as 
well as appreciating the siren with my outer senses, thrJt is my Mrs, I also JC!t it.) 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences. 
(ThursdaY> May 7, 2:45 PM· Barely visible behind a light veil, I had an 

impression of an upright rectangular pad covered with formal groupings of figures, 
as a calendar or statistics might appear. I remember red and black. An automatic 
pencil lay beside the pad. I also heard unidentifiable snatches of voice; no recollection 
of content. 

(Frida]> May 8, 9:00 PM· Pixyish smooth-faced man blowing on an extra
long, slim, pewter-colored, rather beat-up horn or trumpet. No keys or other tubing 
visible, just the long sweep of the horn, perhaps three feet long. Saw this in upper left 
center of my field of vision. There was no sound, the color was subdued The sight
ing was over before I realized it. 

(I also saw very briefly the much-enlarged tip, with the fingernail visible, of a 
third finger of a hand, back to the first knuckle. 

(Saturday May 9, 8:00 PM: Brief glimpses of jane and I believe Leonard 
Yaudes trying on hats or headbands for proper fit) and talking back and forth. 
Knocking on wall from below awakened me in the middle of this. 

(After my sensation episode {see page 81} I made a second try at psychological 
time. As ! lay on my back I felt residues of the sensation on the tops of my legs and 
feet. Then I saw myself wheeling a tire alongside our blue car. The car was parked at 
the side of the road It was a bright sunny da]> and I was wearing a cap and sports 
clothing. I was on the left side of the em; pointing toward the front. This was inter
rupted by jane calling me, since I had set a time limit. Ve�y bri�f sighting. 

(SundaY> May 10, 9:15 PM· I feel this is one of my best experiences to date. I 
hellYd many snatches of a conversation between my mother and father, and I had one 
clear very brief glimpse of the back of my father's head and shoulders as he pushed 
through a screen doorway. I understood them clearly at the time, and after each sen
tence made a definite effort to remember what they said, then promptly forgot it 
while concentrating on the next sentence. I did not think to try to speak to them. I 
never saw Mother. The first time, 1 het�rd father's voice outside my field of vision, to 
my left and behind me. The 11oin'J toat ue�y clear and definite, and what they said 
was sensible. But I was unt�bfl' lo l�'ltlin it. 

(Each time now upon !Jiillg rio"'"· I tell myself I feel relaxed and jjgbJ, and 
unworried With thz�,- cmllt'J ''" illll'rlllll j(xfing, momentary to be sure, of actual 
lightening. Also, 1 tell n�ysd(thll l '""l' ''iJit h'd Robbins and his wife, or some other 



/i•it'llt!. In tht ,t/m/11' tpi.mdt, ,flt/Jouxh I ,1,/ ,ot , ,i,·it /:(/ ,nul 1:1111, I did ,,; ... ;, .rolltt' 
lmr(y. l lu•st t>.:ptrilllt'IJIJ tlt'f' mwt illlf'li' l /lt�l�· 

( 1 ./l·t·l thrtt SuJ/fftty's e>.:prritlln' i.1· 'fllilt Jl:�ndictJ.nt. It might also be noted that 
l111tr that et,ening, when jane tried p.�yr/Jolo<�ical time, she too tuned in on Mother 
,mr/ Frlther. She did not see either one r{thern; and like me, while the experience had 
wme t!umtion, jane could not retain the gist of their conversation.) 

SESSION 52 
MAY 1 1, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(At 6·00 AM jane woke me to say that she was in the grip of an extremely 
/'t1i1ditl stiff neck. By the time we obtained treatment for it the time was close to 
uoon, so it seemed there would be no session this evening, or at most a fw words from 
Stth acknowledging the seriousness of jane's predicament. 

(Sunday, and until /ate at night, jane had been reading The Winthrop 
Wt 1man, a book about American colonia/ lift in the 1600 's by Any a Seton. Last 
����ht she was unable to get to sleep, thinking about the book, and surmised that in 
•ollie uay the book had roused her subconsciously. jane had forgotten it, she said, but 
1mu thought that upon reading the s�me book a few months ago, she had also devel-

otwrl neck trouble, although not to as severe a degree. The book dealt extensively with 
tht• st�/Jerings of women in childbirth, and their lot in general, in those days. 

(By 8:30 PM jane felt a little better but obviously was in no condition for a 
,,.�.�ion. On the chance that Seth might speak briefly I readied my note paper. we 
1 1 1dited. Even by 8:55 jane still had no idea whether she would hear from Seth. 

(A.t 9:00 PM Seth came through. jane, holding her neck very stiffly forward, 
•tmke softly and without emphasis. She paced slowly; I could not tell if her eyes dark
r'Jit•t! At the same time our cat Willy began to cry and try grasping at jane's legs and 
,m�·lt·s. He's done this before at sessions. But now jane found it dijftcult to elude him, 
t l llt'f' any quick movement set up spasms in her neck.) 

Good evening. 
("Good evening, Seth. ') 
I will not keep you this evening, for obvious reasons. My regrets to you, 

l { l lhurt, and my sympathy. 
I will go into the reasons for his trouble during our next session, as ! do 

1 u 11 hdieve he can bear up to it this evening. 
("Hold it a second. " 
{Willy by now had made jane cry out in vexation at his attacks; his claws were 



shttrp 11pon ht'r ht�re ./t�t'l. ! lr�y lf�Y f'tlf't'l' tlJidt•, .lroopr·d II/' W.!i/�y tllltf rltj)(JJiltri /J/'!11 
in another room behind a dosed door. Jane n'.I'UIIIl'rl dit 'llltiJJg ) 

Ruburt is not quite with me this even ing beet usc of' h is cond i ti o n ,  and i r  
was this conflict that was sensed by your cat. Ru burt's condition is improving, 
however, and there is nothing to worry you here in any important manner, 
though Ruburt of course is most uncomfortable. In the interim I have succeeded, 
as you might notice, in straightening him out to some degree. 

It is a beautiful evening. I regret that we cannot hold our session. 
Nevertheless, I suggest that Ruburt rest, and also rest tomorrow, as it will be 
most beneficial; and I will definitely go into the reasons for his condition. 

I myself am in fine form, and did have a very good session in mind. 
However, it will wait. 

I am extremely sorry that Ruburt feels so badly, and I will do what I can 
to help. My dear friends, I wish you a fond good evening; and may I mention 
briefly that you were right, Joseph; your last experience with psychological time 
was most significant. And Ruburt had also tuned in on the same conversation, 
but had already begun to tense, and therefore was blocking every psychological 
stimulus in the hopes of blocking out the right one. Unfortunately, he blocked 
out all of this except the right one. 

Uane tried to laugh. I thought her last two sentences garbled) 
Incidentally, the book that Ruburt was reading did have something to do 

with bringing on his condition, and involved a morbid fascination on his part, 
bringing out many old resentments. I will not keep you longer. The informa
tion will prove just as beneficial at a later date. 

Again, a most fond good evening. And to Ruburt, I am sorry for the 
regrettable circumstances that make him unable to hold a session. You will be 
fine soon, my ruby. 

('Good night, Seth. , 
(End at 9:09. jane said Seth could have gone on, and that she was tempted to 

try to hold the session. She was not very much dissociated Willy bothered her imme
diately, she said; yet at the same time she was more dissociated than she had thought 
possible under the circumstances. 

(As we sat talking about the reasons for jane's painfit! neck, Seth came through 
again. jane resumed pacing and tlicttJ.ting at 9:12.) 

I would add one brief note f-<> 1· Ruburt's edification. Surely he must be 
aware that his mother's ch :uac lc r isr- ic pose in bed was one that necessitated a 
complete turning of the uppn body. whenever she wished to look one way or 
the other; and that her  neck. hcc: l ! Jsc of her arthritis, could not turn normally. 

With Ruburt r-h is i 1 1 Vo lvcs : 1 1 1  aping, or adoption, a symbolic attempt to 



heco t t l l' t i ll· l t ; l l rd ohjt·l· t , a 1 1d t l l < ' l (' l o t r• t o  l u · l l·l'l' ol any  ha t red t l t ; J t  1 1 1 igh t he 
d i rec t ed hy t h a t  object t owa rd Ruhun . 

Psychologica l ly you w i l l l i t 1d t h is pr i 1 1c i ple q u i te sou nd; symbol icall y, the 
fea rfu l  atte m pt to become part ol' 1 he fca red individual, and therefore escape the 
venom that might be directed outward. These feelings were rearoused by 
Ruburt's reading of the book, where childbirth was depicted as causing the 
l l lothcr  great agony. 

Since Ruburt' s mother had often spoken most vehemently of Ruburt' s 
b i rt h  being a source of disease, that is her arthritis, and pain, subconsciously 
l <u burt feared on a basic level that his mother wished to punish him for causing 
l 1e r such pain. 

The wry neck enabled Ruburt to identifY with his mother, and therefore 
avoid such punishment. At the same time, the wry neck itself inflicted a pun
ish rnent in place of the imagined and feared greater punishment which Ruburt 
((· I t his mother intended, the imagined punishment being a basic and infantile 
I e rror of being pulled back into the womb. 

If Ruburt's mother had it to do over, she would not have had the child; 
.1 1 1 d  the child hidden within the adult still feels that the mother actually has the 
power, even now, to force the child back into the womb, and refuse to deliver it. 

I am giving this material now, rather than later, as I said I would, because 
I could tell that Ruburt would clain p up on me, as far as this particular subject 
is concerned, after the pain was gone, and block this material. 

The psychological situations that give cause to Ruburt's mother's arthritis 
1 ondition are not present in Ruburt, and once and for all, he does not have to 
I f':t r such a dilemma. Quite simply arthritis, despite its being in his family, is not 
t ll lC of the diseases which will ever bother him. 

I am particularly gratified that I managed to get this material through. 
Now I will leave you for the evening, having tricked Ruburt into hearing 

t l t t •  tTuth upon this matter. It's for your own good, Ruburt. 
('Good night, Seth. , 
(End at 9:25. jane was more dissociated during this last delive�y, although still 

; tlll.l'cious of her very sore neck. She also felt that somehow Seth had overridden her 
to some degree in order to get the material through. jane said she had cringed, men
t,t11y, at Seth's use of the word infantile. She also felt a little better at the end of the 
hrir;(session.) 



SESS I O N  S:l 
MAY 13, 1964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS I NSTIUJCTED 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences. Again, all �l 
these were quite brief and over before I realized I had seen them. 

(Monday, May 11, 9:50 PM, afi·er Monday's brief session: 

R I had brief glimpses of many things, including this symbol, drawn 
in wet dark sand at water's edge. I also saw two men, deeply 
tanned, in bathing suits at water's edge. Other sightings forgotten 
before I arose. 

(Tuesday, May 12, 8:15 PM: Upper center ofmyfieldofvision; Isaw ayoung 
woman, the fit!! figure, sitting facing me in a straight chair. She was smiling, her legs 
were crossed, she wore a brown sweater and skirt, she had dark long hair. 

(Also at this same time: Lower center of my field of vision; I saw a pack of dogs 
of various breeds and sizes, one of them a Dalmatian. They were swarming about, 
all seemingly linked to one master leash. I did not see a human figure. 

(This morning jane's neck was better; but since she was for from well we antic
ipated but another short session tonight, if we had one at all. Wednesdays are also 
witness nights, but since it was raining heavily we'd had no visitors. At 8:55 jane 
had no idea whether or not Seth would appear, and she did not seem to be nervous. 
She began didating on schedule however, in a quiet voice as on Monday; her pacing 
was slow, her eyes dark.) 

Good evening. 
(Good evening, Seth. ") 
As you probably suspected, this session will be barely short enough to call 

a session. Ruburt's condition is coming along well now, and this period of rest 
from sessions will do you no harm. 

I do not want to cause Ruburt any discomfort. His trust is necessary, and 
I do not want him to feel that he is being used by me. I know he does not feel 
this way, nor do I so use him in that manner. Nevertheless I also avoid the 
impression of so doing. 

We have of course much to be added to our discussion of principle laws, 
but the laws will wait. They are not going any place. Your own parental prob
lem has again suffered an explosion of sorts, and so far you have handled it well. 

You woul d m ost probably benefit at such times by reading again the 
s pL"c i ll c  l n ; r tni ;d  t h a t  I l t avl'  given you along these lines. It is true that the 
s i  1 1 1; 1 1 i ,  1 1 1 1 ,., I' r i 1 1 '' .1 f i t  H '  . u 1d s1 1h t  lc h ; r  bnn· of reactions on your part. Reread the 
l l l . l l l ' l i ,d , , 1 1 1 d  ynr t wi l l f r l l c l l r c lp d r c l t ' .  

� 1 1 1 1 1 1d t  1 1 1 f  l . .  ·q , r r l �\ d ' t u dcd l t ' t i J i ds of " psychological time experiments is 



.1 1 1  t'Xl'l' l l t• J J I  l l l l t' .  ' l 'hl' rr is at lc: JSI ;1 pos,, J I , i l i t y  t 1 1 a l  yo1 1  a nd l {l l h l l rt , 1 1 s i ng you r  
ow1 1  i n d i v i d 1 1 a l  i n  ncr senses, 1 1 1ay ; I I  1 i n J l'S pnn.: iw d i llcrcn t  aspects of .  a given 
,, i t l la t ion , and that d te i nd i v id 1 1 a l  percept ions w i l l  enable you to achieve a greater 
I< nowlcdge of a spec ific, or any spcc i llc, happening than either of you separately 
t u t l ld achi eve. This of course will take time and training. 

Nevertheless such a possibility should not be overlooked. I am extremely 

l l lcased with your progress, both of you. You will find that there are peaks of rel
. 1 1 i vdy high achievement, and as you acquire practice the peaks will not be so 
sl·parated and results will be more predictable. 

Do not feel too badly that our sessions are so disrupted this week We'll 
n·t u rn  full force, and no harm is done. I always want to make an appearance, 
however, at our appointed time, as this much at least is necessary so that you 
hot h know that despite unfortunate circumstances contact between us is being 
1 1 1a i n  tained. 

My best to you both. I certainly do regret the necessity for such a brief ses
s ion ,  but I am often near in periods such as these, and I help you use your own 
.1 h i l i ties whenever I can. 

A very brief note. It is of great benefit that perceptions from the inner 
Sl'nses do not remain in the subconscious but become available to the intellect, 
. 1ml l will go into this at a future date. 

"' 
I am pleased to find you both in a fairly peaceful state. Your experiences 

with psychological time are also of great benefit, in allowing you freedom from 
c·vcryday pressures, and freedom into a wider perspective. 

I will bid you a most pleasant good evening, my dear friends, and often I 
. 1 1 1 1  with you. 

('Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 9:16: jane said she was fairly dissociated, somewhat to her surprise; 

,-Jw said she must have been, because she was not conscious of her neck while deliver
ing the material.) 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 13, 1964 9:20 PM 

(After the very short 53rd session tonight I tried psychological time. Upon giv
illg myself the usual suggestions in the beginning, I felt a definite and rather surpris
ing surge of lightness, of a rising up, course through my body. 

(For a long while after that, nothing developed. I was upset by a visit to my 
/ttlrents the evening before. I had trouble keeping my eyes closed, so I fay a folded cloth 
tlrross them. At fast I began to idly speculate about the problems involved in explain
ing Seth to others; among these others being my boss at work, Harry Gottesman. 
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(I then saw tJay dMrly in n�y uppa l'tn lt'Jjidd o(t'i.•iou ''" opru. fidl-lippnl 

and sensuous pair of
.
red and j(:minint lips. f(lith '' tl'ill ll.�lflllr /.:i/1(,1 ({tongut moo

ing between them. I saw o·nly the mouth and tongul'. ,mr/j(Jr smm' retJson thought (�/ ' 

a cardboard tongue. The mouth spoke the words "()J, nou; pltase, please bear with 
me, '' or words to that effect. As usual this vision was over bejrJre 1 realized I had seen 
it, yet during the sighting I was for the first time unaware of my body lying on the 
bed 

(Immediately the mouth vanished, I was swept from head to toe by my famil-
iar thrilling, the feeling of sound The sensation was ve�y strong and suffusing, almost 
one of ecstasy. I felt about to be swept up and away. I realized that I was smiling, 
and that beneath the blindfold my eyes were open. The sensation continued strongly 
through my body for perhaps a minute or two. ! waited for forther developments but 
none came, although the feeling lingers now at 10:25 PM 

(In this experiment sound, light and sensation were involved I wonder 
whether the mouth was a more or  less conscious creation to explain the vigorous feel
ing sweeping through me.) 

(Thursday, May 14, 1964, 1 1:45 AM. While trying psychological time, jane 
again experienced the feeling she has likened to ecstasy, and described so thoroughly 
on page 66. The extreme sensation, the thrilling, lasted for over half an hour. She felt 
ve�y light, she said, and willing to go along with whatever might develop. Discussing 
her experience, we agreed that perhaps she might be more cautious in the foture, as 
far as being too willing to go along with whatever might develop. we thought that a 
small step at a time was sufficient.) 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences: 
(Thursday, May 14, 9:15 PM: No results. 
(Friday, May 15, 9:15 PM· Brief glimpse of two house painters in white cov

eralls hauling selves up the side of a white house on some kind of automatic scaffold; 
pulled themselves up by means of ropes running over their shoulders. Hypnogogic 
dream? 

(Saturday, May 16: 5:00 PM: Possibly a dream: In a view from above I had 
a panoramic glimpse of the curving surface of a planet, something like the moon, cov
ered with protuberances that seemed to be craters in reverse. 

{At this time also, while trying to visualize a method of diagramming the spa
cious present, I saw an animated graph consisting of long black jointed sticks thrust
ing up from a common base, at various angles. Then I saw the angled pieces eventu
,t//y lt(Y themselves down upon the base line so that I couldn't tell one from another, 
or f,,:<�illningfrom the end 
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( !hi.,· mil/erial iJ indudt'd /!('rt' lmwtJt' ,)'t•th mentionJ the subject matter in the 
f,j//ou ,; ng� 54 t/J, Jession. 
(( Ju February /7, 1964 our neighbor Miss florence Callahan who lived in the 
fi·out apartment on the same floor as jane and L was taken to the hospital suffering 
/i'om arteriosclerosis. See Session 25, in Vol. 1. On March 9, 196i Seth said that 
· lpril 15 would be a day of crisis for Miss Callahan in the hospitaL See the 33rd 
'''I'Ji011, page 262. On April 15, Seth stated during the 44th session that Miss 
( .it!ltthan would undergo brain damage. See page 17, VoL 2. 

Oane and I learned later that indeed on this day Miss Callahan had behaved 
10 t'rratically at the hospital [throwing things, screaming, struggling, etc.} that her rel
tlfit,es were notified she must be moved, since the hospital could not fiernish 24-hour 
t 'rll'l'. On April 18 Miss Callahan was moved to a local rest home, the Town House. 

(Here too the problem ofcaringfor her became acute, and again the relatives 
'.''t 'rt told_ Miss Callahan could not stay As a last resort the relatives thought of try
'".� to brmg her back to her apartment, since she talked constantly of going home; by 
thi.1· however, she meant returning to her homestead of many years ago, which had 
loug since been demolished to make way for a new high school 

(On April22, 1964, Seth stated that May 23rd would represent another and 
po.uibly the last crisis as for as Miss Callahan is concerned See the 46th session, page 
W. 

(On Wednesday, May 13, Miss Callahan's relatives asked jane if we could 
motJe Miss Callahan's blue divan into our apartment, and in its place let them take 
11 hide-away bed we had in storage; this bed to be used for a nurse who was to live 
111ith Miss Callahan when she was brought home from the Town House. We agreed 
to the swap and it was made Thursday, May 14. 

Oane liked the blue divan; I thought it crowded our own quarters too much. 
·'!fier much discussion we decided to offer the divan to our neighbor across the hall, 
l.f'tmard Yaudes, who needed one in good condition. Leonard, a school teacher, knows 
A4iss Callahan, and his apartment abuts hers on the south. But in order to make 
mom for the divan, Leonard first had to get rid of his old one. A friend helped him 
mtwe it out to the garage; then on Monday, May 18, I helped him move Mi.u 
( .�t!lahan's divan into his apartment. 

(In the meantime, Miss Callahan's relatives moved her and her nurse into her 
rtpartment on Saturday afternoon, May 16. The move from the rest home was mtldr 
rjltietly, and though we did not see Miss Callahan at the time, we learned .dw 
'tNJeared to be much improved over her earlier condition. 

(Perhaps if I had agreed enthusiastically to keep the blue divan, .Jane would 
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SESSION 54 
MAY 18, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(This afternoon john Bradley, our fiend from Williamsport, PA, who has 
been a witness several times now, stopped and asked if he could be a witness for 
tonight's session; he also had some information on how to obtain some extra copies of 
this material. jane and I are highly in favor of this, of course. 

John arrived at 8:00 PM By now jane was already nervous, especially so 
afier her very short sessions last week. Her wry neck was much abated, but she had 
hst her mental connection with the steady flow of the material and was wondering 
how she would do when it came to resuming dictation. 

(Reading the 3rd session, of December 6/63, john noticed that Frank \%tts, 
jane and I had all lived together in Mesopotamia in the 4th century B. C In that 
lift I was a woman, Frank \%tts was my sister, and jane was a brother to us, and 
named Seth. During these first sessions it will be remembered that jane and I received 
our information from Frank \%tts. Seth did not announce his presence until the 4th 
session. Now john wondered �f the Seth mentioned in the 3rd session, page 18, was 
the same Seth who is now giving us the material. 

(In spite of her nervousness jane began dictating on time in a rather husky 
voice that was somewhat stronger than normal; her pace was average, her eyes dark 
as usual. She spoke with much emphasis and many gestures.) 

Good evening. 
('Good evening, Seth. " 
( ljohn:} ((Hi, Seth, how are you?") 
Good evening, Philip. 
After our brief sessions of last week, I am pleased to see Ruburt in good 

condition once again. 
I would suggest that you watch for the May 23rd date which I have given 

you in regard to Miss Callahan, and that you use some caution in dealing with 
whatever situation may arise. 

(As soon as Seth began to talk about Miss Callahan, I felt a chilL Then I was 
swept ftom head to foot by my familiar thrilling sensation, which Sl'th has called the 
feeling of sound I felt it strongly, and its effects lingered for somc ./('w minutes.) 



h was a good 1 1 1 ovc, :1s br  : 1s ) ',t' l l l l l � '. rid o f t he hluc couc h was col lrt'f' l l ( ' ( l .  
M is.11 CaiL 1 h: 1 1 1  wou l d  h a ve con 1c i 1 1 I H ' Il' sl' ck ing i t ,  ami  a cr i t ica l  s i t u a t io n  wo u ld 
have resu l ted . S he w i l l  not ho t hn you r n eig hbor. 

You have no t  asked me, and so I d id not tell you. Neve rtheless, 1hnl' is no  
d istort ion in  the particular material which you have been readi n g. You r  R u h u n  
was , indeed, Seth. Your Ruburt spoke with my voice, for i t  was h i s  voiCl'. 

There is no invasion involved in these sessions, as I have to ld  you oftt' l l .  I 
h ave promised to give you more material dealing with the psychic co nstruct io n 
of the entity, and its relationship to its fragments. I could n o t  tel l you i1 1 t h e 
beginning in so many words that Ruburt is myself, because you would havl' 
leaped to the conclusion that I was Ruburt's subconscious mind, and t h is is not  
so. 

When you understand the construction of entities, then you w i l l  umler
stand how this can be so. Ruburt is not myself now, in his present life; he is nev
ertheless an extension and materialization of the Seth that I was at one time. 

Nothing remains unchanging, personalities and entities least of all. You 
a re still thinking in terms of concrete things. You cannot stop an entity or a per
sonality in time, as you would like to do. I am Seth today. I keep my continu
ity but nevertheless I change, and offshoots like currents explode into being. 

As an idea changes, so do f.J;ltities change while still retaining individuality 
and durability. But you cannot set up imaginary barriers, and stop or freeze mx 
identity, nor for that matter your own. 

Ruburt was myself, Seth, many centuries ago, but he grew, evolved and 
l'Xpanded in terms of a particular, personal set of value fulfillments. He is now 
an actual gestalt, a personality that was one of the probable personalities into 
which Seth could grow. I represent another. I am another. 

I have mentioned to you that endless personalities, in terms of value ful
lll lment, exist inherent in each of your physical atoms, molecules and smaller 
particles. So, also, each entity contains within itself almost endless possibilities 
i 11 terms of value fulfillment. 

As the physical atoms and molecules combine to form cells, and the ce l l s 

to form physical organs, and as they do not lose their individuality in so doi n g, 
;md as the atoms and molecules themselves actually gain and share in h igh l'r per 
ceptions because of this gestalt, so do the basic components or fragme n t s  ( )I : 1 1 1  
t 'ntity constantly form new and varied personalities; and these in turn l ( m t l  ( ' I l l  i 
1 ics of their own. 

I realize that this is somewhat difficult, but when you rc rc:u l  t h < '  l . 1 s 1  t wo 
sessions you will understand this mater i al completely. Ruburt is 1 1 ow t h t ·  1 t ' \ 1 1 I t  
of the Seth that I once was, for 1 have changed s ince then .  R 1 1 l n n t H'!ll t '.'ir' l l t ."• 
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a 1 1 d  is, a pcrso 1 1a l i t y  l ( m m:d hy t 1 1 a l  St·d , w l 1 i t.: I J  W; J ,'i r 1 1ysd C hy l ( ,cus i l lg u po 1 1  
and using a peculiar set of  attributes a n d  ah i l i t i l's. ' I ( ,  t 1 1 ake i t  s i 1 1 1 p lcr, perhaps, 
we split, this being necessary always so that various possi hi li t ies can be brough t 
into action. 

Ruburt has changed since then, and so have I. And yet we are bound 
together, and no invasion occurs because in one way of speaking our psychic ter
ritory is the same. I will go into the construction of entities later. My own emo
tional feeling, you see, goes outward, which is away from Ruburt often, since 
basically we are tempted to think of ourselves as one, though actually our roots 
are merely the same. 

I suggest your first break. 
(Break at 9:27 jane was not fully dissociated, she said, although fairly so. 

During break we filled john in as best we could on some of the back material. When 
jane began dictating again her manner became somewhat more deliberate. Resume 
at 9:34.) £ There is indeed no contradiction, though it may appear so, in the fact that 
1:_1_ entities existed before your planet was formed, and the fact that fragments 
, form new entities. I have told you that your conception of cause and effect is 
faulty and antiquated, and I have said that the cause and effect theory is logical 
only as a result of your theory of time and continuity. If time as you think of it 
does not exist, and it  does not, then the cause and effect theory does not follow. 

\ I have told you that all consciousnesses exist in the spacious present, which 
s spontaneous while also durable. Then it is no contradiction to say that enti
ies existed before the birth of your planet, though in your time it � that 

new ones are being brought to consciousness. 
I In their materialization upon your plane, and as seen from your own cam-
ouflage perspective, you seem to be aware of new entities, but this is because of 
your own limited viewpoint. In your time scheme entities have had time to pro
duce more fragmentary personalities, but in truth from your viewpoint these 
personalities can be seen to have changed long ago. 

The old analogy, rather trite I'm afraid, is still a good one. Walking 
through a forest you find many trees. Time can be conceived of, truly, as the 

I 
entire forest. You however see a tree in front of you and call it the future. You 
think that the tree was not there because you had not come to it yet. The tree 
behind you, you call the past. You are walking so to speak along one narrow 
path, but there are many paths. Th e forest ex i s t s  as a whole. You ca 1 1  walk for
ward, so to speak ,  a 1 1d h; tl-k w; t n I .  d t ol l ! ', l t you a n· o 1 1 l y  1 1ow lca rn i 1 1g how. 

We w i l l  c; 1 11 y  t l l i !-l . l l l .d ogy ·' l � i . t t l l  �.h' l ' l l t l t l l l · l . Now we w i l l  cd l  t he whole 
fort's! , i l " yo l l l . l l l  1 1 1 1 1 1 • nl 1 1 , t l w .'- 1 ' · 1 1  ' ' ' "·lj I ' II'M•J t l .  TI H' I I "l'l'S ; tn: co l l lpared to 
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consciousnesses, all existing simultaneously; and yet this forest of spacious pre
sent does not take up space, as you think of space. 

There is no past, present or future in your terms within it, but only a no� 
Because of the endless possibilities within this now, durability is maintained i 
terms of value fulfillment, the fulfillment of literally endless values. Therefore 
the forest is constantly expanding. Remember your expanding universe theory, 
but not in terms of space or indeed in terms of time, but in terms of fulfillment 
of abilities and values that may be constructed upon vari.ous levels and in vari
ous guises, your present plane of existence being one. 

And in each of these planes of existence there is a reflection of the basic 
laws of the spacious present itself, which I am in the process of giving you. 
Therefore there is no need, really, to think of a given group of entities before the 
birth of your planet. I have said that all the entities who would ever dwell upon 
your plane did exist, and actually have a hand in on the creation of your plan
et, that would ever dwell upon it. 

I also said that new entities were being formed, but in the framework o� 
the spacious present all this is spontaneous. The contradiction seems a contra-\ 
diction only on your terms. On my terms there is none. For practical purposes ! 
you may say, in truth on your own terms, that entities simply have had time to/ 
develop further personalities. But I want it understood that this is true only, 
within your own time framework. 

There is much yet to be covered dealing with a spontaneity that is never
theless durable. I have also said that your own present existence occurs simulta
neously. You only perceive it in slow motion. 

I suggest your break, and if this hasn't broken you up then nothing will. 
You are indeed as you can see broken up a million times, and put together in 
many various manners; and yet you retain the inner ego, and in other words 
your own identity. But this identity must change. This again is no contradiction. 
Nothing can be static, and believe it or not, nothing is. 

(Break at 9:58. jane was dissociated as usual She resumed dictating in the 
same energetic manner at 1 0:08.) 

An entity can indeed in some ways be compared to a tree that brings forth 
many seeds, the seeds being individuals in themselves, with all the potentialities 
to become themselves full entities. 

Many, as I have said, do. That is, many fragment personalities do become 
entities. We are dealing here with a psychic tree however, and the seeds or per 
sonalities that do not develop into entities, do not because they do not choofe 
to do so. 

I will go further and shock you thoroughly, by mentioning that ybur 
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/regular seeds tha i  do no 1 devdop, do no I I a i l  a,, : 1  1 1 1  J, • hcca usc o I '  a be k o l '  I h ' 

, necessary environmental mgred1cnts, bu t s rmp ly hccat rsc, fur varrous reasons 
I during a particular arbitr�ry point, they do not choose to so deve lop . 

' This applies to the seeds of any flower or tree or person. I have told you 
that consciousness is in all things, and the power behind all things. The entity 
itself constantly changes, and an entity can indeed choose to disintegrate. 

You see the growth process in a very distorted manner, because of your 
antiquated cause and effect theory. Growth on your plane is merely the reflec
tion, or one of the reflections, of value fulfillment, seen through the distorted 
lens of your perspective. 

Change, as you must know, involves not only growth but a complete dis
orientation, to make way for a different, perhaps newer, orientation. You see 
value fulfillment in terms of growth, and therefore think of disintegration in 
terms of psychic destruction and death. That is, you see an ending as the effect 
of any beginning. 

This is indeed unfortunate, since there is only a change of form, one form 
fading into another form. There is no actual point of death, in your terms. You 
cannot set a certain time to even a individual death, any more than you can set 
a time for any individual birth. 

The change is always gradual, even in so far as your own perspective is 
concerned. The change is gradual because the change is spontaneous. If the 
change were not spontaneous and not everoccurring and reoccurring, then you 
could say "now this is the moment of birth or death." 

Even on your own plane, as seen in the physical corpse itself, the physical 
images does not suddenly cease. In fact, you have an old superstition in some 
parts of your own country, that a man is not truly dead until everyone who ever 
knew him is dead. And this is true. 

It is true because everyone who is acquainted with a particular individual 
creates his own image of him, as he creates his own image of them. As long as 
memory of a particular individual is alive, that particular personality still exists 
upon your plane. and this is not always to his advantage. 

I will have more to say, per usual. I suggest your break, and keep in mind 
that I will speak more on the construction of the entity, the tree analogy being 
a good one, because all of our imaginary seeds do not develop into trees. This 
does not necessarily mean, either, that there is a deficiency; merely that the con
sciousness involved does not choose for one reason or another to materialize 
fully in a panicu b r  form,  or to develop any given abilities along certain lines. 
Tit is r n : ty also rcp t ('SI ' I I t  ;1 needed resting point. 

And  )'O i l  t 1 t.1 y .d"n I HIW L t iH· yo t r r  resting point. 
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(Break at I 0:27. jane was dissociated as usual She resumed at I 0:33.) 
At the same time you know of what I am speaking, at the same time you 

are aware of all that I say. Otherwise it would make no sense to you at all. 
A certain level of personal comprehension, and a mixture of personal dis

cipline and freedom is necessary. In order for this material to come through, you 
must have already reached an element of inner freedom, and a certain ability to 
realize your own existence behind the camouflage patterns with which you are 
usually concerned. 

You have read of so-called mediums-and I de�est the term-speaking 
gibberish, the explanation being given that the so-called spirit could not come 
through. Nevertheless so-called gibberish in such an instance merely represents, 
when it is legitimate, the fact that no new comprehensions or knowledge can be 
so transmitted entirely by the means of an entity speaking from another plane. 

The individuals receiving such knowledge already are capable of under
standing it, and their own inner ego helps them in this comprehension. I have 
been against the deep trance for this reason, in that I prefer to work with you in 
such a manner that you are able to use this knowledge consciously, and also feel 
that you have a part in its delivery. 

We will now go into one of our basic laws of the universe, and of the spa
cious present, which would seem to need little explanation: that of creation. 

On your plane each atom and molecule contains the potentiality for any 
physical construction whatsoever. Each atom and molecule contains, as I have 
said, a generalized consciousness, in which all of the basic laws are known, and 
also a limited but definite self-awareness. 

This self-awareness in each atom and molecule determines what sort of 
cell or combination that the particular atom or molecule will form. The cells 
then, being a gestalt, contain the individual conscious components, which then 
form a consciousness greater than the consciousness of any individual compo
nent within, and different in scope and ability. 

In other words the whole in almost any case is more than the sum of its 
parts. Yet the inner consciousness of the individual atoms and molecules is not 
changed; but each of them combine to form this extral-

( "\%it a minute. How do you spell that?') 
E-x-t-r-a-1 value, that is, a value greater than the sum of its individual 

parts. 
The cells combine into other patterns, forming finally into your physical 

organs. When the whole physical body is constructed, the individual personality
consciousness is again more than the sum of its component parts. 

It is more than the combined consciousness of its atoms. Here is your 
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creat ion ;  t h is crea tion ,  occurri ng cons t :l l ldy, is ;Is I l � t l Vt' sa id one ol' 1 he l aws ol ' 
the inner universe. We know now that the consr iow>l lt'ss beh i nd each a tom and 
molecule gave physical construction to the atom and molecule. That is, t he con
sciousness came first. 

The consciousness always comes first, representing individualized, 
extremely potent bits of energy that compose the basic or inner universe. They 
materialize upon your plane, forming their blocks of construction. The creation 
that causes the whole to be more than the sum of its parts is merely the inner 
identities, the bulk of this consciousness not able to fully materialize upon the 
physical plane. In other words, no consciousness fully materializes upon the 
physical plane. 

I suggest your break; and this last point is an important one to remember, 
for I am getting more help from you, and from your inner egos, than you realize. 

(Break at 10:56: jane was dissociated as usuaL Since the session would be over 
in half an hoUJ� she put a frying pan of chicken on the stove, on low heat, to warm 
up; it had been previously cooked 

(Intrigued by jane's delivery of the word extral I checked Webster's 
Unabridged for 1951. The prefix extra! was not listed, nor was extra/value; but 
extralimitary, meaning outside the limit or boundary, was. It might be said that the 
overtones of the two words, extra/value and extralimitary, were the same. jane spec
ulated that since she had studied Latin in high school Seth might have used her own 
subconscious knowledge to coin a new word 

Oane resumed dictation at 1 1  :05.) 
A small note to Ruburt concerning his ESP book. I hope by now he real

izes that extrasensory perception is a poor term at best. Inner sense perception 
would be a much more accurate description. Nevertheless, he is far ahead since 
he dispensed with material from other researchers, and relied upon his own. 

There is no other researcher, if I may say so, who has the excellent teacher 
that you have, and your own experiments with psychological time will certainly 
give you more than enough to say, and later give you evidence that can hardly 
be denied. 

A short note also to Philip, thanking him for his consideration, and men
tioning that changes are already beginning to occur among the leading men 
within his company. An R G may become important to him in this respect, now 
or in the future. 

(It will be remembered that Philip is the name given by Seth as john Bradl�y's 
entity. john had not mentioned to us that he felt changes were imminent in his com
pany, Searle Drug, but after the session he noted that such might well be the case. 
Sertrle was facing stiff competition in a market that now favored the IJlqcr, John said, 
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and new methods and perhaps new personnel were called for to meet the problem. 
r:wrhen she delivered the initials R G, jane said after the session, she also saw 

in her mind the letters I and L, almost as though they were written there for her to 
read She did not realize this until later, she said, when she was delivering other 
material, and so did not mention it until after john had left. As it was, john said the 
letters R G had no significance for him at this time.) 

During our next session I will give you further material on the inner laws 
of the universe, and show you again how the so-called law,.s of the universe, with 
which your scientists deal, are sadly inadequate and the result of the same kind 
of distortion as your cause and effect theory. 

There is a truth behind your cause and effect theory but it is far from what 
you imagine, and has nothing to do with continuity. This may be difficult at this 
point to imagine, but a durability such as that of the spacious present has noth
ing to do with your idea of continuity in terms of a present, past and future. 

As to your experiments with psychological time, Joseph, we will devote an 
entire session to them shortly. I have been waiting to see the diversity you will 
achieve, since I will use your experiments and experience as a basis to discuss fur
ther inner sense data with which you are not yet well acquainted. 

I have also mentioned that as your outer senses can perceive the camou
flage universe, and as they act within its laws, so also the inner senses are 
equipped to perceive the inner basic universe, and they directly are familiar with 
its laws. 

Through the inner senses then, you may perceive the inner laws, and 
remember that the inner ego knows what it is about. The intellect of the outer 
ego is but a pale image of your own inner ego. We will also go into this later. 

You are discovering for yourself that basically there is no past, present and 
future, through your own experiments with psychological time, and you will 
also experience directly other material sometime before I have given it to you. 

(Ever since break at I 0:56, the chicken had been warming on the stove. For 
some time now it had needed turning, frying away as it was quite noisily. It began 
to smoke, and john left his chair to turn it over. During this time jane passed back 
and forth before the entrance to the kitchen many times as she dictated, without ever 
appearing to be at all concerned) 

Incidentally, I do suggest that Ruburt make a short visit to Miss Callahan 
within the next few days. Also, reread your own accounts of your psychological 
time experiments. Also I would suggest that Ruburt go easy with what he prefers 
to call the experience of ecstasy, as we do not want him to go too far, too fast . 

I did not realize that this particular experience would occur so early. It 
actually represents an amazing ability to focus the complete inner energy. In 
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in the personality from the inner universe, a nd as St Jd 1 it m ust  h� usn! w i 1 l 1  d is

cretion and discipline. It should never be allowed to he used for the p urposes of  

the emotions belonging to the outer ego. 
This is rather unpleasant, but such an energy used unwittingly, say, when 

Ruburt was feeling upset with a certain person, could lead to unfavorable cir

cumstances for the person involved, nor is this shades of witchcraft. Any energy 

can be used for almost any purpose. 
There is really little such danger involved here. Nevertheless, until other 

experiments have been tried I would strongly suggest that Ruburt does not 

attempt this too often. It will be the means toward some excellent demonstra

tions in the future. I wanted to mention this. 
And now I will end the session. I hope you all enjoy your chicken. I never 

liked it myself A chicken is a fowl bird. Again my thanks for Philip's consider
ation, and my fond good evening to you all. 

(Good night, Seth. " 
(ljohn:} "Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 11:30. jane was dissociated as usual And it wasn't until the session 

was over that I realized I had not been bothered by writer's cramp at all; I believe 

this is the first such time. 
Oohn Bradley took with him Volume I of the Seth Material, consisting of the 

first 15 sessions, first carbon; two fiends of his who are professional typists had offered 

to try copying the material, and john thought that this amount of material, 147 

pages, would be sufficient to test their interest and staying power. He would see us in 

two weeks.) 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences. 
(Tuesday, May 19, 9:00-9:50 PM: I was very tired when f lay down. jane 

was to calf me at 9:30. No results for a long time. Then a shouting voice, unrecog
nizable and quite loud off to my !.eft as I lay on the bed, woke me with a start and 
snapped my head in that direction. I saw nothing in connection with the voice. 

(Then while on my back on bed with eyes dosed, I looked up and saw myself 
standing up directly over me, with my .feet seemingly upon my own chest. As I did so, 
my familiar thriffing sensation swept over me quite strongly. 

(Next, I seemed to look down a narrow lighted corridor at the back of myself 
as I sat at a desk or table. My second Jt'(f'answered a question I had asked: "Why cer
tain6� don't you see how it worl<.r /�y now?" or words to that e./feet. Again my sensa-
lion. 

(Then, I was sittin._r; on '' .l'lrlt��f,l chair in a room, looking at myself lying upon 
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F lu•J(' tlm·t f.\fJtrimn•J /lll'r't' /I('I_'Y hrit( ( Jnrt' ,dw I o.pcrit'Jtl't'd Jht' nowJionilillr Jf'll� 
.I'd lion t�( }tit " or enlt�rgcd hamL1·. 

(WcdneJday, May 20, 8:20 fJM: '/ here was not much time before the session, 
thl' 55th, was due. l had many examples of my thrilling sensation. The first time 
tptite strongly appeared when I suggested to myself that I felt light; then it washed 
over me, and at the same time my arms particularly felt very light, almost weightless. 

(After that, the sensation returned to a lesser degree at each sound I heard, such 
t/.1' the call of a robin, a passing car, a sound elsewhere in the house, etc. ; it was almost 
tiS though I could predict when I would experience the sensation, almost as though it 
was close to becoming routine. 

(I told myself I would visit Ed and Ella Robbins. Whether a dream or not I 
rio not know, but I seemed to roam through their house. Flash of young daughter 
Lorrie, running from living room to kitchen area; flash of oldest daughter, Arlene. 
Noamed through house, upstairs and down. 

�4lso on Tuesday, May 19, at 5:03, while typing up the 54th session, I expe
rienced my feeling of fat or enlarged hands. Along with the thrilling feeling, the feel
ing of sound, I am almost coming to take these two sensations for granted) 

.... 
SESSION 55 

MAY 20, 1964 9PM WEDNESDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(Tuesday morning jane visited Miss Callahan in the front apartment, as Seth 
had suggested last session. Miss Callahan's condition appeared to be remarkably good, 
mmpared to what it had been when last we visited her in the hospital some weeks 
11go. jane said she did appear to have trouble with a faulty memory, however. 

Oust before the session began jane happened to remark that Saturday, Mtty 23, 
ftv1iss Callahans· companion will be replaced by another, who is to take care t{her 
ll 'eekends. Neither of these two companions are professional nurses, though they are 
11sed to taking care of people with troubles like Miss Callahans·. May 23 iJ the dtlte 
St•th gave us as a day of crisis for Miss Callahan; and Seth reiterated this along tuith 
,, word of caution in the last session, the 54th, page 90. 

(This afternoon jim Tennant, who was scheduled to be a witness trmj.�ht, 
ntlled jane at the gallery and told her he would be unable to attend thl' Jf'.1Jion 
lx•cause his wife is in the hospital 

(By 8:55 jane was nervous as usual; she also had something of a kin�' i11 hn 
m·ck, though to a minor degree. It was a pleasant spring evening, althoul .. h trt(/fir 
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noiJe waJ loud through the open winrlow.c ./IIIII '  /Jt;�llll rlirltlling i " ' ' mllwr IJ IJ/'11/(/1 
voice; she paced at a moderate speed and her tyl'J r/,u·l.·tllt'tl fiJ usu,i/ .) 

Good evening. 
('Good evening, Seth. ") 
Cohorts, I see that we are having a quiet session, with no visitors. It is truly 

a lovely spring evening, and Ruburt is correct. I do en joy the blinds open also. 
The cells and molecules, forming their psychic gestalt into a particular 

human physical structure, are separated from what you might call the outer 
environment, and yet they are also connected to the outer environment more 
than they are separated from it. It is the inner ego, and the inner vitality and the 
inner ego's determination, along with the cooperation of all the cells that com
pose the physical body, that enables such a particular structure as the human 
body to exist as a separate construction, and to maintain the necessary sense of 
identity. 

In actuality, since all atoms and molecules possess the potentiality to form 
in so many varieties, and since the atoms and molecules possess their own gen
eralized consciousness, there is basically a strong inner cohesion and relationship 
between all cells and molecules, regardless of their patterned structural forma
tion, and the human structure is connected to all other such psychio-physical 
constructions. 

(At my request, jane repeated the word psychio-physicaf for me. Again, 
Webster's Unabridged for 1951 fists no such combination. Along with extra! value, 
used by Seth in the fast session, this makes two such recent instances of unfamiliar 
words.) 

Without the determination of the inner ego, cohesion of identity would 
be impossible. The self as you know it is many things, and contains many more 
vestibules and rooms than you now imagine. Even the outer ego contains mul
titudinous chambers and interconnections of which you are unaware. 

The important point here is that identity cohesion is projected upon the 
human physical structure from within, that is, from the inner ego by way of the 
inner senses. This of course includes the consciousness also, that is inherent in 
the separate molecules and atoms that compose the cells. 

The physical structure alone is simply not divided from other structures 
in the manner which you perceive it to be through use of the outer senses. The 
outer senses are usually considered mainly as perceptive organs, enabling you to 
experience reality as it is. My dear friends, I have been waiting to tell you for 
some time that in a very true sense, the outer senses can he regarded as 
inhibitors. 

The fact remains that the outer senses induce a conscious l ( >eus ing along 
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cnt a i n l i t n i t n l  l i m·s, g ro u p i 1 1g [ H 'tn' l ' l i n i L'I ; t nd co a n p rl·h ens ions i n  a na rrow 
bsh ion ,  and l i t n i t i ng the  pr;ac l i ca l ; u ad i n wgi n a t ivc range that co nscio u.'lnl'.'IS 
t n igh t  othcrwi.'lc take. With tl ac.'lc .'ll'S.'I ion.'l you are yourselves broadening the 
range of your own consciousness, and therefore of your own abilities, with my 
hdp. 

Using the outer senses, you are more or less forced to conceive idea groups 
on ly within the scope of perceptions received by the outer senses. It is true that 
usc of the outer senses, and full joyful use, is necessary on your plane. Not only 
necessary but beneficial, and the means toward various kinds of value fulfill
ments. Nevertheless, their range is severely limited. 

It is as if you were sent into some strange and fascinating meadow, and 
given only the sense of sight. Imagine what you would miss: the odor of the 
fi·esh earth, the sounds, the touch of earth beneath your feet, of sun upon your 
back; using only the sense of smell, you would also be severely limited. 

Yet you are more limited than this by far. It is important for the race of 
men now to begin to use and experiment with the inner senses, since for the 
potentialities of humanity to be fully realized, new concepts must arise which 
cannot arise in the limited scope he now permits himself. Because the cells and 
molecules in general have consciousness, because they contain within them
selves a capsule comprehension o(the universe as a whole, and because they con
tain the ability to form into an almost infinite variety of form, there is a kinship 
between every atom and molecule, a basic enduring connection, regardless of 
the separate appearance which is seen using the outer senses. 

Because I have given you such excellent material, you rna y take your first 
break with light hearts. 

(Break at 9:27 jane was quite dissociated for a first delivery, she said Seth 
came through well. When she is dissociated jane said she does not wor�y about dis
tortions in the material. She also realized that the bothersome kink had disappeared 

from her neck. The combination, psychio-physical was not familiar to her. 
Uane resumed dictation at 1 0:32.) 
The boundaries, limitations, extent and vistas of the self are merely arbi

trary. In a very true sense each self is infinite, unbounded, connected in a most 
intimate way to all other things in the universe on your plane; and through the 
inner senses and the inner ego connected also in a most intimate way to the 
unknown and unseen inner universe. 

Here we run into something that will be difficult for me to explain to you. 
Any particular self theoretically could expand his consciousness to conta in the 
universe and everything in it .  The closed-in, solitary, isolated self of wh ich you 
are so proud is, as I have said , an arbitrary formation, containing the core ol  
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i tk:nti ty; ;! l ld  you seem to prdc1� psych ic:1 l ly spl'a k i ng, t o  ."i i ; Jy at home.  

Oanes delivery had by now become very slou'; ,,, times u'hile she dcfh,ered this 
material, she would pause for several seconds between words, pacing slowly back and 
forth.) 

Because of the basic simplicity of the elements in your universe, and for 
other reasons already mentioned, there is no real boundary neither chemicaL 
electrical or even psychic, between the self and what is usually considered not 
self 

Chemically in particular, the dependence of the physical body and the self 
to the planetary environment is obvious. It is known to your scientists that the 
chemical relationship between the personal physical self, and the chemical envi
ronment of the not-self is intimately connected. 

In the same manner that you are dependent upon, say, green plants for 
your very physical survival, so the interdependence and connections continue in 
all other fields. The physical construction of your universe, as I have said, is car
ried on by all life, not just human life. Each psychio-physical pattern of existence 
does its part in continuing the maintenance, and renewing construction, of the 
physical universe. 

Man, staying within the core of his arbitrarily designated selfhood, can in 
truth be compared to early physical man, cowering within his cave. You have 
learned to venture forth into the physical universe. You have not learned to ven
ture forth from an arbitrarily designated selfhood, into an extended environ
ment that knows no space or time. Such a possibility, such a future development 
in no way involves a denial of self: a dissolving or sweeping away of self, an anni
hilation of self Many cavemen doubtlessly feared for their personal survival 
when they ventured forth upon the earth in daylight. 

They feared that their selves would be annihilated. Such a development as 
we are considering involves instead an expansion or extension; in the same man
ner that the expanding universe takes up no space, but expands in terms of value 
fulfillment, so the expanding consciousness would take up no space, but would 
also expand in terms of value fulfillment. This is your new frontier, your new 
challenge. 

This arbitrary limitation set upon the individual self is put upon it by its 
reliance upon the outer senses, as a method of perceiving reality. The outer sens
es are excellent tools of perception for limited circumstances. However, man has 
relied upon them so long, and with such cringing dependence, that now they 
threaten to hamper his own growth and development. 

I have mentioned th ;H the i ndividual cells and molecules, atoms and other 
basic structures, defi n i te ly g;J i n  i n  their formation into the gestalt of a more 
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b r ed I·C.mn .  Th is is of pr ime i rn pnrt ; l l ln'. 
The expandi ng sdf: ide�1 l ly, would reach out beyond the ;nh i t  rary hol l nd

aries i t  has p laced upon itsel f Aga i n ,  there just is not any part icula r hn1 1 ndary 
I H:tween what is self and what is not self. There are gradations, a nd t hat is a l l .  
The skin is  as much, i f  not more, a necessary connective as i t  i s  a bou ndary. 

I suggest you take your break. This material may get slightly more diffi
u l t .  It is actually so beautifully simple. Only the need to translate conceptions 

i n to words causes any complications. 
(Break at 10:02. jane was fully dissociated-way out, she said. She could feel 

Seth trying to make her use certain phrases rather than others, in order to make the 
mrtterial as clear as possible. She also had a vague idea of the general direction in 
which the material was headed 

(She had a long rest period, and indeed needed the rest. She resumed in a nor
mal but emphatic voice, using many gestures, and with the usual darkening of her 
qes, at 10: 14.) 

The isolated self, as you know it, can indeed be well compared to man's 
c�u-ly caves. In terms of value fulfillment the species expanded its potential 
1 n.: mendously when it left the C<1¥es; and so will man also experience the fulfill
ment of still unglimpsed potentialities when he walks forth from the cave of the 
arbitrarily limited self. 

Uane laughed) 
I shouldn't have to say this. The image is truly astounding and ludicrous. 

However, as your expanding universe does not expand in space, so your expanded 
sdf will not grow in space to amazing proportions of pounds and tons. 

When you realize that the self has no boundaries, then you can begin to 
make progress. Since consciousness to begin with does not exist in space, then 
there is no reason why the consciousness cannot so expand beyond its set limi
tations, and theoretically continue to do so. Such an expansion would give excel
lent impetus and value experience to those basic components, the cells and m ol

·cules, experience that would be retained and utilized. When so-called space 
Ira vel becomes truly popular, truly practical, it will come along these lines. 

The self will truly utilize the atoms and molecules; the consciousness w i l l  
t ravel by this method. The particular physical body will then be known fi)r w h a t  
i t  is: a cooperative psychic gestalt, a psychio-physical structure formed toget her 
by the inner ego, utilizing atoms and molecules that are in themselves l iv i ng and 
COnSCIOUS. 

We will be deliberate fiu· a moment to get this material through , s i nce I 
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know it is d i l l lcu l l  I ( J J· you. I wa nt to make t hcst' po i n t s  t o  k·ad up to t he 1 n a in  
o ne .  Consciousness comes first, and forms th e p hysical hody i n  ways rhat  I hav<: 
dl'scr ihed. Nevertheless there are no real boundaries that separate sdf from non
sl' I L  

The outer senses, because they have been so dependently and almost 
a bsol utely relied upon, act as blinders, limiting the fields of perception that are 
possible, and therefore hampering both imagination and intellect in the forma
l ion of new concepts. 

Now. Space travel, when it occurs, will utilize expansion of self. Your idea 
of' death is based upon your dependence upon the outer senses. You will learn 
1 hat  it is possible, through no physical act (and underline that, through no phys
ica l  act), to relinquish the physical body, expand the self, using atoms and mol
co des as stepping stones to a given destination, and reforming the physical body 
at the other end. 

(By nou1, jane was again delivering the material at a ve�y slow and deliberate 
pate.} 

This must most certainly sound outlandish to you. Nevertheless I will 
never refrain from giving you the facts, regardless of your reactions at the time, 
as you will come to see how this idea in particular is not unthinkable, but 
f·casible. 

The point of difficulty is your panicky and protective huddling within the 
core of a limited self, and your fear to set aside the endless doors between self 
and what seems to be not self, that you yourself have erected. 

In the beginning entry to your plane requires a simple energy unit, a 
sperm, a simple but potent capsule that contains all the future potentiality. After 
entry into your plane, the self or identity, the consciousness, without any phys
ical act, can leave the physical body, expand, travel through the medium of 
atoms and molecules, and completely reassemble. 

(Later, jane told me that as she was delivering this material aloud, she alw 
contained within another parallel channel of thought ftom Seth, as she often does. 
This time she was quite aware of Seth's concern lest anyone, upon reading this sec
tion of the material commit suicide in a misguided effort to prove that it is possible 
for the consciousness to get along without the physical body. jane said that at times 
she is aware of as many as three separate, parallel streams ofthoul�ht, 111 1hl' same time 
as she is giving voice to one of them.) 

This seems strange hecausc you do not fully comprehend t ha t  1 he energy, 
the vitality that is i nd iv idua l ized i n t o  consciousness h m ns t he physical body; 
and once it appt:ars on you r  p h n c  i t  can leave the hody and rc;lssc J n hlc itself. It 
woul d rep lTSl' l l l  no 1 non· i n  Ol l l' way t o  t h l' atoms and J nokn llt ·s 1 h 1'1 1 1 1gh which 



i t  passed , d t :n t  d w  wi 1 1d t ha t  p:t 'iscs d t t ot tgh t he 1 1"<-'e lop.'i. 
B l l l  as d t l' 1 1 1 i nd rep n:sen t s ,  :md i t  docs, 1 1 1o t  ion and exc i t e l l ll'l l l  t o  t he 

trees, so wou ld 1 he consciousness, as it rust led rh rough the cells and molecules 
of so-ca l l ed space, represent refresh ing experience and momentary new satisfac
tions. 

Fear is all that holds you back. You will most probably work out a physi
cal, technological way of making this possible, before you realize that you could 
have done it all along. 

I mentioned space travel because I know that you are interested in it, but 
this is only one example, and a spectacular one to catch your interest, of the 
advantages of extension of self: 

I 'm sorry, I forgot your break. Take it by all means. 
(Break at 10:44. jane was much more dissociated than usual. Her neck felt 

fine, she said The whole session, which she feels to be exceptionally good, has been 
like a dream to her. My right hand felt somewhat cramped after the above delive�y, 
although in recent sessions it has been much better. 

0s break began, I realized that my hands felt fat or enlarged; at the same time 
jane said hers did also, and that she had been aware of it earlier in the session but 
forgot to mention it. My right hand, and especially the third finger; felt very full and 
engorged At such times the skin acquires a taut, almost flushed look, and the fingers 
feel strained when they are doublet! up. The phenomenon lasted for several minutes 
with both of us. 

Uane alw announced that at various times during the past two or three weeks, 
she had had the feeling of her left foot or hand-never the right-being plunged in 
hot water. It is not a feeling of perspiration, but more like a hot flash. It will happen 
at any time-at work, at home, etc. It is a feeling almost as though the limb could 
dissolve or merge into a warm environment that was enveloping it. 

Uane resumed in the same manner at 10:55.) 

Your scientists will very soon discover that the self has n o  real bounda ries, 

but they will not think of the implications involved, on their own , 1-( ) 1· q ui te a 

while. 
Part of the limitations set upon the self are cultural, and v ary accord i ng 

to civilizations, but the basic cause is the absolute reliance upon I he 01 1 I cr 

senses-
(A.t this moment I heard clearly the crunching banging sound t{t!ll tilt/milo-

bile accident, through our open windows. Our living-room window.1 miiJJJJtiJJtl " 

good view of our street, one of the main ones in Elmira, but a quick fool.: to!tl mt the 
accident was out of our visual range. jane heard it too, but merely u1s1 tt l 't/.1/ttd fool.> 

through a window. As with the burning chicken described in the last sc.rsio11 .  s/11· pttid 
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no ttttention; during dcli11cry .dw sct•ms to be lrn:��·IJ' imf!t'l'llious to rlh·trdrlioJJ.r. ) 
-even when your own technologica l adv:l l lCl' l l l l� l l ts prove lx.�yond douht 

that in  many cases the evidence of your own outer senses is wrong, and docs not 
represent reality, but represents an arbitrary pattern forced upon rea l i ty. 
Through the outer senses you must always see reality in arbitrary, really 
unchanging terms; and reality can simply not be held within such boundaries. 

This extension of self will occur in some degree before any really effective 
brotherhood of man is accomplished. This is unfortunate but true. The self 
begins learning its arbitrary limitations at the same time that it tries expansion 
in childhood. If the cultural limitations were lifted this would at least be of some 
benefit. 

The consciousness, with its source in the inner universe, being not bound 
by time or space, is in a position to expand along the lines that I have men
tioned. The physical body in a large degree is not. Do not mistake me. For prac
tical purposes, theory aside, you could not maintain allegiance to your plane, 
live out a normal life span for example (and this is necessary) while separate 
from the physical body. 

(Again, I became aware that my right hand felt enlarged; the feeling had sub
sided but now returned, and with an increased intensity. It was somewhat of a hand
icap in writing; the hand, having a different feeling as it held the pen, made me con
centrate more on the simple physical act of putting the words down. And I saw jane 
rubbing her hands together as she paced back and forth while dictating.) 

Nevertheless, you can leave the physical body and reassemble it. I am sorry 
to say that if you have a bad gall bladder, the reassembled body will also have a 
bad gall bladder, since it is the consciousness who has caused the illness to begin 
with. Even if you leave the body momentarily you do not leave your problems 
behind, or at least you must come back to them. 

I have promised to give you some material dealing with the method by 
which all species and all living things cooperate in maintaining and constantly 
renewing the physical construction of your universe, and you will see that some 
of tonight's material should give you insights into this matter. 

(The phenomenon persisted in my right hand to a surprising degree. Even the 
thumb and little finger were now involved By now of course I was quite sure that 
this was deliberate upon Seth's part, considering the subject matter of the materiaL I 
still disliked interrupting the material's fow, however.) 

The various species and the multitudinous varieties oflifc i n  you r universe 
could with much validity be compared to cells, organs, or limbs of some gigan
tic creature. There is no reason to feel that man is insignifican t, or that  the indi
vidual is impotent or at the mercy of forces he can neither pL'rccive nor 
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COI I l j l l'l' l l t ' l l d .  ' J ( ,  d r c c..·on t r;rry, l l r t •  i 1 1 d i v i du : l l ,  ;u r y  i 1 1d i v idu : r l ,  i s  ."i i i JHl' I I H' Iy 
i n rpon : l l r l ,  l l l'n'Ssa ry ; a nd h is ,  or t'V< ' I I  i t s , : rh i l i t y  to usr i ts e rH.: rgy cons t ruCi ivl'
l y, h u t  most ol ' a l l  to expa nd in tcnns of v:r l ue fu l tl l l ment, is m ore vi tal than I 
can say. 

("Why is my hand still fat?" 
(I was now most interested in taking some measurements from both jane and 

myself while our hands felt this way, as Bill Macdonnel had helped me do in the 47th 
session, when we found definite physical evidence of finger enlargement. Not being 
able to do this at the moment howeve1; I did recall Seth's very definite statements in 
the 49th session, page 63, concerning his most conservative attitude toward demon
strations.) 

I have endeavored to add an extra perspective this evening to the session, 
as far as sensations for both you and Ruburt are concerned. The extension or 
expansion of self momentarily and initially involves a slight expansion of tissue. 
I believe that you both have experienced this at various times, to varying degrees. 

There is a temporary and initial, barely perceivable enlargement, a deep 
pulsing in the manner of a beating forth of cells and molecules-actually a sort 
of pulsation resulting in a minute but definite enlargement of tissue. You expe
rience this in slow motion. Completed, the process would represent what would 
appear to be a propulsion of co�.ciousness or self from the tissues. 

Now. Since the identity-consciousness is composed of the combined and 
cooperating generalized consciousness of all the body's atoms and molecules, 
and the consciousness of the inner ego, these molecular consciousnesses that 
once or initially found expression in forming their physical construction, no 
longer do so; but are competent to do so again when the self-consciousness so 
demands. 

(My hand phenomenon still persisted, and now involved the left as welL As for 
as duration was concerned, this experience of course for exceeded any previous one.) 

The combined molecular consciousnesses, retaining identity, form a 
gestalt consciousness that is the ego, the outer ego, that is in turn utilized by the 
consciousness of the inner ego. The inner ego being unhampered by the laws of 
your plane, once having entered your plane at physical birth, can therefine leave 
the physical body and then reconstruct it. 

Since the conscious ego is composed of the gestalt molecular consc ious
ness, then when it leaves the physical body it takes the molecular consciousness 
with it, and this molecular consciousness is therefore present to aid i n  1 \ u u n· 
construction. However, si n ce you must deal with physical laws whi l e  d wd l i 1 1 g 
upon the physical plane, you cannot dispense entirely with the  p l r  ys icr l  
constructions, but in such ex tensions of consciousness you must u ti I i zc ot hn 
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phy:-o ic a l l l lok:cu l t::-o ;Hld a ro 11 1 :-1. 
l have said that this will i n vo lvt: thc.'ic or her l l l o lccu lt::-o a nd ato11 1:-o 01 l iy i n  

so  far as a wind blows thro'ugh the treetops . 
My most beloved friends, this is one of our best sessions to date. J thi n k  

of you most highly, and I respect you both, not only as excellent pupils but a:-� 
dearest friends. I will hereby dose the session. Let me tell you, Joseph, that your 
room divider has proven of great psychic value to you both; and you have not 
had any gum boils since I suggested putting the refrigerator in the kitchen. 

I look forward to many delightful summer sessions, although we will 
make allowances whenever you request. 

('Good night, Seth. " 
([Jane:} "Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 11:31. jane was folly dissociated; way out, she said, with no memory 

of her surroundings while delivering the material. Yet she knew the session had been 
one of the best yet. 

(Far from diminishing, my hand phenomenon was now at its peak. So was 
jane's. The third finger of my right hand seemed to enlarge even more. jane looked 
for our scissors; since we were unprepared it took a few minutes to find them and cut 
some narrow strips of paper. These strips I used as tapes to measure the circumferences 
of the third finger on both of our right hands. I measured jane's above the middle 
knuckle, and mine above and below the same knuckle. 

(By the time we got organized the sensation had begun to diminish with each 
of us but I took the measurements anyhow. 

(At 11:35 jane's measurement was 2 5/,o ': The following night, 5121, the same 
finger measured 2 11/' at the same spot, for a difference in circumference of' �Jo ': 

(My finger measured 2 '%/' above the middle knuckle; the following night it 
measured 2 17 h/' at the same spot, for a difference in circumference of' /1/: 

(Below the knuckle the same finger measured 2 '//'after the session ended The 
next night it measured 2 3/16 " plus, at the same spot, for a difference in circumference 
of a little more than 1 h2 ': 

(And again, I was aware that in spite of all the writing I had done for the ses
sion, my hand did not feel cramped or too tired) 

(While t�ying psychological time jane and I had the following experiences. 
(Self Thursday, 5121, 9:30 PM· Few instances of my thrilling sensation. 
(Self Friday 5122, 9:30 PM: Few instances of my sensation ��fter the sugges-

tion to myself that I felt l�e:ht. This is coming to be a dependable ej./(·ct rlt such times. 
I seem now to be able to lcnow in advance when the sensation will man�fest itself 
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during such experiments. 
(Also, glimpse of teen-age boy in light clothing and sneakers trying to crack 

some walnuts on a painted wood floor by stamping down on them energetically with 
his left foot. I heard or felt the thump of his foot on the floor. 314 back view of full 
figure. It might be noted that today while in a grocery store I noticed some walnuts, 
for some reason; ordinarily do not pay attention to them. 

(Self Saturday, 5123: Missed 
(Self Sunday 5124, 9:45PM: we had spent the day driving about the coun

tryside. Now in the desired state I had several short experiences where I was gliding 
along different highways, up and down hills, around curves, etc. Do not recall being 
in a car, or that jane was with me. Very pleasant. 

� 

(Then came a rather unpleasant experience. Driving or gliding along river 
road just north of Chemung NY, with fence on my right so that I could not get off 
the road, I saw sweeping down the hill some distance ahead of me a big tractor-trail
er truck-on the wrong side of the road This experience had duration enough for 
me to consider the best way to avoid it. It did not swerve about, merely headed 
straight for me until it loomed up enormously right in front of me. There was no crash 
but I was frightened; part of the time I saw the truck through a veil of white. Then I 
realized I had plenty of room to pull off the road to the left, and so would be safe. 

(Also, again tuned in on part of a conversation between Mother and Father; 
heard it clearly, and was involved in it, I believe, yet could not retain it and forgot 
it upon getting up, until the next day. Don't recall seeing them this time though. 

(Self Monday 5125: Missed 
Oane- Saturday, 5123 3:30 AM: jane saw two hands, shiny like a sick per

son's, in a white light. The image was so clear she thought her eyes were open. When 
she did open them she came out of the desired state.) 

SESSION 56 

MAY 25, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(Saturday was May 23. All was quiet as for as Miss Callahan's apartment was 
concerned jane and I did not see her, but on occasion we heard her voice through 
the door to her apartment as we used the hall. She had visitors on several occasions. 
jane had visited her a couple of times through the week, and Miss Callahan now 
recognized her when she saw her. But it was obvious her memory was faulty. 

(Returning home from a drive on Sunday, we were surprised to see Miss 
Callahan and her companion sitting on the front porch; this was something we had 
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never seen her rio in the j(1ur ymr.r we hfltJl' litwd 11(1J 'f',)t11Jt' .1'11irl thot Mi.1J C�lllt�hm 
appeared to be very restless, and that the kzst time she htrl t,isitnl her MisJ Cr�llrlllllll 
had doodled and written constantly on a pad without seeming to be aware that sht 

was doing so. 
(Also on Saturday evening jane and I attended a set of japanese Noh plays at 

Elmira College, at the invitation of Bill Macdonnel, who had a part in one of them. 
Bill has been a witness several times. After the play, at a party for the cast and friends, 
Bill was seized by severe chest and back pain; he left; for home with his 
parents. 

(It will be noted that this day, May 23, marks the time when jane had the 
vision of sickly hands, at a very kzte hour after we had returned home. On Sunday 
we learned that Bill was in the hospital with a collapsed lung that was aLw blistered, 
and would have to remain there for several days. Visiting him on Monday, we found 
him much improved but still destined to remain in the hospital for observation. 

{At 8:45 PM jane was nervous as usuaL She began dictating in a quiet voice, 
pacing rather slow61. Her �yes darkened as usual The day had been cloudy and quite 
cold and wind;1.) 

Good evening. 
("Good evening, Seth. ') 
I find both of you are rather weary this evening. But then you cannot be 

at your best all the time. 
You could be at your best all the time if you followed certain rather sane 

rules which I hope to go into later for your benefit. 
Incidentally, the weather does indeed affect your moods, even as your 

moods affect the weather, and we will also go into this later. 
As far as my mention of May 23rd in connection with Miss Callahan, this 

was not a distortion; and the crisis, which was a psychio-physical crisis, came as 
I said that it would. 

The Miss Callahan mentioned in connection with the 23rd was the first 
mentioned of that date, as Ruburt somewhat belatedly realized today. The rest
lessness which was apparent in Miss Callahan's behavior when Ruburt saw her, 
was but a small tangible evidence of the inner crisis. The crisis itself was a psy
chic one mainly, which will of course have physical consequences. Miss 
Callahan was forced to realize that even her home surroundings were no longer 
familiar, nor is she easy within their confines. 

A dispersion has begun in which the ego will find it more and more dif
ficult to hold energy within forms of personal identity, or to usc energy for the 
purposes of the ego. The energy wil l fly every which way, uncontro l l ed, and no 
longer channeled. Habit wi l l  s t i l l  have some power of restra i n t  f ; 1 r  a while yet, 
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t i o1 1."1, a rc 1 1ow s urely t l r i f "t i  ng ; 1way l1 o 1 1 1  r h l' ego's co nt ro l . 

' l 'l 1e re t l l l' l l  l 101 l le tem pora r i ly  Sl'l' l l ll'd to st op th is steady progress toward 
d i Hi1s ion .  ' l ' l 1 e  cr is is  occu rred at 2:30 that morning, when Miss Callahan awak
ened, momen tarily completely naked of ego, face to face with the subconscious, 
and sensing the inner self within. 

It was a moment of momentary (underlined) terror, as the ego realized 
that what it fought against and what it would continue, though ineffectually, to 
fight against, was indeed no enemy to it but a most familiar omnipresent inner 
sdf, against which it was now powerless. The ego returned but this was the first 
instant where it actually came face to face with its counterpart in essence and in 
fact. 

The moments will reoccur, as Ruburt noticed Miss Callahan doodled 
upon a pad without any conscious knowledge of so doing, and without knowl
edge of what was written. The body becomes dependent upon old habitual pat
terns that will carry on yet for a while. That evening further blocks of actual 
hrain cells were destroyed. The cooperation therefore begins to halt. 

The second mention of the 23rd date was not a distortion. I tried to tie it 
i n  by mentioning that the date had already been given in connection with Miss 
Callahan. There was no distortio11.here again. What came through was correct, 
hut my charming Ruburt merely blocked the rest. 

This is not nearly as troublesome basically as a distortion, though at times 
such blocking may leave you up in the air. The date did indeed refer to our 
young friend, who was taken ill that very evening. It would have done no good 
had the full data come through. I f  you had known what was to have happened, 
you could not have prevented it in any case. 

The play is the thing, and so it was. The play in which your friend per
formed represented the springboard for the inner portrayal, unfortunately, of 
sacrifice. The caution that was given did come through, but of course you appar
ently thought that this applied to Miss Callahan. It implied instead caution 
against the possibility of conflict with your friend's mother, and this could easi
ly have occurred, to no good result in the long run. 

It is really necessary that the young man get a dwelling place away from 
h is family, and in one respect, the attack involving the lungs represented an 
attempt to put off responsibility. As such for a time it serves a good purpose. 
Other responsibilities in his profession were being put upon him, and th is  p lus 
his intent to find his own apartment all weighed upon him, until he had to get 
out from under. 

He dared not fall sick unti l  the final night of the play's run, although the 
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attack almost occurrc.:d just hd( u·e the  fi rs t n i gh t of t he play. l J I I i m a t d y  I l l' w i l l  
have to get out on his own. I t  i s  almost nc.:cessary that h e  rea l ize t h e  way h i s  
mother i s  dominating him,· and understand his own dependence.:. Otherwise h e  
fights phantoms and uses up valuable energy that he  now desperately n ec.:ds. 

I wanted to give you this material to clear up the misunderstanding. The 
two separate mentions of the same date did refer to two separate events that 
would occur on that same day. 

Distortions are now occurring less and less. A careful rereading of mater
ial will in such cases usually clear up such misunderstandings, as you will see 
when you reread the actual wording of the passage referred to. 

I suggest now your first break. 
(Break at 9:29. jane was pretty well dissociated for a first delivery. Earlier 

tothy, rereading the 54th session, page 90, she had made the intuitive connection 
that Seth's referral to the thy May 23 twice did indeed refer to two separate events. 
At her suggestion I also reread the material; while agreeing that such an interpreta
tion was possible, on my own I made no such connection, and thought that drawing 
such conclusions .from the written word was stretching things a bit. I did believe that 
there was an explanation possible other than distortion however. 

Oane and I were pleased at Seth's statement that no distortion did occur, but 
only a partial blocking. fane is still very cautious where personal material is con
cerned we foe! that we can do little to speed up this process of eliminating distortions, 
as they occur. we have had no trouble that I am aware of in clearing up any distor
tions we ask Seth about after the event. 

Oane resumed dictation in the same quiet manner at 9:35.) 
My earlier remark that the weather affects your moods even as your moods 

affect the weather, is an important one. There is very much here to be explained. 
Your weather indeed can be with some truth compared to loosely formed, 

mainly unconstructed energy, in many ways unbridled and uncontrolled by 
strong centralization of either subconscious or conscious control. The individ
ual, for example, can to some extent for the purposes of our discussion be con
sidered as elements or energy under psychic centralized control. On your plane 
you are in closed space, so to speak, physical elements formed into a purposeful 
gestalt. 

Much other energy however, while observing certain inner rules, is not so 
directed and can be brought under the dominance therefore of purposeful 
directed gestalts. This of course occurs nevertheless on a subconscious l evel, rep
resenting a spill ing over of emotional and psychic energy from sel f i n to what is 
usually considered notself; and there are, constantly, effects that happen ,  a flow
ing back and fo nh of energy in this way. 



Wl· w i l l .'i t l l l ly d l l'Sl' c f i C.·l · t s  i n  .1 1 1 1 os 1 dl' t : l i lnl  bsh io 1 1  : 1 1  a L! t t' l ' t i n 1  · 
ht'Cl l l JSl' o l  d lt ' i l ' i u q>ort ; J i lCt'. Th is 1 1 1ay sn 1 1 1 1d u n be l ievable to you; nevert heless 
t he saml' dlt.·ct s t h ar CHL.'ie emo t iona l o u tbursts a lso cause physical storms. The 
bas is is the same. · I he man i �l:stat ion is di  ffcrent. The panicles of air being them
selves composed of molecular structures having, as all molecules do, a general
ized subconsciousness, and in condensed form a comprehension of the inner 
laws of the universe, are also then psychic as well as physical structures, as you 
should by now understand. 

Those that do not presently combine to form a complicated strong iden
t i ty-pattern (hyphen) nevertheless still maintain the need for value fulfil lment. 
By helping to form into charged emotional patterns, they share in a certain kind 
of awareness fulfillment otherwise denied to them. 

In their own way they become what we will call pure emotional con
structions, forming patterns that operate through emotional impetus that is 
received from and transmitted by individuals who thereby discharge and yet 
direct excesses of emotional energy, which the various personalities can no 
longer hold within the personal domain. 

This material is being delivered somewhat deliberately because of its pos
sibly confusing nature. It is however extremely valid and important, and also 
represents an example of the mail,ner in which surplus emotional energy is dis
charged and reused. In various ways this happens in many other fields. 

At the risk of telling you too much too soon, let me add further that when 
the molecular structures of so-called space are relatively emptied of emotional 
energy, by a process of psychic osmosis so to speak, they will tap the human 
source. And not only the human source but other animal sources as well. 

When you understand that basically all are one, and that in actuality there 
are no l imitations between self and notself, then these facts will not bother you. 
It also of course works the other way, so that when an individual feels energy
depleted, he does subconsciously, and by the same sort of process, drain off 
reserves from nonidentity molecular sources. 

I suggest that you take your break 

(Break at 10:01. jane was dissociated as usual. Her delive�y of the ahove 

material had been very slow and deliberate. My hand so far felt no fatiguefrom writ-
ing. jane resumed dictating in the same quiet manner at 10:0 9.� 

. . 

In many cases people know truths that they do not reahze wtth the I n te l

lect. From time immemorial they have felt emotionally recharged from a storm, 

and this is  of course exactly what  happens. The process involved is  a cons ta l l l , 

necessary and beneficial give a n d  take that results in at least some k i n d  of 

balance. 
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The emot iona l  energy t aken fro m  i nd i v i d ua l s  l ,y J t on idl' t l l i t y  mol l'c ul a r  
structures is of course returned in a recharged and li·esh Etsh i o n .  I d e n t  i 1  y- l (mns 
or personalities simply cahnot handle great surpl uses of energy at th i s  t i  n te. 
Therefore the process mentioned indeed acts as an important safety valve. This 
cannot be stressed too much. 

There is an important relationship, then, between emotional energy and 
physical climate, and I hope to go into this more deeply. Much energy is used 
by any individual simply in the construction of the material universe on your 
plane. Excesses over this survival construction are used in various creative 
aspects, and represent the basics for culture and civilization. 

Your wars are of course excess, poorly controlled emotional energy. In 
many cases you have been saved from wars by such things as earthquakes, tor
nadoes of a vast nature, and other physical catastrophes. It is not that your race 
has an instinct for destruction, although it does have what can really be called 
an instinct for manipulation. What seems to be a destructive instinct is instead 
an inability to control emotional energy, and to discharge it in a most effective 
manner. 

With your growing population it becomes more difficult to discharge this 
energy in what I would call natural ways; that is, by letting it spill over into the 
nonidentity molecular realm. Privation naturally leads to great aggression of 
feeling. Where there is great privation there will be a cruel climate, but the cli
mate does not cause the privation. The emotional aggression caused by priva
tion caused the climate. 

Weather goes in cycles, not because cycles are inherent in weather pat
terns, but because emotional cycles are inherent in individuals, and this also will 
be explained in time. 

Because of the fact that bad weather has often saved man from wars in the 
very early stages of human development, man misconstrued this to mean that 
sacrifice to the elements could save him from calamities of this kind. Sacrifice 
has nothing to do with it. You have heard doubtlessly of emotional contagion, 
and of emotional climate, and these terms are well named. Energy changes form 
constantly, and if it is blocked in one direction it will choose another. 

The Indian rain dances worked. Perhaps now you can understand the rea
son. Incidentally, if I may make a side note in response to a question you voiced, 
Joseph, during break: Loren was three times a man. 

(Talking about distortions during last break, I had been reminded that many 
sessions ago jane-Seth had stated first that [my brother} Loren had been three times 
a woman, then three times a man in a following session. I had never asked Seth to 
clear up the contradiction.) 



Thl' l l l tS I I I H ir r s t : u l d i l l g Sl 'l'n ln l t n  . I l l  lO I I I  I I  t o  a d is to l ' l i on ,  h 1 1 1  was not t o  

t h i s  d l t.·cl . l l l t c ' l l t i n ll'S when ; 1  person  is rl'i nca mated cont i n ual ly as o n e  sex ,  t h e  
overal l i m p rt'ss ion of the  persona l i t y  seems t o  be of  the opposite sex. Ruburt 
p icked u p  t h e l·cd i ng of fema leness very strongly here. 

(See the lOth session, page 48, and the 12th session, page 59, in VoL One.) 
As in many cases an old man will appear womanish, so a personality rein

carnated steadily as a male will develop strong and overlycompensated-for 
kmale characteristics, as is the case with Loren in this existence. The very fact 
that the personality evades a female reincarnation is evidence of an already devel
( lped fear. The personality of Loren, you see, is basically female despite the fact 
t hat he has never had a female reincarnation. This led to the confusion. 

It goes without saying that upon your plane male and female are equally 
important, although because of the plane's particular overemphasis upon aggres
sive manipulation the male has thus far dominated. 

There is also much here to be explained, since your conception of male 
and female is greatly distorted. The terms are of course reflections, in your plane, 
of other basic inner laws of the universe which we have yet to discuss. They have 
actually very little to do with what you consider male and female, and for now 
we can mention them briefly in terms of arrival and departure. 

I will go into this at a later date, as you are not ready for this material as 
yet. Needless to say, the use of energy, and of emotional energy in particular, 
varies in the male and female on your plane; and both methods of using and dis-
·harging energy are necessary to maintain not only psychic and emotional bal
ance, but also to maintain physical balance as far as living things are concerned, 
and also in the counterbalancing effects within weather and nature as it exists in 
your physical universe. 

It is necessary upon your plane that physical constructions arrive and 
dqmrt. The departure is as necessary as the arrival, for without it new arrivals of 
any kind would not be possible. 

It is  no coincidence that man the hunter seems, at least, to destroy. But 
t h is destructiveness in  itself serves the purposes of creativeness and a rr iva l .  Bo t h 

a re merely faces of the same coin. I am not here saying that all destruct ion is 

�ood, by any means. I am saying that the basic structure involving _t h l' c« �nst
:
' " '  

·onception of one life form by another serves the purposes of cnn t J I I I J I I I I ', 

·reanon. 
When it is followed without the addition of unrestrained and P ' ' '  po.'>cly 

cruel purposes having nothing to do with the basic necessity, a rr iva l  ; t nd drp. 1 1  
tu re then can be seen as the two Etces of male and female, each snvi " l ', dw h.1s 1 1  
purpose of  value fulfillment and crea t ion .  



This w i l l  be t ied i n ,  w i t h det a i l s, lo Wl\t d u · r  i l l  a wry i n t i ma t e  r:r s l t ion .  
This is far afield from Loren, and yet  i t  is  n o t . ( )t hrr  co n t rad ict ions w i l l  be 

cleared up as you bring them up. Loren must have a l t.�mal e reincarnation, even 
to give validity to his masculinity. 

fu all living things on your plane cooperate to form your physical uni
verse, so therefore do they cooperate to form not only your weather cycles, but 
your climate cycles in terms of ice ages and tropical spells. 

I suggest you take your break. I have not forgotten our party session, 
though I may seem to have forgotten it. 

(Break at 10:50. jane was dissociated as usuaL Again, Seth had run well past 
break time on the half-hour. My hand felt a little fatigue but nothing like it used to. 
jane resumed dictating in the same quiet manner at 1 1.·00.) 

Ruburt by all means should confine himself to using his best energy for 
his daily creative work, not draining it by worrying about material which he has 
sent out into what he considers the cold world. 

This is his only hope of peace of mind and emotional stability. It would 
be advantageous for him, just when he begins the practice of psychological time, 
to suggest to himself that the work of the day is of primary importance. Certain 
arbitrary dates can be selected, any dates, for necessary letters to editors; and 
these letters should be written as automatically as possible. 

If he were more concerned with the quality of daily material and less with 
outer success and recognition, he would not be in such a mental turmoil and 
emotional turmoil over material that is  being submitted to publishers. There 
must be an inner freedom here. 

I would suggest even, as you did Joseph, a vacation air. He takes out his 
aggression against editors upon his own body, which is highly ridiculous. I 
would also suggest that he return to the back exercises. There is somewhat more 
here I would say, but I am being blocked. 

You will both benefit by your vacation later this year, though this time 
Ruburt will need it more than you will. Your painting, Joseph, is beginning to 
show the results of greater psychic understanding, which will transpose itself 
into content and technique. I am going to close the session earlier, mainly 
because I have these sessions roughly outlined, and I have given you the mater
ial that I intended. 

A short morning walk would also benefit Ruburt; even though he would 
resent the loss of time he would more than make up for it. 

My dear friends, I wish you both a pleasant good evening. The material 
that we covered this evening is very important, and will be the basis for new 
turns that the material itself will take, and new avenues down which we shall 
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l l':t vc l t ogcl l lt' f', 
I sl i l l do look i 11 01 1 you 1 1ow ;1 1 u l  1 hl'l l ,  somet i mes to my amusement and 

so 1 1 1 e tl l l ll'.'i to my amazemen t. 
Ruhurt a lmost saw yo ur s ick fr iend 's clasped hands, during psychological 

time j ust before falling asleep the other evening. By all means keep up these 
experiments, and one night we shall set a session aside to explain them. 

My best to you both. 
('Good night, Seth. " 

(End at 11 :15. jane was dissociated as usual. Neither of us had displayed any 
hand phenomena during the session. It had been very peacefuL) 

SESSION 57 
MAY 27, 1964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(Tuesday, May 26, 9:00 PM: While trying psychological time I had a few 
instances of my thrilling sensation. Wednesday, 5127, 5:30 PM: No results. 

Jane, while trying psychological time on Tuesday, 5126 at 11 :15 AM, tried to 
project herself to Bill Macdonnel's h.qspital room. She achieved a very brief glimpse 
of his face, eyes closed, nodding yes in answer to her question: Do you hear me? 
Checking with Bill later at the hospital, we learned he was asleep at this time. His 
condition is much improved and he is due for discharge Saturday. 

(By 8:4 5 no witnesses had appeared. Up from her nap jane felt both nervous 
and sleepy. The thought had come to her that Seth would discuss the self and the not
selftonight. As session time approached our cat Willy put on one of his performances, 
persistently diving at jane's legs and ankles; as usual he calmed down as soon as the 
session began. 

(Once more jane began dictating in a quiet voice, pacing normally, with her 
eyes darkening as usuaL She maintained these characteristics through the whole ses
sion.) 

Good evening. 
('Good evening, Seth. ))) 
We will have another quiet session, for which I know Ruburt is always 

thankful. 
I am giving you various material along certain lines in preparation for a 

discussion of some of your own experiments with psychological time. You w i I I  
be able to understand the explanations for some of your experiences much 
better with this material as a background. 



Ruhurt wa.'i correct .  I was goi ng t o  S I H '< I k  l 'O i h cm i n g  t he .-;rlf  and t he so
called notself: so that we can clear up a few l l l a l l l'rs. I t  does seem to 1 1 1e howev
er that we have been very sober oflate, dealing w i th weighty concerns. l lowever, 
I take my chances, getting good material through when the time is right, and 
we can be  more jovial on those evenings when you are too tired to do anything 
else. 

Uane laughed) 
As I have said, there are gentle, imperceptible gradations between what is 

called self and what is called notself. Your idea, or psychologists' idea of envi
ronment for example, will come close to what I mean. The self indeed however 
reaches out in many ways to form, mold and construct his own environment, 
even as it in turn reaches out to affect his core of self. 

We are speaking of course here of the ordinary physical environment. The 
chemical, biological, electrical and psychic functions of the self are directly con
nected to the physical universe as a whole. Theoretically the influence of a par
ticular given self is endless, and not only in so far as your own physical camou
flage time universe is concerned. The influence of any given self reaches also into 
realities that are not bounded by space and time. 

This is why I have mentioned earlier that the individual was supremely 
important. Yet the self limits itself through boundaries that are arbitrary and 
erected through fear, and also through habit that originally had its source in the 
necessity for physical survival. Physical survival does not demand these habits 
any longer, and they remain as shackles. You should know by now that individ
ual thought does not remain within the boundary of the physical individual. 
This indeed has actually been proven, in so far as telepathy is recognized as a 
fact, at least by some, and soon by all. 

Therefore a thought, surely one of the most intimate possessions of a self, 
does not remain within the self. The thought belongs to the individual from 
whose mind it sprang, and yet he does not really possess it. He can keep it but 
he cannot keep it. He can hold it as his own, and yet he cannot prevent it from 
passing on to others, though he presses his lips tightly and does not speak it 
aloud. 

An individual or a self also cannot hide from others his own basic intent. 
It is his and yet, though he possesses it, he stil l cannot prevent others from sens
ing it. Along these lines there is much to he sai d  in that many i n tangibles, con
sidered most secret by the self: do not rema i n  w i th i n the self No ski n or bones 
or skeletal cage can keep the t hought  of the self f·i·o m go i ng o u t ward. 

The skin and bone, hci ng physica l ,  are adeq ua te  ha rrier.o.; to hound other 
material, but they h avL" no hold ovn wha t  is n o t  material. A m a n's intent is 
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acco u n t s  l ( >r t l t l' l l sl·l t d m·ss o f spok( ' l l  l : t 1 1g 1 1agc. Without  telepathy no l anguage 
would he i n t d l igihle. The omwa rd layer of skin, while serving as a physical 
·nc losurc,  serves as a physica l enclos ure on ly for the sake of convenience, as far 
as distinctions are concerned. 

In actuality the outer layer of skin is a flimsy boundary indeed. It is more 
open than closed. It is only to your own outer senses that the skin seems smooth. 
It is indeed more a loose open framework, through which constantly chemicals, 
n utrients, molecules, elements, light, sound and pulsations pass frequently, con
stantly both in and out. 

Therefore speaking in physical terms only, the self is not bounded. It is not 
independent nor self-contained. I t  needs for its survival nutrients that come 
f·i·om outside of the skin. Not only this, but in all cases its own excretions are 
needed for nourishment of what is notself, or by what seems to be notself. 

This will be a lengthy discussion, and I suggest that you take your break. 
Be careful of what you do with the pieces. 

(Break at 9:28. Again for a first delivery, jane was folly dissociated She 
resumed in the same quiet manner at 9:31 .) 

For practical purposes you might say, and for practical purposes only, that 
on your plane the self is limited ov..ly by the fields of energy that it can control. 
The self in nonphysical terms, in psychological, psychic and philosophic terms 
is not limited theoretically. 

Those qualities, those attributes which the self considers most its own, are 
in no way bounded; nor can they be held in by the sel£ Thoughts, dreams, pur
poses and intents, plans and wishes are constantly speeding outward from the 
core of self unimpeded. They are not closeted within the skull as you might 
think. 

As many quite real phenomena cannot be seen by your eyes, so with your 
outer senses you cannot perceive these constant departures of quality-energy 
from the self into what seems to be notself. These energies, these thoughts and 
wishes, travel. They pass through physical matter. 

Each self is therefore not only ejecting almost in missile fashion such ener
gy from his own core, but he is also constantly impinged by such energy fi·om 
others. He chooses to translate whatever portions of this energy he so chooses, 
back into forms that can be picked up and understood by his own mechanism. 

The choice involved is of  course determined by his own personal ity, i ts 
particular leanings, potential i t ies and l imitations. We will discuss this later on i n  
connection with illness, good heal th and treatment. 

So far we have been talk ing  ahout matters with which you should he bi rly 
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Et l l l i l iar. I havt: sa id  t ha t  t.'< id t i n d iv i d 1 1 a l  h elps  1 0  t o r 1 � I I I H  1 t he physica l t l t t i vcrsl', 
This constru ctio n is cont i n ua lly carr ied o n .  ' l ' h l' i n d i v id t � a l l lst:s d t t:  t:nt:rgy av:t i l 
able to him in these constructions. Therefore dK'Sl' constructions can he sa id to  
be projections, in your own time and space, of any gi ven individual. 

The individual self is, therefore, literally a part of what would seem to b · 

completely different objects. In a shorthand you could say that the self is t l t t: 
object which he contemplates, since indeed he constructed the object to begi n 
with from the self 

(Jane laughed) 
This will make sense to you as you contemplate it. It is true that these con

structions take place on a subconscious level, but to the degree that you realize 
what you are doing, they will become more comprehensible to the intellect, 
until full awareness of the origin of physical matter would be reached. 

The self, then, is far from limited even on your own plane. I mentioned, 
or hinted however that the influence of the self, and therefore the self itsel£ also 
had reaching effects in realities that did not consist of a space-time continuum. 
This would have to follow if my statement that the self is truly limitless is true. 

I hope you can follow me here. We have spoken of the dream world, and 
of its having a psychic reality, without space or time as you know it, and an evo
lution and value fulfillment quite independent of the meager attention that you 
give it. 

Your own present personalities are merely the result of the particular 
qualities and ego-images (hyphen) upon which you have chosen to focus your 
energies and your intent. Initially, before existence upon the physical plane this 
time, you could just as easily have focused upon a different quality-personality 
gestalt, although your choice most probably would be in line with a large field 
of possibilities, possible according to the desires of your entity. 

Now. Although you have chosen to form a particular group of qualities 
into a field pattern of a particular personality, upon which you focus the bulk of 
your energy, there are also other more shadowy, less well-constructed possibili
ties of personality selves that exist loosely within the psychic framework of the 
dominant personality; and these also have their influence. They also attempt 
physical constructions to a limited degree, and with limited success. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 10:01. jane was dissociated as usuaL She resumed in the same man

ner at 1 0:06) 
These secondary personalities, known to psychologists, have a much more 

important place within reality than is suspected. No psychic action is invalid. 
Every psychic action exists, has an effect and has durability i n  terms of value 
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l i d l l l l n a·1 1 1 .  l i.Vt'l y psyrh i<..: ac t i on ,  . 1 1 1 d  .1 psyt l 1 i c  : 1c t ion is ;u Jy psych ic  happen ing  
.'i1 1d 1 as  a d re; 1 1 1 1 ,  o r  d u H igh t ,  1 h a1 1 1 1 ay  h ; 1 ve n o  ex istence i n  terms o f  space a n d  
t i i i i L\ cvl'ry psych ic action then co 1 1 1 a i ns wi t h i n  i t the potentialities of value ful
f i l l ment, transference, and even energy transformation. 

Secondary personalities are gestalts of more or less loosely affiliated psy
rhic events. Unable to find value fulfillment in terms of physical growth and 
L�< mstruction as the primary personality can, they seek fulfillment along more 
accessible lines. 

No psychic action is static. These secondary personalities cannot be 
1·derred to as full selves, yet they can certainly not be set aside as so-called not
selves. They come into some prominence and fulfillment through dreams, and 
1 l 1  rough enticing the main personality at times into the adoption of conscious 
or unconscious thoughts which would ordinarily not be chosen by the primary 
.11d f� and therefore at times altering the course of the primary self 

Now again, no psychic action is static. Nor is it sterile. The dream world 
may have no material reality in your plane, and yet its existence in many respects 
· · no less than what you consider reality. The difference is only in the amount 
of energy which you focus and the direction in which you focus it. 

The secondary personalities find fulfillment mainly in the dream world, 
hut the dream world is as actual �d as real, as effective and efficient as your 
own. Here various problems set for the entity are worked out, problems that 
either are too minor to be handled by a primary self on your plane, or problems 
that for one reason or another could simply not be solved by physical construc
tions. 

This is extremely important, since the dream world operates within the 
dimensions of your own psychic field, but utterly divorced from both space
time continuum and physical construction. Here you see the self truly spills 
over, not only into what you would call notself, but into areas with which the 
conscious self is barely familiar. On an unconscious level however the self is very 
aware of the progress of these secondary personalities, and indeed uses this plane 
itself for the fulfillment and development of qualities originally attached to it, 
hut incompatible with its main intents. The two planes constantly enrich and 
affect each other. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 10:27. jane was dissociated as usual. Her delivery of the above 

material had been quite deliberate. She resumed at 1 0:31.) 
It is obvious that physically there is no one self, since the molecules and 

atoms that construct the cells, that construct the organs, change constantly. An d 
yet we say that identity is retained, and yet even what we mean by the core of 



idtn t i ty a lso co nstan t ly  cha ngts. 
"I am myself" simply does not mean t hl' s; l l l ll' 1 h in g  to a c h i l d ,  an ado

lescent, a young adult and an old adult. Though the i n d i v idual may seem to he 

the same, and though he retains his memories, he is not the same; and, even h is 
memories are colored by the various differences in what "I am myself" comes to 
mean. 

Something, you may say, must remain the same. You may insist that also 
some particular boundary must mark off where you stopped and where some
thing else begins, surely at least where another individual begins. You will say '' I 
am not anyone who is not me." 

The one stability between self and what is notself, and the one and only 
difference, is not an identity that is part and parcel of constantly changing phys
ical framework, not the outer ego whose conception of who it is constantly 
changes, according to its age and environment, but the inner self behind all 
physical constructions. 

If you then realize that every physical particle contains its own inner and 
initial consciousness, then you will see that we have come full circle. The indi
vidual or the self is all important. It operates to form as complicated a gestalt as 
possible, following the law of value fulfillment, and yet in so doing it does not 
either invade, deny or negate other individual consciousness. It is limitless 
because there are no limits to the possibilities of its value fulfillment, or to the 
number of gestalts which it can form. 

Now, you should see from this that your universe is therefore itself a 
gestalt. As an individual cell can be considered to be apart from the rest of the 
body, as its outer rim can be considered as something that divides it from the 
rest of the body, so the self can be considered as apart from the universe, and its 
outer skin thought of as dividing it from the rest of the body. 

However, as we know the cell is a part of the body, giving nourishment 
and receiving nourishment from it. Its outer rim, more correctly, connects it to 
the body. Parts of it literally travel throughout the body. It is yet an individual. 
It possesses condensed consciousness and comprehension, it partakes of value 
fulfillments through the gestalt of which it would not otherwise be capable. If 
you considered the body as a dosed system, which it is not, then you could say 
that the self of the cell had as its limitations only the limits of the whole closed 
system. But the system is not closed, and through the participation of the cell in 
the activities of the body, which is an open system, then you could truly say that 
the cell itself had no limitations. 

The gradations, I admit, are extremely gentle. Nevertheless the end result 
of each gradation brings us to the conclusion that the self, while being individual 
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occ u rs .  

I hopt: t h is has not been too d i f llcu l t, and 1 suggest your break. 
(Break at I 0:56. jane was dissociated, way out as she puts it, once again. She 

resumed at 1 1.·00.) 
I closed our last session somewhat earlier, and intend to do the same this 

evening. I had even contemplated cutting down the number of sessions, but do 
not want to do this. 

You have both been slightly weary however, and since the material comes 
through much more easily now, I can say what I want with fewer words. I do 
not want either of you to become overtired, and I do not want to prolong a ses
sion when I have delivered my lecture for the night, simply because of any arbi
trary idea of time involved, especially when you can both use the sleep. 

I still prefer two sessions a week however, and on those occasions when the 
s i tuation warrants it, I will then feel free to continue as much longer as I would 
l ike, within reason. 

You have been receiving valuable information, particularly of l ate. Of 
course continue with your psychological time experiments. 

My very best regards to you both, and do not feel upset at my closing a 
hit early. I know perhaps better than either of you when you become weary, and .... 
I also know when to press ahead. You must by now have some idea of what it 
means to take so much of your clock time for our sessions. 

At various times your own energies change their rhythm. I do not mean 
to suggest that either of you are ill or in low reserves, simply that the psychic 
energies have their own cycles, and that these cycles must be respected, especially 
when they are being utilized so well. 

You will perhaps think that some of your experiments had to do with sec
ondary personalities, Joseph, but so far at least this is not so. Very soon now we 
will go into your experiences. I would now bid you both a most fond good 
t:verung. 

Again, may I say that I look in on you now and then. Ruburt's idea of tak
ing the children's classes at the gallery is a good one. I have not had the oppor
mnity to go into her Mrs. Masters but I shall do so. The salesman's ability of 
Ruburt' s will serve him well in the children's classes. I am rather surprised that 
he and his Mrs. Masters have managed to get along as well as they have. I would 
aution him to be very calm at the gallery during the next two weeks. And now 

�ood evening. 
(Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 1 1:15. jane was dissociated as usual. jane felt that Seth was in one of 
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his expansive and friendly 1lwods·, and wouftl httw nmtiuut·rl but j£)r the kttt' hom: 
Neither of us exhibited any hand phenomena during or ��fier the session.) 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences: 
(Thursday 5128: Missed 
(Friday, 5129, 3:30 PM: Upon reaching the desired state I then fell asleep. In 

a short time I was awakened by a child's voice speaking briefly but loudly in my right 
em: just before coming awake I had a briefimpression of a man and a boy at a table 
or bench, upon which were some model trains. Loren and Dougie? If so I did not rec
ognize them, nor understand what the boy said On this day jane and I sent Linda 
a graduation present.{She and Dougie are Loren's children.} 

(Sat. 5130, 8:00 PM: Experienced my sensation at suggestion of lightness in 
the desired state. Telling myself! would visit Ed and Ella, I then glimpsed a teen-age 
girl talking on the telephone. I did not recognize her. Her brown hair was pulled 
back; she was sitting on a straight chair beside a small table, holding phone in left 
hand, wearing dungarees. Full figure 314 front view. No lipstick; lips were parted as 
though she was caught in speech. Brief, though a small amount of duration. 

(I then had repeated glimpses of a silhouetted male figure seen from the back, 
wearing a pointed helmet and a greatcoat, such as perhaps German officers wore in 
the past. The right hand held a club or truncheon; the right arm rose and fell regu
larly, although the rhythm was not rapid I could not see what if anything the figure 
was striking. This experience had some duration. 

(Sun. 5131, 9:00 PM: Few instances ofsensation. My lower legs and arms felt 
very light indeed, like feathers. 

(Mon. 611: Missed) 

SESSION 58 
JUNE 1 ,  1964 9 PM MONDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

Oane was up from her nap at 8:45 PM. While asleep she had an idea, she 
said, of the subject matter for the session but promptly forgot it upon awakening. All 
was quiet, no witnesses appearing. jane was nervous as usual before the session began. 
She began dictating in a rather quiet voice, at a brisk pace, and maintained this atti
tude more or less for the whole session. Her qes darkened as usual.) 

Good evening. 
(Good evening, Seth. ') 
I always find your conversations just before a session most e n joyab le. I will 



m·vt•r cas · t o l l<' , J I J I I I �cd w i t h  l � t t l l l l l't.'l l i t r l t· t ri cks, s1 1ch as watch ing t ht.: t l l in
l l l L's, :md I wo1 1 ld not  a t  a l l  he s1 1 rpri .'lt'd , losc.�ph,  to find that he con tinues in the 
same h i lar io1 1 s  f:ts h ion as  times got.:s hy. I r is in his nature . 

' The caution and ego strength behind such amusing episodes work to our 
hcndlt, however. He has used them well this time, to give himself added disci
p l i ne, and this is all to the good. Without this ego elasticity, that is without the 
ability of the ego to assume control and to guide Ruburt back, immediately reas
suming control, we would be in for much less peaceful sessions, and the quan
t i ty and quality of the overall material would suffer. I certainly would not want 
to get him angry at me, as I am so familiar with his explosive reactions. 

(Here, jane's voice became very light and amused) 
fu far as self and notself are concerned, the unit of self is organized, as you 

know, by the inner ego, which directs the whole energy field. The outer ego 
directs the manipulation of this gestalt in the physical universe. The outer ego 
is rather more tied to physical properties, and yet it can directly experience inner 
reality by a change of focus through aligning itself with the inner ego, focusing 
its energies with the inner rather than the outer senses. This is by far the most 
advantageous method of experiencing inner reality, because the outer ego is 
therefore consciously aware of what has been going on, and can use such knowl-
edge in its own sphere. .,., 

When the inner ego and the outer ego pursue directly opposed viewpoints 
and different aims and goals, then you run into difficulty. In studying human 
personality and the psyche, your psychologists have not gone far, nor deeply 
enough. When a complete barrier, or nearly complete barrier, exists between the 
inner and outer egos, then the whole self is denied value fulfillment to a large 
degree. Such a division occurs at various times in history, and is occurring now. 

When the two are in balance and when there is communication between 
them, then the inner ego can directly communicate with the outer ego, bring to 
it the necessary enlightenments, and give it, that is give the outer ego the bene
fit of its own, the inner ego's own, condensed comprehension and direct partic
ipation in the existence of the universe as a whole. 

The outer ego, under such advantageous circumstances, is more nearly 
able also to communicate its experience in the physical world to the inner self, 
and hereby to actually help enlarge the inner self, which then directly experi
ences stimulation and manipulations in a camouflage pattern which is otherwise 
denied to it. 

The inner self obviously needs the outer ego with its outer senses, in order 
to permit its own materialization in various camouflage forms. This should not 
be underrated or forgotten. Without the outer core, the inner sel f coul d  s i mply 
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n ot add to i ts ow n value fu l �l l l mcnt  thro ugh p;l l ' l ic ipat ion in CIH:rgy-cons l mcl s 
(hyphen) . 

Each existence in any of many camouflage patterns trains and fu l t1 1 1s t i t<: 
inner self to develop the greatest possible fulfillment of its own qualities and 
characteristics. These inherent qualities and characteristics determine the planes 
upon which the inner self will exist, and on each plane a certain materialization 
is necessary. It will vary according to the properties of the plane. 

It is true that the inner self in the last analysis is the durable self 
Nevertheless the various outer egos are extremely important, and without them 
the inner self would be blocked. Nor are these inner abilities as a rule ever left 
unfulfilled. The outer egos are not gobbled up, so to speak, after a particular 
existence, but remain in control of those characteristics and abilities which they 
have been so important in forming and training. 

The outer ego then remains at the end a controller and director of those 
strengths which it gathered about itself during its particular existence. But even 
this is not the end. It, that is it meaning the outer ego, can even continue growth 
and development after a particular existence, according to its inherent ability 
and according to its ability to communicate with the basic inner self 

This is extremely difficult, I should imagine. Nevertheless, even when an 
inner self has sent out a new outer ego upon a new camouflage venture, the pre
vious ego is still afforded an almost unlimited avenue for development. There 
are many possibil ities for it. It can choose to remain what it is, one ego. It will 
then remain in a somewhat subordinate position to the inner self, but in no 
more of a subordinate position than it was earlier. 

It will therefore return once more to the same plane with which it was 
familiar, where it will meet with new challenges, and develop new abilities that 
will, however, be of the same basic nature; that is, if we are speaking of your 
plane, the ego would have new experiences, develop new abilities, perhaps solve 
old problems, balance out deficiencies, but still be dealing with problems of 
manipulation and physical construction. 

Most egos do indeed choose this course for a while. For that matter the 
requirements of your plane itself necessitate the fulfi llment of certain develop
ments such as those we have mentioned much earlier, having to do with the 
experience of a full childhood, motherhood, fatherhood, et cetera. These repre
sent minimum requirements for your plane. 

The ego may also have particular desires of its own along these lines. Now 
you will see what I am saying. In various reincarnations upon your plane, the 
ego that reincarnates is the same ego. The information of past l i ves is retained 
by that ego's subconscious, for obvious reasons. But this informat ion can be 
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s l lch a �:.sh ion ,  a lways grow i ng  a nd deve lop ing, bu t al ways deali ng with prob
lems of man ipu lat ion and phys ica l  construction of energy. This then represents 
one possibil i ty tor growth of any particular ego. There are other possibilities-

Do forgive me. I had forgotten your break. By all means take it, and 
before the night is over really, I will have to remember to give you an example 
< .f my peculiar brand of humor, since you look so serious, Joseph. 

(Break at 9:41. jane was again folly dissociated for a first break. This appears 
to be the rule now. I was aware that we had run past first break, since my hand was 
beginning to get weary; jane's delive�y had also speeded up. 

(She began dictating again in a much stronger voice, but this phenomenon did 
not last very long, perhaps for the following page; her voice then returned to its quiet 
rather rapid pace. Resume at 9:47.) 

Now if there is good communication between the self, that is the inner self 
and the outer ego, then the ego begins to understand what it is, and also to real
ize that it has greater capacities than it can realize by continued reincarnations, 
upon one plane. 

If the ego is exceptional it may take one of two courses. 
It may choose to return tolo. the same plane as a great originator, using 

!mow ledge that it receives from the inner self to make lasting and original inno
vations upon that plane, according to its interests, abilities and capacity. It will 
therefore become a Buddha, a Christ, a Michelangelo, a hero in one field or 
another, an ego who changes the physical world completely in untold manners 
by the mere fact of its existence. 

It then does !1QI reincarnate again upon that plane. However because of 
its own extraordinary nature, it itself forms with the inner self in an added 
gestalt, adding to the energy and ability of the inner self; and in a manner which 
I cannot yet explain to you, it voluntarily may give up its ego identifi cation to a 
large degree for the purpose of giving its full energies to the store of the inner 
self 

That is one possibility. It is followed by egos who have actually worn out 
not this energy, which is tremendous, but their desires. 

Other egos choose instead to become entities of their own, in which case 
this magnificent outer ego becomes in turn an inner ego, which then from its 
own unfulfilled desires, abilit ies and initiatives are formed new outer egos which 
once again seek fulfillment. 

Such an outer ego turned inner ego, has only experienced existence then 
upon a particular plane. It is therefore filled with impatience as tar as ex istence 
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1 1 pon o d H : r  p la nes arc conccm cd; and thcrd( m· I I '  i t  developed 1 1 pon yo 1 1 r p la nt' 
initially, i t  will not choose to initiate anew there, h 1 1 t  w i l l choose other p b  ncs o l '  
activity. 

It does therefore contain within it the knowledge of its experiences upon 
your plane, though such an entity can spring from any plane. This of course rep
resents the most extraordinary possibility, and such an entity can, if it is so pro
pelled by its own strength, exist upon a variety of planes, carrying along with it  
knowledge of all previous planes; and each of its outer egos have the same 
opportunities. This is important. 

The choice is always made by the particular ego, and we are speaking here 
of outer egos, remember. Many are content to continue indefinitely along the 
same plane, having almost endless incarnations and in contact more or less with 
the inner self. 

Ruburt and myself were offshoots of the same entity, as I have mentioned. 
I will mention now that we have chosen the same paths. The difference in time 
is but a camouflage distortion. The entity was a particularly strong one, and 
many of its egos have made the decision to turn into entities. 

There are certain requirements as you remember that must be met, upon 
your plane and upon others. Yet an ego, an outer ego, cannot choose to be an 
entity in any case until its comprehension attains a certain degree. And now, my 
dear patient Joseph, may I tell you also that you are part of that same entity; and 
this is one of the main reasons why I am able to communicate with you both. 

This particular set of circumstances does not happen often. I have wanted 
to make this clear for quite a while but you would not have understood it much 
earlier. You and Ruburt both must use all your abilities to the utmost. You will 
find more energy at your disposal as you use it for this purpose. This is extreme
ly important, since this is the existence in which you are to make your largest 
contribution. 

(Here, jane held her hands out to me, indicating that they were "fat. " She 
rubbed them briskly as she paced back and forth. I then expected to feel the sensation 
myself but nothing developed She was dictating quite fast by now.) 

Ruburt now will not block me. You, Joseph, must paint, using all your 
powers, instilling into your work all you have learned now and in previous lives, 
of human understanding, ability, capacity and failure; and you must make an 
effort to have your work seen. You must send it out, and in this you will find 
birth. 

You will help to create something in the hearts of men that will not be 
there until they see your work. This is your commitment. This is the time for it. 
If you are to be an entity, as you have chosen to be, then th is  is your 
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You a lso need to i n fl uence pnso na l l y  those people in the outside world 

w i 1  It whom you come in da i ly  contact, and to extend yourself in using your full 
abi l i ties of understanding and creativeness in your outside contacts. You need 
a lso to expand in the direction in which you are going, in terms of these sessions 
and psychological time. 

There is a delicate balance to be maintained, but energy will come to you. 
You must still make a more passionate oath of involvement with the world at 
large, and identification with everything within it, and of it, for you have some
times shrunk from this. But from this passionate oath of involvement will be 
wrung the final intense isolation and com prehension from which your best 
work will come. There must be, with discipline, a passionate joyfulness and 
spontaneity. 

There must be both involvement that springs partly from the acknowl
edgment of human vulnerability, but also from the acknowledgment of human 
potentiality; this if your deepest capacities are to be realized, and if your work is 
to achieve its true mastery and power. 

I cannot stress too deeply this mixture of spontaneity, joyfulness and 
involvement with discipline, isolation and determination. In your case the '!o., 
involvement, the necessity for using your abilities in the outside world, also are 
extremely beneficial. You have no idea of the effect of your own personality 
upon others when you do not hold back. 

This holding back is superficial, a direct effect of your present mother's 
own personality, as you reacted to it. One of the characteristics that attracted 
you to Ruburt as Jane was his passionate involvement. From you he needed to 
learn some discipline, but not to be smothered by it, and this is also extremely 
important. 

From him, you instinctively knew that you would learn some awareness 
of passionate involvement. It is true that you are both learning, and learning 
well . There is little danger that you will become overly involved. Ruburt, how
ever, could conceivably become so disciplined that his passionate intuitive 
involvement was rendered much less active, and this would be a mistake. 

These sessions are obviously proof that this has not yet occurred. But he 
will find now, because of your help, discipline within freedom. He must allow 
himself however the freedom for his intuitions to show themselves. 

As long as I have finally managed to get this material through I wi II con
tinue with it. However, if you would like a break for your fingers' sake, hy all 
means take it. 
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( Htet�k til I 0:32 . ./rllll' wrt.r jid�y di.l·.wcitllt·tl Ult�V. tfJti;Y out 1/.f J!w put it. S!Jt' 
said that while delivering this material she felt trt'11u·urlo11J�Y certain of' it. It UJtlJ not 
as though she was not herself while dissociated, she said, but that she was more her· 
self She was almost annoyed because Seth suggested the break. 

Oane's hands were still somewhat enlarged, though not to as great a degree as 
when the sensation first appeared My writing hand was quite cramped .from the pace 
of the dictation. jane resumed at 10:4 5.) 

Much of this advice could not be given to you earlier because you would 
have found various parts of it contradictory; but it is not so, as you know by 
now. 

It is one thing to isolate part of yourself so that you do not worry or fret 
about your experiences with the outside world during your working hours. 
Nevertheless a synthesis must be performed. Shutting yourself off in one direc
tion will result in a shutting yourself off in all directions. 

Your work, Joseph, is a synthesis of pain as well as pleasure. A commit
ment in the world will not detract but will add to your own work, granted of 
course that you allow yourself specific working time. This also now applies to 
Ruburt because of a discipline that you yourself helped him to achieve. And he 
was right as far as the  gallery i s  concerned. He i s  now ready to expand, because 
this expansion will help his own abilities and will therefore influence others. 

Teaching will help him develop abilities in himself that are all for the 
good. If he is not allowed to teach the children's classes, or to expand his abili
ties at the gallery, then he should look for outside work where he can use these 
abilities; for such experience is necessary for him, and will be used in his own 
work. 

If he is paid more for using them at the gallery, or otherwise, well and 
good. If not, the use of the abilities and his resulting understanding will be the 
reward that will add to the dimension of his poetry. 

You should also use your abilities as best you can in your outside occupa
tion. There is no saying "Now I will use my abilities and now I will not." They 
must be used or they will not be fulfilled. The use broadens them and adds to 
them. 

I have been blocked by Ruburt on these points for so lon g that I am com
pletely amazed that he deigns to let me through tonight. 

There can be no holding back of commitment, involvement, or ability in 
one aspect of your lives but it will be reflected in others, tha t is  in other aspects 
where you want growth. You know I do not mean that you should give your 
energy to every weird cause, but that you should speak ou 1 yo1 1 r  op i n ions, that 
you should use your abilities in your outside endeavors f(n yo1 1  r own sake. This 
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your work , and you m ust. h>r  you t wo t h is l i fe is no game. You have much at 
s t ake. You C:l l l l lOl"  athJrd to use hal f of your abilities. You have aimed too high 
li 1r that. I f  you fol low this advice you will find extra dimension, not only in your 
work but in all aspects of your daily lives, both psychic and physical. Any other 
course leads to a stunting of growth. 

Ruburt should concentrate upon his poetry. He should work much more 
d i l igently with it, and also upon his book in which he attempts to explain inner 
sense phenomena. The time is past for him to shrink from contacts with the 
outside world, as far as the gallery or any other endeavor is concerned. This 
sh rinking was initially necessary, because he needed to learn how to handle his 
rather explosive personality. But from now on he should begin to use, and insist 
upon using, his abilities; not only in his own work but in his dealings with the 
outside world as far as occupation is concerned. 

And so, Joseph, should you. Problems might arise but you are fully capa
ble of handling them if they do. And no problems means no growth, and no 
growth means no value fulfillment. You do not have to worry, Joseph, about iso
lation. It is a main core of your personality. Ruburt does not have to worry any 
longer about being undisciplined. He is now plenty disciplined enough. His "" 
abilities will smother if he applies 'too much discipline. 

You will both also find travel, when possible, extremely advantageous. To 
protect your abilities both of you had to take certain steps, Ruburt by way of 
enforcing discipline, Joseph by way of enforcing isolation. Ruburt is secure, dis
cipline is now a part of his framework. Joseph, you are secure, isolation is now 
a part of your framework. Though after Denmark I never expected to see it. 

(Here, by way of humorous emphasis, jane grinned and pounded on the table.) 
Now, you can and must afford yourselves the privilege of expansion. Your 

synthesis, the synthesis represented by your painting, Joseph, and Ruburt's writ
ing, must come from passionate involvement now, conceived in isolation but 
received from a psychic commitment to the world as you know it. The interac
tion is all important. 

You are aiming so high that your requirements are certainly more. 
Nevertheless there is no fulfillment on your plane without commitment. 
Because you have no children this time you must of necessity then feel, experi
ence, become involved in the world of growth and change, which is your plane. 
For those who have chosen to become entities the way is not easy, but I am here 
to tell you that the way is worth it .  

Without the involvement, as contrast and as experience, then the self has 
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involvement become the ingredients from which your own work w i l l  ach ieve 
genius. The synthesis is yours, and yet the self must be plunged into chaos even 
to find order, to find itself and to find a comprehension and understanding rhat 
will bring original insight and knowledge into your plane. And this origin a l  
insight, original comprehension, are the requirements of an  entity. 

(Again jane pounded on my writing table for emphasis.) 
Ruburt must work ever harder at his poetry. He must publish it as often 

as possible. You must work ever harder at your painting, and always allow your
self spontaneity and joyfulness as well as discipline in your work; and you must 
show, sell, or even give away your work. 

Preferably it should be shown or sold, but it must be seen. It is not to be 
hidden away. Your ability will not grow to capacity if the work is hidden away. 
The counteraction with people is important. 

This material, all of it, is so important to you both that I cannot stress it 
too strongly. You are both doing well. Joseph has expanded to a large degree, and 
yet there is much room for improvement. Particularly, Joseph, in terms of sell
ing your work. Let it affect people. Let the comprehension and magic expand 
them. Do not shrink at selling it. What you lose is not lost. You show as much 
reluctance to sell your work as Ruburt shows in marketing his poetry. 

You see his failing here; see your own. He is good at telling you to expand, 
and yet he is so frightened of a self no longer undisciplined that he shrinks from 
using his abilities at the gallery, and this is reinforced by your fear of his doing 
so, or indeed of showing your own abilities to others. Expansion brings expan
sion. You cannot truly shrink in one field of endeavor without shrinking in all, 
particularly if you are creative. 

In the past you have been afraid of using energy up, as if you had so much 
and no more. This is not true. You will have energy as you need it, and if you 
do not demand it and draw upon it, you will have less. 

I regret using your fingers so poorly this evening, but finding my Ruburt 
so compliant, I had better get through what I can. The wine undoubtedly 
helped. You can always ask more of yourself and find more. With your creative 
abilities you will always form a synthesis from your own experience. Again, trav
el when possible will help. You have, now, an inner fortification and peace and 
knowledge that will allow you to deal with a more complex life than you would 
have been able to handle before. And this is to the good, particularly as far as 
your contribution and work is concerned. 

I do not want to close the session yet but I imagine rhat you are tired, 
Joseph. I am taking care of Ruburt. I leave it then to your d iscret ion .  



(j.tnt lmg/,,.,1, 
(" Wt·/1, I .�111'.\'J IOta better clost ,;,,. Jt'.I'Jion. ') 
Then I w i l l  say good even i ng; and Ruburt, my most sincere gratitude. He 

had allowed me to discuss matters which he has beautifully blocked so far. I do 
not want him to become so damned disciplined that I have to screech to get 
a nything across. I could go on for hours. I could make Ruburt go on for hours, 
hut I will take compassion upon the flesh, and say good evening. 

(((The flesh needs the rest. ') 
I will yet take complete charge of your fingers, Joseph, and I wish tonight 

that you had your recorder going so I could continue. Nevertheless, bon soir. 
('Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 11:30. jane was dissociated as usual. we were both very tired jane's 

voice was hoarse, her hands still a little fat. For my part, my right hand was quite 
cramped but I had 1W sense of enlargement. 

(Such was the pace of this session that we had but two breaks during the whole 
of it.) 

SESSION 59 
JUNE 3, 1964 9 PM W£DNESDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(On Tuesday, june 2, I missed trying psychological time. On wed. 6/3, 8:00 
PM· No results. On wed, 6/3, 1 1:15 AM, jane achieved afl�-zsh of a man's face. 

(By 8:45 PM jane was nervous as usual before a session. No witnesses had 
appeared jane began dictating in a rather quiet voice, and maintained it for most 
of the session. She paced as usual and her eyes darkened as usual.) 

Good evening. 
(((Good evening, Seth. ') 
You have seen that the ego is a building block. It never becomes less than 

a unit, and may become more. 
The fragments that may develop from it do not make it less. At one time 

I mentioned massive units or blocks of intelligent energy, pyramids of psychic 
comprehensions, of which I cannot tell you too much at this time; but perhaps 
you can begin to perceive now how such comprehensions could be formed. 

Perhaps you can begin to sense the value fulfillment of such intelligent 
energy structures. You know very well that time as you know it has no meaning 
except within the domain of your own plane. I have hinted once in the past that 
I was touched by something that could be loosely related to, or substituted for, 
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wha 1  yot l r h i 1 1 k o l '  as 1 i 1 1 1c. l 1  h: ts J w t h i ug 1 o  do w i t l 1  i l l l l'rv :ds, or w i t h hcgi l l · 
n ings or end ings. 

It has to do with not physical growth, of cou rse, hut with psychi c  r:u l.fl l l 
ment, which is as you know value fulfillment. We will call this quality-depth 
(hyphen) , and yet it has nothing to do with space. This is a quality existing with 
assurance of expansion, in terms of value fulfillment. 

Quality-depth is therefore a sort of perspective having to do with value 
fulfillment. I can perhaps give you an analogy. Quality-depth is the sort of per
spective, the only perspective, in which an idea can expand. It could be said to 
take the place of both your space and time, though this is somewhat simplifY
ing matters. 

It is the perspective in which psychic motion occurs. In hypnosis for 
example a trance is said to be light or deep. This corresponds somewhat to the 
kind of depth that is involved here. Unfortunately; when you think of depth you 
think in terms of a movement at once inward and outward. 

Here we will most probably run into some difficulty, but I will try to 
explain what I mean, and will clear up any questions later. As the self has an 
inner and an outer ego, so also does the inside finally become the outside. 
Theoretically for example, if followed through, a deep trance leading to a deep
er inside so to speak, would hring you ultimately to another outside. The outer 
ego for example would meet the inner ego, and vice versa. 

This is an instance of true traveling, or psychic motion. Now this quality 
that could be said to be a substitute for your space and time, this quality-depth, 
represents the perspective in which this sort of psychic traveling or psychic 
motion, or any psychic action, occurs; and its depth can be understood not in 
terms of downward action, but perhaps you can comprehend it if you think of 
a deep trance, for example, as definitely having motion, though the body may 
be motionless. 

But in a trance depth, as in quality-depth, the motion has a direction that 
cannot be thought of in terms of up or down, north or south, east or west. The 
motion is action through quality or value dimension. I have heen meaning to 
speak about this. It could easily be called the inner extension of your psycho
logical time, so you will see its importance. 

Psychological time indeed involves you in the initia I ven nt ri ng. It is like 
an outer rim. This quality-depth is our only true perspect ive. Aga i n ,  no inter
vals are involved. I find difficulty in choosing words evocative h l l. my meaning. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 9:27 Again for a first break, jane was fully dis.wt'irltnl She knew 

that she was dictating very slowly, she said, yet she wa.f not groping ,\/w.fiit Seth was 
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searching her vocabulary in order to express himself as best he could. Here she thought 
that Seth was dealing with a concept that was not suited for expression in words, nor 
was it meant to be expressed in words. jane felt that what came through was close 
enough but still left a lot to be desired 

(She resumed in the same deliberate and quiet manner at 9:31.) 

Quality-depth is therefore the perspective in which all psychic actions 
occur, all ideas and universes expand. This expansion occurs in infinite dimen
sions, as perhaps it could be said that an apple develops about its core; and that 
perhaps is not a good analogy. 

You see, your idea of geometry, the circle, triaqgles and squares, are so 
based upon your own plane that the apple analogy containing the circle idea will 
be inadequate, since not enough dimensions are implied. The massive pyramids 
of comprehension have experienced such magnificent quality-depth that they 
represent, to the best of my knowledge, the highest or most perfect psychic entity 
formation. 

And yet they are not complete in terms of an entire possession of com
prehension . They are not because, that is they are not entire or complete or per
fect, in terms of quality-depth, because as far as l know such a perfection is 
impossible. A sublime discontent will drive them to form ever-new patterns of 
existence, new perspectives of quality-depth, in which to move and explore. 

I do not wish to become so involved that you literally screech at me for 
explanations. Nevertheless, once you asked me about the weather where I am, 
and I put you off. This is, I admit, somewhat of a play on words. Nevertheless, 
I have spoken of the value climate of psychological reality. 

Now if you wish, quality-depth operates within the value climate of psy
chological reality, and gives truly amazing dimension to the spacious present, 
which is contained within the value climate of psychological reality. 

You may if you wish consider the quality-depth principle as blowing like 
a wind through the spacious present, it indeed being like a wind in that it is 
known by its effects; and if you must think of it visually it would, perhaps, have 
a funnel shape. All of these concepts are most difficult to translate into word 
patterns. 

I suggest your break. And I must say that with the necessary use of words 
as symbols we are, nevertheless, doing very well . 

(Break at 9:51. jane was dissociated as usual For the last several minutes, I 
had become increasingly aware ofsome of the now fomiliar semation jane and I label 
as "fat hands. "It was strongest in the fingers of my left hand this time, whereas usu
ally my right hand will be most involved I did not attempt any measurements this 
time, being satisfied now that when this feeling of enlargement is present, there is a 
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tlt:(inile p!�ysict�l d!f/f'rt'llet'. ,)'c't' t!w 54th Jt.rsioll, f'''W' 'J9. _/mwi· ht111rl1· ll't'''f' JJol 
a_ffected although they had been in the ltzst session. 

(Last week, jane had awakened with the lower leji side of her jaw badly 
swollen. The doctor had not thought it a bad tooth, and put her on a regimen of anti
biotics. The swelling was now gone and jane felt all right, though she planned to see 
a dentist for an X-ray to check upon any possible bad tooth. She had no trouble eat
ing. Now during break, she used the pendulum to ask her subconscious a few ques
tions about the cause of the swelling; the answers she obtained indicated the cause 
was psychosomatic, and that a saliva�y gland had been involved While she was con
ducting this little session, she reported that she felt a great, amused tolerance from 
Seth. 

(She resumed in the same manner at 1 0:03.) 
It is much easier for me to deal with other people> s illnesses and health 

nuisances, than it is to deal with Ruburt's. He asks me a question and then slams 
the ego gates down, refusing to hear the answer. Because of any distortive pos
sibilities, I try to stay out of such matters unless they are serious. 

Whenever dates are mentioned, incidentally, I would suggest caution and 
attention, regardless of the reason given or the person to whom the date is sup
posed to be significant. This is good general practice. A few times, because 
Ruburt was so upset, I managed to console him by saying that he wasn>t preg
nant when he rather feared that he might be. But you are not after all supposed 
to depend upon me, but to develop your own insights, and also to gain from 
your own mistakes and experience. This is why I do not give you gaudy predic
tions. 

Ruburt is quite free to use the pendulum. This involves something that 
has nothing to do with me, but is a fairly reliable method of reaching the sub
conscious. As a rule the answers are dependable, and this is all I will say. 

The material with which we are dealing tonight is extremely vital, and yet 
is only given in outline form. Incidentally for Ruburt's benefit, first he finds dif
ficulty with his writing and then gets something wrong with him physically, not 
the other way around. 

He will not have to worry about serious physical illness, nor will you, 
Joseph; as a sideline, often physical illness of a serious nature, or habitual bad 
health, can often be taken as an indication that the individual invol ved is in the 
maelstrom, the center, of his reincarnational cycle upon your p lane. By the time 
that the end of the cycle is reached, minor disabilities are all rhar are usually 
encountered, because the vitality has been largely freed, and usua l ly the most 
devastating problems have been solved. 

(By now, the sensation had left my hands.) 



/\ ny Sl 'l ious  i l l n e�� po��i h lc 01 p 1 oh.th l l' i 1 1  Ruht � n '� prc�cl l l  rx i � t l' l l l'l' 
would have Ol 'l l l l ' l'l'd i 1 1  h i� yol l l h ,  al du .. · . tgc: of 1 5 , when a severe p�y<.:hi<.: o i� i�  
t l m.:a tened. /\ .'icr iot l� i l l ne�� wa� po��i hlv f(>r you, Joseph, at  the age of 33, and 
wa� averred. l lowever, in a l l  <.::l�e� even minor physical nuisances deplete energy. 
Energy is yours for the asking, as you know, but you must know enough to ask. 

Neither of you will lose physical organs from this time on, unless you dras
t ically alter your personalities in an unwholesome manner. There is no doubt 
that Ruburt should stop smoking. However I know that he will, and am not 
concerned. 

(At this point jane held up her hands, indicating that now they were fat.) 
Since we are on the subject I suggest that Ruburt wash his mouth four 

times a day, for at least a week, with salt water. This will be advantageous. Also 
that he continue what he is doing as far as writing poetry for at least an hour 
after supper. 

Subconsciously his development along this line is of supreme importance 
to him, and working less at poetry will cause psychosomatic symptoms. He is 
afraid of speaking out aggressively when he feels unjustly taken advantage of, as 
he did not speak out against his mother out of fear of reprisal. 

Now, he does not send quite normal letters of inquiry to editors for the 
same reason, turning the aggression he feels inward against himself: and as a ... 
result in a few cases suffering, as far as the editors are concerned, since some of 
them move only when pushed. 

A deep feeling of dissatisfaction will show itself in early symptoms of fur
niture moving; not on a casual and to-be-expected normal scale, but on a truly 
monumental scale. The aggression however wants to be directed against the liv
ing things, and in lieu of angry letters Ruburt finally stops moving furniture and 
literally shoves himself around. 

I tell you this so that you will know that if the sudden disruption of your 
quiet apartment is a sign of such aggression, its sudden aftermath is often a sign 
for stiff necks and sore gums. It would be much easier, I should think, in the 
long run for Ruburt to direct his aggression against the proper persons, where 
at least it will be understood. Editors like other human beings know when they 
are lax. 

If I can manage Ruburt then I will have a bit more to say, but only a bit 
after you take your needed break. 

(Break at 10:31. jane waJ dissociated as usual. My hand was somewhat 
wea�y, and her voice showed signs of weariness alw. She resumed at 10:36.) 

Quality-depth, as you probably guessed, can be added to our rules or prin
ciples of the inner universe. You will have more to do with it as your experiments 
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w i t h  psychologica l t i l l l<.: co l l t i l l t lt .  
Incidentally my dear Joseph ,  I ovcrh e;t rd you ;1s you m;u.l l' ;t r;1 t l !l'r 

sardonic remark concerning my statement that you would have more en ergy as 
you needed it. All allusions to the contrary, such is the case; and only your a u i 
tude, which is more or less natural under the circumstances, holds you back. 

(7've been wondering about that. " 
(As I recall, I made the remark several days ago.) 
It is more important than you know. Subconsciously like many others you 

believe that once energy is spent it is gone, and also that you have only some 
arbitrary amount of energy to be used, after which you will become bankrupt. 
This is not only a false belief but a dangerous and limiting one. 

It makes you use the last bit of available energy before replacement. The 
correct statement is that you have truly and practically inexhaustible stores of 
energy to draw upon. So-called nervous energy is that amount of energy present 
within the j;2hysical organism at any particular point. 

Energy, by nature, replaces itself and thrives with use. A false conception 
of energy however results in a psychic refusal to transform completely available 
energy into physical terms, merely because of the subconscious belief that such 
a transformation is basically impossible. 

You both should progress along these lines. In some respects under usual 
circumstances at least, Ruburt is more p roficient than you, but in times of 
crisis he reverts and runs ful l  steam ahead on limited energy; often quite 
automatically he transforms available and abundant psychic energy for his own 
purposes, and later forgets how he has done it. 

Too-conscious an attempt will not help, but this material should help. 
The physical organism does indeed require sleep, but only the physical organ
ism with its brain. The mind is continually in vigilance. Nevertheless when you 
are more proficient you will, with the aid of automatic use of psychological time, 
be able to operate much more effectively, and be upheld by energy without 
strain. 

This will be one of the very practical contributions of these sessions to 
daily life.  I am not going to keep you until 1 1 :30. Nevertheless these statements 
concerning energy should be taken most seriously, for you both can benefit from 
them. They are not distortions. Rubures performance during our sessions 
should certainly be adequate proof for my statements concerning  additional 
energy automatically taken and used. 

(Seth's point here is certainly well taken, and jane and I havt· t�/ien discussed 
her phenomenal physical performance during sessions. If one were lo set out con
sciously determined to go walking for a period of two hours, twia t1 U'eek without 
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foil, he might approximate somewhat what is involved But jane, while thus 
engaged, is also busy translating Seth's messages and speaking them aloud So a more 
accurate performance might be for one to take a two-hour walk, talking constantly 
the while; the combination interspersed with perhaps three short breaks.) 

A very short mention of some foot trouble you had, Joseph, in California. 
The nail had to do with a horseshoe in a previous life. At that time an 

unshod horse stepped upon a nail caught between the wooden planks of a por
tion of a stable floor, the nail being in an upright position and the horse's foot 
tender from an injury. " 

Your father in that life tried to control the horse but its forefoot came 
down upon the nail. Your father planked the hot shoe upon the foot and you 
screamed, thinking of the horse's pain. You were three. When you stepped upon 
the nail in California, the memory leaped from the depths of the third level of 
the subconscious, through shock, into the uppermost or first subconscious level. 

This was the reason for your serious physical trouble. It would not have 
been so serious except that in the stable as a child, you could not understand 
how or why your father would so inflict pain upon the horse, slamming the hot 
shoe upon the wounded foot. You identified in terror with the animal, and 
hence when you stepped on the nail for a moment the identification brought on 
the physical condition. 

The horse-serum base given you therefore only made the situation worse. 
This caused your violent physical reaction. The touch of paralysis was a result of 
your earlier paralysis of fear-would your father treat you in the same manner? 

(While giving me the above data, jane as Seth asked me if I was tired, and I 
said no although my hand was somewhat cramped The incident referred to above 
took place in Santa Monica, California in I believe September of 1956. jane and I 
were visiting her father there, who was building some apartments. The nail I stepped 
on penetrated rather deeply through the sole of my shoe, but was not very painfol,· but 
since it was rusty we thought it best to get a tetanus shot. We went into the house to 
wash the foot, and much to my surprise I fainted 

(Before giving me the shot in his office, the doctor gave me a skin test for sen
sitivity, which proved negative. But three days later while driving in downtown Los 
Angeles I was seized with severe stomach cramps. I barely made it home, and spent 
the next month recuperating from a violent reaction to the horse-serum-based shot. I 
could not walk for perhaps a week. I now must carry a warning card in my wallet, 
and have been told another such shot would probably be fatal. 

(The hypnosis session referred to here by Seth took place some months ago, and 
the information given here in this session does not contradict any other information 
I gave while hypnotized. jane has the event on tape and is using it in her book on 
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ESP. We have often wondered about the validity of the material I gave during the 
hypnosis session; we have meant to probe forther but have not had the time.) 

Steep steps led up to your house at that time. Your wife's name I believe 
when you grew was Nell B-r-o-w-n-e-l-l. You will find an affinity to horses or 
with horses if you try to paint them. 

("What was my name in that life?'') 
Your name was Williams, as your hypnotic session showed. You met 

Ruburt in Boston, in this country, after an absence from him. You did have five 
children in the family, that is, two brothers and three sisters, one sister dying 
before you were grown. 

("What did I mean by using the word Maryland, when jane asked me where 
I lived in that life?" 

(During the hypnotic session I had been unable to be more specific about where 
I had lived) 

Ruburt blocks me. It was not in this country. You came here, to Boston. 
Maryland is a city. It is not a state in your country, in which you were born. 
Records may be possibly found in Boston. Your mother's name was Josephine, 
hence your name was Joseph, even then. 

You were at that time slim and disciplined to some degree, ending up 
however with four children and a wife who became an invalid, the wife being 
Ruburt's present mother. Ruburt has blocked this in the past. You did not get 
along well, and instantly disliked each other in this life. 

Walter Zeh was your wife's sister. I have decided to tell you this. Walter 
Zeh was tubercular, and also as a woman extremely fleshy, as indeed your wife 
was. When Walter met Ruburt's mother they also disliked each other instantly 
in this life, since they quarreled over the same man, and you were that man. You 
wanted the sister that you did not get. In other words you wanted Ruburt's pre
sent mother. 

If you are tired, I will
, 
end the session. You will have to judge. 

(I asked jane if she wanted to end the session, but she merely shrugged. I could 
see that she was somewhat tired,· her voice was getting hoarse also, but since I hoped 
we could get a little more information to verifY the hypnosis experiment, for use in 
jane's book, I decided to continue. 

(':All right, we'll continue for a few more minutes. '') 
Here we see patterns re-enacting. Ruburt is all right, although he will try 

and block me when he can. Of course he knew his present mother earlier, but 
only as an acquaintance. The familiarity drew him this time and that is all. 

You became disillusioned with your wife. You had a brief affair with the 
sister, that is Ruburt's present mother, but she was even then like a vulture and 
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M.:arl'd yo1 1 o i l .  She l l l 'Vt'l' l c > rg. IV(' you lo t  hrl'; J k i nt!,  w i t h ht:r. 

I Cl l l  l�l·t 1 10 t nort· 1 1 1 a t nia l t h ro1 1�h .  as Ruhurt I am afraid w i l l  begi n to 
d is to rt. 

(It appettrs to jane and me that a distortion has already appeared, since Seth 
states that 1 wanted the sister I did not get, yet also married her. I will ask Seth about 
it in a foture session. I did not catch the error during dictation; being as usual so busy 
writing, I have more than once found it easy to lose track of the content of the words 
I am transcribing. Too, Seth has previously stated that distortions are most likely to 
appear either in the beginning or at the end of a session; and this one cropped up close 
to the end 

(Well then, can you tell use what my occupation was in that life?'') 
Your occupation was that of an Episcopal clergyman. 
I wish you both a fond good evening. 
There was a church of brick, in a neighborhood at first pleasant and then 

deteriorating. An old mansion across the street was turned into a grocery store. 
There was, later, a dress shop nearby, and from the third story window front you 
could see the water. 

You were ordained under peculiar circumstances, not being educated in 
orthodox terms. When you migrated to Boston you took the name of Drake. I 
do not know the first name. You �ere young when you migrated, and the ship 
was three days late. Smallpox broke out in the hold. A captain took you under 
his wing. You did not sign on as you should, and were discovered; but you 
reminded him of a nephew, last name Phillips, and he protected you. There was 
also a girl on board. 

She is the present Dee Masters, and your Ruburt knew her in Boston as 
the rich wife of a politician. You visited your friend's apothecary shop twice. 

Oane's voice was by now very hoarse and tired, yet she continued I take Seth's 
reference to a fiend's apothecary shop to mean the one operated �y our fiend in this 
life, john Bradley, who has been a witness to several sessions. According to Seth, john 
in his immediate past life ran such a shop in Boston; he moved at that time in the 
outer circle of our acquaintance. See the 21st session [in Vol One}. In that life Seth 
states john died in 1863, which helps determine the time jane and I lived in our 
immediately past life also.) 

I do not know how much further Ruburt will go along with me. There 
was one illegitimate child as a result of your affair with Ruburt's present moth
er. The church had three bells. You were disciplined in all ways except sexual 
ways. You had close to 300 parish ioners and a very husky voice. You died at 63 
and were buried in the church courtyard. 

(Here jane laughed) 
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me. l -lowever qu i te a bit of good in f<mnation C:t l l t<: r h rough and so I must say 

good night, this time for Ruburt's sake, as he is b lock ing Walter Zeh or Z-i-a-k-a 
material most strongly. 

(Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 11 :30. fane was dissociated She was now ve�y tired, her voice very 

weak. All she wanted to do waJ sleep. Neither of us displayed any hand phenomena 
by now.) 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences: 
(Thurs. 6/4, 8:30 PM: No results. 
(Friday 6/5, 9:30 PM: I tried this session without deliberately inducing the 

light trance state. Saw a little girl in a short dress kicking up the dust in a gutter 
beside a curb; making the dust fly quite diligently. Also heard some popular music. I 
was snapped out of the desired state several times by a shouting voice, unrecognized 
Also several other vague glimpses and sounds. 

(Sat. 6/6: Missed 
(Sun. 6/7, 3:30 AM· Had been asleep but woke up. While in desired state I 

then saw very vividly and with some duration the head and shoulders of a handsome 
man of about 40, facing me but not looking at me. First his face looked to my right, 
then the head swung slowly to my left. This was quite vivid; there were highlights of 
blue and white in his hair, which was black; I alw remember the highlights on the 
side of his face, and the skin texture. He wore a blue or black suit coat, white shirt, 
dark tie. Face was animated; he could have been speaking to others. I also believe I 
heard some voices. 

(Mon. 6/8, 4:30 PM: Glimpse of fane and I in bathing suits on long beach 
similar to those at Daytona. Walking towards me. There was water on the right, an 
incline up the left, and we were just beginning to go up the incline. fane was swing
ing some kind of big bath towel or beach blanket around Some duration here. Saw 
the two figures some distance away, fitll figure.) 

Uane: Sat. 6/6, sometime in the AM· I wanted to get a pair of stockings but 
didn't know whether the store I had in mind, the Walnut St. Market, carried them. 
I then saw very clearly in my mind a rack of stockings in the store. When Rob and I 
went to the store, the stockings in a rack were there just as I had seen them. 

Uane: Sun. 6/7, 1 1:15 AM: I was reading some pages from sorne kind of psy
chic journal dated sometime in 1962. I could read the materia/ t1ery plainly, but 
forgot the contents on arising.) 
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(By 8:45 jane was somewhat nervous; but she said that for recent sessions she 
has not ftlt as unsettled as she used to. 

Uane began dictating in a normal voice and at a normal rate, but her speed 
rldelivery soon began to slow down, as will be noted, until it became almost pain fol
ly slow. The reasons for this will be made clear as the session unfolds. But the amount 
rlmaterial obtained will alone show that jane spoke very slowly for much of the time. 
Her pacing remained as usual. Her voice did not change character through the ses
sion to speak of, nor did either of us display any hand phenomena.) 

Good evening. 
('Good evening, Seth. ') 
I do not intend to give you any personal reincarnationa1 information this 

evening, as we did run into some distortions the other evening, as you probably 
know by now. Nevertheless, I will dear them up later. And without a few dis
tortions you would not have received this material to begin with. Nor, really, is 
Ruburt to be blamed for the distortions, since the method with which we are 
involved is somewhat subject to c!,istortions of personal material. 

The distortions can be cleared, however. The general material is very sel
dom blocked or distorted. I feel perhaps that I should apologize to Ruburt for 
pushing more through than he was willing to receive, and with this for now I 
will let the matter rest. 

And speaking of matter, I am aware that Ruburt picked up a book on rhe 
nature of matter, which is to the good. You are both expected to keep up i n rd-
1ectua11y, and I am pleased that you are doing so. 

Uane laughed) 
Ruburt will undoubtedly find himself reading books on qui re hiza rrl' 

subjects. 
I mentioned earlier that these sessions involved a lifetime's work, as lc " I I ', 

of course as you are both willing. The times of sessions may change, adjust 1 1  H' l l l .'i  

being made for various reasons. You will also receive help sometimes wi H·n· y ou 
least expect it. The work will be published, and Ruburt wil l  also usc i t  : a s  . 1 1 1 , 1 '· 1 
for his own writings. 

I prefer that he keep h ighly informed. His own interests propel I a  i r 1 1  i r 1  d t l  

direction, and because of the w;1y i n  which we are working togedwr, i a  i s  . � t l v.u 1 
tageous for him to become acqua i n ted with as much knowledge i 1 1  ; a  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 h c a ol  
fields as  he is capable of assim ibri ng. If we were using the very dn·p ' " " "  c 1 1 1 1  



Tl r · · TH Y H i ,  

t h en i ndeed t h is w ou ld  not he necessa ry, h u t  1 � , ,  your own hcndi t s  I p rdcr as 
much cooperation on your parts as possib le, and l i ke t o  wo rk with a n  ass i mi l a� 

tion of knowledge by the whole self 
We have much yet to cover about various topics only lightly touched upon 

so far, including the nature of matter, the process involved in its continual cre
ation and manipulation, and the truly astounding cooperation involved, as all 
living things contribute their energy to keep the physical universe in any kind 
of permanent, coherent form. 

This process is carried out unconsciously, and yet if mankind follows 
through then he will become consciously aware of his own part in this contin
ual creation of matter, and he will be able to continue in a much more intelli
gent manner. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 9:28. fane was fully dissociated By the time break arrived, her 

delivery had become quite slow and deliberate. With many pauses between words or 
phrases, she gave the impression of searching carefUlly for just the right word She 
resumed in the same manner; indeed her delivery became even slower and more care-
_ful and deliberate, so that at times she would pace Ji"om one end of our living room, 
where we hold the sessions, to the other end before voicing the next word Resume at 
9:32.) 

Matter is in some ways the basis of your universe, and yet matter itself is 
merely energy changed into aspects with certain properties that can, under cer
tain conditions, be perceived by your senses, and that can therefore be manipu
lated. 

It is a medium for the manipulation and transformation of psychic ener
gy into aspects that can then be used as building blocks. Yet even the appearance 
of this physical material, though it seems more or less permanent by its nature, 
is not permanent, and is only cohesive enough to give the appearance of relative 
permanence to the senses that perceive it. 

In itself matter is not continuous. What you perceive as change or growth 
in a living physical structure is not change or growth as you conceive it. The 
physical properties of matter are not continuous, in that a particular given tree 
or rock is not at all the same tree or rock, physically, today that it was yesterday. 
Nor will it be the same tomorrow. The chair upon which you sit this evening is 
not the same chair, physically speaking, that it was last even in g. 

(By now fane's delivery was even slower. Her apparent search for each word, 
just the right word, continued. She spoke with much emphasis; so much so that I 
thought her voice already was showing signs of strain.) 

Matter is continually created, but no particular physica l  object is in itself 



ro1 1 t i 1 1 uous. ( : l a . I I I J �<· i n  .1 par·t i cuLu phys11 .d ohjt·ct is 1 101 chal 1gt.• as you conceive 
i 1 .  ' l 'hcrl' i s  1 101 , I e l l · <.'X : 1m pk, om· pa t t  icu Ltr  physica l  object that  dctc.: rioratcs w i t h  
age. There a n:  i ns t tad con ti 1 1 umrs ,  l ( n  1 1ow I wil l  say continuous creations, of 
psychic energy i n to a physical pattern that appears to hold a more or less rigid 
; tppearance. This appearance appears, that is, this physical object appears to 
cha nge and to age, but the material does neither. It does not exist long enough 
ro do either, for one thing. There is an infinite number or series of creations of 
matter. The ability of the individual creator of any particular physical form to 
use psychic energy to control and manipulate causes the outer appearance of 
deterioration and aging of matter. 

Matter itself does not age or deteriorate. This may throw you, but I will 
prove my case. I will also prove it even in so far as the so-called aging of rock 
f·ormations and other archeological events are concerned. Matter is created 
directly from energy on a subconscious level. 

The matter is spontaneously and instantaneously created. As you know, or 
should know, this applies to the human physical form as well as to all other 
material. You are seeing in slow motion when you think you see growth and 
decay as being properties of matter. 

Any material object is being constantly recreated, according to a form that 
may appear rigid and fairly pen-e:anent. It is however the passing through of 
individualized, highly specialized psychic personality patterns. It is the passing 
through of these personality patterns, within a certain field of organization that 
causes the appearance of both fairly rigid material which then seems to change. 

Again, no particular material object exists long enough, as an indivisible 
or rigid or identical thing, to change or age. The energy behind it weakens. The 
physical pattern therefore blurs. Each re-creation after a certain point becomes 
from your standpoint, less perfect; and after many such complete re-creations, 
that have been completely unperceived by you, then you notice a difference ami 
assume that a change in one object has occurred. 

The actual material that seems to make up the object has completely d is
appeared many times, and the pattern been completely filled again w i t h  1 1cw 
matter. 

I wanted to go on while I am getting this through, but will take pi ty 01 1 
you both. 

(Break at 10:07. jane was folly dissociated. I thought that alrn1t{y siN· slmtl lnl 
signs of weariness, especially in her voice. She said that Seth was pus/lin.� ha to fl,,. 
utmost, although she didn't know exactly what she meant when sht Jttitl tf,,,,, I 
believe that I too was in somt' kind of light trance state during this tlf'li11('f:V· ' '"' r I 
felt quite lethargic. Oddly l'nough !found trying to write at a slou' ptta, mdlt lu 11p 
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jane's delivery, more difficult than to proceed at the more rapid rate I am accustomed 
to. 

Oane resumed in the same slow searching manner at 10: 15.) 

There are laws that we will get into later, involving the strength or force 
of energy as it passes through various fields, and is perceived in them. The ener
gy itself does not weaken, however. It passes beyond and through. It fills forms, 
and as it passes the forms seem to blur, as a wind will fill out the sails and then 
disappear. 

Again, growth and deterioration are what I will call apparencies. They are, 
in other words, only apparent properties of physical material. Physical material 
has in actuality two main properties. It is spontaneous and instantaneous. 

No particular physical particle exists for any amount of time. It exists and 
disappears, and is instantaneously replaced by another. The third actual proper
ty of matter is what I will call pattern assumption. It assumes and flows within 
patterns. 

The existence of the patterns gives the illusion of a permanence of matter 
that is highly misleading. There is so much to be said here, as it is also necessary 
to consider the ways in which physical material is constantly created, and to 
consider the role of the senses. 

This may seem like a sideline but it is not. In the painting of a picture, 
you are actually forming new patterns through which energy can flow into 
material form. There are reasons, which I will discuss later, why the painting, 
that is the physical pattern of a painting, may seem to, and often does, exist 
longer than the man who paints it. 

No particular physical particle has any kind of durability. It constantly 
vanishes as such, and is replaced. The pattern which is filled by physical matter 
is composed of, of course, psychic energy; and it continues like an afterimage, 
seeming to become weaker, as indeed it does, as it or the energy behind it 
passes beyond the field in which matter as you think of it is effective. Growth 
in living things, perceived as living organisms, does not involve the extension of 
a particular physical thing. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 10:35. jane was again folly dissociated By now she was very tired, 

the session was really taking it out of her. At the same time she thought the material 
very good 

(To my surprise, when she resumed dictation she remained seated-something I 

do not recall her doing before. Her voice was very quiet; she sat quietly with her eyes 
closed for the most part. She spoke at a faster rate and did not appear to be search
ing or struggling for each word Resume at 10:4 5.) 



I ; n t t  u s i 1 1g I l l ' r u . t uy o l '  l { l l h l l n 's l l'.'iO t t ru�s. I t� t l l  ; t l 'ra id .  Ncvt'n l tdt'ss I ; 1 1 1 1  

do i ng so w i t h  good reason . T h i s  l l la l l'r i ; t l  shou ld h e  a s  pn.:cisdy p u t  a s  poss ihk·, 
so t hat no r n isu nderstand i ngs Gil l  i l l ' i se. 

'fhe na tu re of matter is an ex tremely difficult sore point in your scientif
ic circles. Incidental ly, for the benefit of the record: fu yet Ruburt has read no 
books or information concerning the subject. This does not mean that he will 
not, or should not. To the contrary, since we have a gestalt here his conscious as 
well as subconscious grasp of information is important. We will take many leaps 
fl·om it, and his familiarity with many subjects will actually help to make com
munication from me more automatic. 

Intellectually for example, he will not be tempted to block me. The seed 
is not the flower, and the flower is not the fruit. The fruit is not the result of 
changes in the seed. In each case there are patterns to be filled. The pattern con
tains the material-change that to data-for the physical material to follow. 
When you consider this information in connection with an inner psychic reality, 
then you will see its supreme logic. 

(The above change that Seth made in mid-sentence is, to the best of my recall, 
the first he has ever so made. jane was still sitting down as she spoke, facing me across 
our living room table.) 

When you consider that behind all matter there is a conscious energy, 
.... 

then you will see where the pattern comes from. It is not the material that com-
poses man, that gives him his identity. No physical nerve structure, or combi
nation of purely chemical and material properties, will ever result in conscious
ness. The consciousness gives meaning to the physical material. 

The physical material, it is true, makes the consciousness effective wirh in  
a particular field. Growth does not involve one particular physical extension , i n  

terms of one thing that of itself i s  permanent enough, i n  itself, to  expand.  1\s  
individualized psychic energy approaches your particular field i t  begi ns r o  
express itself within that field to the best of its ability. 

(Now jane stood up; she began to pace and dictate as usual, and in rloin.� .\'tl 

she appeared to be refreshed) 
It constantly comes more and more into the field, focusing mort· o f  i l .'lt' l l  

within it.  You have a psychic arrival and departure. fu the energy ap l ' l't l i t l l t l '.'l i r  

creates matter, first of  all i n  a rather inadequate, almost plastic fash io n . I t  l o l l  

tinually recreates matter as it comes fully within what you cal l  r l t l' 1 , l , y.tw . t l  

plane, then energy's construction into matter simply becomes mon· 1 l tn l l l  1 1 ' 1 1 1  
and focused. But the fetus then i s  simply not the infant, and t ht' i 1 1 Lt n l  1 1 1 1 1 1 

the adult. 
I hope you realize t h a r  what we have here is value h d l l l l l l t�· l l l  1 1 l  
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individualized portions of energy within the physical field, through construc
tion of this energy into matter. But the creation is continuous, like a beam, or 
rather an endless series of beams, at first weak as they are far off, then stronger, 
then weak again as they pass away. 

Matter then, is of itself no more continuous, no more given either to 
growth or age, than is, say, the color yellow. 

I am very pleased with the manner in which this material has come 
through. Ruburt is now more refreshed, and when a certain session begins to 
deplete him I will help him out. 

(True, jane did look and sound much more energetic.) 
Nevertheless, I will close the session early, as it is certainly an excellent one; 

and we have finally begun to get near, but hardly into, the heart of the mat
ter-that's a pun. I enjoy such sessions. 

I will not get into Ruburt's immediate past life, since he would slam the 
door in my face right now. Ruburt is now safely past his upset. You will both be 
on the upgrade, though you have been now for quite a while, Joseph; and you 
will, I imagine, discover a resulting dimension in your experiences with psycho
logical time. 

I do, incidentally, consider rather frequent consultation with the pendu
lum on personal matters. Ruburt will not block personal data always in our ses
sions. I mean that. He will grow more trusting with me in this respect. In the 
meantime the pendulum should prove excellent. 

I really do regret saying good evening . I am particularly close to you both 
this evening. When possible I will endeavor to close our sessions before 11:30, 

for practical reasons, so that while you are learning to draw upon additional 
energy you will not be tired the following day. A time will come when it will not 
bother you in any case. 

("Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 11:22. jane was dissociated as usual. Although tired, she felt much 

better-pleasantly relaxed, she said, as one might be after a long swim. When she 
stood up again while talking she felt very relaxed Also, I had no discomfort at all in 
my writing hand) 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences: 
(Tuesday 619, 8:30PM· This involved something new for me, and may be sig

nificant. First I had my usual thrilling sensation at the suggestion of lightness, once 
I had attained the desired state of light trance. Then, I became aware that I was 
watching and listening to a man in a light gray business suit. I saw him from the 
waist up, from a position just in back of his right side. I saw his profile. He had 
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brown hair combed straight back, almost a double chin, a sharp nose and high fore
head, and in his right hand he held a microphone; he was talking into it, giving a 
lecture on something to do with weights. The figure 700 was used, I recall I heard 
his voice, which was pleasant and somewhat deep, quite clear&, and understood his 
remarks, but again forgot them as quickly as I heard them. I could not tell if he was 
with others or not. 

(However, I then succeeded in doing something I had wanted to do for a long 
time. I remembered to ask his name, and as I did so I discovered it was no effort at 

� 

all The man replied, without turning around, that it was Daniel Murphy. I then 
asked his age; he said 42. I then told him my name, and he repeated it. After this I 

believe I asked him to contact me, but this becomes fozzy and vague. There was more 
but it was indistinct and is totally forgotten now. But this is the first instance I was 
able to follow Seth's advice and attempt to impress my presence upon others when I 

had the chance. 
(Wednesday, 6/10, 8:15PM· I experienced my usual sensation at my sugges

tion of lightness. There were somewhat vague instances of hearing snatches of popu
idr music; also singing.) 

SESSION 61 

JUNE 10, 1964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(By 8:45 PM no witnesses had appeared. Up from her nap, jane was still 
sleepy. And again, she said that she did not feel quite as nervous before a session. She 
had no idea of Seth's subject matter for the evening. Willy dozed in a chair; it was a 
chilf:y, very windy night. 

Uane began dictating in a rather normal voice. Through most of the session 
her delivery was rather slow, yet not as slow for the most part as the last, 60th, ses
sion. Although she still chose her words carefolf:y, still there was not the straining and 
searching attitude so noticeable last time. Her eyes darkened as usual and she paced 
at her usual moderate rate.) 

Good evening. 
("Good evening, Seth. ') 
We will probably not have a full session this evening, since really I treated 

Ruburt so poorly during our last two sessions. I had indeed intended initially to 
have a short session last time, but because the material-please appreciate my 
pun-on material was coming through so well, I continued. 

There is undoubtedly much to be covered along those lines, and in one 



supposU Jon Ruhurt was corrt'Ct : t he re is st i l l  sn 1 u c  l t l ; l l l' r ia l to ht� d iscussed 
hd(>re I go i nto your own experiences . 

A few things should be clear by now. There is a n  i nteraction that I ltavc 
yet to explain to you, between time as you know it, and material. Basically mate
rial is spontaneous and instantaneous, as I told you. The change in it that you 
seem to perceive is illusion. 

What you have instead is constant, new creation of material, as energy fills 
the patterns. The sharpness or rigidity or quality of the perceived material 
depends on the energy which forms it, and the characteristics of matter there
fore depend upon the position of the energy that fills the pattern; but by posi
tion, I think in terms of the arrival and departure of this energy as it passes 
through your field. 

There is what you could call a maximum point of energy focus, and afi=er 
this is reached the departure of the energy begins. If it will help you, think of 
the energy as a wind, a cosmic wind that fills up from the inside, certain pat
terns. The filled-up patterns appear fairly rigid and permanent enough to be 
counted upon as such. Nevertheless the wind that composes them is never the 
same. It comes and goes, filling the patterns according to its own intensity. 

We will take a good amount of time to cover this and allied subjects, as 
we must also deal with the pattern and its source. Since matter is constantly re
created, and instantaneous, many of your ideas of time are of course distorted, 
since you have taken it for granted that matter changes with, or in, time. You 
have judged a time interval by the seeming changes in a given material object. 

This refers me back to your false cause and effect theory. For practical pur
poses so far this theory has not been too binding, but it is becoming so. Time 
does not cause change in matter, appearances to the contrary. I am going to skip 
a giant step, and say that man himself and all conscious beings produce matter 
subconsciously. 

I will flll in the rather important details later. 
I wanted to make this point, since matter is created by the subconscious, 

and since it exists simultaneously and instantaneously, and since its creation or 
arrival, and its departure or replacement, are instantaneous. Once this is under
stood it becomes at least theoretically possible to re-create the material of the 
past, in so far as the patterns for the material have been reta ined. 

The last part of this sentence is extremely important. 
I suggest your break. 
(Break at 9:25. jane was dissociated as usual. Although her dl'livery had been 

.dow, she didn't feel it had been as hard going as last session. She rtsutned in the same 
manner at 9:31.) 



I I 

/\ I I  l l l . J I ( ' I  i a l  is <' l r t•rgy, appea r i n g  i n  1 h r· phys ica l  f iel d i n l o  pa t t erns t hat 
l ravt• ht'l'l l pn-p. l l'l'd f e l l' i t . The i l l us ion or  rig i d i ty i s  the result ofyour  own o uter 
scr r ses, a percep t ion which is too s low to catch the constant pulsations, as bits of 
energy that com pose material constantly disappear entirely and are replaced. 

Uane smiled and gestured) 
There are as many intervals when your material world does not exist as 

1 here are intervals in which it does exist. For our present purposes we will call 
t l rcse intervals negative intervals. This particular idea is one that I have been 
II lOSt concerned with getting over, and I hope that I have laid the ground prop
·r ly for it. 

When I use the word interval I am of course using it to make the idea 
understandable. The fact is, material on your field is composed of constant ener
h'Y pulsations; and while to you the appearance is one of permanence to a fair 
degree, and while I have said that the pulsations are constant, nevertheless they 
are completely distinct, separate and new pulsations that are not continuous in 
the terms that you apply to one object that is continuous. 

Therefore, there is what I will call the negative interval, when one pulsa
tion has vanished from your plane and another is about to take its place. Alone, 
each negative interval may be negligible, but taken en masse this adds up until 
there is as much negative matter as there is positive matter. 

Now. This physical matter o� your plane we will call positive matter. To 
the field of negative matter, your positive matter would be termed negative. 
Obviously we have much material to cover, positive and negative. The point is 
that perception is the criteria for what you call matter. You do not perceive the 
negative interval. You do not perceive continuous creation of matter. 

Your physical plane is not the only plane given to the manipulation of 
matter. It is, however, the focal point of such planes, and they are closely inter
woven. The other two planes form what you may think of as the outer rims. I 
suggest your break. 

(Break at 9:50. jane was dissociated as usual. She said she could feel Seth 
pushing concepts at her; it was as though she could assimilate a pint, she said, but 
Seth wanted her to take a quart. Nevertheless she felt he was taking it easy on her 
tonight. When she began dictating again her pace was normal Resume at 1 0:00.) 

I mentioned that the session would be short, and it will be. I would like 
to make a few more points in line with your discussion during break. 

You are indeed correct. Our negative intervals do indeed have something 
to do with antimatter, except that I prefer to call it negative matter. You can use 
whichever term you prefer. 

Antimatter exists in yow- own universe. You will not be able to d etermine 



i 1 s  l'x i s lcncc hy any ca lc u l:l l ions  a imed at d ist ovct i l lg I I H· t•x i s tenl�l' of wcigh1  of  
mass. A n ti matter, usi ng your terms, exists s i m u l l a J ICously w i th  you r  uni vcrsl', 
having what I will call antigravity, and in what I wi l l  call antispace. 

If you will now remember that there are negative intervals, or intervals 
between the pulsations of energy into matter, if you will remember that your 
physical universe then i s  nonexistent for the same number of  intervals that it .lli 
existent, then you will see that this gives us our antimatter. 

The seeming, and for practical purposes, repulsion of so-called positive 
and negative matter will be explained in another session, as if I begin to devel
op upon this now, you will end up with a longer session, not a short one. 

I hope that you are in suspense, and that you will be disappointed, even 
Ruburt, when I say that I will close the session. I have mentioned that before 
too long you will have learned to avail yourselves of additional energy, even 
without thinking about it. 

In the meantime, the sessions will vary in the amount of energy used, for 
many reasons, some having to do with particular material itself: For this reason 
you will need some rest at times; and I hereby say good evening regretfully, most 
regretfully. 

(End at 10:12. jane was dissociated as usual. She said she felt about as tired 
as she would at the end of a regular session-not anything like as tired for instance 
as at the end of the last session. There was no hand phenomena expressed by either of 
us.) 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences: 
(Thursday 611 1: Missed 
(Friday 6/12, 9: 15 PM: Once the desired state was achieved I experienced my 

usual sensation at the suggestion of lightness. 
(Also for a few moments I had an experience wherein my whole body felt some

what enlarged. ljane has had a few instances of this sensation.} My body felt espe
cially broad or wide across the hips and hands, as I lay on my back with my hands 
at my sides. No sights or sounds accompanied this manifestation. 

(Sat. 6113: Missed 
(Sunday 6114, 11 :30 PM· jane and I had relaxed by spending the day in the 

country, principally at the farm of our landlord. That night in bed, without trying 
for the desired state, I saw within many brief woodland scenes; theyflashed before me 
as though projected Each scene was seen as though through a milky screen, but was 
in color and easily distinct enough to be made out. Each was diffi'rent, none of them 
involved people or sound, and none of them reminded me of pvla's we had seen or 
visited through the day. 



SESSION 62 
JUNE 1 5, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(Saturday, june 13, jane and I attended a cocktail party in honor of Dee 
Masters, who was leaving as director of the art gallery where jane is employed part 
time. At the party we also met the new director. 

(By 8:50 this evening jane was not particularly nervous. However she has been 
somewhat unsettled because of the changes at the gallery and was not in a mood for 
tl session: ('If Seth can get anything out of me tonight he's doing good. " 

Oust b�fore the session began she did feel nervous. She began dictating in a 
normal voice however, and maintained it through the session. Her delivery was not 
characterized by the exaggerated slowness of the last two or three sessions. She paced 
at her usual moderate rate; her eyes darkened as usual.) 

Good evening. 
(Good evening, Seth. ') 
A more or less intimate rape,ort between you helps you both whenever 

outside difficult situations arise. You are able to draw upon more constructive 
energy when such rapport exists. This is true in any case, that is, either one 
involving you Joseph, or involving Ruburt; and the difference between the ener
gies that you tap when you are in rapport with each other and when you are not 
is immeasurable. 

I can state this in no stronger terms. Communications must always be 
maintained clearly. I suggest, but merely suggest, that Ruburt hold even; again, 
patience is not one of his characteristics. I will not dwell upon this matter any 
longer. Your cocktail party, however, I found immensely amusing, and at a later 
date I may give you some reasons for its rather explosive nature. 

(Don't forget. ') 
All in all, it is just as well that the relationship between Ruburt and Mrs. 

Masters be terminated. Ruburt's and your idea of bidding her good-bye is nec
essarily a good one. 

By this time you should know that our material on material is excellent. I 
mentioned earlier that very l ittle distortion occurs in such material. There is very 
much to be covered. It goes without saying then, that there is consciousness of 
a kind, conscious energy, behind and to some extent within all ma'terial. 

Energy as it comes through your plane is individualized; and i ndccd, 



i rrq�a rd less of any ot hl'r t heor il's, ; I l l  energy l o r 1 1 . 1 i n .'i some consciouSi ll'SS, i n  
s imple or  more compl icated gestal t bshion,  a s  I have t m: n t ioned that atoms a n d  
molecules so  possess a limited consciousness, a n d  a general ized subconsciousness 
which contains within it a capsule comprehension of the universe as a whole. 

This will help you when we begin to speak of the patterns or shapes into 
which energy flows, and so maintains its appearance of permanence and relative 
rigidity. This will be somewhat difficult in the beginning, and yet it is quite 
understandable. 

fu energy flows through your field and appears within it, it does so 
according to its own inherent nature. This nature of energy, believe it or not, 
includes individualization and consciousness. Therefore, if you will for a 
moment think of bits of energy, or consciousness, initially without defi.nite 
form, entering your physical plane, then according to the innate strength and 
capacity of any given particle it will, on entering your plane, on its own sub
conscious level already know how small or large a physical pattern it can form. 

This is at our simplest and most basic level. The forms then build, one 
within or upon the other, in the manner in which I explained that the gestalt of 
a human body was maintained. In many ways like does attract like; certain pat
terns therefore being set up, are used by other energy bits of similar capacity and 
strength. 

I have explained somewhat earlier how the gestalt ego consciousness was 
formed, and to some degree explained its psychic composition, but there is 
much more to be said here. There is a steady and unwavering cooperation that 
exists, and it is the basis of your physical universe. You do not see this coopera
tion. Your senses are rather more equipped to notice difference and divergence 
than sameness; but nevertheless the cooperation of all conscious entities pro
vides physical objects with whatever appearance of permanence they have. 

Your cat and the birds on your rooftop all do their part. With expanded 
consciousness the responsibility for cooperation becomes more definite. And yet 
there is really no choice, for upon your physical plane there w i l l  be cooperation 
or annihilation. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 9:26. jane was dissociated as usuaL She resumed in the same nor

mal manner at 9:31.) 
This cooperation is a necessity on a molecular level , and continues 

through all phases of physical existence. Remember however t hat it is the con
scious cooperation of the individualized energy that makes t lw molecule itself 
possible. 

fu you know, so-called inert objects possess conscious1 1css a lso, though in 
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,1 1 1 1 on: gt'l l l 'Ld i,cd .md I I l l lCh less spn i l k  t n amwr, i n  w h ich w a la rge degrt't� 
cho ict' i'i dt'l t icd t o  t ht·nt I t  sh ou ld  he a pp ;m: n t that psych ic identity is no  more 
depcndcm upo n phys ica l  permanence, certa inly when you consider that even a 
·ha i r  reta ins  i ts l·(mn as a chair, even though it is actually not one thing or object, 

;md that no atom or molecule remains the same within it. 
When you maintain that identity is dependent upon the duration of the 

p hysical body, you are taking it for granted that the physical body is one com
plete thing, more or less rigid in form, and permanent within a certain perspec
tive. You know however that the physical body is not one thing in those terms, 
and that the stuff of which it is composed is forever coming and going, arriving 
a nd departing, and yet identity is maintained. 

The limits of identity are arbitrary on your part, developed throughout 
the stages of your evolutionary process, not for any reason inherent in identity 
itself, but merely for purely practical reasons on your physical field, having to do 
with the amount of matter that various kinds of identities could effectively 
manipulate and control. 

In some ways it may be said truly that the physical universe itself puts a 
limit on the extension of personal identity, and we will go into this also later. 

I have mentioned, for example, what you may think of as infinite build
ing blocks or pyramids of comprdlension, and these could not operate within 
your physical universe, as the basic gestalt freedom is severely limited. This is 
also one of the reasons why whole entities, as whole entities, do not exist in your 
field, but only separate, partially disconnected portions. 

Other fields do allow for greater complexity of psychic organization, and 
let me remind you again that such psychic organizations do not involve a blur
ring of individuality in some undefinable whole, as for example any drowning 
of consciousness in some gigantic, benign superconsciousness . This is not the 
point. 

You may not be aware of the conscious nature of each atom in your body, 
cr of the gestalt consciousness formed by those atoms as they build into cells, 
but it is not necessary for them, or for their own awareness of themselves, that 
�ou give them that recognition. The consciousness in the cells exists whether or 
not you recognize it. 

Another inherent ability of energy is its own innate recognition of poten
tial form. This is seen in the innate comprehension existing in the fetus. No one 
atom or molecule within the fetus will exist within the adult, and yet t he b its of 
energy that have formed together to form the pattern of the fetus know the 
capacity and limits of their own nature, and know therefore the potent i al i ties 
and limits of the pattern which they have made. 
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Th�y l t > l low t h e  bw ot' v; I I U l' l i d l l l l n ll�l l l ,  wh il' h on you r  p la ne is t ho ugh t 
of as growth . But the growth, so-ca l led,  is not  of i t sd l '  a property of maucr, i n  
that the same matter does not grow, but energy completely forms the pattem 
ever anew, as far as the particular strength of the energy itself can carry it, and 
knowing the limitations and capacities of the pattern which it has formed. 'T(> 
some extent the image or physical pattern ultimately blurs. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 9:57. jane was dissociated as usual. She resumed in the same nat

ural manner at 10:05.) 
It must be apparent however that all energy is not materialized as it pass

es through your field. There are also psychic gestalts with intelligences that are 
not materialized on your physical plane, and with these you are not of course 
familiar. 

You had better forget the habit of thinking of your physical universe as a 
place, for it is simply not a place. Locations of this sort mean nothing. Even 
space, as you think of it, does not exist. Fifth dimensional space is something 
else again. The appearance of space is a distortion of your own perception, and 
that is all. 

What your senses show to be empty, you term space, and you think of 
matter rather paradoxically as filling up space, and yet as being where space is 
not, so-called space and so-called material are energy, and the true properties of 
energy are very difficult to explain to you, because all your concepts are so 
limited. 

You must think in terms of something being or not being, and this will 
get you nowhere. Everything that is, is, whether or not you can perceive it. You 
are equipped however to perceive far more than you do, through use of the inner 
senses. 

Incidentally, in the same manner that psychological experience exists, and 
does not take up space, in this same manner do psychic gestalts of intelligence 
exist, more or less within your plane and yet not visible to your senses. They 
have some limited effect on your plane however, but this is part of another 
discussion. 

Also, for reasons that I will for now withhold, the psychic patterns with
in your physical universe are not maintained, as you know, i n dd1 nitely. As far 
as l know, no gestalt of any kind remains the same. But psych ic gestalts develop 
in terms of value fulfillment, and it is known at the first appearance of a physi
cal pattern how long the particular to-be-built-up gestalt wi l l  he maintained. 

Energy itself is continually new-event, and motion, and no particular 
pattern will suffice it for long. Energy is self-renewing, and inddl 1 t i t e  duration of 



pa t t c r·n wou l d  lc. 1d 10 dl'ad c1 1ds .  I •:I I <' I J �Y 1d.� hui lds.  ldemi ty, aga i n , is no t 
dql( 'ndt' l l l  u pon 1 1 1 ; 1 1 tn. En ergy p ropt: l s  ; u td  carries along with it ,  i ts own traces. 

lden t i l y, be ing i ndependen t of matter, is then not finished when the par
t icu lar  physical  pa ttern is no l onger created. Energy while being propulsive, is 
.dso retentive. It retains what you may call memory of previous gestalts. Capsule 
romprehension exists even in the smallest particle of energy, and even within the 
S l l l a l lest particle of energy there exists all possibilities of development and 
l rcation. 

A psychic gestalt is dependent upon matter, not for its identity but mere
ly f-or its survival in the physical plane. Psychic gestalts or identities or individ
' 1a I i t ies are for all practical purposes immortal. They may join other gestalts but 
1 hey will never be less than they once were . Identity then is never broken down. 
A n y  apparent breaking down is never an actual fact, as the personality could be 
r l 10ught of as a breaking down of the entity; but this is not so. The personality 
d id not exist as such before its creation by the entity, and once it becomes an 
identity, it retains that individuality. 

Earlier it was merely a possibility, as for example a painting that you may 
pa int next year is now only a possibility. I am endeavoring to end our sessions, 
f( >r a while at least, at an earlier hour for several reasons, which will not concern 
you; and I will here end the sessiop, I should imagine with your approval . 

(Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 10:30. jane was dissociated as usual. Both of us were swprised at 

5'eth's abrupt ending of the session. jane at first thought it was 11:00 PM � were 
11 little tired, yet as usual prepared to continue the session as usual. As we sat dis
cussing the subject, jane began to dictate again. Resume at 1 0:32.) 

You have little idea, apparently, of the feat in which we are herein 
i nvolved. I have been ending the sessions earlier for a time merely to protect my 
i nterests. We have been working with difficult material. Ruburt's energy has 
recuperated in the main, and I hope that by next spring he will have learned to 
handle the spring months with more efficiency. 

Nevertheless I am not only thinking of Ruburt, but also I wanted to give 
you some rest Joseph, in typing the material, and I was concerned with giving 
you more time to assimilate material as you get it. I did not realize that you 
would become so  concerned. I am indeed flattered. There i s  a delicate balance 
here of spontaneity and discipline, and I try to keep the sessions fluid, fluent, 
disciplined and yet also to give them life through spontaneity. 

I cb want you to have some breathing space also. And now after this hrief 
explanation I hope that you will look forward to our Wednesday session. 

(End at 10:39.) 



SESSUJN 63 
JUNE l 7, 1 964 9 l)M WEDNESDAY AS I NSTRUCTED 

(Tuesday, 6116, and Wednesday, 6117, I missed trying psychological time. 
(At 8:00PM john Bradley arrived to witness the session, and to inform us that 

his friend in his hometown, Wi!!iamsport, PA, had finished copying Volume 1 of the 
Seth Material and was ready to begin ·volume 2. 

(Yesterday, 6/16, jane and I bid a fast farewell to Dee Masters and her hus
band, who left for a resort in Vermont for the summer. Dee had been ]and· 
director at the art gallery for about 2112 years. Last Saturday, 6/13, jane and I had 
attended a cocktail party for Dee, and Seth referred to this event briefly in the 62nd 
sesszon. 

(Perhaps because of the presence of a witness, jane began dictating in a some
what louder and deeper voice than usual and maintained the voice a!! evening. Her 
dictation was also faster, though she paced at her usual rate. Her eyes darkened as 
expected.) 

Good Evening. 
(Good evening, Seth. " 
(ljohn.] ((Good evening, Seth. How are you?') 
I always enjoy these pre-discussions. Ruburt's character analysis never 

ceases to amaze me. My welcome to Philip. My memory fortunately is much 
better than Ruburt's. 

(It will be remembered that Seth has given Philip as the name of fohn's entity.) 
It is actually a blessing in disguise, in some respects, that Mrs. Masters has 

left your town. Her name is Y-o-1-y-n-d-a, and a situation was ready to arise in 
her immediate environment which still will occur, although not so drastically. 

There is nothing to be done. The character will learn to grow, and has 
been extremely hampered in development thus far. The situation which she will 
encounter is still unfortunate, but nevertheless of a lesser nature than would 
have been encountered here. 

((What is the situation?') 
The predicament will, indeed, involve the man with whom she is present

ly connected, and will have to do with a renewed dependence upon those drugs 
which he had been so dependent upon at one time. The l 1 lCII s i tuation would 
have been disastrous, culminating in her suicide. This will lllit occur now. 

The local situation would have involved five people,  1 w' ) of which are 
known to you. The public humiliation would have been too 1 1 1 1 1Ch for her. The 
man will still become involved, not in the location to which thl'y w i l l he presently 
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s i t  u:l l <.�d.  h 1 1 t  i 1 1  . 1 1 1 ndl l · r  w i t h i n a pe r iod o l  a year. That i s ,  he wil l  hl' i nvo l ved 
hut t H l l  d isn wct t•t l .  S l u: wil l  k now, lwwcvl·r, t h : t t  he has hecn taking the d rugs 
aga i n  hut w i l l  no t  bet ray h i m. 

The person:d ity of the woman is given this time to suffering. However 
after this i ncident her situation will change for the better over a period of three 
years. The man, had they remained here, would have been a main participant in 
a dope scandal that has not yet broken but is even now gathering. 

The woman will marry again at the end of three and a half years, in your 
state of California, and this time she will be in much better condition. The man 
has been early headed for tragedy. She chose him knowing this, in order to be 
of comfort, since in a previous existence in Austria, two men were severely treated 
at her recommendation. She was at that time a male, dying in 1 9 1 1 .  

The local scandal will still erupt. 
('Can you tell us when?") 
Within a period of three months. It will involve five people, four men and 

one woman. At the time when the man is reprimanded in another part of the 
country, people in your town will be questioned, perhaps you yourselves by the 
authorities. That is all I have to say. 

Oanes voice now became quite amused; she smiled at john and me as she pacerl 
back and forth. Miss Callahan's name enters the discussion because we were dis-

... , 
cussing her before the session.) 

I throw in dates for your convenience, because you like to check me St l 
well. I give you an August 1 2  to 1 5  date on your Miss Callahan, and an August 
24 date to be cautious yourselves. I do not anticipate any great difficulty f(>r yt H I  
o n  that date, but an unpleasantness could definitely arise. I will give your Ph i l i p 
in advance a September 2 date, and then with everyone's permission I sha l l  co1 1  
tinue with the discussion on the nature of matter. 

For Philip's sake again, I do not anticipate any sort of disaster, hu t  p l : 1 1 t s 
may be born at that date which will affect his participation in his prof(:ss iou.d 
field. I also see a sort of  trouble in September for a woman neighbor, who I i v l's 
three doors down the street from him. 

((Three doors down the street from Philip? In Williamsport?'') 
From Philip, the difficulty here somehow involving two chi l d rl' n. 
('Can you give us their names?") 
A V comes to mind. Whether this is the person directly invol vcd , or :r pt · t  

son causing the difficulty I do not know. Ruburt i s  so  preciously gu :m l i i i J ', l i lt'., 

and so afraid that what I say may not prove true at all, that he dol's :t l u '.1 1 r r i l 1 1 l 
job of blocking me when he gets the chance. 

The discussion of matter certainly matters. 
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("/ get it. " 
(Making this pun, jane's voice became sorm�wh111 so·onger and again a !iu!t 

deeper. This was the most voice change she had exhibited in some few sessions.) 
A pun. It is as you know an extremely difficult topic because of the lim i ts 

of your own conceptions. Philip may not be able to follow me too well, since he 
has not heard, nor read, any previous discussions on matter. But this again wi l l  
not matter. 

He will read it all in time. As I told you, matter is created constantly. No 
object is composed of the same matter from one day to the next. Matter is 
caused by pulsations of energy, taking a formal pattern that is already formed by 
means of the consciousness inherent in the energy itsel£ 

I mentioned that this creation is constant, and while objects appear to 
have rigidity and permanence, they do not. This is by way of a brief review for 
Philip. There is however, what we will call an interval between the entrance of 
each energy pulsation into the physical field, and its replacement by another. 

In other words once more, even by your own farfetched time scheme, 
there is an interval of physical nonexistence for each interval of physical exis
tence. 

(Here, jane tapped on the table I use as a writing desk, for emphasis.) 
Physically, you do not exist for as long as, or the same amount of your 

time, that you do exist. We have called the interval of physical nonexistence 
antimatter, or negative matter. This of course from your viewpoint. 

I suggest a positive break. 
(Break at 9:27. jane was dissociated as usual. john Bradley set to work draw

ing a map ofhis neighborhood in Williamsport. On this map he indicated the loca
tion of each house, and it developed that there were two families with two children 
who lived three doors from him. Of these two families john said that the name of one 
of them, Snyder, immediately popped into his mind as Seth gave the pertinent mate
rial. A copy of fohn's map will be found at the end of this session. 

Uane resumed in the same strong and somewhat deeper voice at 1 0:36.) 
Therefore, this is an interval between each pulsation of energy, when one 

pulsation enters and forms a physical object and almost instan tly leaves, and an 
interval before the next particle arrives. 

Your senses do not perceive this. They are far too slow. /\t some time your 
instruments may discover this interval. Nevertheless, for a l l  1 hc appearance of 
permanence and rigidity, your chair is only a chair by v irtue of your own 
concept-gestalt, that is in itself severely limited due to the l i m i tations of outer 
senses. I have mentioned that your cause and effect theory is i1 1 i 1 self antiquated 
and distorted. Matter in itself does not decay, since it does 1 1 o1  rx ist  as one object 
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l ong  t� I H  1 1 1gh . 
Th i.'i .l l l l i J I I . I I I cr t lu::rd(> rc, hy i n lc rt iH.:c, exists in duration on you r  terms 

l c > l' as long �IS yo u r  own u n iverse or posi tive matter has existed. lt might Seem tO 
you that the u n i verse of antimatter is a twin of your own. On physical terms it 
is i ndeed, although it is in a divided state. By this I mean that I herein include 
nYQ universes very closely connected with your own. 

One could be compared to what I will call a before image. Your universe 
is the focal point for physical manifestation, where the manipulation of matter 
predominates. One of the other two universes to which I refer is formed as ener
gy is nearly approximate to your own; and energy not yet within a strong posi
tion to materialize into matter does, nevertheless, manage an early, somewhat 
weaker form. 

The other of the two universes is formed as energy passes through your 
field, and can be likened to an afterimage. 

{A.t this moment, by coincidence both jane and john Lit cigarettes. jane smokes 
often during her deliveries, yet has Little memory of doing so. Habit operates here to 
perfection, since while delivering material jane will pick up her package of cigarettes, 
shake one out, Light it and puff away, without Losing track at aLL of her materiaL) 

Incidentally, I always-at least recently-preferred a good cigar, and if 
Ruburt ever follows my advice and gives up cigarettes, a good cigar would suit �-
my fancy. 

The negative universe is, therefore, composed of what we may refer to as 
a beforeimage and an afterimage of your own. As you may have surmised 
however, each of these is composed of what you may call, for your own pur
poses, seemingly exactly like your own universe and following your own time 
perspective. 

However, the personalities that inhabit these seemingly twin bodies to 
your own are not the same. Your scientists have already discovered the theory of 
antimatter, but assume that it is completely separate from your own un i verse, I 
believe the latest theory being that a universe of antimatter may poss ib ly he 
found at the furthest reaches of your known universe. 

Antimatter exists simultaneously with your own universe, and �� ppm x i
mates it in terms of your own idea of time. This may be possibly d isrovl'rl'd 
within a short time, but it will not be accepted. Because of the pcri l o 1 1s a nd l l l'C· 
essary relationship and balance between matter and antimatter, i t  wi l l  r wv, · r· I H· 
possible for you to contact the universe of antimatter. 

The reason should be apparent; if you consider for the sa kl· ol . l n .d"V.Y• 
you may think of our fifth dimensional space once more. Ycnt r l l l l i Vl 'L'ic' ol pos 
itive matter is but one portion of the stuff of reality or energy �1s ir i� 1 c  ' ' ' I ll ' ' ·" i l  
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appa rL:n t, insta n t a nL:ously, ; I I  o ne po i n t  w i t h i n  o l l l' o l ' our  i m :1gi n ;u-y cu bes. 
Perhaps then your universe of positive m atter, ;l l ld  the two s t  rrot nd i n ' 

universes that compose so--called antimatter can best be described as two ends or  
a spectrum that by nature can never meet. 

I suggest your break. You certainly all have dismal and droll expressions 
this evening. Perhaps I should endeavor to lighten things up. 

(Break at 10:00. jane was dissociated as usual. She resumed in the same strong 
and somewhat deeper voice at 10: 15.) 

I am more than amused. Such hilarity is good for what you may call my 
constitution. 

I have said more than once that I am no spooky spirit indeed. Nor am I 
dead. Your egotism, imagining that what you cannot perceive must therefore be 
either dead or nonexistent, does not even trouble me. 

You have read, or Ruburt has read, a scientific article having to do with 
biological, electrical, or magnetic man. Hogwash. Some validity definitely, but 
the conclusions drawn are hogwash. Nevertheless, energy enters your plane 
which is not materialized into mass, and I am energy which is not transformed 
into mass. 

My connection with you is obvious from our previous discussions. Ruburt 
and I were once intimately connected, being offshoots so to speak of the same 
entity. We developed according to our own abilities. I am not his subconscious 
nor is he mine. 

I find his subconscious an easy point for entry. He has always been inde
pendent, impatient and stubborn. If he were not, I could speak through him in 
a much clearer voice. Nevertheless I would not enjoy it as well. 

As you know the subconscious is an extension into your field of the inner 
self: and with those so talented the subconscious, when correctly referred to, will 
lead to hard facts of the inner universe, with which every inner self is thoroughly 
acquainted. You at least do not swaddle and suffocate what I say in veils of 
pseudoreligion, and for this I am thankful. 

The time will come shortly when such experimentation as we are carrying 
on will be the only accepted kind, and the only valid scientific investigation. You 
are, and don't let your heads swell too much, you are pioneers now. 

Man will learn yet that the outer universe can only be d iscovered in terms 
of inner knowledge. You have an acquaintance, from Rubu n I hdieve the name 
is Gallagher, who should prove a good influence. You h avL: no r known her 
before. However, her subconscious abilities are well developed . 

Now, may I please return to our discussion of mattn, si nce the matter 
matters so strongly. Almost every child suspects that at one 1 i me or another 
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whl' l l  h is ,.y,·s il l < ' { l o .'il'd h is i l l t l t tl'd i . t t \' S I I ITo i i i H i i ngs h:tvt' d i sappl'a rcd . I k· sup 

posl's t h at wl ll 'l l I l l '  does no t  sec : 1  cha i r  t he d t :t i r  does not ex i st ; and my dear 

l ri l' uds .  t h e  hoy in 1 h is case is smarter than the man. 
(" Whal �(the boy closes his eyes but touches the chair?") 
When h is senses, his outer senses, do not perceive a physical object in his 

s .lf:p rspective (and hyphenate that please) , in his self-perspective, the object 

s imply does not exist. If the object is touched and not seen or otherwise per

ceived, then in his self-perspective it exists only in the realm of his sensual per

l:eption of it. It does not exist to be seen if he does not see it. If his father, for 

l�xample, sees the chair that the boy does not see, then the object exists as a thing 

to be seen in the father's self-perspective. Each individual himself creates a por

t ion or a whole physical object. Many people appear to see an object, but the 

object that they see is not the same object, but only approximates an object. 
This almost automatic construction of energy-idea (hyphen), into a mate

r ial object is carried on subconsciously through the methods which I have earli
er explained to you, regarding the innate capsule comprehension and capacities 
existing in the individual atoms and molecules, and is formed by this gestalt of 
which I have spoken. 

Your idea of space is so erroneous that it is extremely difficult to set you 

straight. For every apparent singl� object you have, literally, infinite varieties, 

and no one particular object indeed. From your own perspective, from your 
own space perspective, through the methods which I have given you, you create 
your own version of a particular object, and you do it by using energy in a per
sonal manner. 

The confusion arising, for example, in the case of witnesses to a particu
lar event such as an accident, shows perhaps what I mean. You also know by now 
that not only men, but also all consciousnesses, contribute to the formation of 
your physical universe. Consciousness comes first. 

I suggest your regular break, as after it I want to continue along the l ines 
of this discussion. 

(Break at 10:37. jane was dissociated as usual. During break .Jane, John and 
I discussed the above material wondering what transpires when the three q(us with 
our different viewpoints looked at the same object, for example our TV set; did we 
all see the same object.? 

Jane resumed her strong and forceful delivery at 1 0:56.) 
I certainly admire your enthusiastic discussions, and upon some occasion 

I will go into matters that are rather close to Ruburt, as far as th<.: i n na te :t h i l i ty 
that is not being utilized to full degree by the females in general .  l l owcv cr, now 

I am still concerned with matter. 
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I to ld you thu wi t hou t telepathy l ;mguage wou ld  he l l ll'.a n i  1 1gk·i.;s a 1 1d  i nef
fective. It is true that each of you constructs h i s  own p hysical u n i verse, and 
responds to it .  It  is also trl:le however, that through continuous telepathy you arc 
acquainted with the ideas of others concerning their approximate physical uni
verses; and while you construct and see your own, you also construct any given 
material object taking into consideration its approximate size, width, thickness 
and location, as received through telepathy from others. 

Nevertheless, the objects are simply not the same objects. You do not see, 
feel, smell or touch the same object. I will shock you further by stating that, in 
x:.our terms, the objects do not even exist in the same space, but in the personal 
self-perspective space, formed and created by any given individual. 

(Now jane picked up a book ofpaper matches and held it up before john and 
me as she paced back and forth.) 

This can easily be proven by a simple experiment with any small object, 
such as a book of matches. No one of you can see a book of matches from exactly 
the same perspective, for the simple reason that it does not exist for you except 
in the self-perspective in which you create it. 

We can even carry such an experiment further, and at a later date we shall 
certainly do so. Incidentally, this simple fact will not even meet with disbelief 
from your backward scientists, since no one can dispute it, and experiments 
have already been conducted along these lines. 

I am going to give you another short session. Incidentally Joseph, you 
were correct: I have been teaching Ruburt to feel concepts, rather than deliver
ing them to him word by word, even though that is how he must deliver them 
to you. 

I have been giving you the same sort of training. However this takes more 
out of Ruburt, since he must then, with my help, translate direct experience
concepts into a succession of meaningful words. 

My very best to all of you, and my thanks to Philip for the copies. You will 
find that the sessions will make their own friends; through the years, if you can 
bear to think of it, these friends will grow. 

I bid you all a fond good evening, and we have been speaking of most 
weighty matters. 

('Good night, Seth. " 
(ljohn.] "Good evening, Seth. " 
(ljane:] "So long, kid " 
(End at 1 1:08. jane was dissociated as usual My writinK hand felt no fatigue 

to speak of even though it had been a long and fast session. NeitiJt'r ./ane or I exhib
ited any other hand phenomena. 



(John lltrtrll�y n'tfU�'Jitrl tt f 'tJ/�Y t{llw llltllt•rittl pertllininr, to hint. I It· lt:fl Jt)r 
hiJ motel, lttkiu.� u;ith hirn a c.'tlrl){m �( Volume 2 of the Seth Material for copying. 
/1 seems possiUe that when john next attends a session he will be accompanied by his 
ktwyer friend from Williamsport, PA. 

(A copy of the map john drew of his neighborhood will be found on the 
.following page.) 
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John's map. Each dot andx represents a house, the x's representingfomilies with 
children in the neighborhood Note that two fomilies with children live three doors 

from john; the Snyder fomily especially came to John's mind as Stth gave the mater-
ial on pages 159-160. 



(L'opy t{/,oN•:, .rltllt'lllt'lll im,oll'inx /'·�ydmlogiotl time:·, r�( lhur.'llf,�y . ./mit ' I H. 
I 964, .Fmn I 0:00 to I 0:30 AM. 

(!his is rt'tdl:y weird, and though it is now J J:OOAM as I write this I am still 
J/Jtlky. f was rather tired this morning but began work on my ESP book as usual. As 

I 0:00AM approtU·hed I did decide I would have to rest for half an hour; I then got 
the idea of putting myself into a light trance and suggesting that my subconscious 
would consider any problems I might encounter in the chapter I was working on. At 
9:55 I turned the radio off in the front room where I was working, and leaving the 
doors open between the front room and the bedroom, f lay down. 

(As I began to put myself in a light trance state, suddenly from the living room 
came a static noise such as our radio often makes. It was loud and unmistakable, 
with a voice-like sound in it alw. I knew very well that I'd turned the radio off but 
I was tempted to get up and check, and under ordina�y circumstances would have 
done so. However, I then remembered something that had happened sometime last 
week when I had also been trying psychological time, that I had forgotten. That time 
I had also turned the radio off but then I kept on hearing musicfrom it, in va�ying 
volume. I started to get up but remembered the click the switch made when I had 
turned it off so, curious, I stayed on the couch and listened The orchestrated music 
continued for perhaps three or four minutes before fading away. Later I checked the 
radio and it was indeed turned off... Today after I got up I checked the radio and it 
was turned off also. 

' 

(This is but the beginning. Today ! listened for the noise again but heard noth
ing. I then continued putting myself in a light trance, suggesting that my subconscious 
would give me an experiment that would prove the validity of clairvoyance, premo
nition or prediction for the chapter I was working on. I was thinking in terms of an 
experiment for the reader to try. 

(I then tried to contact my husband Rob mentally. I said, *1 love you, I'm 
standing by your chair in the art department at the card co. , " but though !felt ve1y 
light I did not see or feel myself there. I wondered if Rob might be out of the room 
on coffee break. 

(I told myself then that I could travel if I wanted to; look, I told myse(f,' and 
you shalf see; my feeling of ecstasy came, but in a reassuring rather than.{r·t��htening 
manner. I suggested that I would snap out of the state in half an hour as usual, and 
that I would feel renewed and energetic for the rest of the day. 

(Then I saw the following: 
(A quick view of houses, blue sky, trees, from a corner perspective; vanished 

instantly. 
(A woman bending down, picking something up, looking at me with casual 

friendliness and smiling. 
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(View ofdouds and sky p11ssing by. I UJtlJ /,w�·ing o111 til i t  thrm��h tl glr1ss win
dow of some sort; sensation of traveling fast, quick view ofcockpit. 

(I knew I was in a good state, but it occurred to me that I needed someone to 
ask me questions, or that I should somehow direct my purpose and energy. I repeat
ed a fow times that ! stood by Robs· chair again, but nothing happened Then on 
impuLse I said mentally: ((Whats wrong with john Bradleys neck?" [Visiting last 
night and witnessing the 63rd session, john had remarked about the foe ling of a lump 
inside his throat or neck, yet could not find any lump.} 

(As soon as ! asked this, instantly, I heard the following: ((What do you mean, 
neck? ItS- a bad tongue that's causing the trouble. " 

(1 cant really describe the sound ! seemed to pick it up with my ears /ike a ve�y 
loud garbled static; and this voice, a man's, was distinguishable amid the static, and 
formed it somehow. The static was like a bubbling in my ears, from within. The 
sound didn't come from the room. The voice was definitely independent, another per
sons, not my own; nor was the thought my own. 

(I was so startled and shocked that I came to instantly. I was shaking with 
amazement. The voice was very impatient in tone. As I snapped to I was answering 
it aloud, but cannot remember what I was saying. The sound of the voice was ve�y 
loud-it scared me as a sudden loud sound will. I had the foeling that I could have 
asked more and that it would have been answered, but this was right after I came 
to. I regretted coming to, as the answer I received was the kind that makes you want 
to ask more questions. 

{It was just 10:30 when !snapped out of the state. The alarm had not yet rung 
however. Did I come to then because I had told myself! would at 10:30, or because 
ofjust plain fright? 

(I have just used the pendulum, asking it if the voice experience was legitimate? 
The answer was yes. But I didn't have the heart right now to ask it any more ques
tions. 

(Tuesday, 6123, 1 1:30AM·jane saw a briefflash of a woman in a print dress 
standing beside some chintz curtains. She aLso glimpsed a man in a bright figured 
robe lying down; she saw him from above.) 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences: 
(Thurs. 6118, 8:00 PM: No results. 
(Friday 6/19, 9:30 PM: HalfWay through my induction into

. 
the desir�d 

trance state I became aware that my forearms and hands once agatn folt qutte 
enlarged intrinsically, and aLso quite for apart, perhaps

.
6 foet or so, although a

.
s ! lay 

on my back on the bed my hands were so close to my stdes :h�y touched my htps. �t 
the realization of the above, my familiar thrilling sensatwn swept over me qutte 



.rlmng(y. tf lith ,\OIIIr' t!ll lillion. It .rtil/ lin.�r·r� 11.1' I U'rite this. 
(I tht'll .finiJhrtl my se(finduclion. Some tirne later, it seems, I became aware 

thrlt I wlls U.Jtltthing a youngish woman in a polka-dot dress, white dots on black or 
11 dark color, climb up three or four back-porch steps and enter a house, with a screen 
door closing behind her. She might have been carrying something. At the foot of the 
steps stood a little girl looking up at her disappearing mother. [I do not know how I 
felt so sure this was mother and daughter.} The little girl, with brown long hair and 
some kind of short nondescript dress, stood with her back to me. I then heard her say 
tJery clearly, in a high-pitched little girl's voice: ((You got the ball? }au got the ball?" 

(These people I saw with adequate distinction, yet not with the needle-sharp, 
vivid vision I have experienced on some occasions, as for instance the man's head of 
Sunday, 617. I did not recognize either one of them. 

(In answer to the little girl's question, I said, ((Here's your ball, little girl. " I 
then realized that I saw a darkened ball something like an old tennis ball, lying in 
grass in .front of me and somewhat to my left. I impulsively stooped to pick the ball 
up-and then on the bed I twisted my body with the effort; this was enough to break 
the transmission, although I don't believe I came out of the desired state. 

(I might add here that this is the first time I remember that while in the state 
I attempted to deliberately perform a physical act. I think I may have touched the 
ball,· certainly my left hand was curaved and grasping as though about to pick up such 
an object. I have no memory of the little girl's reaction, or ifshe heard me. After turn
ing on the bed, I did try to recapture the picture, and asked the girl a question about 
her name, to which I received no answe1: 

(Then again, later yet, I heard myself asking: ((What's your name, little girl?" 
This time a voice, it could have been my own, answered .from offitage to my right: 
7m Bonnie Lou Ryerson. " ((How old are you?" I asked. The same voice answered: 
7m seven years old. " I did not see anything this time. There was more, but I believe 
that by this time I was coming out of the desired state and was consciously connect
ing the name Ryerson with a local teacher by that name whom jane sees occasional
ly in connection with the art gallery where she works. I do not know him, or whether 
he has children. 

(It might be added that the next day as jane and I were leaving the house we 
met Leonard Yaudes, our neighbor across the hall. Leonard knows Mr. Nyerson, and 
said that he did have a daughter, who was he thought possibly about se/Jenteen. Her 
name, Leonard speculated, not knowing Mr. Ryerson too well, was julie or Kathy, or 
something like that. jane and I have not checked further. I remember that upon 
obtaining the name while in the trance state, I became ve1y anxious t!Jtlt I remem
ber it to write down later. Ironically, upon awakening I discovered thttt tll lettst 
momentarily I had forgotten it; but as soon as I began writing this rlccount the n({me 
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Ummie J.ou carne to rnind, and I j{!el that it iJ mn�·r1. 
(Sunday 6/21, 9:30 PM: Once again while in the desired state I ji:lt my J.�t�nrLI' 

and forearms become quite ·enlarged,· and again in this state they felt as thou<�h they 
were for apart-again, 6 feet or so. My thrilling sensation was just beginning when 
the state was interrupted by an opening door. I felt the experience could have been a 
good one. 

(Monday, 6/22, Tuesday, 6/23: Missed fane's father is visiting us for a few 
days. We also missed Monday night's session. fane experienced no discomfort of any 
kind as session time came and went. At session time jane, Del, Midge [his compan
ion] and I were visiting our landlord and his wife at their form in Pine City. 

SESSION 64 
JUNE 24, 1964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(Mondajs session, due 6122, was not held because fane's father was visiting us 
from California. This is the first session we have deliberately missed since the sessions 
began last December. fane's father arrived last Saturday, and as early as Sunday 
morning fane announced to me that there would be no session Monday night. 

(At the exact time the session was due Monday, jane, Del, Midge and I were 
visiting our landlord and his wife on their farm in Pine City. As 9 PM approached 
I watched fane to see if she would give any sign that she was aware of Seth, or that 
he wanted a session. She gave none; later jane said she hadn't the slightest inkling of 
Seth's presence as session time passed Del and Midge have left, and we anticipate a 
normal session tonight. 

(It will be remembered that in the last, 63rd, session, pages 158-159, Seth 
stated that a narcotics scandal was to break in Elmira within 3 months. This infor
mation was given on 6117164. Today, 6124, 1964, an article appeared in the Elmira 
Star-Gazette detailing a narcotics trial taking place in Ithaca NY, perhaps 35 miles 
distant. An  Elmira tavern is named, along with the fact that a New York City detec
tive has given Elmira authorities the names ofElmirans for jitrther investigation. The 
names have not been revealed. Seth said that five people would be involved It can 
be categorically stated that neither jane nor I had any knowledge that such an inves
tigation was underway involving Elmirans, before Seth mentioned it last week. 

(Trying psychological time on Wednesday, 6/24, 8:00PM, I had no results. On 
the same day at 1·30 PM during psychological time, fane once again heard within 
the static sound described on page 161 At the time she was thinkin!( about calling 
the owner of the gallery where she works on business this coming Friday. jane then 
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t/wu.�/11 .l'!lt' f,,·,ml tf,t. Oll'lltr} JJ/othl't' in IIIII' Jti.Y "/ /c'/1 /Je L�one /Jy tht tntl t�(tlw 
flit I' I.:. " 11lm during thi.l' ptriod, ./II lit' t•.xpaierll'ed an odd sensation within the black 
.fiJ•Irl r{innl'r oisiou: as though she was moving quickly through space and changing 
perspective. 

(By 8:55 jane was a little nervous, though not as much as in the past. She had 
110 idea ofSetlfs subject matter for the evening. As session time arrived our cat Willy 
ttlw became quite active. Many insects had accumulated on the screens of our living 
room windows, and a few had gotten inside the room. Willy rushed several of them, 
even climbing up the screens at times. 

Oane began dictating in a somewhat deeper voice. Her pace however was reg-
u/,ar, and her eyes darkened as usual.) 

May I wish you a hearty good evening
('Good evening� Seth. ') 
-after missing our last scheduled session. Ruburt had my permission and 

even my blessing. 
I might mention that Ruburt handled the situation with his father's mis

tress in a much more intelligent fashion than he would have, if it were not for 
the insight he has gained as a result of these sessions. 

As of now they are not married, and the woman is giving more than the 
man. When it is possible I will givs.you more information along-I cannot pick 
up the bug-

(Willy had become increasingly active chasing insects. Finally as fane began 
dictating he cornered a larger insect and then began to play with it about the living 
room floor. At first fane stepped around him; finally, just beside my chair, she knelt, 
brushed Willy aside, and tried to pick up the insect he had been toying with. She was 
unable to do so, and then looked up at me. 

(I told fane to wait a minute, and laid my writing board aside. I knelt to pick 
up the insect, and found it quite difficult to do. I remember that it resembled a bee
tle, was about half an inch long, was a beaut{ful light red-brown color, and lay help
lessly on its back with its legs thrashing. It was very nicely shaped; I seemed to see it 
as though under a magnifying glass; all the details of its construction seerned crystal 
clear. When I did get it in my cupped hand without damage, I felt it struggling with 
surprising strength. I went to the kitchen window, opened the screen and tossed the 
insect fee. I sat back down and picked up my pen.) 

Thank you. 
I know your cat meant no harm, and would regret depriving h im of h is 

playmate, except that when it is possible it is not only wise but ad van tagcous to 
help any living creature, regardless of its stature in your scheme of things. 

(By now Willy was at it again, chasing more insects.) 
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You see you r  cat su ll�rs no i l l  dlcc t s fro 1 1 1  s t l t h pbyt a l t hough on a no d 1 cr 
value level it would be termed destructive. (Jn  yo l l l ' kvcl t here m ust he a com· 
mitment in even the smallest such issues. Value fu l f1 1 lme nt is not measured 
according to size, and in such cases it is the value fulfillment, not of the captive 
so much as the potential savior. 

There is something here we may as well consider now, having to do with 
the cooperation existing between all living creatures in the construction of the 
physical universe. This interaction is extremely important, and the balance con
tinues to be a delicate and sometimes perilous one. 

(Now Willy sat quietly at the open window, staring out into the night.) 
We will take your cat and his bug. Your cat created the bug that he saw. 

The bug that he saw was a different construction from the bug that was seen by 
either of you, and all three constructions were different from the bug's physical 
construction of himself These bug constructions, by various means which we 
shall discuss, tal lied in your camouflage space to an amazingly approximate 
degree. 

However, they were not by any means identical, either in space, time, or 
physical bulk. Quite l iterally the eat's bug was larger and heavier in bulk, exist
ed longer in his-that is the cat's-time, and also took up more space. 

Your bug, Joseph, differed in actual physical construction also from 
Ruburt's. It was better detailed and more precisely drawn, smaller in size from 
either Ruburt's or the eat's, existed less in  your camouflage time, and took up a 
measurably less amount of your space. 

Your cat is also different, a completely different construction, for each of 
you. It is easier, perhaps, to understand if we first consider the difference 
between the bug's construction of the cat, and the eat's construction of the bug, 
before we go on. 

In comparison with a human's construction of your cat, for example, the 
bug creates a limited one, but one that is nevertheless efficient and valid for his 
own purposes. To your way of thinking, the bug does not construct a whole cat. 

(After resting, Willy was once again active, almost perversely so, it seemed 
Giving up chasing bugs, he now was busily tearing a small carton apart in the liv
ing room closet; the noise was surprisingly loud and came close to interfering with my 
hearing fane clearly.) 

The bug's cat construction is a huge and terrifYing animal-mountain sort 
of construction. However, the construction is endowed with what we may call 
physical properties of which you are unaware. 

This is difficult to explain. A psychic coordination, a sensitive apathy, 
received by the bug as to the nature of the cat, creates a hout the bug's 
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construction of the cat b-a-n-d-s in infrared, solid to both the cat and the bug. 
The bug then sees a gigantic but blurred, incomplete so to speak, cat image, 
which is surrounded by infrared solidity, which is significant to the bug in terms 
quite incomprehensible to you. 

(Now, Willy had deserted the torn carton. As he has done before occasionally, 
he gave a loud cry and jumped at jane's ankles as she paced back and forth. He 
nipped her. jane then remained still and quiet while I once again got up; this time 
I put Willy in another room and shut the door.) 

� 

If you could be more aware of the manner in which other species view 
physical objects, you would easily see the great difference existing between 
Yarious constructions of what you think of as one physical object. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 9:31. jane was dissociated until Willy nipped her. She said Seth had 

wanted her to pick up the bug herself, but even while dictating she carried the par
allel fear that the bug would bite. just before jane began dictating again we let Willy 
into the room again, to see how he would behave. He answered us by curling up in 
his favorite cane chair. jane resumed in the same good, somewhat deeper voice at 
9:42.) 

These are completely separate constructions of energy into matter. You do 
not-and I repeat: you do not-perceive all constructions into matter. You only 
perceive your own physical constructions. Ruburt intuitively grasped this fact 
even before our sessions. 

(Here Seth refers to jane's book, The World as Idea Construction, which she 
began in the latter part of last year, 1963. These sessions began later, in 
December/63.) 

There are, obviously, many points to be explained, but there are absolute
ly no exceptions to it. Telepathy is one of the main binders in the world of con
structions. The similarities, and there may be an almost endless number of con
structions of what you might call one physical object, the similarities only seem 
so great because you see so little. 

The approximations in location, bulk, and seeming durability, make it 
practical for you to think in terms of an apparent single object. The material that 
I have already given you, concerning constant creation of physical objects, is of 
course valid in terms of this newer discussion. 

Although it will surely sound complicated, let us for a moment once more 
return to a consideration of this chair. 

(Pausing beside our Kennedy rocker, jane set it rocking back and forth.) 
The chair, as constructed by Ruburt, is constructed constantly when he is 

in the room. It is partially constructed by him when he is in another room in 
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you r  apar t  mt:nt . 
When he is not at all concerned with the cha i r, he doc:s !lill bother to con

struct it. He could be miles away, suddenly imagine this room, and in stan ta
neously construct the chair. If he did, and if someone else were present in the 
room, they would not see it, for you are only aware of your own constructions. 

(Throughout these passages, I experienced many instances where fane while 
dictating proceeded to answer questions that came to my mind as the material 
unfolded. The last paragraph is a particularly striking example.) 

The physical matter that is the chair, or rather Ruburt's chair, is formed as 
I explained, and no atom in it is the same today and tomorrow. He uses energy 
to construct his physical universe. You construct your own chair in the same 
manner, using different energy; and again no atom of your chair is the same 
today and tomorrow. 

That same chair, so to speak, is constructed differently by everyone who 
enters your home. The question of its location in space is not difficult. Inner 
telepathic ground communication covers this very nicely. There are rather amus
ing slip-ups here that do occur, as when you bunk into a chair, for example. The 
fault here not being forgetful. It is remembering that causes the trouble. 

(Here fane smiled broadly.) 
"You forget" (in quotes); that is, you forget to construct the chair in its 

correct location. If you continued to ignore the lapse of construction, you would 
not suffer the bruise. But you remember just in time, construct your chair where 
your knee is. 

There are many implications in this material, as you will see. Also remem
ber that the atoms allow themselves to be used in these constructions, and that 
they contain the generalized subconsciousness and capsule comprehension of 
which I have spoken. 

I suggest your second break. 
(Break at 10:05. fane was dissociated as usuaL She said her back, which had 

been bothering her during the day, folt fine while she was delivering the material,· 
but as soon as breaks arrived the nagging discomfort returned each time. fane 
resumed in the same strong, rather energetic fashion at 10: 14.) 

Measurements can be made of one so-called one physical object merely 
because inner communication is so exact and extensive. In our last session, dur
ing a break, Philip mentioned the television set as being one physical object, 
about which he believed you could all agree in any discussion of size, material, 
color and dimension. 

I was concerned at the time with other data. However we will go into this 
now. First, you and Philip and Ruburt, when you are all presen t  i n the room, 
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{ '; lch Co i L 'i l l' l l t  t l 1 n 1 1 1  l'I H' I'I�Y your ow1 1 p hysical materia l i·1.a t ion of t he idea, tdc
vis ion st·t . 

The idt' : l  is current .  Otherwise i t  is possible that the constructions would 
not a l l  agree, h ut  would gradually be brought into line. In your physical con
st ructions of the television set then, you are aided generally by the current idea 
of tel evision set, as it exists in mass knowledge. 

(Here again, fane proceeded to answer the questions that came to my mind, 
one after the other.) 

This applies generally with most other idea constructions, and later we 
w i l l  discuss the construction of an unfamiliar idea into physical construction 
wh ich is then classed as an invention. Your constructions of the television set are 
li1 1ther aided by other hidden unconscious data, such as the material best suit
ed for the constructions, the general size, shape and color with which you have 
previously been familiar. All this being basic. 

You have also on a telepathic level a transmission of specifics which aids 
in giving more precise detail, and aids in pinpointing approximate locations. All 
this without any cooperation from the atoms that compose the initial, meaning 
Hrst, construction. 

This needs brief explanation. If the three of you turn your attention to the 
set, the first one to consider it willform the so-called initial construction. This 
is for simplicity's sake. I have told you that all living-and I will use the term 
conditions-cooperate in the formation of your physical universe. Your con
struction of the set, Joseph, will involve the use of energy formed into various 
combinations of atoms and molecules; and these themselves give off vibrations 
that are received subconsciously, and also serve therefore to give indications of 
approximate location, bulk, and even particular material and color, to the sub
conscious mind of any observer, so-called; although he does not see your con
struction but forms his own, more or less in faithful replica, to what he has sub
consciously perceived telepathically from you and any other constructor, from 
generalized notions of the idea behind the construction, and from vibrations 
and even impacts received from the atoms and molecules that compose other 
constructions of the so-called single object. 

Now, due to variations existing in the capacity of various individuals to 
receive, perceive, and act upon such information, no constructions are exactly 
the same, though generally they appear the same; and for utility's sake they are 
effective enough. 

Slip-ups can occur along any of the above mentioned lines. A th ick black 
rubber hose in a backyard after dark for a moment actually becomes, or could 
become, to a timid soul a particu larly vicious, ridiculously long and fat h l ack 
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snake. 
This is not a case of a hose looking like a snake. ' I ' h is is a Etilurc of a d i �� 

ferent sort, according to whether or not the constructor of the hose is present or 
still constructing his object. There is something here that I will explain. I have 
briefly mentioned before, I believe, what I will term an afterimage. When you 
cease active construction of an object, the pattern begins to fade but remains 
inactive. 

Weak vibrations are present and can be perceived. Here we will imagine 
the weak pattern-form of the hose, and an individual perceiving the general
ized pattern. There is a lack of further data, no telepathic message being per
ceived perhaps. 

Going upon the little information at hand, given the darkness, fears come 
to the foreground. The individual actually constructs a snake, but a faul.rx 
impossible one, from the weak hose pattern. The snake, for reasons that we will 
discuss later, under these conditions could not exist in your universe. 

If our individual calls for help, and if per chance the constructor of the 
hose answers the appeal, his hose construction would take precedence, filling its 
old pattern. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at I 0:46. jane was dissociated as usual Once again she said her back 

felt fine during delivery of the material She felt while delivering that Seth thought 
he had gone too for in giving us the hose-snake material at this point, since it raised 
too many questions he didn't want to go into yet. 

(While receiving this material I seemed to be in a light trance state myself,' 
feeling quite lethargic at times. My writing hand displayed no weariness. jane 
resumed her rather deep voice at I 0:5 5.) 

I am keeping within my intention of holding rather briefer sessions for a 
while. Nevertheless there are a few points that I would like to make. 

The individual's ability to receive these impressions of which we have been 
speaking, and his ability to translate them and to construct them, is all deter
mined by his own personal psychic background in past existences and in the 
present one, and by his own inner conception of himself, the physical universe, 
his place in it, and by his inner reactions to ideas. 

He actually creates his own environment, but this environment is created 
by him according to conceptions received telepathically now, in childhood, in 
infancy, and even before birth. 

This in itself is extremely important, and we will deal with it rather exten
sively in terms of early limitations set by parental attitudes personally and col
lectively, in terms of individual self-realizations, and in terms of even national 
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i n t pt'dc v:1 l u e  l i t l l i l l r nent. l\ych ic gates arc dosed by parents and fences set up 
.mnmd the sdt: dos ing  out many important possibilities of growth and fulfill
ment;  these harri ers must be broken; as man's conception of himself enlarges so 
w i l l  h is actual capabilities and possibilities be extended. His psychic limitations 
a rc l argely self-adopted. 

I will here close the session. We have covered much this evening, and there 
i.'i much I would still like to cover. However, eleven o'clock time for now is a rea
sonable and overall effective closing time. 

Do not grow impatient. You will become, or you will have, plenty of time 
1o become tired of me yet. Ruburt, my bonus for an excellent session will be a 
more comfortable back. He is handling himself in a much more efficient man
ncr lately however, and all is well. 

I en joy the children's sculpture, and suggest you consider them, particu
la rly the two large ones, as part of your more or less permanent household col
lection. And now, my old pie eyes, I bid you a fond good evening. 

("Good night, Seth. " 
(End at I I  :0 I. fane was dissociated as usual. Her back felt much improved 

since the beginning of the session. My writing hand felt just a little tired. The sculp-'-· 
ture Seth refers to above represents some done by students in Bill Macdonnel's art 
classes; at the end of the school year the students did not claim their work, so Bill pre
sented us with some pieces. \Vt> like them very much.) 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences: 
(Thurs. 6125, 8:30 PM· I achieved my usual thrilling sensation as I suggest

ed to myself that I felt light. Once I had attained the desired state I am now used to, 
f then suggested to myself that I would enter a deeper, secondary state. This appeared 
to work; I felt simiktr to the state I experienced when jane hypnotized me and used 
age regression. However on this first instance I had no phenomenon, and was some
what distracted by children playing outside. 

(Fri. 6/26: 9:30 PM· I had my sensation at my usual suggestion of lightness, 
then entered the secondary stage. The thrilling sensation continued for some Little 
while in my hands and forearms; good duration here. I also had some feeling of 
enlargement in the hands and forearms. 

(Sat. 6/27, 2:30AM:· Due to a very busy day I missed the regular experiment, 
but as I was falling asleep for the night I saw quite clearly the white-haired, Jhttg_zy 
head of an old woman. She sat upon a chair, her back to a walL Her hair wrls thick 
and tangled; she had striking overhanging brows and very dark, deep-set eyes. I made 
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tt crude skt�tch rl the ht!ttd. 'l'ht� hettd ttppc'ttn'rl to 1 11 I'll j1�om sidt to Jirl<', /oo/.:i11,� 
about. There was some duration. 

(Sun. 6/28, 9:30 PM: Many instances of drumbeats and music, and miscel
laneous vague scenes, very quick, ofpeople and portions oftrees and countryside, none 
of it familiar to me. Usually the flashing pictures would emphasize one small portion 
b�fore my eyes-that is, a tree branch with a cluster of leaves for instance, each of 
which I would glimpse in sharp and colorfol detail I also experienced a mild sensa
tion at my suggestion of lightness. 

(While trying psychological time jane had the following experiences: 
(Thurs. 6125, AM· Little achieved; interrupted by neighborhood noises. I did 

get a brief flash of a long low red truck or car as it pulled up to the curb out front of 
the house. 

(It might be coincidence, but at 7:45 PM a long low red Ford truck pulled up 
out front, just like the one I saw this morning. 

(Fri. 6/26, 1 1:30 AM· Not much achieved. I asked again about the trouble 
with john Bradley's tongue, and received the very unclear word 'callous. '' As this 
answer came I saw a large sunny yellow room, with a table and chairs arranged 
against a far long wall. The room was shaped like our big living room. 

(Also on Friday: On the way up our stairs tonight I had a sudden strong feel
ing that an envelope was under our door. I thought of a telegram. Rob was getting 
the groceries form the car so I had no chance to tell him. On reaching our door, I 
found a note left for us, from a friend. 

(Sun. 6/28, 9:40 PM: Again I experienced my sensation of traveling. I had a 
glimpse of being in back seat of futuristic type of car, passing futuristic landscape. I 
put this down to imagination. 

�4lso, I saw a big black spider on woman's dress, over one breast. The spider 
was fat. I didn't like this, and tried to change it to a rose! This also is probably imag
ination.) 

SESSION 65 
JUNE 28, 1964 7: 10 PM SUNDAY UNSCHEDULED 

(This session was unscheduled. Today we had looked at a house in the country 
just outside Elmira. It had caught our fancy to some degree and was possibly within 
our ability to buy, if we could take the word of friends of ours. !he house belonged 
to an artist and schoolteacher who had left town for good; jane httd met him at the 
gallery, I had not The house offired privacy but seemed to raise tl.l' many questions as 
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it tlll.l'll't'l'td, ollr t{lhr·m /Jri11g thdl it l(lt/J .l'iltllllnl 011 '' hi!L\·Jde tllld UJtiJ tll'l 't'.I'Jihlr 
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( Nt'tur11i1�� lmmt' rtt about 6:00 I)M, we discussed the prospect of moving and 
its rnrmy im)()ltwments. etc. jane then stated that she felt Seth's presence and that we 
muld have a se.rsion if we wanted one. We decided to see what developed, wondering 
,,/Jout what help if any Seth could offer in such a situation. 

(I got my pen and paper. We sat quietly for a few minutes, then jane rose and 
hegan to didate. Her voice was somewhat husky, and remained so. She spoke rather 
jt'tst at times, and usually with some amusement, particularly in the beginning. She 
paced as usual,· her eyes did not display the darkening so usual at night, yet there was 
1 change in them.) 

As you are discovering for all our discussion on matter, matter matters 
·ven while it does not matter at all . 

Ruburt correctly sensed that I was with you this afternoon .  You both 
t l tned me in, and I found your discussion extremely interesting, though I must 
say I am rather glad that I do not have to deal with such matters myself any 
longer. 

Uane gave a big grin.) 
What I do deal with is extremely complicated, and yet next to your dilemma 

-buy or don't buy-I must say �t my own concerns seem almost childlike by 
comparison .  

I am avoiding a direct answer immediately, and talking around the bush 
for a few moments for my own reasons, but I will not put you off. I am glad 
that you noticed that my prediction concerning a scandal was no idle one, and 
I would seriously recommend that you avoid any business transactions or per
sonal transactions of any kind with Mr. Marvin,  who I believe owns a school
house which you were looking at this afternoon. 

(In addition to the teacher's house, we had indeed looked briefly at a rebuilt 
schoolhouse owned by Mr. Marvin, whom jane and I barely know. We had not 
entertained any though of buying it, however, since we had heard the price was high 
previously, and did not care for the location. Seth was very serious as he relayed the 
above information through jane.) 

By all means take this warning to heart. There should be no involvement 
here of any kind. 

It would not do in any case for you to purchase land that is closed in. T'his 
would not work out for either of you. It would bother you Joseph, as wel l  as 
Ruburt. It is a very good idea for you to buy a house with land about it at this 
time. You were once a landowner, as you know, and your great desire for many 
acres stems from this. 
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Yo u r  rductance to huy a home wi t h  ; ICt t t . d ly adc:q t J a tc.: pr ivaly h u t  w i t h� 
out large acreage stems from a sort of self sp i te. ( )net' you h ad m u ch l an d , and 
i f  you cannot have much now then you think that you will not settle for l ess, 
even though you must wait twenty years. 

This is hardly realistic. Nevertheless you seem to hold such feelings, and 
since you have them they must be considered. Knowing the reason for these 
feelings should help you in recognizing their distant origin, and should make 
you more willing to be satisfied with less. 

(It will be remembered that many times now Seth has referred to my being tJ 
landowner in Denmark, in Triev, in the 1600's. 

(Our cat Willy had been somewhat active ever since the session began. Now 
once again he began to run after jane. This time, instead of diving at her ankles, he 
jumped up on my table; then as jane walked by he reached out at her; his claws 
caught in her slacks. Without breaking her delivery jane picked him up and then 
dumped him into another room; she closed the door.) 

I am now used to being so greeted by your pussycat, and while it bothers 
me not one whit, Ruburt does not take kindly to being so treated. 

You need privacy, and I am concerned. Privacy will actually help you deal 
with the outside world in a more efficient manner, that will enable you to receive 
benefits from the outside world because of a more relaxed attitude toward it. 

You should not go into debt. That is, though I am no banker, you should 
not at this time pay more than six thousand, even though a higher figure might 
make more land possible. The fi.nancial worry would, in the end, even cause 
you, and not Ruburt, to feel bitter at the land itsel£ You were used to getting a 
livelihood, and a good one, from the land. 

The idea of purchasing it now causes subconscious anger, though you love 
land. Ruburt will prove to expand as you will. He will be very good with any
thing having to do with planting, and the intimacy with the seasons will bring 
you both to a greater psychic fruition. This intimacy with the seasons is impor
tant to you both. 

I am certainly not going to make any decisions for you. The house at 
which you looked today should prove an excellent buy, though I am not neces
sarily speaking in financial terms. The intimacy with nature that you would 
en joy there would pay off in ways that you do not know. 

(As jane delivered the following paragraph, I felt my familiar thrilling sensa
tion sweep over me fom head to toe, quite strongly. Remnants of it lasted for a while 
as the session proceeded) 

If you purchase the house, you will paint two pictures i n  particular, land
scapes in tempera, that will help set your name. The house i tself is good, for it 
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is h igh ; 1 1 1 d  l l l'i l l  w.u cr. You shou ld  l w  1 1 c; t r'  wain. You shou ld n ol ,  however, b · 
on low gro 1 1 r r d .  You shou ld  no1  huy a housL�, even with  much land, that  is not 
nl'ar water, f (  u· i 1  w i l l  not con tcm you and you will give i t  up. Water, that is a 
hody of water, has value for the development of inner abilities. 

l have not discussed this yet, and this is not the time for such discussion. 
In your time to come, if possible you would do well to live by an ocean or 

even a large lake. A river is the next best thing, as long as the land is not low. 
' l 'he  house at which you looked is good, again, because it is on high ground, and 
because it is above and near water, and is without seepage. There is rock beneath. 
The foundations are good, and the currents far down beneath the foundations 
: 1 rc good ones. I am speaking here of something else which we have not yet 
t f iscussed. 

The hill is a friendly and not threatening one, and in other seasons the set-
1 i ng  is more open than it is now. The psychic attributes of the house are good 
ones. It is one of many locations which you would find very suitable, and which 
i f  I may say so, would seem almost to be made to order. 

The child who lived in the house until recently was somewhat disturbed, 
and had he lived there longer the house would not have remained psychically 
beneficial, but it is psychically beneficial now. High land such as this is good 
hom a health and psychic viewp�int. I do not know of any impending danger 
with the neighbors, who stick alone. 

I suggest a short break and I will continue, though very briefly. 
(Break at 740. jane was dissociated as usual. The time had passed rapidly, it 

seemed The house had, we had been told, about an acre of land, although it was all 
on the steep side of a hill. we had found it unlocked and had gone inside, but had 
not thought to examine specifically the foundations. On one side the hill dropped 
down to the highway; on the other side it rose at a steep slant. jane and I had won
dered about landslides. 

Oane resumed in the same manner at 7:4 5.) 
The psychic freedom and burst of energy that you will experience as a 

direct result of intimacy with land will be released regardless of the am nt of 
land. Some feeling of  ownership is necessary. However, though you may not 
want to accept this, old landowner Joseph, an acre will release this enert,ry as well 
as ten acres. You have little conception of the energy that would he hendlc ia l ly 
yours, even in the development of one acre that was yours. 

I picked the six-thousand figure for good reason. You may fed secure a t  
this figure. A fifteen-or-twenty-year mortgage need not upset you, a s  a s ix-thou
sand-dollar home purchase will be paid off by yo u without fret in a period of 
five to eight years. 
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! lo r  reasons too corHp l ic ul'd t o  go i n t o, a Lt rgn d l l l t l l l l l l  wo u ld no t  l w  pa id  

ofF until much later, hecause the fears t hat  XQ!l wo u ld h ; rve wou ld p revent  l i dl 

utilization of your energies. The energies released in the purchase of the house 
at which you looked will, themselves, indirectly allow you to pay off the amount  
within the five-to-eight year period. 

You have no worries at this amount. This is not a general statement, bur 
applies to the specific house of which we speak. All the conditions change when 
the object or the land is different. A house psychically unsound would greatly 
cut down your ability to pay for it. 

I anticipate no road difficulties. Your idea of trading your car for an old 
jeep would work out very well, and would not be costly. All windows in the 
house should be, as Ruburt suggested, opened; let the hilltop air blow through. 
The bottom of the house has been closed for too long, but there is no great dif
ficulty here. Opening the windows in the lower portion will abet a slight musty 
dampness. 

(.ttre there any children in the neighborhood?" 
(There are two other houses on the hill, both quite forfrom ours; one is above 

it a good distance) the other beyond it.) 
There are no children. I do not see any in a reasonable future. The loca

tion is advantageous from many viewpoints. I am very concerned with the psy
chic elements of any home you are considering. The psychic influence there is 
safe. Again, high ground is beneficial, and a hilltop arrangement such as this, 
with its proximity to water, is quite unusual. 

(It might be added that the house sits on the hillside on one side of the main 
highway leading west out of Elmira. On the other side of the highway runs the 
Chemung River: jane and I could see the river from the longfront porch of the house) 
looking down through the trees. The view would obviously be even better in the 
winter.) 

I would strongly suggest a garden, in which both of you work. You will 
find a strong attachment to it, Joseph, as will Ruburt, and there is room. With 
the surrounding woodland, I see that a garden and a quiet lawn place to the side 
of the house is very good. You will find that a ver� small pond arrangement, of 
the artificial purchased sort, a basin arrangement where water drips through 
rocks, behind the glass windows in the rear, here with a very simple grouping of 
rocks and flowers, would serve you to great benefit: as a place of inner contem
plation, in which the inner senses would greatly expand their reach. 

Later, and Ruburt sensed part of this, a simple and inexpensive enclosure 
here would provide the utmost in privacy. Not for a sacred grove, and yet for a 
simple setting within the outdoor nature that would serve you very well for a 
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. t i red very thorough ly. lf you purchase the house I will go through it again to 
i nsure that you have the most beneficial psychic atmosphere. 

Again, let me set your fears at rest. Financially I see no difficulty with the 
given figure. The water is pure. The hilltop air will add three years to your life. 
You will have to make your own decisions. I foresee no trouble myself You 
should not keep any of the children's belongings. 

("Was there more than one child?") 
There was one child. However, the child had playthings that belonged to 

another child, and any toys should be discarded. Any children's balls should be 
discarded and not given to the cat to play with. 

("Will we be able to find all the toys scattered about?" 
(The house was very dirty and unkempt, and I wondered whether such a small 

thing as a toy ball could remain undiscovered by jane and me for some time, with 
Willy perhaps playing with it in the meantime.) 

You will be able to find them all without difficulty. I mention this only 
because otherwise you and Ruburt might think it nice to save a few toys for the 
cat. There is no great danger here by any means, but these simple precautions 
will forestall any difficulties. ,.,_ 

You mentioned painting the walls, and this is excellent. They should be 
covered in this manner, and this precaution should be taken generally whenever 
you change residence. You will find that many times people, not realizing these 
precautions, come up against unnecessary difficulties that could be avoided. 

I would suggest, if you purchase the house, that you often take your meals 
in a dining room. The act of eating is psychically significant, and when possible 
should be treated as such. It is indeed a communion of sorts. 

I suggest a short break. 
(Break at 8:15. jane was dissociated as usual. just before break, she held her 

hands out to me while dictating to indicate they were "fat, " or felt enlarged They 
looked to be so, especially the thumbs and index fingers. I attempted no measure
ments, since this procedure had indicated before that there would indeed be a defi
nite physical difference in finger circumferences. 

Uane said the sensations began to abate soon after break. And then she began 
dictating again almost immediately, in the same manner.) 

If you prefer, I will deduct this from tomorrow's session. 
("No. '') 
The man who lived in the house did have a destructive and sometimes 

cruel tendency. Nevertheless he was basically creative, and despite uncontrol led  
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and u ndiscip l ined cnergics, h is bas ic crca r i vc i 1 1 1 1<. ' r  se-nse addcd to tiH.: psy ·h i · 
atmosphere, but would have turned agai nst h im  had hc rema ined . 

You are both handling your inner and outer lives to much greater ad va n· 
tage than you have been, and I foresee in general no difficulties as long as you 
adhere to your present course. 

I take it for granted that you will have a telephone if you purchase the 
house in question. 

(Yes. ") 
If you did not, this would lead to great bitterness on the part of your fam

ily, Joseph, beside this, you can now afford the idea behind a telephone, partic
ularly in the country. There is no need now to fear contact with the outside 
world. 

I know you realize that the whole place must be cleaned thoroughly, the 
basement in particular to be aired. All rooms will be beneficial for sleeping, 
working; the large room, naturally, to be used for our sessions. 

(Here jane gave a broad smile. 
("Yes. ') 
Air on all sides is much more beneficial in general than the arrangement 

you have; even though little acreage indeed is involved, the location and situa
tion is more advantageous than many others with more land, and intimacy with 
nature will be vivid and good. 

I could go on, again, for quite a while, but I will leave you, hoping that I 
have helped. There are of course other locations that would be suitable. At this 
particular time this is the only one available, and it is, after all, no coincidence 
that you sought it out. Otherwise you would not have bothered. 

(The last two sentences immediately answered the thought I had in mind) 
A period of perhaps two years could elapse before another suitable spot is 

available. Whether or not you want to wait that long is up to you. Moving such 
as this should take place either in early spring or this time of year, for many rea
sons not obviously practical to you. 

The river about that location � beneficial. At some other points it is not, 
and there is malevolent seepage; but not there. 

I bid you my usual fond good evening, with a small note to Ruburt, 
though I am sure that his housekeeping abilities need no reminder: that the 
cupboards must be cleaned thoroughly, and the bathroom, s ince the rooms are 
fairly close. 

(Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 8:30. jane was dissociated as usual. My hand j{:lt no fatigue, even 

now. We spent some time discussing the session, and the fact that our present kmdlady 
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(Jmu• 1ht11 /Jt;�ml /o abruptly tlirttltt' 1lgr1in, silting tll'm.r.r .fi'om lilt'. ) 

A br ief note: You r  ti-iends M arion and J ames a rc impona 1 1 1  cln 1 1 1 1 1 1 � 1 1 1  
you r  lives. 'fhcy are very loyal. Both of them have snong psych ic  p t •,o l l d 1 1 1 
a n d  their good wishes helped you both in the past, partic u l a rl y  losq • l , wl w1 1 � 1 1 1 1  
were ill. Your good wishes have helped them to  a great dcgrct'. 

The future relationship should be maintained, cvl'n t ho t q�l l 1 1 1 1  l i v• in  
t hei r house no longer. There is a significant tie-in. 

The four of you are psychically good for each other ,  and you s h o 1 1 ld l l t l l 
let the relationship die. Both of them feel this instinctivdy, and al ways W<' l l  1 1 1 1 1 < 
you for this reason. 

Although your apartment has its drawbacks, and although i t i.'i about  1 i n w  
l·(u· you to own a portion of land yourselves, overall the apartml'n t, hec:ntsc ol  
t hat relationship, has been beneficial. And this is the reason th at Ruhu rt chosl' 
1 he apartment to begin with, and why you went along despite realization  of i t s  
o ther disadvantages. 

The purpose of your present establishment was mainly to insure overa l l  
good psychic background. You have rested here, and gained your forces. You 
have much to thank these friend�Jor, and they have much to thank you h> r. 

You will be sony to leave, regardless of what you may think, but the new 
situation will prove greatly to your advantage, and will really be your first home. 

Incidentally Ruburt, yes, the water there is safe for swimming. I wi i i •Ta l ly  
dose, but I did want to let you know of the importance of these particub r good 
h·iends. (Good night) Seth) 

(End at 8:59. jane was dissociated as usual. She felt very good after the Jt'.nio11, 
Since these sessions had begun late last year, jane and I had thought that that' ""' ' ' 
be good reasons why we had taken this apartment) then lived in it for overJti11 ryr·tfr1 

f had never asked Seth the reasons) thinking that in some way jane and I 11111 1 1  h 
involved with Marion and james Spaziani; and thinking also that somt· timr tJ, 
reasons would begin to emerge in the material 

(And there is rw doubt we will miss the apartment, if and whtll '"" 111111 '' 

Setlfs reference to a safe place to swim concerns the stretch of the Chemun.� Nillf't thrll 

we could see from the hillside position of the house we are interested in. 
Oane is up for a substantial increase in sala�y at the art get! loy "'"' 1 r .J,, 

works part time. We were wondering whether Seth had included wmr 111 ,,,., 
unknown [to us} future salary of hers in his calculations as to whtt/1,.,. , ,, um/, 
afford to car�y the house. 

(We discussed this problem) and jane then began to dictate ����tin, ! Itt , ,,, 



U)t/J normrt!. Rt�.wnu: tit Y:0.3.) 
The gal l ery situation did not e n ter  i nr o 1 1 1y c:dc u b rions of tl nanccs. I used 

Ruburt's present situation, and the amount and so f(Hth can be carried as t h i ngs 
stand. They will not stand as such, but will improve. Nevertheless you do n o t  
have to wait for absolute notice o f  such improvement before entering into this 
particular transaction. 

(Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 9:05. This time, jane said, Seth was gone.) 

(The following material is included here for the record, and because Seth men
tions it at my request, and may do so again. 

(Friday, june 26: sometime after supper, fane felt like trying the Ouija board 
by herself I was working at the time on a painting, unaware of her activity. The 
transcript ends where I interrupted it by walking out into the living room where fane 
was using the board. 

(£is usual, jane's questions are in italics, the board's answers in roman.) 

(Does someone want to speak to me?") 
Yes. (Pointer moved to word yes printed on board. 
(Who are you?") 
S u v t r d  
(Please start again. ') 
To do no more is not sufficient. 
(Who are you?') 
Voghler. 
(Male or female?') 
M. 
("To do no more than what?') 
Pay price. 
(Of what?') 
Consciousness. 
(What eire is needed? ') 
Add to a truth sum. 
('1s Voghler your last name?') 
Yes. 
(First name?') 
Thomas. 
("Are you dead as we know it?") 
Yes. 



( "lu 1 1 1hti .Yrtlr rlitl_you rlir? ") 
I �NIJ . 
("In whtll m1111 try?") 
Engl a n d. 
{"Do you have anything else to say?") 
Strong-
Oane reports that she did not speak her questions aloud. Usually she received 

the answer within before the board spelled it out. She did not hear the answer with
in yet did know what the answer would be. She has no opinion concerning the above 
material; I have inserted it into the record out of curiosity, and on the offchance that 
it might come into fieture use.) 

SESSION 66 
JUNE 29, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS INSTRUCTED 

(I had no results trying psychological time today, 6129, at 8:15 PM 
(At 8:55 PM jane was still sitting out on the front steps; it had been a very 

hot day, and a busy one for us. By this time I was getting my papers together for the 
session. I took my usual place at our living room table, wondering whether fane 
would appear on time. just as I became comfortably seated she entered, saying that 
rdthough she did not know the exact time she felt she should come upstairs. 

(Earlier this evening the pendulum had told jane we would have a witness for 
the session, but none had appeared. fane was somewhat nervous by 8:59, though not 
anything like she used to be. She began dictating on time in a normal voice, and at 
a rather brisk pace. Her eyes darkened and she paced back and forth as usual None 
of these attributes chtmged to any degree during the session.) 

Good evening. 
('Good evening; Seth. Who was Thomas Voghler?" 
Uane paused. She had barely begun to pace.) 
Who is who? 
(Who was Thomas Voghler?") 
I do not know who he is. 
(Jane picked the name up on the Ouija board the other night. ':) 
It is most likely a legitimate connection. However, I am not acquain ted at 

least with that name. I may let you know at a later date. 
(It will be noted that Seth referred to Thomas Voghler in the present teme, 
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jane gave an amused chuckle.) 

Ruburt's mood is .truly tempestuous. I am glad  1 do not work at his a rt 
gallel)'. I am glad I am not director there. There is much that has cropped u p  
lately, i n  terms of  the arrival of  Ruburt's father, of  which I intended to speak. 

I am also aware that your real-estate man was here, and I am also aware 
that we are still involved in our discussion on matter. Also, I have been letting 
your own experiments collect for a while. You will see for yourself that they will 
have a tendency to fall into certain types of pattern, and you will have various 
examples of each type. 

When we get to that discussion it will be a major one, like the material on 
material, and some of the discussion about matter will be used as background. 
This is the reason that I have not discussed your experiences as yet. 

We will go into them all, in detail, but they will also be grouped. 
Uane and I have been waiting without effort, yet with anticipation, for Seth 

to get to our personal experiments with p�ychological time. We have kept detailed 
records, and I have made at least a sketch of most of mine. Many of mine have been 
visual, while jane seems to produce more audio effects. We have been aware, without 
making any detailed analysis of our own, due to lack of time for the study necessary, 
that our experiences with psy-time would probably fall into certain categories.) 

There is still much to be covered in our discussion of matter, and this also 
will be basic, for the understanding of other data. I still do not see any difficul
ty as far as the house and your finances are concerned. I have told you that this 
is to be your own decision, and I have given you information that should be 
helpful. 

I do suggest merely that your friend and landlord look at it, but merely 
because this will set your own feelings; and that is all. 

(For the record, let it be known that our landlord, james Spaziani, has already 
looked at the house in question. He did so Sunday night, yesterda)J, unknown to fane 
and me. Yesterday afternoon I had told jimmy that jane and I would value his opin
ion of the propert)J, but no arrangements had been made as to when the three of us 
might get together to look the property over. jimmy told me this afternoon that he had 
already seen the house.) 

Ruburt's emotional charge this evening is truly astounding. If I were at the 
other end of it I would duck for cover. In the past he was not as honest as he is 
now with himself, and in his younger years as an adolescent he would never 
allow himself to know exactly what he was angry at. 

Now, I am pleased to see such good direction. 
A vacation will do him much good. Not necessarily a vacation from me, 
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gcr r h ro ugh l l l'; 1 1 l y r h is t'Vt'l l i ng, w i r h  1 \ r rr hn r l w ter ia l  on the n ature o f 1 1 1atter, 
t h ro ugh l { t � h u r r'.'i t u rhu lcm mazes. 

I h ; 1 ve cerL ; I i n ly gi ven you good prel iminary data to build upon, and I sug
gest when you find time, that you reread the last four sessions, excluding last 
n ight's session. 

The keystone here is that you are only aware of your own constructions. 
' l 'his is most important. You truly construct your own environment, and it in 
turn then has its influence upon you. When I speak of environment I include 
for simplicity's sake that which is close to the self in its nebulous form, but 
which is still called notsel£ 

Theoretically, this even personal environment reaches indefinitely. 
However, we will speak of it usually as including those rather nebulous grada
tions that seem to be between self and notsel£ 

Actually it can be said that since the self creates its environment, then the 
environment is an extension of the sel£ The division between the subject who 
creates the environment, and the object-(hyphen) environment, which is creat
ed, is an artificial but necessary development. 

This development is necessary upon your plane because of the training in 
the manipulation of energy which is required there. You merely focus your ener
gy along these lines. This being"'· of course the main reason why, as a rule, 
mankind has not used other abilities to any great degree. 

Earlier he could not afford to. Now, however, he must learn to use and 
understand these abilities. No plane remains the same; nothing remains the 
same. Even the requirements and necessities and properties of a universe change. 
The ideas change first. The conception behind constructions change. The per
spectives change. What is perceived changes, as what is created changes. 

New senses are developed to perceive new creations. Idea pushes itself 
through; nor is idea a disembodied nonentity absolute, but composed of energy 
to begin with. 

Ideas originate always from individuals on � plane, and under any cir
cumstance. The ideas once originated, however, are given energy reality by the 
individual and therefore attain a vitality of their own. The ideas arc p icked up 
by the subconscious through a telepathic communication. They do not howev
er have to be picked up directly from one mind, that is, there does not have to 
be direct communication. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 9:31. jane was dissociated as usual. She said it had seemed like a 

timeless half-hour to her. My writing hand felt no fatigue. 
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(Our cat Willy httd been more or lessj){'llf 't:/id durin.� llu'.firsl dditJt'J.'Y· lmtjuJI 
before break ended he became quite active, as he hiiJ t�(tnJ done ftut:ly during st�uion.r. 
Willy began to chase bugs: Then as jane began dictating he dove for her ankles and 
began nipping at them none too gently. Without interrupting her delivery janl' 
picked him up and deposited him in another room. Resume at 9:38.) 

I would give you some more information on Ruburt's position at the 
gallery. However, when he blocks me he really blocks me. 

I am not going to hold a full session because of the extra one. Nevertheless 
I am concerned that we do progress in our discussion on matter, and some of 
tonight's material is quite important. 

There are laws on your plane that govern the construction of matter, but 
these laws are psychic laws having to do with the ability of the individual in pro
jection of idea into matter, the ability to receive and transmit energy, and with 
abilities having to do with the actual construction itself 

The prime factor of course is the individual's ability to avail himself of 
energy, and then to utilize it effectively. Coordination and communication 
between the inner and outer ego is also a strong factor here. You must also keep 
in mind that the individual creates his own environment through his successive 
incarnations. 

There is therefore a strong thread of continuity-purpose in all his con
structions. An individual's physical constructions therefore are projected by him 
onto and into material, in answer to inner psychological purpose. 

Put on a grander scale, he certainly does mold history, in terms of conti
nuity on your plane. It is important that you consider the nature and construc
tion of matter in terms of this inner, individual psychological purpose, for this 
is after all the heart of the matter. 

Oane smiled at the pun.) 
There can be no division here, even in our discussion, for simplicity's sake; 

for such division would lead you far astray. You can see this more easily perhaps 
in terms of, say, gallstones or kidney stones, which are adverse constructions, 
projected by the individual because of psychological imbalance; that is, a con
fusion of inner purpose. 

(The following paragraph then immediately answered the question that came 
to my mind. This has been almost a common occurrence in recent sessions.) 

The healthy physical body, therefore, is eloquent testimony of inner bal
ance. And in all cases of illness, the inner cause must be uncovered; not only 
uncovered intellectually, but understood intuitively if recovery is to take place. 

I mentioned at one time the unfortunate occurrence of your dog's illness. 
The dog, of course, created and maintained his own physical construction, but 
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,YOU .I.I; J W  o n ly Y"" ' OW I I  (.'O i lS I I' I I C I  ion or l r i n r .  

' l ' l r ro 1 1 1 ', l r I r is i 1 1 r a· 1' sen ses however, I r e  sensed your energetic support. We 
wi l l  go i n 1o d rt· p.�.�ycl r ic  cooperat ion and the overlapping which exists between 
a l l  consciousm·sses, to maintain the appearance and construction of matter. 

The dog, f( u· reasons that I will go into later, did not have your capacity 
hu· drawing upon energy. He could not project his own construction after a cer
tain point without help from your psychic stores. This is not unusual, and all 
consciousnesses exchange energy back and forth; and a great cooperation exists 
here, of which we have hardly spoken. 

(Here fane took a rather long pause, pacing from one end of the living room 
to the other b�fore resuming.) 

I have mentioned that each physical construction is composed of atoms 
and molecules, which also possess a generalized consciousness and capsule com
prehension. They lack strong organizational tendencies in themselves, and it is 
the individual's energy which aids in this formation. 

A weak ability to draw upon energy will yield poor constructions. The 
pulsations inherent in the atoms and molecules of the constructions are, of 
course, picked up by others. The shoddy construction, never perceived at all by 
the outer senses, is registered by the inner senses. 

I suggest your break �-
(Break at I 0:05. jane was dissociated as usual Her delivery had slowed some

what from its earlier pace. We let Willy out of the other room; ignoring us, he curled 
up in a chair. jane resumed in the same manner at 10:14.) 

Beside the obvious constructions that you perceive as matter, you also 
form or project constructions of a different sort, which you do not perceive on 
a conscious level. 

These constructions exist definitely in terms of atomic structure, but of 
such different densities and speeds that you are unaware of them though they 
are perceived by the inner senses, and utilized by the subconscious and inner self 
as a very important reality. 

(Will we ever be able to detect such constructions by instruments? ') 
In the far future instruments may detect them completely. In the near 

future glimpses will be perceived with the use of instruments, but use and recog
nition of the inner senses will result in a quicker recognition. 

Ideas represent this sort of construction, and can actually be handed down 
generation through generation, given a strong enough send-off by any given 
individual. I mentioned to you that there is a plane given to the dream world, 
and this plane also represents actual constructions with which your conscious 
mind is not usually familiar. 
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These a re not v;lgUt\ f(n m kss h a l f- n:;d i l  it ' .'i ,  ' l ' h l· i r  t..�x istence is as real as 
your own, but simply on a difFerent l eve l .  Por various reasons a l l  of you r ide;1s 
are obviously not constructed onto the physical p lane. Many of these reasons a rc.· 
psychological. Some of these reasons have to do with matters which we have not 
yet discussed. 

It is true that generally your energy is focused into physical construction 
and manipulation. Not all of it is so used. However, all ideas and all energy is 
constructed in one way or another. Those ideas which are impractical to con
struct physically, either for psychological or psychic reasons, are channeled into 
construction on other planes or levels. 

This merely means that the characteristics of their reality differs from the 
reality of physical construction. There is always an inner comprehension of such 
constructions, but the conscious mind has its purpose of dealing with the world 
of physical construction, is itself a physical construction, and unaware of other 
realities. 

We should most probably here substitute brain for mind, since I believe 
that is the terminology upon which I decided to settle. Using again the arbitrary 
divisions, brain for the physical construction, and mind as the intangible, then 
to set the record straight brain would not sense the inner planes, while mind 
would deal with them. 

These other constructions are extremely important to the entity, and are 
also constructed for psychological purpose; and once constructed work out their 
own fate. 

Independence and individuality are always maintained, while cooperation 
strongly works among individuals. This cooperation never blots out individuality 
in any kind of gestalt. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 10:32. jane was dissociated as usual just before break, she held her 

hands out toward me, indicating that once again they felt fat or enlarged She could 
not say just when the phenomenon began, but during break it began to quickly 
abate. 

Oane resumed dictation at 1 0:37.) 
There is a constant interchange between the realities, such as your world 

of physical construction and the worlds of construction which you do not con
sciously perceive. 

As cooperation exists to aid in the maintenance of your physical universe, 
so cooperation exists between the unseen universes and your own universe; and 
each universe continually aids the other in the maintenance of reality. 

There is constant interaction between all planes and universes. I am going 
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to t r y 1 1 1  cx p la i 1 1  sor rH' t h i ng here. 

(An ( 'lilf'�Y gf,t.I'J rl'stni 011 tht ,,,h/r /J,:/,)n· me . ./rme picked it up l�y UJtlJ r{ 
""' pl�ttJis.) 

I f  tl vc peop le stand observing that glass, or rather if five people seem to be 
ohserving that glass, you have five different glasses, not one. Each person con
st ructs that glass in terms of his own personal perspective. 

Therefore, given the five people, there are five different perspectives and 
space continuums in which a glass exists. Each of the five people is aware of only 
<me space continuum, his own, in which his physical construction exists. 
l lowever each of the five people has constructed a glass. In fact you have five 
physical glasses. 

Each physical glass is constructed of quite real molecules and atoms, 
which have their own generalized consciousness and capsule comprehension, 
and which form together in the gestalt called a glass. 

There is a point where five perspectives overlap. If you could find this one 
local point, you could glimpse, and barely glimpse, the other four, using deduc
tion from the point of overlapping. 

If ten people seemingly observe this glass, you have ten personal perspec
tives that actually exist, ten space continuums, and ten actual glasses. Each indi
vidual is completely unaware of the other perspectives. It is as if they did not 
exist. Mathematically this can be worked out. The space continuums are created 
by each individual, in which he forms his own physical constructions. 

Now understanding this, you should be able to see how other planes, 
other reality continuums, can exist simultaneously with your own, and be 
unperceived consciously. This point of over lapse, or overlap, this point of over
lap is extremely important, for there are points of overlapping in all universes; 
and this will also be a be a basic factor in travel, although not in any future in 
the physical universe in which you will be involved. 

Death on your plane is actually, among other things, an arrival at such a 
point. This will be discussed more fully later. 

I am truly amazed that Ruburt allowed me to come through on this last 
material so well, because of his mood this evening. I would also like to men
tion that our communication itself involves my use of such an overlapping 
point. 

You might find our glass discussion, Joseph, evocative for your painting. I 
would like to add a personal note in the way of a suggestion only, that camping 
some weekends if you can manage it, will be most beneficial to you both, and 
should even refresh your abilities in your own particular art fields. 

I will now close, after a most effective session. My fond good evening to 
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you ho t h .  

('Good evening, Seth. " 
(End at 11 :00. jane was dissociated as usual. Her hands still felt somewhttl 

fat, she said, though the sensation was much milder than before. My writing htmd 
felt no fatigue to .peak of) 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences: 
(Tuesday, 6/30, 8:30 PM: I experienced my usual sensation upon suggestion 

to myself that I felt light, although in quite a mild form. Later, I had a brief glimpse 
from directly overhead of two men descending into an outside cellarway attached to 
a house. They both wore hats, which I could see plain61, and their faces were hidden. 
I also saw the steps leading down, and the opened wooden door on the right, from 
my viewpoint. I thought the men might be inspecting a property, and so add that this 
is the time of month that jane and I have been considering the purchase of a home. 
We too have been looking over a property. 

(Wednesday, 7/1, 8:15 PM: As soon as I lay down I began to experience my 
usual thrilling sensation. It was rather strong. I then induced the usual desired state, 
and tried for a deeper, seconda�y state. I seemed to achieve it. 

(First I heard an unidentified female voice ojfitage to my right say quite clearly: 
'1 is coffee time. " 

(Later I saw the smiling face of our landlord, james Spaziani. He said some
thing quite clear&, which I understood and retained for a few minutes, but never
theless forgot by the time the experiment was over: 

(Later again, I had a look at a man in the camping area at Enfield Glen. He 
was dragging a large tarpaulin upon which was piled a miscellaneous collection of 
camping equipment; he was pulling the tarpaulin down the center grassy area of the 
camping grounds, heading toward the entrance. 

(At the start of this experiment, while setting the alarm I had instructed myself 
to come out of the desired state just before the alarm rang. I did leave the state a few 
seconds before it sounded 

(It might be worth noting here a point which came out as jane and I were dis
cussing the above experiment the next day. It develops that at about the precise time 
I had induced the desired state in myself, while lying on the bed in our bedroom, jane 
had been sitting quietly in the living room, almost dozing on the couch. Two closed 
doors separated us. It had been a busy day for jane at the gallery, so busy in fact that 
she had not had time to go down to the restaurant for the usual order of coffee the 
gallery personnel are used to enjoying every afternoon. While sitting on the couch, she 
had thought again about missing coffee break; the thought had come with some vehe
mence because the galle�y is in a state of flux, and jane finds this quite upsetting.) 



SFSS I <  )N 67 
.J l l i .Y I ,  I 'J(,ft 9 PM WED NESDAY AS SCHEDULED 

(By H:5<J }me was a little nervous, but nothing like she used to be in earlier 
Jl'Jsions. She had no idea of the subject matter for the session. Our cat Willy had 
become very frisky just before the session was due, as he has done !ate6� so to forestall 
interruptions fane deposited him in another room. 

Oane began dictation at 9:01 in a quiet voice, at a comfortable rate as for as 
my writing speed was concerned; her pacing was also moderate, and her eyes dark
t.-ned as usual.) 

Good evening. 
('Good evening, Seth. ') 
We are having a stormy week, I see. 
('}es. ') 
However, you have both learned how to deal with annoying situations, 

and you' are better equipped now. Ruburt does block me on gallery material. At 
this stage personal blocking of this sort is stronger during such situations, and 
this is entirely natural. 

There is not much, therefore, that I can say. But you have both progressed 
... 

enough in your understanding that' the situation should pass without too much 
difficulty. I would certainly say more if it were possible, but outside of knock
ing Ruburt over the head, or putting him in a deep trance, there is really little I 
can say. 

(And here again, Seth in the above paragraph immediately set about answer
ing the questions that came to my mind) 

I am still concerned with our discussion on matter, and will be for some 
time. 

We will of course tie this data in with our inner senses to a large degree, 
and there is much that I have not yet given you on the inner senses alone. The 
information on matter is a necessary preliminary to the understanding of other 
inner-sense information, and some of this will be given when I discuss your own 
expenences. 

Although a discussion of constructions that are not material to your way 
of seeing things does not belong in a study of matter, nevertheless the twc 1 are 
connected, and I want you to understand that matter represents only those con
structions which are perceivable through the outer senses. 

There are other constructions, quite as val id, which make l i ttle or no 
impression on  the outer senses, but constructions with which the inner self is 



Etirly b m i l i ar; and d !l'St: .o.;o-ca l lcd i m l l l a l c r ia l co l l.'i l l l lt ' t i o n s  cxcn a .'i l n m g i n l l u  
ence indirectly upon the world of physica l  co nsl n i C i io n .  

Again, the only main difference between material and imm ateri a l  a>n
structions is that immaterial constructions are not perceived by the outer sens
es. These immaterial constructions include among others dream constructions, 
and also certain intangible, necessary constructions upon which the material 
worlds rest. 

A few of these could be said to rest midway between matter and immate
rial constructions. Some of these cannot be touched, as a table can be touched, 
and yet are perceivable indirectly within the material world. 

Perspectives lie in this grouping, and other spacial directives. These are uti
lized in the material universe, but they do not actually exist in it in the same way 
that, say, a rock or chair does. They represent mediums in which action can 
occur. Material objects are indeed actions, literally without specific beginning or 
end, the action being continuous. 

It is you who change the apparent form of the action, and give the form 
a name. It is you who arbitrarily recognize a portion of an action as any partic
ular material object. There are many actions which you do not recognize because 
you do not perceive them. 

All actions in one way or another continue. It is only the outer senses 
which cannot perceive what does not fall into their own domain. When you per
ceive an action with your outer senses, you call it material if it is, or if it appears 
to be, static. 

If an action seems to be capable of motion, you say the action is alive. 
When your outer senses no longer perceive motion you call the action a dead 
one. In all cases however, action continues. 

I suggest your first break. 
(Break at 9:26. jane was dissociated as usual During break we discussed the 

situation at the galle�y where she works part time. With the departure of Dee Masters 
as director, a new director is trying out for the job; the situation is thus unsettled, and 
jane is not in favor of some of her new duties and is thinking seriously of leaving the 
job. This situation has also interfered with our consideration of house-buying. 

Uane resumed in the same manner at 9:32, after sipping some wine. For the 
last two months or more she had gotten out of the habit of taking even the nominal 
glass or two of wine during a session.) 

The main point, before I get sidetracked, that I was building up to, is that 
matter is action utilized by the inner senses and perceived by the outer senses. 

It appears that you create the action. For all intents and purposes you create 
the action, but actually you are really utilizing action and merely constructing it 
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I f  R uh t 1 1 1  w i l l  pt' r l l l i t me o l l l' smal l  n ote here. You, Joseph ,  have heen 

< 'X t remdy l tdp f i 1 l t o  Ruhu rt duri ng the past few days, although I know it is on 

yo u r  part an  l� x t en .'i ion. 
If Ru hurr  w i l l bear with me: He  will benefit from your fairly objective 

ideas about the gallery, if you can bring yourself to discussing them objectively. 
The situation will not be of basic or long-lasting confusion. You have both 

learned too much for that. I mentioned earlier that the art gallery experience was 
;1 necessary one. This requirement has been settled. 

(It will be remembered that Seth stated an art gallery experience was in the 
cards for jane many sessions ago-back somewhere in the beginning sessions. At the 
time Seth also said that had we settled in Miami, Florida, as we considered doing a 
few years ago, jane would have worked in a gallery there. He gave some street loca
tions with this information, but we did not try to check it out.) 

An art gallery did not have to be the answer, of course. Some like institu
tion would have served as �ell. Ruburt did have a larger measure of indepen
dence at the gallery until very recently, and it is this more than anything which 
causes the difficulty. 

The demand for greater, and if you will permit a personal opinion, some
t-imes needless attention to detail...,. he also construes as a hampering or further 
restriction, added upon the personal supervision that he is now under. 

This much is undistorted. 
Oane now paused in her delivery, which had become progressively slower, and 

l wondered if this would be all she would allow to come through on the subject.) 
The rebellion is caused by the restrictions. He was more used to an inde

pendence of motion, and greater leeway in using his own judgment. The con
flict arises because he tries to balance this, which grates against his grain, with 
the hope of, or against the hope o£ future possibilities of gaining more inde
pendence, and using creative abilities in teaching the children's classes. 

I am rather surprised that this much came through, but it should at least 
dear the reasons for the basic conflict for you. 

Ruburt finds or considers this sort of position without responsibility, inferi
or and somewhat demeaning. He has always objected strenuously, on principle

( Here fane laughed.) 
-at the thought of taking one person's word as standing for abso lute 

truth. Hence his discomfort in taking dictation of even a simple letter that must 
be transcribed in faithful replica to the words and ideas of another. 

(Now, for one sentence on!;� fane's voice deepened and boomed out.) 
It throws him into an emotional tizzy. 



Th is, plus rhe new di rl'ctor's imp l i ed sense ol' su perior i ty, adds t o  l hl� d i l·� 
ficulty. He works best on a job when he is more or k�ss left a lone, in charge o f  
given functions to perform, as when he  acted as salesman. Although l a m  not 
suggesting a return to this for various reasons. 

If he could operate in such a manner at the gallery in the plan that he out· 
lined, things should go well. 

I know it is almost time for your break. However, if you feel up to scrib
bling for me for a few more moments, I should like to add some more while 
Ruburt is letting me through, as I am not certain whether he would block me 
after the break or not. 

("Okay. '' 
(My hand felt a little fatigue, but only a little.) 
In the past he stayed at the gallery despite some natural disadvantages, 

because of the independence which he enjoyed there, because of the commit
ment mentioned earlier, and because of innate interest in paintings which sur
rounded him. But the fair amount of independence allowed was the main point. 

As a secretary, our dear Ruburt will simply not succeed. At least not as the 
sort of secretary now required. Taking down someone else's words, verbatim, is 
to Ruburt, because of his own creative ability an inferior position. 

The one exception here would be taking down verbatim the words of 
someone who Ruburt was convinced had superior creative ability or knowledge. 

I am doing my best to help clear the basic situation so that at least you will 
know the reasons behind it, and perhaps you can help Ruburt make a decision 
accordingly. It is true also, as he knows, that the Florida incident frightened him 
enough so that he will not leave a job unless he is almost forced into it. 

Here is a small note that Ruburt blocked earlier concerning you, Joseph. 
This fear also struck you, and had much to do with your outward acceptance of 
your job as it stood before you made a change, and a beneficial one, involving 
it. 

You had better take your break before your fingers break. 
(Break at 10:05. jane was dissociated as usuaL She said that Seth had fooled 

her, that afi·er drinking the wine and relaxing because of it during !dst break, she 
realized Seth wanted her to. 

(My hand was somewhat tired. jane resumed in the same manner at 10:1 0.) 
With your permission I am hurrying on while Ruburt still goes along with 

me, and will suspend our discussion of matter for a while longer. 
Ruburt was not pro jeering other difficulties to the gallery situation, as 

both of you thought probable, but was reacting to the limits set upon indepen
dence. 



l i e wou l d ,  pr d 1 . 1 ps, s 1  ick 10 ;1 rrspcc.J lor  sm;d l  deta i ls if t h ey were pan o f  
. 1  cn:a l ivl' to r u  <'pi , eve· • •  perhaps d tl' nca l i ve concept  o f  another, as detai ls are 
l·xu·emcly rcspt·!· l ed hy h i m  i n  h i s  poetry, where he transforms them into cre
al ive co nc<..'p l .  

The new d irector does indeed have a fussy, almost womanish love of detail 
1-( u· deta i l's sake, and this sort of mind is one with which Ruburt finds it diffi
cult to attune when closely involved. And here is a pretty point: Ruburt's insis
tence upon the term gallery secretary left room for a certain independence and 
i mpersonality and leeway, that the term Mr. So-and-so's secretary does not leave 
room for. 

The form without the spirit will always leave Ruburt cold. I myself am a 
stickler for both. 

Uane pounded upon the table for Seth.) 
This is then the reason for our fuss, and since Ruburt did enjoy a certain 

independence in which he functioned well, he now feels deprived and angry. It 
will be difficult for me to say more, though this much should be a great help. 
Also, close or even fairly close supervision bothers Ruburt because of the con
stant closeness of his mother in space, during youth. 

A panic reaction could be set off without the reasons for it known. This 
leads to ego confusion since the Rersonality, trying hard to act in what it thinks 

1!,., 
is a reasonable manner, cannot understand the vehemence of its rebellion. 

The money actually has little to do with it here, as far as the basic prob
lem is concerned. Ruburt subconsciously wanted more money to make up for 
the lack of independence, or rather the taking away of independence. More pay 
will of course help generally but will not begin to make up for the basic situa
tion, if it is not changed. 

As far as blocking is concerned, understand that this is a nearly automat
ic reaction, built up through the years. And if your positions were reversed, 
Joseph, you would be blocking me more. I suggest your break. 

(Break at 10:26: jane was dissociated aJ usual. She finished this delivery with 
a good deal ofspirit and humor, particularly the final paragraphs. My writing hand 
felt little foti gue. 

(Because she had been upset by the gallery situation, jane at this point wished 
aloud that Seth could help her out as to what the future held; this is something Ult' 
have scrupulously reftained from doing in any serious way, yet this time we Jinare(y 
felt we could use all the help we could get. Even so, we made no formal requt'JtJ rl 
Seth dwing break. jane resumed as before at 1 0:31.) 

I do not see any serious difficulty ahead for you. Regardless of k nowlc.:dge, 
no life is without problems, but if these problems are considered as chal lenge:.� 
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the way w i l l  l1l' m uch easier. 
Agai n,  Joseph,  the fact that  your i 1 1t ima 1e  l i l c  is oi l  all evell ked h as h elped 

both of you lately, and.  your understanding has hecll most rewarding as f�;u as 
Ruburt is concerned. I cannot say this too strongly. 

I do not believe that you have, that either of you have, progressed far 
enough to take on faith my contention that it is safe to buy your house. I can 
tell you that it is, but it is best that I do not push you in any direction, and that 
you act naturally in your own speed. 

Consideration of the house did enter into Ruburt's situation, adversely 
however, because of both of your fears over finances, so it was well for this rea
son that the move be temporarily suspended, though it does not have to be this 
way. 

Ruburt's remark to you was indeed unfortunate, because it aroused your 
own fears. Independence is extremely important for both of you. You merely 
show it in different ways. 

("Which remark?" 
(I thought I knew, but wanted to make sure, and it turned out I was correct.) 
The remark concerning, I believe, settling for less for a while at the gallery 

while looking for another position, so that the house could be purchased with
out strain. 

I repeat: generally speaking, I see no important difficulties immediately 
ahead, despite this gallery situation, and I see no financial difficulties. 

On another occasion I will go into the benefits and dangers of expecta
tions, for these are the result of subconscious feelings, which are not only pro
jected outward but also sensed by others. 

All of our material should be of great practical value. Remember that the 
subconscious is at the outer end of the inner senses, and the inner senses create 
physical constructions. Once you learn how to handle and communicate with 
your subconscious, then you will be able to create more constructive construc
tions-

(Here jane smiled.) 
-because you will understand that fearful expectations greatly color your 

perception of reality, and your construction of it. 
(To my way of thinking, this is one of the most significant bits of information 

to come out of the Seth materiaL) 
I am going to end the session early. I consider it a most fruitful one. 

However, much of it was given to personal situations, and there is not time in 
any case for me to launch into other data on material this evening. 

Oane l£tughed.) 



I V< ' J Y ' l , ·v , ·dy l t � l l n l  l { t J h u n '."i q�o i n t o  ;1 l ; t lsl' Sl' t t se of Sl�Cur i t y, l l·o 1 1 1  i t s  
.'l l andpo i n l .  .1 1 u l d H' I I i 1  d id no 1  hlock J i l l' l l l'a rly a s  much as  I though t i t  m ight. 
R 1 1hmt  w i l l  dd i n i t l· ly hcndlt, and  so w i l l  you if after reading this material you 
givl' h i m  yo 1 1 1· idl'a concerni n g  the situation. 1 have given you both an under
."i t i i i Hi i ng  of t he hasic situation, so that you will have it at hand to form your own 
< k�cision. 

I h id you both a fond good evening, and Ruburt knows now how tricky 
I can be when the situation requires it. 

(Good night, Seth. " 
(End at I 0:51. jane was dissociated as usual. � writing hand felt little 

/(ltigue.) 

(This material is inserted into the record here because it is dealt with briefly 
by Seth in the following session, the 68th. 

(It is, again, a Ouija board experiment jane and I tried on Frida)t, july 3, 
1964 at 10:05 PM we sat at the board to begin without asking questions. 
Misspellings are included as received. I made verbatim notes as we went along. The 
words yes and no, spelled out on the board, are here indicated in parentheses when
ever the pointer moved to them. ,., 

(Yes) c probert tm (yes) Roberts Jane, u are (yes) u are medium. 
([I asked.} 'Who is this?") 
I am Tom Roberts. 
("Who is Tom Roberts?") 
Relative. 
('What kind of a relative?") 
P (yes). 
("Try again. What kind of a relative are you?") 
Uncle. 
(ljane.} "My father doesn't have any brothers. ") 
Great great uncle. 
(.11re you dead, as we refer to death on this plane?'') 
Of course. 
(1 n what year did you die?'�) 
184 1 .  
("Where did you die?") 
At night. 
(Can you give us the location in any way?') 
Oslo. 



("()J/o, Nonl'rty? '} 
Yes. 
("Can you give us a street name in Oslo?'�) 
No. 
("Why not?'') 
Name had to do with Snopes (yes) . 
Jane received most of the above answer mentally, before the board spelled it 

out. She had alro received some other answers in a like manner; and for the balance 
of the session she knew in advance many of the answers. Yet she did not hear Seth, or 
any other voice; as with the Thomas Voghler Ouija session, pages 186-7, the answers 
popped into her mind. 

("Tom Roberts, can you tell us something about Snopes?'') 
J (no). 
("What does the word mean?'') 
Party of sorts (yes . [pause] ) . The name escapes me. 
("Were you ever in America?'') 
Yes. 
("When?'') 
1 839. 
("Where?'') 
Cham plaine. 
("What is Champlaine?'') 
Area north with water. 
("What year were you born?'') 
1789.  
("How old were you when you died?'') 
Old enou now better stroke. 52.  Good life, good wife. 
("What was your wife's name?'') 
Dearest. 
("Dearest who?" 
(lis Tom Roberts began to spell the name out, jane and! both knew in advance 

what it would be.) 
Them (no) Thelma. 
("Where were you born, Tom Roberts?'') 
English land. 
("Can you tell us which English land.?'') 
Wales. 
("Where in Wales? Can you give us the name of a town?'') 
Town ofTenderhoof [yes] . 



( " \,�/�y 1t1111 i1 .1o r'11.1y, ft)m Nohr'l'/. l , jtir .you lo cmJ/dtl us low;ght? ") 
I a m  I H· igl 1 1  as s t a rl igh t .  
(" Wh111 rio you mean by that? ") 
Smart. 

("Have you been with us before?") 
N<). 
("Why are you with us now, then?") 
Delmer was with you. 
Oane's father, Delmer Roberts, had visited us a few weeks ago. He is a rover; 

.fane seldtJm sees him, and even on his visit from Florida Del stayed with us but a 
fl•w days. 

("Then you have been with Del?'') 
Some. 
('What is )'Our purpose in being with Del?'') 
That is my concern. 
("Did you know, or do you know, Thomas Voghler?" 
(Yes) .  He was friend. 
('1n what country was he a friend?'') 
We were all psychics, family and friends in group. 
("What plane are you on nozeJ" 
(Yes) diffnt. 
("Will you be returning to our plane?'�) 
When? 
(/lre you going to incarnate on our plane again?'') 
Not if I can help it. 
("What are you doing where you are nowt') 
Too long to tell. 
("Well, can you at least tell us something about it?'') 
A reorganization. 
(In what way? '') 
Talants (yes). 
("That's the way jane spells that word. '') 
So? 
("Do you know Seth, Tom Roberts?") 
Seth is the best. Croneys. 
(By now, both jane and I were highly suspicious of the origin �(tht:st• !llt'J.I't���·J; 

we suspected subconscious sources. Needless to say, while using the poinlt'l ' hoth t{n..f 
were ve�y carefol to see that we did not consciously move it. 

("The other night Seth said he didn't know Thomas Voghler. " 
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(See the 66th session, pt�y,e I H7.) 
He does not. I did not say he d id.  
("Well, it looks like·you should all know each other ifyou were cronies. " 
(I was groping on the spur of the moment. What I meant of course was that �/ 

Thomas Voghler and Tom Roberts were friends, and if Seth now knew Tom Roberts, 
then Seth would also know Thomas Voghler, or at least o fhim.) 

Reasons. 
("What reasons?") 
(Good-bye good-bye good-bye) . 
(Three times the pointer moved to the above word on the board Both of us 

were surprised joking, I asked jane what she was doing to the pointer. 
(Good-bye) v out g. 
(The board appeared to be dead, so I noted down that the session ended at 

1 1:15. jane and I were in the mood to continue, so we thought we'd try a few strat
agems to get the board working again. First I sat at the board alone to see �f I could 
get anything. In the past this had never worked for me, the pointer not even moving 
over the letters. 

(This time, the pointer did begin to move, quite slowly. It gradually picked up 
speed while jane wrote down each letter it paused over. No sense emerged from the 
series. It might be added here that out of a whole page of strings of letters, there were 
no instances of accidental spellings of words-not even short words like to, as, but, 
is, on, etc. It was almost as though either the pointer or myself deliberately chose to 
produce nothing at all recognizable. 

Oane then tried the board alone; on it she had raised Thomas Voghler by her
self, last week. Tonight it would not work at all for her. As a last resort we once again 
tried the board together; and almost immediately it began to respond Resume at 
1 1:48.) 

Roberts you closed me of[ Why? 
("Do you know Seth, Tom Roberts?") 
I said yes. 
('What is your relationshipt) 
Friend. 
("In what year did Seth die?') 
Which time? 
('The time you and Seth were friends here on earth. '') 
We are friends now. Not on earth. 
(me you an entity like Seth?') 
Yes. 
('What is your entity name?'') 
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( ' 'l.r tlltll ltll'n'l'l? '') 
Yt·.o.;, . 
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( 'i1n· .vou ,dw 1111 educator like Seth?'') 
I n  tra i n i ng. 
("Is �)'eth your teacher, or one of them?") 
Yes. 
(Does Seth know you are contacting us now?") 
Yes. 
(Have you, Uarek, been with Seth when he has been with us?'') 
No. 
(Have you contacted others like us yet?') 
No. 
(Is this your first time then?') 
Yes. 
(What do you think of the experience?') 
I am not sure. 

( )  

("Can you tell us what Seth is thinking about your experience with us now?') 
No. 
("Can you ask him?') 
Yes. 
(Well, ask him then. ') 
Wait. (Pause.) He is not pleased. 
("Why not?'') 
Wants me to learn more. 
("Did you have his permission to contact us?') 
(No) . 
(Is such a thing necessa�y?') 
No and (yes) . 
("What do you mean by that?') 
Complicated. 
(Tom Roberts, Can we contact you in the future?') 
Yes. 
("Good night, Tom Roberts. ') 
Good-bye. 
(End at 12:20. We ended the session because we were both tired by now. /1 

seemed we could have continued it indefinitely.) 



(While trying psychologiall tirne I httd thf'j(ilou,ing t�:>.:perieru·c·s: 
(Thurs. 712, 8:15 PM· I experienced a mild thrilling sensation in my lower 

legs just before I lay down, but achieved nothing after I had reached the desired and 
seconda�y state. I induced the desired state from the head downward this time, and 
it seemed to work much quicker. 

(Later, I heard an unidentified voice say from below the field of vision of my 
right eye, ((George, Allan is quite concerned-" or words to that effect . . The sentence 
was left unfinished; at least I didn't hear it all. 

(Later, I was standing just inside a doorway watching m.JJ£./f walk out of the 
doorway. I let the screen door swing shut behind me with my right hand In my left 
I carried an 9 x 12 manila envelope. I wore a cap, a T-shirt and khaki shorts. [I 
have a pair.] I said, as I walked out the door: 'Well, Bob, I'll be seeing you. I don't 
know just when, but . . .  " Again the voice trailed off I tried to question myself but got 
nothing. 

(At times during this experiment my legs felt bent and somewhat drawn up at 
the knees, although intellectually I was quite aware that they were still flat upon the 
bed ALw the feeling of elevation was quite pronounced in my forearms and hands, 
although my hands lay on a level with my back in actualit)! A peculiar feeling of 
being simultaneously on two levels, this, but most pleasant once used to the feeling. 

(There were scattered other bits during this experiment that I forgot upon 
awakening 

(Fri. 713, 11 :00 AM: A holiday due to the 4th of july. Lying down in a v�y 
relaxed manner without inducing the desired state, I then again experienced the feel
ing of elevation in my forearms and hands. Deliberately experimenting, I then moved 
my right hand a bit so that I became aware of feeling the blanket beneath it. [I had 
drifted without effort into the desired state.} This contact removed the feeling of ele
vation ftom my right hand; but the left hand retained the sensation, so for a few 
minutes I lay exploring the peculiarities of again being on two levels at once. 

(9:00 PM: This might be called the Louisiana episode. I am somewhat unsure 
of this, and will have to wait for Seth's explanation. Unfortunately I did not retain 
all of it upon leaving the desired state. It took me at least a day to recall what I am 
now putting down. 

(To begin, I relaxed without trying too hard for the desired state. I had no sen
sation or feeling of lightness. 

(Then, I was directly above a parked car, an older type ofsedan with a round
ed gray roof Looking down upon this car, I saw a wi�y youngish man in a white 
shirt with the sleeves rolled above his elbows; hurriedly, he was circling the car, going 
all around it and peering into the windows. I could not see if the car was on a high
wa} in a driveway, or where. 
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( "l' .. I I I I  I I ' I I � "  , lt� )l, I t/If , /1) lti/J ,�0111,� 01/ r/OI/ 1/1 1/l('t'('; 
(!'lit' IIJtlll loo/..·trl up tit me. 1 /e t�pfmtrerl to see me, and to be not surprised at 

n�y position. l ie pointed at the car; 1 could not see into the wind(JWs. 
(" TherA a man in there, " he said, "and there's something wrong with him. I 

l'tm't get him out. The doors are locked .. " 
(My correspondent had thick brown hair, a slim muscular build, a wide gen

trous worried mouth, a squarish jaw. Each time he spoke to me, I saw him all alone, 
tis on a large milky-white screen. The screen cut him off at the waist, and was large 
in proportion to the size of the man. Each time he spoke, he seemed to lean into view 
on the screen from the lower right, and remained leaning somewhat as he spoke. My 
tJiewpoint had also l(JWered itself, though not to his leveL 

('Can you see me?" I asked 
("'"/: I , 1 es, sure, cctn see you . . .  
("lV.TL ' �" wnats your name; 
('My name is George Marshall. " 
('What town is this? Where do you live?" 
(George Marshall gave a clear and lucid answer, but to my chagrin I cannot 

now recall the towns· name. I heard it distinctly and retained it for some time, yet by 
the time I began my notes for this experiment I had forgotten it. 

(George Marshall did name tk� state, Louisiana, and for some reason I had no 
difficulty retaining this. I did not doubt this or my memory of it. I do know, some
how, that the town I cannot recall is located in the northwest corner of the state of 
Louisiana. 

(Things began to get vague, as though I was having trouble focusing on the sit
uation any longer. It became very difficult for me to speak, and I recall trying ver_y 
hard, almost desperately, to finish what I wanted to say. 

('Listen, my name . . .  is Robert . . .  Butts . . .  I want you to contact . . .  " 
(I do not know whether I finished or not; I have the fieling George Marshall 

promised to contact me. [It will be remembered that Seth had instructed jane and 
me to ask this of whomever we managed to contact during psychological time.} 

(In an effort to jog my memory, I have consulted a road map altas. Two town 
names in the northeast corner of Louisiana seemed familiar to me: Columbia and 
Cameron. Yet later, out for a drive with jane, it popped to mind that the town name 
I wanted was Sheridan. During the experiment I then recalled thinking that the 
name George Marshall gave me was a reasonable one for a town, and that it was the 
same as a town [or city] in W)10ming. 

(Checking the atlas again, J did not find a Sheridan, LA., where I hoped to. 
But my eye did then light upon a Sheridan, Arkansas; this is a smallish t(JWn per
haps fifty miles or more across the northern Louisiana border into Arkansas, and in 
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a direct north-south line with the north-centrrtl portion t�jiouisirmll. !Jill IJi·l'l sw't' 
that George Marshall named the state ofLouisiana, not Arkansas. 

(Sat. 714, 10:30 PM· Few results. Once I seemed to be lying flat and looking 
straight up at a series of American flags, peeling down off a great roll of them. They 
were all upside down. 

(Sun. 715: Scattering of vague impressions. No sensation. 
(Mon. 716, 8:15 PM: No results. 
(Tues. 717: Missed 
Jane: Fri. 713, PM: I saw dark water with moonlight upon it, a woman's 

unclear figure on the shore. Sailboat way out. 
Jane: Sat. 714, PM: I looked up at a tall tree and felt as though I was going 

to levitate up to it. A strong jerk of my feet snapped me out of the state. I then heard 
Rob's mother say approximately these words: "You're taking me back with you, 
whether you know it or not . . .  " Then I heard "The investigation, " in an unidentified 
voice.) 

SESSION 68 
JULY 6, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS SCHEDULED 

(Time may show that this session is one of the most significant to date, as far 
as demonstrations of the authenticity of the Seth Material are concerned What I 
have recorded here is done with the utmost effort towards objectivit;� jane, Bill 
Macdonnel and I agree as to the contents, and our three viewpoints are herein pre
sented It might be added that fane and I have no set opinions concerning the Seth 
MateriaL We are engaged in it and with it, and we record what we learn. We do not 
feel that at this stage any other opinion or attitude is needed We let the material 
speak for itself 

(Today we had made an initial payment towards acquiring the Birch house, 
dealt with so extensively in the 65th session. We were both pleased and excited over 
this. B�fore the session was due fane said she felt exhausted and nervous; she report
ed Seth had been with her at times during the afternoon, "buzzing around, " as she 
put it, while she thought about the house. 

(Bill Macdonnel arrived at 8:30 to be a witness. Our cat Willy was quiet for 
a change as session time approached jane also felt nervous. She began dictating on 
time, in a voice a little deeper and stronger than usuaL Her pacing was average, her 
eyes darkened as usuaL) 

Good evening. 
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( ''( ,'ood l 1t lll11,1:. Stlh ') 
And  gond cvc n i np, to o ur gul's t .  
' l 'h l're : t H' r n . r ny  t h i ngs o f  wh ich I would like to speak. I have more to dis

cuss on t he n ; t t  u rc of matter, and some remarks, at least, pertaining to the house; 
a nd Ruhu rt's pos i t ion at the gallery, if he decides to let me through. 

There is one point from our previous discussion that should be added to. 
It is in terms of a clearer definition. You call matter living or dead according to 
quite arbitrary designations. We have a step further here to take . In our last ses
sion, I mentioned that you considered live matter to be action in motion. 

Actually, you consider action which seems to be at least partially self-direc
tive as living matter. Action that seems to be of a static nature, you refer to as 
inert matter. It should go without saying that all action is indeed self-directed 
action to some degree, and therefore should be termed as living matter. 

In terms of our discussion this is very important. No material object of 
any kind is formed without the cooperation and without the inner consent of 
the atoms and molecules that compose it. Form is not thrust upon matter. 

The atoms and molecules themselves, through their own capsule compre
hension, form into particular objects under the direction, but not the coercion, 
of the individual who is in charge of any given particular physical construction. 

Without such cooperation .po physical construction would be possible. I 
will, if I may, use our glass again to make another point clear. 

(Jane had prepared a glass of iced coffee before the session began. Now she 
lifted it to show Bill and me. At the same time, her voice began to grow somewhat 
deeper and stronger.) 

I have said that if five people seemed to view this glass, then what you 
would have in actuality would be five individual physical glasses. As you and 
Ruburt and Mark view this glass, each of you see a different glass. 

{It will be recalled that Seth has given the name of Bill's entity as Mark.) 
Neither of you can see the glass that the others see. We spoke of this 

briefly. I would like to go into more detail. The three of you each create you r 
own glass. You each create your own glass i n  your own personal pcrspcct  ivt'. 
Therefore, here you have three different glasses, but each one exists in a d i l h-r
ent perspective, in an entirely different space continuum. 

(By now jane's voice was even lower and stronger than it had bl'l'IJ '' mi1mft' 
ago. Already the change was more drastic than it had been for many S('.l'.l'ions. l ltr 
voice did not boom out, and was still recognizable as her own; yet the rhmgt "''II 
great, and I wondered �fit might be even more dramatic. The pre.w'nrt' f�(li1ilnr·\ \ t'\ 
usually calls forth a little extra on Seth-janes·part as far as voice phcnoull'llon i.r m11 
cerned. The 63rd session, when john Bradley had last been a witnt.l'.l', h11rl '"'" 1,.,., 
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some voice changes; but thq l"ui ban mild comp,ntd to t!Ji.d 
Now Mark, you cannot see Joseph's glass, nor Cl l l  he ·"cc you r glass . ' I  ' h is 

can be proven mathematically, and scientists are a lready working with the prob
lem, though they do not understand the principles behind it. 

However there is a point, an infinitesimal point, where Mark> s perspective, 
and yours, and Ruburt' s, overlap. Again, theoretically, if you could perceive tha r 
point, you could actually each see the other two physical glasses. 

Physical objects simply cannot exist unless they exist in a definite per
spective and space continuum. But each individual creates his own space con
tinuum. 

These continuums exist in a positive manner. They are not illusion. They 
exist spontaneously and simultaneously, but no man can walk in another man's 
space perspective. 

I am going to tie this in with material dealing with the differences that you 
seem to see in one particular object. This difference is deeper than you imagine. 
It is not to be explained by saying that one man sees a given object differently 
than another because of a particular mood that may assail him. 

He creates an entirely different object, which his own outer senses then 
perceive. Since we have here this evening such an elegant and welcome guest, let 
us then perceive him in terms of a slight discussion of matter, in which he shall 
be our guinea pig. 

(By referring to the floor plan of our living room at the end of this session, the 
pktcement of the three of us can be quickly determined Seth, making the above state
ment, gave no suggestions as to what might transpire. fane's delivery was unbroken 
as she paced about the room at a rather fast rate. Her voice was also quite strong and 
deep, much deeper than usual, yet she spoke without apparent �ffort or surprise. 

(From my writing table, to my right of the entrance to our bath, I could look 
easily at Bill as he sat in our Kennedy rocke1; facing the bath entrance itself ftom the 
other side of the same door. As jane continued her delivery I noticed that Bill was 
staring quite consistently into the open bath doorway; yet I did not pay great atten
tion to this, taking it somewhat for granted that Seth would use Bill/Mark only as a 
talking point rektting to whatever subject he discussed) 

You perceive Mark, Joseph, sitting in your chair. He sits in his own chair, 
which he has constructed in his own space continuum and personal perspective. 

You and Ruburt perceive Mark, and yet neither of you sees Mark's Mark. 
As he sits in his chair, constantly he creates his own image physically, using his 
own psychic energy, and using particular atoms and molecules for the construc
tion of his body. 

We have here then so far one Mark, constructed by himself; and before 
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d ll' <.'Vt'n i 1 1g i .'i l l l l ol q �l · yo1 1  wi l l  ht' ; 1 1 nazl·d 0 1 1  I H IW many Mark11 Wl' end u p  w i th. 
I sugg('sl yo11 r  l ina break, a n d  l l l a rk I l l Y  words, M ade You are more than 

you k n ow. 

I nciden ta l ly, I would like particular attention for the session, as the mate
r ia l  w i l l  he of part icular value. 

(Break at 9:26 jane was dissociated as usual. 
�4s soon as break arrived, Bill announced that he had seen an image in the 

doorway of the bath; it was this that had drawn his attention as jane dictated Bill 
,uked for a sheet of paper and immediately set to work on a sketch of what he had 
seen. He is tm artist and schoolteacher. 

Uane and I of course looked into the doorway but saw nothing. Bill has seen 
many images and apparitions during his life, and Seth has in past sessions discussed 
some of them, and their origin, briefly; so jane and I were not surprised when Bill 
said he had another sighting. 

(For one who filt poorly at the start of the session, jane now said she filt fine. 
Seth had "knocked her out quickly. "Our cat, Willy, now became active as break wore 
on, and as he has done for most recent sessions. Willy began to stalk through the 
apartment, crying out; it was a cool night and no bugs were to be seen. Willy behaved 
in quite a scary fashion, looking all about him. 

Uane began dictating again if!: the same strong and very deep voice. Bill con
tinued working on his sketch, saying he was not satisfied with it and would tr_y 
another. Resume at 9:32.) 

I will have something to say about William's apparition shortly. 
First of all, I would like you to notice that Ruburt' s voice is so mew hat 

lower; and then with your permission I will continue. 
While Mark creates his own image, you seem to see his image, but you do 

not see it. At this particular time there are three entirely different Marks in this 
room, although I use the term "this room" very loosely. 

(First jane pointed at Bill as he sat in the Kennedy rocker, working on his 
sketch of the apparition; then she pointed at me. Bill in the meantime kept staring 
into the open bath doorway, and as before I could see nothing from my position at 
the table.) 

There is the Mark which Mark has created, an actual physical construc
tion. There is another Mark does not see, and this Mark is an actual phy .11 ica l 
construction created by you. There are at this time still two more physica l 
Marks, one created by Ruburt, and one created by your cat. 

If another person entered the room, there would still be another physical 
Mark. 

In this room, so to speak, there are four physical Ruburts, there a rc I (H J r  
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physical Josephs, a n d  there a rc f·(nu· physil:al  C:t l s. ' l 'hrre a rc i ndeed l ( u t r  roo 1 ns .  

(From my studio at the back of the apartment crtme Willie's cry. f-Ie was still 
stalking about.) 

Your friend Mark, to digress, is an excellent witness in one way, because 
he is sensitive to appearances and constructions that appear within the physical 
realm from other planes. 

His span of attention in one respect is short. As far as his psychic energy 
is concerned he is very gifted. I did, indeed, stand momentarily in the doorway; 
though if I may say so-

( Here jane paused beside Bill and picked up the first pen drawing he had 
made of his sighting of the apparition of Seth.) 

-I am a much more cheerful-looking fellow than here portrayed. You 
missed a certain cast along what you may call the cheekbones; and if you watch 
the image closer, I may be able to make it clearer. 

Oane handed the sketch back to Bill, who continued to stare into the dark bath 
doorway.) 

This is the first time that I have attempted to approach in this manner 
during a session. I am pleased that I have been perceived, and I have been 
observing you from my own vantage point. 

The image in the doorway is indeed my own, though there is bound to be 
a distortion in Mark's perception of me. It is through the inner senses that he 
perceives me, and this data he then attempts to transform into information that 
can be perceived by the outer senses. 

The construction is one of those that I have said is usually unperceived, 
and therefore does not exist as a rule in terms of physical time or space. 

(Now jane stood in back of Bill, looking over his shoulder as he sketched.) 
There is a smugness about the lips-very good-that I am indeed rather 

pleased with. You will find that this construction is being created by myself Just 
to appear on your plane, any construction, whether perceived by you or not, 
must be composed of atoms and molecules. 

The motion and the speed varies from regular constructions. I am in this 
particular instance speaking through Ruburt while I have also stood by in a con
struction and watched him speak. At a later date I may be able, briefly, to speak 
from my own construction. But this will take training and I will need the use of 
much cooperation. 

Oane picked the second sketch from Bill's hand and paced about the room, 
talking as she examined it. I caught a glimpse of the drawing as she waved it briefly 
in my direction.) 

I also intend to speak briefly on Ruburt' s Tom Roberts. 



I I \ 

I I  is I I l i i '  I '" ' '  in so r m: w;rys n o  l w. u u y  o r r  yo1 1 r  l t' n ns, and yt'l yo1 1 w i l l  
, r l l t'SI I ; 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 . d l oJ �t·t hcr 1 1gly. I w i l l  l e i  yo1 1  t ake you r break. And I wish 10 
1 hank Marie Wht· u  I said that  Mark wo1 1 ld joi n rnc in a demonstration ,  I meant 
1 h a t  M ark wo1 1 ld jo in  me in a demonstration .  

(Break at Y:56. jane was dissociated as usual She ended the dialogue with a 
ktugh at Bill. 

(Bill Macdonnel said that the dark bath doorway turned into a foggy white; 
he then saw the form of Seth's apparition stand out against this lighter background 
'J he form was mainly a silhouette, he said, without much detail; yet during the first 
monologue he obtained a strong look or glimpse of the face. The effect was rather like 
that of a reversed negative. Bill said the face of the apparition was about six feet 
above floor level 

(It was while we were discussing dimensions that the second part of Seth's 
demonstration took place; and again it was without suggestion upon his part, or 
indeed warning of any kind 

Oane by now felt very good, folly recovered from her below-par feeling preced
ing the session. Clowning around, she moved into the doorway, into the exact spot in 
which, Bill said, Setf!s apparition was appearing. At this time, this moment, Bill said 
he could not see the image. I was standing beside the rocker Bill occupied, and both 
of us were watching jane as she stood smiling and laughing in the bath doorway. 

(Bill Macdonnel and I then noticed at the same time that jane's animated fea
tures were changing. As she spoke to us, her jaw became more square in outline 
against her long black hair; her nose enlarged, her mouth acquired heavier and 
wider lips as they moved with her speech, and her neck thickened The whole cast of 
feature became heavier and male. Neither Bill or myself noted any change in her eyes 
or forehead. 

(At our request jane remained standing where she was; she said that she 'tin
gled" as she stood in the proper spot. She was not frightened, although uneasy when 
Bill and I first told her of what we saw. There was no doubt of what we did see. The 
effect lasted for perhaps a minute or two, the room was sufficiently well lighted 
[although not blazing with light; during her deliveries jane usually has one 60W 
light on, but at break we turn more lights on; and if this bothers jane while talking 
she automatically snaps them off as she paces about.} and Bill and I had plenty of 
chance to make sure of what we were looking at. 

(I then asked jane to move a few inches forward She did, and the r:fli·ct 
diminished then disappeared For me, the change in feature appeared to take p/,Jt 'f' 
on a plane an inch or so in front of jane's actual physical features. This m>UJ .l'l'l of.p,, 
tures might have been suspended on a dear screen of some kind,· anrl tiJ I tlltllt hr·d 
them, at the same time I saw or sensed behind them or through tllt'm /(m(', I t'd/ 
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features as I knew them. Uill Mttalonnel dirl 11o1 t!i.'l'"''' 11q init'f{Jrt'lttlion fd llu· 
effect, although I have the feeling he did not see thf dfr•tt juJt tlult Wt�y. 

(This "hanging before" appearance, it will be remembered, is remarkably sim
ilar to the effect I observed when the same three of us experimented with our first and 
only seance. See the 11th session, page 56. In this one, as Bill, jane and I stared into 
a mirror, the reflection of jane's head changed in size and shape, and finally appeared 
to hang in space just forward of the rest of her reflection. That appearance had taken 
place in much poorer light than tonight's event, however. This time I could see in 
detail the changes taking place, and their end. [Session 1 1  is in vol. 1.} 

(Bill told jane and me that the "feeling" of the apparition's form lingered in 
the doorway even during break, though in a weaker state. He said that the image 
would at intervals become quite a bit stronger, so that he could then glimpse details. 
His drawings of Seth revealed a set of rather chiseled features, with the obvious dif 
ference of a very large and high cranium. He said he felt the cranium was gigantic. 

(I will have photocopies of the two drawings made for insertion into the car
bon copies of this record. My personal feeling is that Seth's enormous cranium in the 
drawings is a symbolic one-perhaps one pertaining to Bill's feeling that Seth pos
sesses greater or different knowledge than we do. 

(Still not satisfied with his second sketch, Bill set to work to make a few small 
changes. Willy had quieted down by now. My writing hand felt no fatigue to speak 
of jane began dictating in the same strong and very deep voice. Indeed, she kept up 
with the voice phenomenon for the whole session, with no apparent discomfort of any 
kind, and no ill effects afterward. Resume at 1 0:08.) 

There is no good reason why you could not see me also, Joseph, nor is 
there any reason why Ruburt could not see me. You are both quite fussy about 
what you will see and what you will not see. This we will go into later in some 
detail. 

(Again jane picked up Bill's second sketch. Pacing around the room at a rather 
fast rate, she studied it and pointed to it frequently as she spoke.) 

The chin is shaped somewhat differently than the second sketch. It is not 
so pointed, though it is as long. I am, nevertheless, pleased with the overall rep
resentation. It is simply that for many reasons Mark's abilities have been devel
oped along these lines. 

It is a natural talent, although it is as yet untrained. With training his abil
ity here could be spectacular. I will however make this statement: The picture

( Holding the sketch up, jane waved it in my direction.) 
-represents an outward transformation as Mark attempted to construct 

an accurate replica of material that he sensed with the inner senses, and as such 
it is the reconstruction of what I am. It represents the appearance that these 



. th i l i 1 ics nl u u nc l . t l.; c• w l u: 1 1  ; t l  a l l  closely l Oi l l ll.'t' l (.'d w i d 1  t he physica l p la ne. Th is 
docs I H I I nn t'.'1�. 1 1 i l y  l l lt'; H l  t h a t  in all p la n l's I have the same image. 

(/tllli' .�t'\llll'f'tl lou'llrd Bill. She was pacing ve�y fast and her deep voice was 
l1ooming OH/. ) 

It- is rhe l l rst such representation of me, and I am quite fond of it. 
I wo u ld  not be surprised if you wondered about the part that suggestion 

m ight play in such a demonstration. I spoke of a demonstration without men
t ioning what sort of a demonstration. Before the fact, I mentioned no appari
t ions. 

Generally speaking however, no physical object can be constructed, and 
no action can occur, without what you are pleased to call suggestion. No action 
and no material object can be perceived without inner consent and willingness. 
Behind every action and every construction there is indeed what you are pleased 
to calJ suggestion. 

Suggestion is no more and no less than an inner willingness and consent, 
to allow a particular action to occur; and this consent is the trigger which sets 
off the subconscious mechanisms that allow you to construct inner data into 
physical reality. 

There is no more truth, and no more falsehood, in saying that my appear
ance in the doorway was caused b.,y suggestion, than to say that this room and 
everything within it is caused by suggestion. 

(Bill Macdonnel was again staring into the doorway to the bath, making 
additions to his second drawing of Seth's apparition.) 

Your emotional feelings are, as you know, the inner senses as they appear 
dose to the physical plane. These are the directives. You form in your own per
sonal perspective the data that exists within the inner self, but you do this on an 
individual basis in line with your own expectations, suggestions and attitudes. 

These very often distort inner data so that unreliable and even loathsome 
constructions are formed. This is of great importance. 

I would also suggest before the session ends that you ask Mark once more 
what he saw, for the record, as well as including the excellent represen t ; t l  ion ol '  
me in the record. I also suggest that you notice the change once ag:1 i n i n  
Rubures voice; and if I perhaps sound severe, it i s  only the result o f  thl' 1 ra ns i 
tion. I can do best along this line in the presence of particular i nd iv id u ; t l s  w l to 
cooperate with me in the effort. 

Also a brief notice: Your doctor across the way even now looked up . 1 1 1d 

saw m�, as he has done upon various occasions. And yet this ti me..· he lu u·w 1 1 t .u 
something was different, and sensed the proximity. 

(I had heard a door slam next door, since it was a nice niy,ht '"'rl om· lit'i".t: 
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room windows were open. In the Jllmmt'r}llw likf'.� If,(, t(lil/flmoJ opt'n, .H'.I:\imtJ or flO, 
although I find tmjfic noises bothersome at tinU's. 

(We live on the second floor. The offices of Dr. /,e11ine, our ftiend awl physi
cian, are perhaps forty feet away, on the ground floor of a house that he owns. 1 'he 
side entrance to his suite is directly opposite our windows, and we often see Sam 
Levine coming and going. He does much night work, and his office lights have many 
times been burning while a session was in progress. 

(Sam Levine knows about Seth but has never attended a session. He has been 
invited to. He has expressed neither belief nor disbelief he has also listened to part tj' 
the tape recording we made of jane when delivering the 25th session. See page 183. 
Someday jane and I intend to put the pressure on Sam and make him attend a ses
sion, no matter how busy he is. [Session 25 is in Vol 1.}) 

If you will bear with me I will continue briefly without stopping for your 
break this moment, since Ruburt is also cooperating with me so well. It would 
be best if we did not pause for a regular time. 

For your information, he is in command of his facilities, and is cooperat
ing with me of his own volition, and there is no invasion of any kind. 

I will make a point here concerning the Ouija board experiment in which 
you participated. 

(See page 201.) 
The material did not come through dearly because the man who sought 

to come through has not been trained enough to perform the particular task 
which he set himsel£ 

The communication is authentic. Nevertheless, it contains distortions, 
due to the man's inability to transmit data in this manner. 

k far as your house is concerned, you have my blessing as you know. The 
affair will be successful. I have mentioned that it is no coincidence that you 
came across the house. Nor is it a coincidence that the door was open when you 
arrived there. 

For your information, you and Ruburt both opened the door. 
Uane pointed at me.) 
How? 
There is much to explain. It happens that at the same moment you both 

strongly wished for the door to open; and with the abilities that you are devel
oping, you brought psychic mass force, which is valid mass force, even in your 
physical world, against the door and opened it. 

(This was a surprise. jane and I finally got around to going on a drive to look 
at the house, about which we had known for several weeks without bothering to 
investigate. Going up a very steep dirt road just outside Elmira, by luck we took the 



ml'll'i'l jt)r/..· iu tl1f' mr1tl '' 1/(1 pu lltrl i111 o t/Jt'jimll ym'll t�f 'tht ri.�hl house. Wt· li/..wl it 
tlt .flrJI J��ht. 

( Wt'.ftiwul tht•fmnl door locked and bolted, then spent a ftw minutes looking 
tlmtmd thtfronl htt(/'tlthe place, and admiring the view. It then occurred to me to 
I(Jfllk around /J,,c/..· lfJ see if the back door was also locked jane had the same idea, 
though we thought little of it at the time. And we did find the back porch door open. 
It had no outside lock, but was locked fom the inside by a bolt arrangement. 

(According to Seth then, jane and I used our combined psychic strength or force 
to pull the bolt back. I remember finding the door, which was very heavy and thick, 
Jlightly ajar: This was accounted for to our satisfaction at the time of our second visit; 
trying to shoot the bolt fom inside the porch, jane and I found we had to exert con
Jiderable pressure against the door in order to line the bolt up with the door fame; 
11nd once shut the door was exceedingly sturdy. If jane and I used psychic strength to 
open this door, it can be saftly stated that the force required and exerted was consid
rrable.) 

All of your friends sensed that this house was good for you both. I am no 
hanker. Nevertheless, I can tell you that you will have no financial difficulties; 
nor should Ruburt feel any fear concerning his own job at the gallery, in terms 
< l the house and finances. 

('Wf>re jane and I on the property when we used this psychic force to open the 
"' 

door?'') 
' 

At the actual property? 
('Yes, did we use this ability while we were there in font of the house?" 
(I was wondering whether perhaps we had opened the door while on the way 

to the house, maybe as we climbed the dirt road) 
You were in front of the house. There is a short bit here. I will say it while 

Ruburt is not blocking me. You have both built up psychic reserves which you 
have not even glimpsed. The change in inner attitude, on your part particular
ly, toward the outside world, has in turn created a different sort of outside world, 
and a more beneficial one than you knew earlier. 

This is a direct result of the results of inner expectations, and begins to 
yield its fruits. Changes in your living rhythm will no longer confront you in 
terms of either bitterness, anger or regret, for you are creating a more construc
tive material and psychic environment. 

You have nothing to fear financially as far as Ruburt's posit ion at the 
gallery; his outside condition in the world will improve; again, because of i n ner 
expectation. Whether this improvement takes place in connection with  the 
gallery, or whether it takes place in  another working area makes no d iHt.Tcnce, 
and need not worry nor concern y ou. 



T c  

There wi l l  he no long period when hl' i s  not c l n p loyed . I have heen do ing 
so well this evening; and l suggest th at y ou not ice t ha t  R u h ur t's voice is ne i ther 
dry nor hoarse. 

(True. jane was still booming along in her deep strong voice with unflagging 
energy; she revealed 1W symptoms of any kind of discomfort.) 

There is nothing to be feared for Mark His lung will remain in excellen t 
condition for the summer. Nevertheless, I still maintain that it becomes imper
ative for him to live alone, or the condition will continue. He will cause the 
return of symptoms, if he does not seriously take steps to assure his inner self of 
his intention. This is by no means meant to alarm, but to help him evade such 
a difficulty. 

He is, in any case, not in danger of a more serious attack than the first one. 
Other attacks, if he allows them to continue, would not be as difficult, but they 
would be unnecessary. 

(See the 56th session, page 1 10, for the full material on Bill's recent illness. 
Now, again, jane picked up Bill's second drawing; she spoke directly to him.) 

I do not like this sort of message, but you did this, and I owe you what 
help I can give. 

We will use the appearance of my image later to advance our discussion 
on the creation of matter. You may now take your break 

(Break at 10:55. jane was dissociated as usual As soon as break arrived she 
announced that her hands felt fat. The sensation began to quickly diminish. 

(At Seth's suggestion, I again quizzed Bill on his sighting of Seth's image; Bill 
verified the notes I had already taken and have included in this record. Once again 
he emphasized the great rise of the cranium of the image. 

(Bill Macdonnel also stated that in his opinion jane's voice was at least an 
octave lower than its usU£tl range. During the last monologue he stated he had seen 
nothing additional relating to the image in the doorway, and that he was not now 
seeing it. 

(My writing hand by now was somewhat tired, since it had been a long fast 
session. jane resumed dictation in the same deep voice, using many gestures as she 
paced about the room. Resume at 1 1:01.) 

You will understand that it is completely erroneous to think in terms of 
one physical universe. You now exist in four different universes at this moment. 
That is, in the apparent space of one room, you will understand that there are 
four rooms. 

I am going to end the session very shortly. 
You may perhaps wonder about the following: If there are four Marks at 

present, what are the other three Marks thinking of? 
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( "  I IMI.i 11 .�om/ f/llf'Jiion. ") 
I h ope t o  go i n t o  t he rea l i ty ; 1 1 1d  <.·x i s rence of these sorts of various space

pcrspect ive- i i J J ; Jgl's much more deeply. We have had a most fruitful session. I 
wish to thank  M ark once more for my representation, and I also ask him to take 
my advice to hea rt. 

lt is true that in some ways he is in need of discipline, but in other ways 
he is in need of freedom, and he will discover his discipline in terms of freedom. 

There is a pleasant summer ahead for him. Concrete plans for an apart
ment should be made with the coming of autumn. The actual moving, or the 
t' ime of it, is not so important as the necessity for definite plans to be made. 

There is much that I would stilJ like to say tonight on matter, but it does 
not matter if it waits longer. I bid you all a most fond good evening, and thank 
you for your cooperation and interest. 

('Good night, Seth. " 
(End at I I: I3. fane was dissociated as usuaL She said this was one of the occa

sions when Seth could have gone on for hours; he felt fine and was in a rare mood. 
Also, fane said Seth had played a trick on her during the last delivery: He had not 
let her approach my writing table, where she usually let her cigarettes lay, and she 
had been unable to smoke. 

(My hand was somewhat tired from writing, but not in bad shape. jane, Bill 
and I discussed an experiment the three of us could try while Bill was on his trip. He 
planned to go to Cape Cod; as soon as he was settled for his projected stay of several 
weeks, Bill was to write us. He would give us certain times during evening hours 
when the three of us would try to contact each other telepathically, and make notes 
of whatever impressions we might receive. 

(W't> were discussing the evening's material when I happened to remark that it 
seemed as though a performer on television, for example, when viewed by others, 
might be created by millions of viewers, many of whom would be independent of 
each other as far as our conception of distance is concerned; yet all the images so cre
ated would overlap enough to be identifiable as the one performer. 

Oane was sitting across from me at the table. As soon as I had my �y she 
abrnptly began to dictate again. Her voice was as deep as ever. She got up, walked 
over to the divan, and in a most masculine gesture proceeded to squat on one arm of 
the divan, leaning forward with her hands on her knees. I had never seen her use this 
gesture before. But there she sat through all of the following materiaL Her eyes were 
very d4rk.) 

That was my allusion to the many Marks, earlier in the session .  I had 
intended to show you the way in which these Marks would be multi p l i ed, and 
the manner in which phys ica l worlds multiply indefinitely, and seem i ng ly 



wi rhot l £  end.  
I only want to add a few simple cxplanar ions here. ' l 'herc ddi n i rc ly  was a 

change in Ruburt' s features. I will go into the reasons behind this in another ses

ston. 
The demonstration was indeed a valid one. I will not keep you longer. l 

did want to set the record straight, concerning the definite change in Ruburt' s 
features; and as you may have supposed, I was indeed listening in at your little 
discussion. Such tests as you have in mind during Mark's journey should prove 
most advantageous, if carried through in the correct manner and under good 
circumstances. 

(The following reference by Seth to the mixing of the papers stems from the fact 
that in reading back some of the notes of the session to fane and Bill aloud, I had 
gotten them out of sequence; for a minute or so I had not realized what had hap
pened, and the material had sounded oddly jumbled) 

I certainly did not enjoy the mixing of the papers. I could not help but 
mention this, and I hope you have set them straight. 

We will have our promised party in your new house, and some party it 
will be. I have put it off for my own reasons, and will make up. You may by all 
means invite Mark, and we will really have some time. I am not any old fogy, 
and I may very well give you a taste of my sense of humor that you will not soon 
forget. 

I hasten to assure you that my humor is not malicious. Nevertheless it can 
be pointed; and entry into your new house, old landowner, should indeed be 
the occasion for some fun. 

(Jane grinned broadly and pointed at me from her perch on the arm of the 
couch. I take the term old landowner as another of Seth's references to my life in 
Denmark in the 1600's; at that time I owned much land.) 

My idea of fun may not be yours. Perhaps some night as you look out your 
new windows, you will see quite another scene. You may see Denmark. You 
could see a rather hilarious play re-enacted, perhaps in a certain barn which you 
might see in your front yard-over the brow of the hill, where there is no land 
now. 

(For a foll explanation of the implications above, see the 46th session, page 35. 
The barn episode, taking place in the town ofTriev, Denmark, involved fane, Bill 
Seth and me. 

(It might be added here that this is the session in which Seth refers in a little 
more detail to Bill's perception of apparitions, and the mechanics involved Therefore 
the 46th session is closely related to this one in that respect.) 

This is not impossible. I look forward to such a private housewarming, 



. r r u l l r nay i nd< '<'d hri 1 1g ;r g i l l  ol ' r 1 1y ow1 1 .  
(",)'udJ 11.r udJilt? '') 
Yo 1 1  1 1 1 ay  not see i t ,  lwt yo1 1 w i l l  know that I have left it. 
' I  'here a re �cw evenings when I have felt so lighthearted, and we will have 

. 1 1 1  even i ng that w i l l  make up for all the heavy-handed sobriety which I am 
l ( )rccd to use to get important material through your heads. 

It grieves me, it truly grieves me, to leave you now, and I am not sure that 
I w i l l .  

(How about Bill's trip? Will he have a good one?') 
I leave ordinarily close to ten past eleven, often when I could stay longer; 

ht rt Ruburt has decided upon the hour and he-
(Here jane, in a most comical gesture, left her position on the couch and with 

her spread hands made a vigorous sweeping gesture, as with an invisible broom, the 
1ohile bending over close to the floor.) 

-he pushes me away. He is a stubborn lunkhead half of the time, and a 
stubborn donkeyhead the other half All in all, he will do, but it shows what I 
must put up with. 

(You two are old friends. ') 
Indeed we are. If we were not, he wouldn't let me open my mouth. 
I do see in that large white.., room some occurrences on our party night, 

and I shall have quite a time watching your expressions. I might even greet you 
at what Ruburt calls your large French doors. That is an excellent idea. 

Uane pointed vigorously at Bill.) 
I might even greet you on vacation. 
All in all, I haven't had such a good time at a session in months. 
I have tried to take care of your writing hand, my poor befingered Joseph, 

but if you are truly tired I will take leave of you begrudgingly. 
(I had to admit my hand was pretty tired and cramped by now, but inertia 

helped. As long as I kept going I could keep going. 
(How about Bill's trip?") 
Bill-Mark. Mark will have, as far as I know, an excellent journey. 
One note: I am having a marvelous time with Ruburt right now, keep ing  

him from his cigarettes. 
Mark, Mark. Mark will of course go to the seaside. There is a man,  j ll' f'· 

haps fifty years old, with whom he will become acquainted, or with w h o r n  I H'  
may become acquainted, with priddy hair. 

I see a rowboat with a symbol of some sort on it. I do nor pa rt ind; u ly S<T 
any women. That may be because my interests are somewhat  d i l l (·rc n r  1 1 ow, 
though this could be mis lead i n g. 



Most of aU ,  I sec a party. 
(1 guess it'll be some party. ') 
And the recorder should be on. I will tell you when. And now, I will leave, 

out of compassion for two tired, misused, persecuted gentlemen. Ruburt I am 
not concerned with in that fashion, since he and I have managed quite well this 
evening. Cheerio. 

(So long, pal " 
(End at 1 1:59. jane was dissociated as usual. She felt much better, she said, 

than she had before the session began. Seth was foil of hell, jane said,· he really enjoyed 
himself giving the session; and the concept of his enjoyment as she sensed it within 
was, in turn, enjoyable and "funny" to her. 

(My writing hand was tired, even with Seth's help. I asked Bill to make a 
drawing of any materialization Seth might perform for him on his trip. 

Uane maintained her deep voice up to the end of the session.) 

(This reproduction, 
combining the two drawings 
Bill MacDonnel made o fthe 
apparition he saw in the 68th 
Session, was published in 1970 
by Prentice-Hall, Inc., in jane's 
The Seth Material . Bill's first 
drawing is the smaller of the two.) 
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(From 1960 to 1975, jane and I [and Willy!} lived in a second-floor apartrncnt, 
No. 5, at 458 West water St. , in Elmira, NY. Here's my july 1964 diagram r�f'thl' 

apartment's living room, where the activities in the 68th session took pl11re.) 
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SESSION 69 
JULY 8, 1964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS SCHEDULED 

(Wed. 7/8, I missed trying psychological time. jane had nothing to report. 
{At noon today jane told me she thought Seth would give us a short session, 

because of the extraordina�y one of Monday, 716. This was to help me get caught up 
on all the typing. 

Oane was up from her nap at 8:30 PM As- session time approached she felt a 
little nervous, yet not very much. By 8:50 PM, Willy was once again prowling 
through the apartment, both alert and stealthy at the same time. But again, as soon 
as the session began he calmed down and began to doze in a chair. 

Oane began dictating in a slightly husky voice, at a fairly rapid rate. Her pac-
ing was brisk; her eyes darkened as usual) 

Good evening. 
(Good evening, Seth. ') 
I see that we are alone this evening. I enjoyed our last session immensely. 
I mentioned that the change in Ruburt's features was authentic, and also 

that what you prefer to call an apparition did indeed exist. 
("Would you rather call it something else?') 
For the time being the word will serve, since I know what you mean by it. 

Of course, it was a valid construction. There is much to be said here. I told you 
I would use Mark for a demonstration concerning the nature of matter, and so 
I did. 

The apparition, therefore, was constructed by Mark. You did not see it, 
Ruburt did not see it, because an individual only sees his own constructions; and 
in this case the idea data was only given to Mark. 

(Did our cat see it?" 
(Thinking this point over after Monday's session, I did not recall Willy mak

ing any fuss, except for the one time detailed on page 211, during the session.) 
He did not. 
For reasons that we will mention later, the cat did s..e.n.s.e the apparition. 

Now, I have told you that there are many factors involved in the construction 
of matter, and I have explained that telepathy and many other factors which I 
have listed are important. 

In the case of the apparition, many of these factors were lacking. I pur
posely short-circuited them very nicely, for my own reasons. Now even though 
individuals only see their own constructions, as a rule, with the other factors in 
operation you will appear to see others' constructions because there will be such 



•' s i r n i b ri t y  i n  t h e  v ; l r ious co r J s l n lcl ions of '  wha t  appears to he one p hy.'iical 
object . 

In t h i .'i case such dues were not given you. Therefore the construction was 
< m l  y seen by the one person to whom the inner clues were given. The construc
t ion was then formed, more or less in faithful replica to the inner data received 
hy Mark. 

(How about that enormous cranium Bill drew on the sketches?) 
This is what I am leading to. Outer constructions are always translations 

of actions from inner reality into material. Their validity is dependent upon the 
individual's ability to receive inner data, to translate inner data, to manipulate 
·nergy, and to construct it onto the material field. 

Mark among other things was given, and received, the impression of an 
in telligence superior to any you usually experience within your field. In his con
struction of the apparition therefore, he translated this conception into the large 
li·ontal lobes and cranium. 

If the data had been received by all of you, you would all have appeared 
to see more or less the same apparition. You would, of course, have each instead 
constructed your own apparition, in your own space perspective; and because of 
the other clues usually given the three apparitions would have seemed to be one, 
agreeing for all intents and purpq,ses to be similar in terms of appearance, and 
approximate location. 

(You said that jane and I were very fussy about what we saw. )) 
This is very true. Such a seeming intrusion as an apparition into the phys

ical field represents something that must be dealt with, to you; and when the 
unfamiliar takes physical shape it becomes much more alarming, to most peo
ple, than even a strange idea, which after all does not seem so real in a physical 
way. 

You will get used to it. Don't worry. 
('Do you mean we will see the apparition?') 
You will obviously not see that one. You will see others. 
I have also spoken of constructions which do not appear in the usual man

ner on the physical level, though they exist and are valid. There are many rea
sons why such constructions do not retain, or sometimes even gain ,  even the 
appearance of physical durability, and the apparition of the other even i ng Etl ls 
in this category. 

I have also said that all constructions are composed of atoms and mo le
cules, but their action may be at such different speeds that you arc not  ; 1warc of  
them on the physical plane. I am leading up to a rather important  poi n t  1 h a t  
will take a good deal of  explai 1 1 i ng. 



I suggest you r  list hre;dc And s i ncl' I 1 : 1 1Tin l w i d ,  yo u lon ger t han  us Ld 
at our last session, our meeting th is  eve n i ng wi l l  no 1  he of the usua l  d u r; l l ion .  

(Break at 9:26. jane was dissociated as usual. ,)'he resumed in the same huslq 
voice at 9:30.) 

The construction of the apparition was formed, therefore, by atoms and 
molecules. The idea behind it came from me, and was received by Mark; and 
then Mark constructed the apparition, which did in fact physically exist. 

It was composed of actual matter. As you should know, like all other 
atoms and molecules, its atoms and molecules had capsule comprehension, gen
eralized consciousness. They formed themselves at Mark's instigation into a 
gestalt of physical construction; but the gestalt could not operate consistently or 
endure for any amount of physical time, in your field, because of the absence 
here of the greater data which is the property of the whole self, in its construc
tion of a completed human form. This will take some reading over. Certain con
ditions, which we will discuss at length later, are necessary for a completely valid 
or effective materialization into human form. 

The discussion on matter will still involve us in many more sessions. Such 
an apparition however is composed of legitimate matter, and involves value ful
fillment on the part of the atoms and molecules that compose it. 

(11re apparitions very common?") 
The question confuses me. They are more common than people suppose
("That's what I meant. ') 
-and the more complete they are, the less they are realized as apparitions. 

Other reasons are found to rationalize away their existence. 
I am pleased about the house as you know, and you will both benefit in 

unknown ways . I am, as I mentioned and as Ruburt surmised, going to keep 
you but briefly. 

I am enthusiastic still, over the accomplishments of our previous session. 
('Have you ever materialized to such an extent before?') 
Not on your plane. 
("What about those fragments you said fane and I created at York Beach, 

Maine, last August? Were they apparitions?" 
(See the 9th session, December 18/63, page 43, in Volume I.) 
I have told you they were fragments, and if you will reread the material in 

the light of the newer material on matter, then the whole incident will become 
more plain to you. I also will tie these discussions in with their strong connec
tion with expectation, as the involvement here is extremely practical in everyday 
terms; and though it may seem at first to be Pollyanna, it certainly is not, and 
in many cases much training is necessary before proper attitudes can be 



:u h icved . 1 1 1 . a l l  , .t �r� w i d H H I I  excep t i nn ,  l ea r  l l' ; u.ls to ddcnivl' constn1c t ions,  
; l l ld I hl' t yc l c •  1!. Vlt  I I I I l S .  

(/11nr· ,,n,/ l thin/..• lhe above to be a very significant bit of information.) 
I l l l l'a l l t  to l l l l' JHion earlier that regardless of your conscious feelings, the 

t ow n  of Say re was not a good place for you to live, and a proximity so close with 
your parl' l l l's io.; never advisable, as you know now. Their constructions are 
l'Xtremcly Eu 1 lty and distorted, and telepathically they are bad. 

It is true that telepathy has nothing to do with distance in space as you 
know it. Nevertheless, telepathy represents but one sphere of influence. 

There is much more I will say here in another session on personal matters. 
In any case you are learning to erect your own protection. You have both 
become much more effective along that line. 

Ruburt has passed the crisis point as far as his own sphere at the gallery is 
concerned, for which I am thankful certainly. 

It goes without saying that he will not stay at the gallery for any lengthy 
time in any case, and this is as it should be. 

You are covered in many ways that you were not covered in the past, and 
this is to your advantage. Any construction at all on your field, or on another, 
has consciousness to some degree. Consciousness however, may not always show 
the same characteristics that you �re used to, and in many cases it will not be 
perceived by you. 

This will be important in a later discussion. And pertaining to our imag
inary situation concerning the three glasses, you must realize then that each of 
these three glasses, being valid physical constructions, are composed of atoms 
and molecules that contain their own capsule comprehension and generalized 
consciousness. 

This is going to be difficult. I can see you shaking your head, and I h ave 
been putting off the inevitable. 

However, instead of our glasses, please consider a very simple situation:  
the two of you in  this room. Now. Ruburt constructs his own phys ica l  i mage.:, 
which is, I hope, obviously conscious. You construct your physical i m;1gc o f  
Ruburt. Now the question i s :  What about your construction of Ruh u n , wl , irh 
is  valid as a material construction. Is it conscious-

("V " 1es. 
(I gave this answer on the spur of the moment.) 
-and to what degree? If five people were in this room, then t h ey wo t a ld 

each construct, in  their own personal perspective, their own i m;1gc nl R I I I l i  I I  t ,  
which would be composed of definite, material, atoms and mokn dt·s . y, 1 1 1  
would have five actual physical constructions, plus Ruburt's ow n .  I > n  . a l l  I I Vl' 



constructions, plus Ruhurt's own ,  con t a i n  R I Jh l l l'l 's consc iousness? 
Do they contain different consciousnesscs, or a re they conscious at a l l ?  
I am now bringing you to the point of primary and secondary construc

tions. And with this you may take your break. 
(Break at 10:00. jane wa.r dissociated as usual She said she could fie/ Seth 

leading up to this point through the last session. She also still filt it would be a short 
session. My writing hand filt no fatigue. 

(During this break jane and I checked one point we had thought of since the 
last session, and this was the amount of light available in the room during the time 
BillMacdonnel and I had noted the change in jane's fiatures as she stood in the bath
room doorway. 

(I now had jane take the same spot again. See the floor plan on page 223. I 
soon discovered that even the pole lamp I always have on furnished enough light to 
see jane's fiatures clearly. Even though this light is (Jfl the other side o fthe bath door, 
due to reflection from the white walls of the room there was plenty of light. With the 
light on the room divider on, or the closet light on, the illumination was enhanced 
jane said that after carefol thought she filt the closet light was aLw on during the 
break at 9:56 I had neglected to check this point at the time of the session. 

(Resume at 10:06 in the same manner:) 
Now this is the point at which I was leading. And though I know I shall 

disappoint you, I have decided to close the session. 
For one thing, we ran over last time. For another, I have already covered 

what I wanted to this evening. For a third, I do not want to overburden you with 
typing. 

If you wish, but only if you wish, you may ask a few questions of me; and 
otherwise I will say good evening. 

(:All right, just one question. What if jane and I go to York Beach in Maine 
again, and meet those ftagments we created; what will happen, if anything?") 

Many things could happen. You have nothing to fear certainly, and the 
peculiar circumstances will not reoccur. I should hope that the apparitions 
would not occur; and if they did, they would represent your fear of what they 
once stood for, and would not be the threats that they were originally, but after
images, so to speak. 

Ruburt was supremely right in his intuitions at that time, however, as far 
as almost forcing you to take a vacation, and far away. 

You were definitely at a low ebb, that had its beginnings before you met 
Ruburt, being at loose ends in many respects, after the early financial success 
which was the result of work and expectation. 

(I asked the above question because the apparition material of the last session 



. . . ' ) 

/,tid brought thr ) (n·/..· Ur•tfdJ t1)iJOfll' to mimi.) 
I w i l l  lc-1 yo 1 1  l ; J I<.c you r t ime in f-(.> rm i ng more questions, if you prefer. 

Ncvcrthde-;s I wi l l  add that the low point is now past, and even expectation rises 
again, as i t  must. You could have begun serious painting in New York, and if 
you had done so, you would have also continued and done well in commercial 
work. 

t'Jfby any chance jane and I meet those ftagments at York Beach again, will 
we be able to speak to them?") 

Oh yes. 
{':And they would possess their own consciousness, intelligence, and so forth?'') 
If they were that thoroughly constructed they would. They would be free 

from your control, and allowed their own value fulfillment. You might find such 
a conversation intriguing. However, I do not believe you will see them. 

(1m just curious. jane and I have talked about the possibility at times. '') 
I would by all means suggest some kind of vacation, and/ or weekend 

excursions of some sort, as they will be most beneficial, particularly for Ruburt. 
Again, I am no banker, but you have nothing to worry about, financially, 

in your purchase of the house. And Ruburt' s suggestion earlier this evening was 
a translation, and an excellent one, of some generalized advice which I gave him. 

(This in reference to a differe'fl.,t system of budgeting that jane suggested we try.) 
I rather enjoy question and answer periods. I see a date of August thirteen 

in connection with your house, and final legalities. 
('Signed, sealed and delivered, eh?'') 
I believe so. 
('.11re you going to keep tabs on Bill Macdonnel on his trip?" 
(i1s for as jane and I knew, Bill was now on his way to Cape Cod) 
I may. 
('Can you help the three of us when we try to send telepathic messages back 

and forth?" 
(See page 219, 68th session.) 
Yes, although I want you to develop your own abilities. Ruburt has been 

trying too hard lately with psychological time, and trying to make his subcon
scious function and focus, in the same manner that the conscious mind d< )CS. 

I would suggest a simple method for a while, of simply lying down, relax
ing, and letting his thoughts stray where they will. This will allow inner data to 
come through more easily. 

('You said earlier that when Willy and the bug created each other, th(�y .1'(/UJ 
solidity in inftared. Would this apply to their constructions of jane anrl I alw? ') 

That is not what I said exactly. The question is too con1pl ica ted 1 o  I t ' 



'. () 

answered i n  this man ner, and I wil l  cover i t  i n  :1 rcgt 1b r  d iscuss ion .  
(See the 64th session, page 172. jane was Jmiling in a most arnusedja.d11.on. 

Again now, she walked over to our couch and squatted down upon one arm of it aJ 
she had done in the last session. I wondered if again Seth was keeping her from her 
cigarettes, which lay on the table before me.) 

Surely you have saved more questions up for me than this. 
('1 was just taking it easy on jane for a change. " 
(Already, due to my questions, the session had run well past the period where 

I was sure Seth would have ordinarily ended it.) 
I, of course, would suggest "the house of Seth" as a fitting name for your 

new residence. This might lead to embarrassing questions, so you may do what 
you wish. 

(Well, we'll get every friend we've got all together there in the living room, 
have a session, and you can explain it all to them at once. ') 

Perfectly fine with me. I don't have to live with them, you do. 
('1 like the trees out there, on the property. ') 
The trees are most beneficial. The water, applied with cotton, will aid 

Ruburt's eyes and help his eyesight. 
(''Do you mean water from the faucet.?') 
The well water. 
(Why is that?) 
Because of the particular nature of the water, which contains some partic

ular mineral properties because of the rock formation. 
(How often does jane have to use it?') 
Twice a day would be excellent. If I know Ruburt, twice a week will be all 

I can expect. 
("And there will be a gradual improvement in ]and· eyesight?') 
Gradual cumulative improvement, for reasons that may seem highly inad

equate to you. The temperature of the water is an element here, and it is very 
cool. 

(Can fanes eyes be closed when she uses this water, or should they be open?') 
Bathing the lids would be sufficient. 
(Can it be overdone?" 
(Note that Seth did not answer this question directly; and I was so busy think

ing up questions, writing them down, then taking down the answers, that I did not 
realize the question went unanswered 

{It might be added here that although question and answer passages are enter
taining, they are difficult for me to conduct. I do not miss any of the material, yet 
am forced to go at top speed in order to get it alL I usually note a few words giving 



tilt' lllt'dlling o(th,. rtnt·.aion itsr(f.' thnt t'OIIt 't'llllillt' on t,tking rlown tht! 1111.\Wl't' tJt'r
hfltilll . . \horl iiiJ.I'Wt't:\ '.fi·om ,)'eth inlt•rrt�pl tht• rhythmic flow of the mtJtt•ritJl, tlJ jizr 
tiJ recording it .�m·s. I have alwfound that generally much less material is gathered, 
11nd it iJ less detailed Usually though, I can see that such passages are most amusing 
to Seth(fane. 

ln fact, cotton soaked in this water, and applied upon the eyelids before 
psychological time experiments would be the most beneficial. Bathing in the 
water, as you will of course, will help you both. At some times the temperature 
of the water will be as low as 58 degrees Fahrenheit. 

(:And that's an important element?") 
What? 
(The temperature of the water, intrinsically. ') 
The temperature will vary. Nevertheless, the temperature is generally cool 

and for Ruburt's particular eye ailment the coolness is important, although in 
other ailments heat might be desired. 

Panic causes heat. Ruburt's eye condition is a result of conditioned early 
panic, and the cool temperature, plus the mineral components of this water on 
your land, will help him. 

Oane has no depth perception, although her glasses help this condition. She 
cannot drive an automobile, for i;:Jstance. She has been told that although it is in 
good condition, for some reason she does not use one e_ye. As it happens, the eye she 
uses to see with is much the poorer of the two. 

Oane was still squatting on the arm of the couch. She stared at me, her eyes 
very dark, her hands on her knees.) 

Such tongue tied, Joseph. 
('Tve been busy writing. Im wondering about closing the session. ') 
I will, in careful deference to your wishes, therefore end the session. 

('It's been most enjoyable. ') 
Ruburt's eyeglasses will shortly need changing, since he insists upon using 

them. The use of them, however, would not be necessary if he would utilize the 
healing abilities which he possesses. 

('Can he consciously use these healing abilities?') 
The question is poorly put. He can use them with the aid of the uncon

scious, and he certainly is learning to use his unconscious. 
The difficulty is in the construction of his images on a visual field, rather 

than in his perception of them. He should be able now to construct such i mages 
more faithfully, but habit and condit ioning holds back, though the ab i l i  to 
construct images on a visual l evd h as al ready improved. 

As long as he uses glasses, the abi l ity will not be uti) jzed, a n d  the glasses 



w il l  shortly need to be changed . 
1 will now close. 
("Good night, Seth. lis been ve�y good. '' 
(End at 10:40. jane was dissociated as usual My writing hand felt no 

fatigue.) 

SESSION 70 
JULY 13, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS SCHEDULED 

(I missed trying psychological time on �d. 7/8, and on Thurs. 719. On Fri. 
7110, 9 PM, I had no results. 

(Sat. 711 1, 1:30 AM:· While drowsing before going to sleep, I saw briefly a 
woman of about 40, who sat curled up within the lejl third of a rectcmgular white 
screen. It was brief but quite clear. She had short straight light brown hair, and 
smiled down at me over her right shoulder. I made a sketch of the vision. 

(Sun. 7112, 9 PM: No results. I missed on Mon. 7113. jane has nothing to 
add to this record. 

(John Bradley, from Williamsport, PA, was a witness for tonight's session. john 
was to be joined here by his lawyer friend from Williamsport by 8 PM, but the friend 
did not appear. 

(John was in a rather upset and depressed mood, due to his job situation. His 
job was not in jeopardy, but john was restless and needed changes; at the same time 
he felt he was not the stereotype personality his company demanded for district man
agers, which position would be the next step up for john in the drug company for 
which he worked. It will be recalled that Seth gave john a Sept. 2 date, in the 63rd 
session, pertaining to his profession, and that Seth also briefly mentioned john and 
his company in the 54th session. Now john is due in Chicago next week to meet with 
his superiors. 

(John Bradley also brought with him carbon copies of the beginning sessions, 
which a friend of his in Williamsport has been typing up for jane and me. Needless 
to say we are most gratefUl. 

(Jane and I decided to record tonight's session, and to make it a practice to tW 
so more often in the future. Accordingly, jane set up the recorder after supper, so that 
she had but to flip a switch to start it going at the beginning of the session. 

(Jane was not particularly nervous this evening: She began dictating in a 
rather husky, strong voice, and maintained it through most of the session. Her 
delivery was animated and fast, her pacing regular, her eyes dark as usual She was 
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h1111i11,� '"' flll illlllltd t'OIII'f'Y.I'dlion ll'ilh .fohn tiJ 'J 1 '/'v/ t�pprot�chnl; whl'n she /Jt:�'"' 
U 'itl}()u/ !l�t· " '·u,tfgrt'l'tings, she.flicknl tlw rl'mrrler on.) 

I am gla d t h a r at least Ruburr seems meny, since Philip is obviously in 
.'it JCh low i n ncr sp i rits. 

(Philip, according to Seth, is the name of john Bradley's entity.) 
I do intend to speak about his particular problems in a few moments. We 

w i l l  therefore momentarily suspend our discussion on the properties of matter, 
a l though we will shortly continue along the lines of primary and secondary con
structions. 

Philip cannot be different than he is, and any attempt at pretense will 
betray him, and not serve his purpose. His value to his company is appreciated 
by his superiors, and in the meeting which will take place, his stand as an indi
vidual is his main hope of success. 

If he does not follow through with his beliefs, then the meeting will result 
in failure as far as his hopes are concerned. 

If he takes a stand as an individual, despite the pressure against him, he 
will get most of what he desires, and compromises will be worked out to his sat
isfaction. His point of approach will be best if it follows closely the following 
suggestions. 

He should point out that !V.s success so far, and his value, has been a direct 
result of his insistence upon following his own nature and acting upon his own 
ideas . His salesmanship has been the result of originality. 

He should point out frankly the fact that he has been more valuable to his 
firm than others who have slavishly followed conventional policy. This point 
strongly made, will impress itself upon those in the meeting. 

It is more than possible that he can achieve his ends and at the same time 
retain his integrity without blemish. I am indeed no businessman as such, and 
yet I know that true value speaks for itself: as his value to the company is on 
record. 

This same originality and independence that made him an extraordinary 
salesman, will operate even more effectively if he is in a higher position of 
responsibility. His individuality and originality and determination actually rep
resent his value to the company, and they know it. 

To back down would he disastrous. They intend now, even now, to com
promise. But a firm stand on  Ph i lip's part will result in compromises that they 
are not now considering, hut that must be made to ensure his comparative hap
piness within the field. 

Any compromise of pr inc ip le  on Philip's part will be i nterpreted not as 
compromise, but as weakness, and  w i l l  work against the respect w i th w h ich t hey 



now view h i m .  
l f  these points are considered a nd  h>l l owed, t h e n  the tl nanc ia l  ga i n s  w i l l 

show themselves . I mentioned before that you J o  not clearly understand the 
meaning of practicality. You will get what you want, Philip, only because these 
men respect you despite differences. They know your value. 

They would get what they want at your expense, if you weaken, and this 
is not being practical. 

Strength shows itsel£ Strength is respected, but true strength is the resul t 
of excellent communication between the outer self that faces the world, and the 
inner self that looks inward. 

These men realize too well exactly what your value is, and they, two men 
in particular, fear Yill!· To back down now would result not only in business fail
ure, but in a personal failure that would plague you for the rest of your life .  

We here have been concerned with expectation, and the way it influences 
the environment, and the actual world that you create for yourself This is far 
from Pollyanna hogwash. It is practical, and it works. 

Men sense fear. Men know a bluff. For your individual integrity, you must 
be willing to jeopardize present financial security; and if you are willing to do 
this, these men will sense that they cannot sway you, and they will accept your 
terms in the main. 

(By now, jane's delivery was strong and very animated. She was pacing rapidly; 
and I had to ask her to slow down a bit. I was writing as fast as I could.) 

What you are willing to jeopardize, you will not jeopardize. What you fear 
to jeopardize, you will lose. These points are extremely important, and they will 
work, Philip. There is an almost animal sense with which men know another's 
fear, and they can bargain with you if they scent fear. 

All this may sound highly theoretical and not practical. Nevertheless, they 
know well the independence that is the basis of your value to them. They would, 
if they could, soften you around the edges; just enough to make you more palat
able. 

Oane had been pacing around john as he sat in our now familiar Kennedy 
rocker; she spoke to him with many gestures, and now john laughed outright.) 

However, when the issue comes, if you hold firm, then they will take you 
on your terms rather than lose you. But this is dependent upon their knowledge 
that your stand is sincere and determined. If they sense that you will compro
mise, not in small matters but in basic principles, then you lose this club that 
you now hold over the ir  heads. 

If they think that you will stay, in the last analysis, because of finances, 
then you have nothing to bargain with. 



SESSION 70 235 

(Now, once again, jane walked over to our couch and perched on one arm of 
� as she has done during each of the last few sessions. It is now apparent that she 
does this when Seth is feeling particularly humorous and sharp. Sitting there now, 
she pointed often at me to her right, and occasionally at john in .front of her.) 

Now. I have mentioned that we will have a party session in your new 
ouse, and I suggest that Philip be invited, for what will be a truly hilarious ses
on. 

We will indeed have a time; and I do intend, in a moment, to discuss a 
:"ew other matters in which Philip is unfortunately involved. 

I am, first, out of the splendid goodness of my hdrr, going to make a 
short suggestion. You have been so faithful, and indeed so studious in our dis
cussion of matter, on matters that matter, that I will let you off, if Ruburt and 
;ou would like to accompany your down-in-the-mouth Philip on his trip from 
.:>ar to bar. 

(Again john laughed Staring at me, her eyes very dark, jane grinned Her 
!YJice boomed out.) 

You will not find this too disagreeable, and it will in fact do you both 
£Dod; and I shall myself accompany you. I will be a silent partner if you prefer, 
mough the situations would be quite amusing if you allowed me a word now 
and then. 

([john.} "Feel .free to speak up, Seth. ') 
You, Philip, must come to our party. I am going to put on a-he's a slow 

"'Titer-
Uane pointed at me as I scribbled away.) 
-I am going to put on a demonstration for my own edification and 

amusement that you should all enjoy. 
(Now jane, still perched on the arm of the couch with her long black hair 

_falling over her face, impatiently brushed her hair back.) 
Now a word-Ruburt confuses me with this long horsey mane; my neck 

grows warm-a word about another situation. 
I will not dare to go into a general discussion on the subject of women, 

since Ruburt would really boil. I do not know why he would react in such a 
manner; only out of a mistaken sense of loyalty, I suppose. 

Nevertheless, I would like to make a few remarks about a particular situ
ation. I have a way with women, and in my time did very well . I indeed have 
been a woman, as Ruburt has often been a man. 

Uane began to pace about the room again.) 
Nevertheless, if these sessions were coming through you, Joseph, rather 

than through Ruburt vocally, then Philip's wife would not be so concerned. This 



is not a conscious react io1 1 01 1  I ter part , a l t hough  she does react consc iously 

against the woman who has been recording the sess ions . 

To be,  or to attempt to be an entire human being, is difficult. Because of 
western civilization in particular, this is extremely difficult for women in partic
ular. This is not intended specifically to apply to Ruburt; that is, he is not to get 
a big head, nor is he to feel offended either. Nevertheless both Ruburt and the 
woman who transcribed the notes are unusually independent, and women will 
resent independence in other women, though they appreciate the same quality 
m a man. 

What they fear is that the responsibilities of independence will be thrust 
upon them. Philip's most personal inner image, the primary inner image, is of a 
single, free, independent male. 

John Bradley laughed. 
(ljohn:} "You can sa_y that again. ') 
It does not take much to see that. This is not to say that he is not a fam

ily man, but that the image of a family man has been transposed by him, as well 
as by others. 

(Pointing at fohn emphatically, fane laughed) 
No derogatory remark is meant, but he has failed in an important aspect 

of personal life; and if you respectfully ask that I shut up, I will do so. 
(ljohn:} "No, Seth, go right ahead ') 
You have not introduced yourself to the woman who is your wife in one 

important manner. She sees the individual that you have permitted her to see; 
and that image is husband. 

The image is tied up with certain emotions usually connected with the 
institution of marriage, and with being a respectable breadwinner and a father. 
You have not completely introduced your inner image, but only hinted at it, so 
that to her it is secondary and unreal, when she is faced by actual events in which 
you behave as the inner image, she is bewildered, confused, and imagines that 
you are demented. 

(Again fohn laughed) 
We will let the demented bit pass for now, but this represents a failure on 

your part, and a somewhat smug attitude of hiding what is best from view. You 
cannot therefore e�pect her to understand. It is not within the realm of either 
her nature or experience, but you can bring it within the realm of her experi
ence; and what li within the realm of her experience becomes part of her nature. 

She is greatly concerned with your children. She sees you as you have 
shown yourself to be, and yet she does not see the important part of you, 
because you do not choose to show it to her. 
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l 1 1 t i t t u  t l t iN p.1 1 1 o l ' you rscl l ' l ·u tdd  hri ng her  I IHU.:h he lp ,  t hough I H l l  hy 

;n ty  k i l l d  ul d ! i l l l l , l l l l ' . i t n med i a re revelat ion .  I ndependence is fca rl�d hy l l lOS( 
w omt• t t ,  ; 1 1 u l  yl' t .u l t n ired . lf she knew you as you know you rseH: genera l ly 
speak i ng, t l . t• t t shl· wou ld not be so fearful. 

She t h in ks you are composed entirely of the image that you show to her. 

Therefore, any change in that image frightens her. If she knew that you wcrl' 
more than that image, she would not cling to that image so strongly. 

I do not usually address myself so thoroughly to perso na l  t n: l l  t l'rs. 
However, this has been due for a while. I will now let you rest. I suggest t h a t  t he 

suggestions I have given Philip be read carefully and followed. 
The two men of which I spoke are looking for a hole in your an n o r. ' l 'hl'y 

fear your possible advance. They have feared it since your value was l l rs t  ; t sn·r 
rained. I told you earlier that changes would occur within, I believe, a rh rec-yl'a r  

period. I f  you follow these suggestions, you will b e  around to take advan t agl' ol '  
a definite shakeup, and you are now being watched by men who do not fed y et 

in a position to speak. 
(In the 37th session, March 23, 1964, page 299, Seth dealt with the above 

problem in some detail. It appears that his statements are developing as he said they 
would. 

Uane pointed at john againJ 
I hope we all enjoy ourselves this evening. I for one intend to enjoy myself; 

and you, young man, have been given the best advice of your lifetime, if I do 
say so myself 

I will not leave you, but I will now end the session, and will follow you in 
your wanderings. I do not suggest blunder-headed drunkenness on your part, 
Philip; merely half 

(End at 10:01. fane was dissociated as usual. She ended the session in high 
good humm: All of us were surprised at its quick ending, and at Seth's suggestion that 
we go out with john. It might be noted that by now john appeared to be in better 
spirits. 

(For the record, let it be added that although we did go out for beer, we first 
took john up to the house we plan to buy for a quick inspection of the pro per�y. John 
needed to know its location anyhow. We took a six-pack with us and mmlt• the Jhorl 
trip out of town and up the dirt road along the hillside. 

(It was of course very dark, but we could see a few lights in the ,,,dft:Y /Jtlmv. 
The night was just right. fohn parked his car so the headlights illumiflltlnl thl' IHiu.l't' 
to a good degree, and we shffwed him about as best we could widwul ,, lay to .�tl 
inside. We sat on the long widefront porch and drank the beer. ./tlllt hul on:f!.i"'''"" 
this idea, and she thought thtre WtiJ a chance Seth might come tlmmgf, Jo/Jilr· 1 1 1r' lf 'rlt' 
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on the property, but he did not. 
(Nor did he reveal his presence while we Stll in '' nei.�hborhood ttlvern !tuer. 

with more beer. It was a very peacefol and relaxing time; we said good night to john 
at about 2 AM.) 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences: 
(Tues. 7/14, 8:45 PM: This experience apparently had something different to 

offer. As soon as I had achieved the desired state, I began to feel as though my legs 
were crossed at the ankles, although intellectually I knew of course that they were not. 
The feeling was different and quite definite; the pressure of one ankle upon the other 
being unmistakable. 

(While this sensation was developing, I heard many scattered indefinite 
sounds, music and voices, and had some exceedingly brief flashes of people in various 
postures, all too vague to identifj� 

(Then, the feeling of crossed limbs developed in my hands. Although as I lay 
on my back with my hands at my sides, and knew my hands were so positioned, I 
began to have the feeling that they were crossed at the wrist and lying upon my waist. 
This feeling became most definite and unmistakable, and indeed stronger than it was 
in my ankles. Finally it became so definite that it required a formal act of will on 
my part to prevent myself from definitely moving my hands to make sure they were 
not crossed upon my waist. 

(I did verify that they lay at my sides, however, simply by exerting a slight 
enough pressure downward, against the bed, to be able to feel the bed. The sensation 
lasted for some few minutes, much long enough to be sure of verification. It became 
quite diversified then, and once again I had the peculiar sensation of being in exis
tence upon two levels at once. I have experienced this sensation a Jew times before, 
but not in just this manner. This may be a significant experience; I have the intu
itive feeling it represents a definite attempt at psychic travel on my part. 

(Wed. 7115, 8:15 PM· A Jew results; vague sounds of music and voices. 
Uane: 7114, 1 1:30 AM: I heard an unidentified voice say clearly, 'Pierre will 

be down tonight; he will be at the door. " 
Uane: 7115, 1 1:30 AM· While trying psychological time I began daydream

ing about the house we plan to buy. In this state I turned on a faucet in the sink. I 
then had the startling experience of hearing the water rush out of the faucet as clear
ly as if I were in the same room with it.) 
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.J l i i .Y I 'i ,  1 961 9 PM W E DN ESDAY AS SCHED ULED 

(Uy 8:58 ./tint' said she did not feel very nervous, but did feel strange because 
she had no idetl '�/what Seth would talk about. Her mind was on the house we plan 
to buy, instead of on the session, she said. Our cat Willy was also very quiet. 

Jane began dictating in a normal voice, and maintained it throughout the 
session. Her pacing was moderate, her eyes dark as usual) 

Good evening. 
('Good evening, Seth. '') 
The only matter that matters to your Ruburt right now, is the new house, 

although I am sure I do not have to tell you this. 
You did Philip a good turn, and also enjoyed yourselves by going out the 

other evening. I was with you in your impromptu party at the house for a while. 
He, Philip, should come out well in his situation if he follows through. 

I would like to continue our discussion on matter. If you recall, we were 
entering into primary and secondary constructions. 

There are of course many subdivisions here, and also other types of con
structions. We will begin howeve� with primary and secondary ones. 

A primary construction is a psychic gestalt, formed into matter by a con
sciousness of itsel£ Such a primary construction is an attempt to create, in the 
world of matter, a replica of the inner psychic construction of the whole sel£ 

Such a primary construction allows consciousness to operate, manipulate 
and be perceived in the world of matter. The physical construction of con
sciousness never is complete as far as fulfilling the inner purpose is involved; that 
is, consciousness can never fully construct itself in matter, and to do so would 
indeed imprison such a consciousness so that it could not escape the transient 
nature of matter itsel£ 

Even a primary construction, therefore, is but a partial appearance of 
inner nature into matter. The term consciousness, as I am here using it, may 
need some explanation, although you should by now understand my meaning. 

Jane's delivery had by now slowed up considerably; she began to take long 
pauses between phrases. It appeared that this session would be another of the kind 
wherein Seth tries very hard to make accurate points; thq usually leave jane quilt' 
tired. While delivering the materi,d she appears to search very car�fullyj(Jrjuxt th· 
right word) 

What you consider you r  consciousness, or your self, or you r  t h i 1 1 k i ng i'gn , 
represents of course only one portion of your entire consc iousness, 1 l  L l l  1 '· ' ' 1 
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which you a re us ing at t h i s  t imt:. I t  is as i �: l c 1 1· l'X< I I n p ll', co nscious ncs.'i o f '  a 1 1y 
whole self were compared to a huge, and indet:d a l mo.'it i n fi n i te l igh t, w i th th · 

ability inherent in the light to focus in many directions; to be diffused, as if the 
light had many switches that would turn it to greater or lesser intensities and 
directions. 

Some conditions, some roads and countries, would require different 
beams to meet different circumstances, as even in automobiles you use high 
beams or low beams according to necessity or utility; and in some cases the high 
beams would not only be ineffective but dangerous, and so low beams are used. 

So the whole self turns various portions of its whole consciousness on or 
off, according to the field in which the whole self is endeavoring to make con
tact, manipulations, and according to the field in which he is endeavoring to 
project himself 

To use full consciousness would be most distracting in many instances. 
When I speak, therefore, of primary constructions in the physical field, other 
fields of course have their own primary constructions also, though they would 
not be com posed of matter in your terms. 

Secondary physical constructions are those created by a consciousness of 
its conception of other consciousnesses, from data received through telepathy 
and other means. 

I suggest your first break. 
(Break at 9:26: jane was dissociated as usual. She resumed in the same delib

erate manner at 9:32.) 
Consciousness therefore forms the primary construction about itself, not 

to protect itself from matter but in order to become allied with matter, the con
sciousness obviously being diffused through the whole physical construction. 

It hovers about and within the construction. It is not imprisoned by the 
construction. The apparent imprisoning of consciousness within the primary 
construction is the result of ignorance, and also an inability that has arisen for 
vanous reasons. 

As far as using all the powers of consciousness, this is strictly cultural, and 
has nothing to do with the inherent properties of either consciousness or matter. 

Secondary constructions, being composed of atoms and molecules, con
tain generalized consciousness and innate capsule comprehension. They do not 
contain the unifying, integrating, organizing, personal direction of a whole self 

They do achieve value fulfillment, however, and within the limits set by 
their own abilities they also perform the duties of construction. This should be 
obvious. Here we run into something of which I have sometimes mentioned, 
concerning afterimages; since in actuality all constructions are simultaneous, 
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rca l i'I,C t l t : t l  I 1 1 sc 1 hc I C f' l l l  a l 't er l ( u· i c. �  .� i 1 1 t p l ir i 1 y l o  your way ol ' l h o t �gh t .  
Tl � t'.�t· : l l t eri m agcs cou ld he i 1 1 1 agi 1 1 ed a.� r ipp l i ng outwa rd l i·om :u ty  pr i  

rn ary cor 1. � truc1 ion.  TheoreticaJ iy there wou ld be no end to th ese . They v;t ry ol 
cou rse in intensity. 

The intertwining of consciousness and matter is most intricate and h igh ly 
comp licated. In all cases consciousness is first, and it forms its phys icd co t t  
sr ructions according to its abilities, first of all forming its own pri n t : t ry ron 
snuction, and then branching outward, constructing secondary i m agl's 1 ! 1 ' ot i H· t  
consciousnesses with whom it comes in contact. 

The cooperative aspects of consciousness construction l � l r t ns r l � t ·  wl t . , l •  
Elbric of your material universe. A subdivision of primary cor l.� l n r<. r i on ' . 1 1 1  ! 11 
called the distortive mirror construction, which would i nc lude o l '  n l l t r. ,c• du  
physical construction of another physical being in birth. 

This distortive attempt to re-create the self once more 0 1 1  t l u ·  pl ty\ i t  .d 
plane, and to insure self-continuity within that plane, is the ba.� i .� l ( u· 1 hc d i v< ' t  
gence of physical types and characteristics. Such a creation, or rc-cn .. �a 1 io 1 1 , is 
obviously impossible. 

The distortions are so great that the attempt is foredoomed. J t i.�, m·vcr 
theless, attempted, and is a necessary physical adjunct to constructions i n  yot l l ' 
f1eld. I have explained birth, at least briefly. The new human being is obv i 1 n r.� ly 
not either the father or the mother, and yet is obviously a construction 1-(> mwd 
by each from physical matter belonging to each. 

Yet the physical matter of the born infant contains none of the same p ltys 
ical matter which was received initially from the parents. The original ma tter h ; t.� 
completely disappeared, to be replaced by other matter as the consc i m rs nc.'is of 
the infant slowly constructs about itself its growing awareness of itse l f  i 1 1 1 o  p l t y.'l 
ical matter. 

The parents, therefore, give definite parts of their own phys ic d 1 1 \a l l • · r· I n  
initiate the infant's construction, and yet i t  is not this particular m a t t e r wl t i • I t  
grows. 

(Again, jane was delivering this material very slowly, with mtJny l'""'r 1  ) 
Call the particular matter given by the parents x and y. Whc1 1 r l 1 1 · , l t i l . l 1 • 

born, it does not contain anywhere within it these particular porrio 1 1 .� ol r t t . l l l t ' l  
called x and y. It  would appear that the matter had changed. ] n.�t<.·ad , r l u ·  t t t . l l  
ter has vanished, in ways that I have explained earlier. Do you reed ! ? 

("17 " 1es. 
(See the 60th session, page 144, among others.) 
No particle of matter is the same in the born infant, th a t  w;ts ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 1 1 1 • ·. ! 

in either the fetus or earlier in the sperm or egg. I am going i 1 1 1  o ;ti l r l t t \ '" '  , , 



reason .  Leave th i s  l(>r a momen t ,  a nd con si dl·r a St't"d , a gr; lss seed . 
You say that grass grows from a seed , h 1 1 1  l h t' grass is nor the  seed . The 

material of the grass is not" the material of the seed . l 'rom experience you know 
that the seed will often precede grass. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 10:03. jane was dissociated as usuaL My writing hand felt no 

fatigue. jane resumed in the same manner at 10:10.) 
As usual, this is putting things backward. The grass contains no particle of 

matter that is identical in the seed. 
Here you see clearly the difference between value fulfillment and what you 

call growth. In your physical field value fulfillment consists of the development 
of the ability of the immaterial to express itself within the physical field. 

Growth is an erroneous conception that begins with the distortive idea of 
continuous physical matter, durable in time. And as you know instead, matter 
is the simultaneous expression of consciousness. Matter has little, really no, 
durability in itself, and is merely the instantaneous form taken by consciousness 
as it projects itself in the physical field. 

Grass is common. It is supposed to grow from seed, yet again no particle 
of matter is the same in grass or seed. Seed does not grow into grass. Acorns do 
not grow into trees. Children do not grow into adults. 

In all instances, no particle of matter is the same in the so-called grown 
version, and the initial construction. Matter does not grow. I cannot make this 
too plain. 

(Now jane took a long pause as she paced about the room.) 
There is obviously something identical, and some continuity between the 

child and the adult, but it is not matter. Consciousness, according to its ability, 
projects itself into the physical plane, and through value fulfillment it constructs 
its image. 

It must work according to its ability to do this. It must first get a foothold, 
so to speak; hence our seed. As the consciousness attains its foothold it projects 
more effectively. It dispenses with its atoms and molecules, or matter, almost 
instantaneously, as you know. 

The atoms and molecules appear and disappear. Their place is taken by 
others, so quickly that �ou do not notice the constant coming and going. 

The form that consciousness takes in the field of matter is determined by 
its own strength and capacity. Consciousness forces its way into matter. You 
should see, then, that though you call a particular portion of grass one blade of 
grass, the matter that composes it is not static or permanent, and it is not a 
particular physical object growing, since the matter that composes it is neither 



· t a l  i c  or pc r·u t ;u w n t .  
Y< 1 1  say t h ; l l  t he matter t ha t  com poses i t  stead i ly changes, but th is is not 

t he case. The apparen t continui ty is a result of your inability to perceive the 
01 rt 1 1a l  atoms th at compose matter as they appear and disappear. Because grass 
. tppears where seeds have been sown, you have leaped to the conclusion that the 
I l l  a tter of the seeds grows from the matter of which they are composed, and that 
grass grows from the actual matter of the seeds . 

Again, there is absolutely no continuity in the matter that composes the 
st�cds, and the matter that composes the grass. What you have instead is the 
value fulfillment of the consciousness behind matter, as it expands and expresses 
i t self in various forms. 

Since you can more or less count upon the appearance of grass seed, pre
ceding grass, all this may seem making much over nothing, but it is very impor
t ant, as you will see later. It is not matter that has continuity, and it is not mat
ter that dictates the form. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 10:36: jane was dissociated as usuaL My writing hand felt no 

.fiuigue. jane resumed in the same ve�y deliberate and searchingfoshion at 1 0:38.) 
Now that we have gone into the nature of matter as it pertains to grass, 

you will understand my next analogy��,more clearly. 
Consider a lawn. Obviously this is an arbitrary designation for utility's 

sake. Of itself, the matter of grass does not form itself into a lawn. You merely 
designate certain portions of grass and call it lawn. 

This is the same sort of thing you do when you designate certain portions 
of matter as blades of grass . Lawns do not come from grass. That is, grass does 
not grow into a lawn. Do you follow me here? 

({(11: )J .�es. 
Uane's delivery was becoming quite forceful now.) 
And neither then do seeds grow (underline that so it's plain) into grass. 

You perceive certain matter as blades of grass, as you perceive the matter of grass 
as lawn. You can see clearly that the matter of grass in a lawn is not the same. 
Then understand also that the matter within one blade of grass is not the same. 

You call a floor a floor. Matter may be added to the floor in the form of 
paint or varnish, yet you still call the floor the floor. Paint may be added to a 
house, and paint may disappear from a house through weathering, and you still 
call a house a house. 

You call yourself yourself, though the color of your hair may change; and 
indeed the adult bears little resemblance to the child. Form simply cannot be a 
characteristic of matter, since matter can be proven to come and go, while form 
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in m any cases n:ma i ns recognizab le. 
This will be a v ital poi nt in later d iscuss ions . Yo u must ,  a nd wi l l ,  learn t o  

look at things in  a new way, and many implications w i l l  arise from ton igh t's d is
cussion that will carry us further along our way. You will indeed see clearly that 
matter is created simultaneously, and has no duration, but is completely and 
almost instantly replaced by other matter, and that identity and continuity ar� 
not characteristics of matter, but must be found in other places. 

This has been a most fruitful session, and I will close it unless you have 
questions that you want to ask me. 

("I guess I have none, for a change. " 
(1 felt that jane might enjoy the extra time off) 
Then I shall say good evening. 
Perhaps I shall accompany you to your house Saturday, though I refuse to 

do Ruburt's cleaning for him. 
Let me tell you that only now, with this material, will we really begin our 

leap into real understanding of things as they are. My congratulations, both of 
you. You have hereby completed the preliminary lessons of our course; and I 
mean preliminary. 

This is the material without which no deep understanding could ever be 
achieved. It marks the first important step in your development and under
standing, and I will give you an A. 

It still, however, merely represents the base point of achievement, a neces
sary first step along the way. I am very pleased with both of you, and this could 
be called the end of book one. There will be many more books-

("Good ') 
-but this is the beginner's manual. As much of it as possible should be 

read by any who may become interested. It is a book of facts as they must be 
interpreted for your comprehension; and that last sentence is extremely impor
tant, for they must be interpreted and translated into terms that are compre
hensible to you. 

You have both not only done well on the level of theory, but you are also 
learning practical application, which is excellent. 

In your dealings with the physical universe and with other individuals, 
you have really made great gains. Your constructions have improved tremen
dously, and in line with your expectations. We will go into this in our next les
son, as the subject is vital. 

You have helped others as well as yourselves. Any seeming caution on 
Ruburt's part has been necessary, particularly in the beginning. This caution will 
gradually be replaced by expectation and confidence, but it is a necessary 
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c< l l' l l l l' l l l .  
I l i s psychi' ah i l i t i�s a rc b�i 1 1g cha l l l ldt'd, as they should be. They are too 

st rong to h� y�t a l lowed a greater fi·eedom. Yet even now his confidence will 
hl'gi n ,  and it wil l  a id in the development of future sessions. 

Your psychic strength is extremely important, Joseph, in our communica
r ions; and without it adequate communication would be most difficult; because 
we th ree have been closely involved in the past, the psychic gestalt between us is 
possible. And we do have a psychic gestalt. 

I will now close, but I wanted to give you some sort of report card, so to 
speak. And we may end up missing some sessions due to your vacations and 
your purchase of the house, but not too many. 

Good night, my most dear friends and pupils. Even now I prepare your 
new house for you, in ways more important than the physical cleaning that 
Ruburt contemplates. 

("Good night, Seth. A ve�y good session. ') 
(End at 1 1:10. jane was dissociated as usuaL She said Seth could have con

tinued had we been willing. By now my writing hand had tired and jane was quite 
tired It had been one of those sessions that really took something out of her; she had 
she said felt that Seth was pushing the material through.) 

lloo. 
(Again, this is a Ouija board experiment jane and I conducted on Sunday, 

July 19, 1964, at 10:45 PM 
(It was conducted principally because it was an exceedingly hot night; too hot 

to c:W much else, and jane and I were not ve�y sleepy. I made verbatim notes as we 
progressed The words yes and no, spelled out on the board are here enclosed in paren
thesis whenever the pointer moved to them. Answers jane received mentally before the 
board spelled them out, are indicated by � 

(Again, jane's reception of these answers was not in the manner of delivery by 
Seth; merely that she had the answers pop into her mind 

(Misspellings are included as received Many of the answers were given ve�y 
slowly. Since Seth has not yet had a chance to comment on this session, we do not 
know whether this is because of our own languorous attitude on a hot night, the inex
perience of the sender, or what. I am the one who asked the questions. 

('1s anybody there?') 
(Yes) . 
("Can you give us your name, please?") 
Reach soon come o (yes). 
("Can you give us your initialr?') 
H. R. 
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("/ s that correct? I I. R. ? '') 
(Yes). 
(Can you spell out your first name?") 
Hubbell. 
(:And your fast name?') 
Roberts . 
('1n what year did you die, Hubbell Roberts?') 
1 863. 
(((Where? In what land?'�) 
England. 
("In what city or town, or province, etc., did you die?':) 
Longshire. * 
(Can you describe Longshire for us?') 
Town. * 
("Did you know Tom Roberts?" 
(See the Ouija session o/713, 1964, page 201 .) 
Yes. 
(What was Tom Roberts' relationship to you?') 
Brother. 
(Do you know Seth, Hubbell Roberts?') 
No. 
("Did you have any children?'�) 
Yes. 
('How many?') 
4. * 
("Of these, how many were boys?'�) 
I . * 
("lou had one male child, is that correct?) 
Yes .  
(Can you give us the bojs name?) 
Ted (yes) . 
('1n what year was Ted born?') 
1 824 . 
("How old were you then, Hubbell Roberts?':) 
35. 
(((Did your son Ted ever marry?') 
Yes .  
(Can you tell us the year Ted was married?'�) 
No. 
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("Wdl. thtn trm you approximate the time when Ted was married, say within 
years?') 

1 840. 
("Is that correct?'�) 
Yes .  
("Who did Ted marry?') 
Alice Ma tigen. 
("Did Alice and Ted have any children?') 
7. 
("Can you tell us the year their last child was born?') 
No. 
("Can you approximate it?') 
I was dead. 
("Hubbell Roberts, do you have any living relatives?') 
Elmar, Jane, Ruth, Maude, others. 
(Elmar, jane and I take to refer to jane's father, Delmer. His name is Delmer 

Noberts; and Hubbell is the family name. In this constant questioning about descen
r.ktnts, we wanted to get enough info'Qnation for jane to be able to ask her father some 
questions about his family tree; jane knows nothing about it, and her father has not 
discussed it with her. So our task now is to learn if Delmer or jane had a great great 
uncle named Tom Roberts, and if Tom Roberts had a brother named Hubbell 
Noberts. 

("Hubbell Roberts, what is your entity name?') 
Humphry. 
("Who is your teacher on your plane?') 
No. 
("Do you mean you have nobody helping you where you are?') 
Yes. 
("Well who, then?') 
Friends. 
("Can you tell us who some of your friends there are?') 
No. 
("Why won't you tell us?'') 
No point. 
(Will we be able to contact you in our foture?') 
Yes. 
("Good night then, Huh/Jell Roberts. ') 
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Cood-byc. Yes. 
(End at 1 1:28 PM.) 

(While trying psychological time jane had the following experiences: 
(Sun. 71 19) 9:10 PM: Once I attained the desired state I saw a man on " 

motorcycle turning into the private drive of a house. I then heard a voice) I beliet't 
my own) say "Baynor Road, 

)) 
or '(Baynor Drive)

)) 
I am not sure which. 

(I also glimpsed, later, a woman entering a room through an open window. 
She stood there inside the window, then went back out the same way. 

(Mon. 112a 11 :30 AM· I had several quick images in vivid colors once in tht· 
proper state. First I saw a red wine bottle standing in a corner that was made f{ 
cement blocks. 

(Then I saw brilliant green water with lots of living matter in it) rushing by. 
I appeared to be plunging downward through it although I was untouched by it; I 
seemed to be enclosed in a huge bubble. I then saw a blue gush of water rush by to 
my right) like a rive�: 

(Then I was inside the house we intend to buy. I was facing two men in work 
clothes)· one of them was dark and I believe unshaven. I asked them who they were. 
They said they were from the gas company. I didn>t know how they got in. They then 
said they would need a key)· they had to have the place open to get in. 

(Next I saw water in the kitchen sink in the same house) and I let it out by 
turning the drain.) 

(While trying psychological time I had the following experiences: 
(Thurs. 7/16: 8:30 PM· No results. 
(Fri. 7/17, 9:00 PM· HalfWay through achieving the desired state) I began to 

get the familiar thrilling sensation in my hands. As I lay on my back on the bed, my 
hands palm t:Wwn) I felt as though the second finger of each hand was d!Jubling up 
or crawling back into a bent position. The feeling was very definite)· I checked by 
downward pressure of my fingers to verifJ that in actuality they still lay flat against 
the bed 

(Then) as though a switch clicked on) the thrilling swept over me from foot to 
head quite strongly; it sprang up from my left foot. 

(Then the sensation in my hands changed They appeared to enlarge) princi
pally in length. I seemed to be aware of another set of hands appearingjust above my 
own) to be extending their reach and dimension until they were about 10  inches long. 
The feeling lasted for several minutes. All the while this extra set of hands hovered 

just above my own) and reminded me of arching claws to some extent. Again) I had 
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resist the impulse to move my hands drastically to see if they were indeed undis
;ed in the flesh. 

(The thrilling then returned, this time to a lesser degree and ranging down 
the top of my head. The first time, it ran up my body .from the left foot. 
(Then something new: I had a brief rippling sensation down the center of my 

est, as though once again I was trying to lift out of myself Though brief, the feel
.g was definite and quite pleasant. Through all of the above, I once again had the 
-uitive feeling of attempting psychic travel. 

(I saw nothing during this experience, but did hear an unidentified voice utter 
_ hrase, clearly enough but had lost it by the time I left the stJtte. 

(Sat. 7118: Missed. 
(Sun. 7119, 9:00PM: I experienced a mild thrilling sensation as soon as I lay 

::own. I was perhaps ha?fivay through achieving the desired state when I became 
- •are of my father in my left-center field of vision. In general outlines, I saw him as 
- sat leaning back in an easy chair, his right leg crossed over his left, and holding up 
-n opened newspaper. My view of him was 314 .from the back. Father shook the 
�spaper rather emphatically, then spoke a phrase of several words that I have now 

_-7:rgotten. I tried hard to remember it, and recall repeating it to myse/fseveral times 
·n an effort to impress it upon my memory. 

(Later, I was watching jane and my mother. jane was to my left, Mother to 
--ny right. Between them on the wall was a drawing of jane's, matted in a gray-white 
"TUltte perhaps three inches wide. Pointing to the drawing, Mother asked jane: "Did 
_''OU do this?" "Yes," jane said. Mother then said, "'t's not .framed very well. Maybe 
:Jad can do it better. " These quotes are close to being exact, whereas for some reason 
-cannot remember at all what Father said. 

(After this, I experienced a somewhat different version of my thrilling sensa
rUm, in my arms .from the elbows down, including the hands, and in my legs .from 
rhe knees down, including the feet. It was stronger in the right leg and foot, equal in 
me arms. My upper arms and legs were .free of the feeling. It was similar to a tight 
or squeezing sensation, and definite enough so there was no doubt as to its existence. 

(Mon. 7/20, 8:00PM· It was a very hot and humid night, and difficult to 
attain the desired state. However, I did experience a definite, generalized feeling of 
enlargement in my lower arms and hands.) 
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SESSI()N 72 
JULY 20, 1 964 9 PM MONDAY AS SCI I EDULED 

(After supper this evening I went around the corner to the office of Doc Pipt•r 
and invited him to attend the session, since last week he had expressed an interest in 
dning so. Our friend accepted the invitation, with the proviso that he would come to 
the apartment providing his office was clear of patients by 9 PM We made a forther 
agreement that he come to Wednesday's session if he could not make it this evening. 

(It was a very hot and humid evening. By 8:55 Doc Piper had not appeared, 
and fi·om my studio in the back of the apartment I could look across backyards anti 
see his office lights still on. jane was only a little nervous before the session. ((The idet1 
of people we know coming to sessions doesn't bother me at all " she said. "It's only 
when strangers are coming that I get really nervous. " 

Oane began dictating on time, and in a quiet and normal voice. Her pacing 
was at a comfortable rate, her eyes dark as usual She maintained these attitudes for 
the whole session, although where indicated she took rather long pauses while deliv
ering the material) 

Good evening. 
('Good evening, Seth") 
I am please that we will now enter into the secondaty stage of your edu

cation. You can be said to have completed the kindergarten level of achievement 
and training. 

I say this not to minimize your efforts so far, but only to give you a hint 
of how much is still to come. We will still be involved for a while in the discus
sion of matter, and the discussions will be very important from many view
points. 

Form is not a characteristic of matter, despite appearances. Matter in itself 
does not possess durability. It is in itself therefore incapable of either growth or 
deterioration in your terms. 

We may as well carry this further right now, in spite of certain dangers of 
misinterpretation that could, but I hope will not, result. Matter is, as you know, 
formed. Matter is the result of molecular composition. An object is composed 
of matter, this is true. Your outer senses then perceive the matter as particular, 
differentiated, separate objects. 

(By now, jane was speaking at a slower rate, with quite a Jew rather long paus
es between phrases and/or sentences.) 

Objects exist, and yet objects in another sense do not exist. I have told 
you, for example, how you and others construct say, a television set, a chair, an 
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i n � ;tge o r , ,  1 ; 1 h l c . l l.'i i ng t: I H :rgy, yo1 1 I J J a l l i [ H i l a t t:  t:x ist i ng atoms and mob.:ult:s 
i n l o  :1 Cl' r t a i n  pa t t ern which you tht:n ,  a n d  others l ike you, recognize as one par
I i cular oh jt:ct. 

The object then does, in this sense, exist. The fact is, however, that it exists 
as a particular object because of your intimate construction of it into a particu
br pattern, and because of the recognition you give it. 

(Now jane walked back and forth in the couple of feet of space between our 
long narrow coffee table and the divan, gesturing as she talked.) 

The space between this couch and table is as filled with molecular struc
t ure as either the space taken up by the couch, or the space taken up by the table. 
' l 'he matter contained within the space taken up by the distance between them, 
is all the same. You simply have not constructed of the atoms and molecules any 
pattern which you call an object, and which you recognize. 

Objects then are really arbitrary designations given to certain arbitrary 
divisions of atoms and molecules as a whole. There is no objective universe, and 
yet there is an objective universe. 

This is not hedging the matter, if you will excuse a pun, and the subject 
will take much further study on your parts. You must act as if there were an 
objective universe. The world, or field, that you presently inhabit is real, definite 
on your level. The fact that its reality..is only limited to your level, and does not 
extend to other fields, must not tempt you to discount it; and yet while you 
must behave in a large manner as if your universe were inherently and basically 
objective, you must still retain the knowledge that this apparent objectivity has 
great limits, even practically speaking; and a too-great dependence in a world of 
objectivity can lead to a psychic imprisonment which is unnecessary. 

In a distant future, even in your field, the limits of the so-called objective 
world will clearly be known and demonstrated, and a great freedom for 
mankind will result. 

Study and practice with psychological time will show you the validity and 
strength of that inner self, so that you will clearly see that it is not completely 
bound to the so-called objective universe by any means. Matter is not an i mpris
oning form. It is a means by which consciousness expresses itself with i n  the l im
its of the physical field. 

I now suggest your first break. 
(Break at 9:27. jane was dissociated as usual It might be inten'sling lo JWit 

that while jane was delivering thiJ material she strolled about the room ll'illwul '' 
sign of discomfort on this ve�y hot and stuffY, humid night. Her J/;:in 1(1/IJ rl1y 1111d 
fresh looking. On the other htmd, Jitting with my clothes stuck to n�y IJmfy. I htul to 
place a cardboard under rr�y r��ht /J11nd in order to avoid soaking H�Y noltl'"f't'r. 
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(/tute resumed in the stone quit'/ mtlllllt't; l l 'ilh .ronu· nllhcr !on.� jhlll.l't'J, ''' 
9:35.) 

Objects therefore, are arbitrary designations, d i v is ions that you set up. Yo1 1  
perceive portions of the endless sea o f  molecular constructions. You form por
tions into separate objects that are actually no more separate or different from 
the whole sea than is one burst of  seaspray from another. That is, one burst ol ' 

sea spray, while separate for a moment, is like all other sea spray in its basic com
ponents and construction. 

It can be shown, and we will go into this, that form is not a characteristi · 

of matter. You will have to look elsewhere fi)r durability and form. Your caus · 
and effect theory, again, is responsible here for many distortions, such as the idea 
that the matter of say, a flower, grows from matter of a seed directly. Such is not 
the case. 

Matter in your field is undifferentiated by nature, so to speak, and it is the 
complicated human abilities that give it form and meaning. I have mentioned 
that expectation has much to do with individual constructions, and indeed th is 
cannot be stressed too strongly. 

The mechanisms involved in the actual construction of matter are all 
intertwined and closely connected. You give constructions their appearance of 
continuity by continually creating them in line with your expectations, based 
upon among other things, previous constructions in the apparent past; and 
these expectations are the result of psychic communication between yourselves 
and others, particularly from parents, who give the child his first conceptions of 
the environment which, indeed, his parents have created. 

In all cases constructions will follow the line of expectation, and often a 
vicious circle is initiated, where the environment created by an individual will 
then reinforce the very distortive conceptions that caused it to begin with. 

On a practical level, later, we will go into steps that can be taken to offset 
such an unfortunate liability. Indeed, you have both yourselves begun to 
operate much more efficiently in these important areas of expectation and 
construction. 

Recognition of many of the facts that we are discussing this evening will 
be of benefit in your psychological time experiences. 

Since you construct objects, you can therefore construct them more to 
your convenience when you realize that matter can thusly be manipulated. 
There are of course different methods of construction suitable for various fields, 
and in some instances the same atoms and molecules can be utilized by inhabi
tants of more than one field. 

In this case of course the inhabitants of the different fields remain unaware 
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ol ca ch ot l l < ' l ,  . 1 1 1 1 1  o 1 1 ly .'it�t', or n·u lgn izc,  ! I t t' p a rt icu la r  pa l l l' fll t h : l l  d l <.' havl' 
i l l l pos�d 1 1 po1 1 t l 1 l' a t o tn s  and molecules i n  qu�st ion .  

Th is  i s  n ot cont rad ictory. I suggest your break. 
(Break at 9:58. jane was dissociated as usual. And again, she was unbothered 

/�y the heavy heat while delivering the materiaL My writing hand was by now some
tl'hat tired, though I hadn't been overworked this evening by any means. 

Oane resumed in the same quiet and deliberate manner at 1 0:06.) 
Matter, atoms and molecules, represent but one aspect and one single 

di mension of a far greater reality. You can manipulate only the portion of this 
r�al i ty  which you can perceive. 

Therefore your manipulations are extremely superficial, as far as their 
·ffect on the larger reality is concerned. This is the first time, I believe, that this 
particular subject has come into our discussions. Yet our fifth-dimensional early 
session hinted in this direction. 

{Although Seth has given us relatively little on the fifth dimension, he has 
made many references to this one session. See the 12th session, of january 2, 1964, 
page 60. Notice also that this material was obtained 60 sessions ago; and as for as 
my memory serves, Seth has not contradicted himself on this fifth dimensional mate
rial in any sessions that have taken place since then.) 

You are playing with the vqy outmost skin of a reality whose true thick
ness and depth is presently beyond your comprehension. I am using the terms 
depth and thickness to aid you. They are meant for their intuitional value, and 
not to be necessarily taken literally. 

Nor is this material itself in any way meant to suggest that the attempt for 
knowledge is futile. By no means. Only that your own conceptions must first 
enlarge and not be imprisoned by the limitations. 

Value fulfillment represents an extension of the inner self in its journey 
into this reality. The reality can be manipulated only after its existence is known. 

We are not going to have a long session this evening. I am certainly not 
giving you any summer vacation. Nevertheless I do go easy on you now and 
then, merely because I like to vary the intensities of our sessions, as this is a most 
effective teaching method, and various portions of subject matter cause differ
ent energy expenditures. 

Oane had, again, been taking some rather long pauses as she delivered this 
materiaL) 

I always like to have much energy on your part as resetve. It is true that in 
almost all cases our winter .'i�ssi ons w i l l  be most intensive, for various reasons. 
The matter of this reality, of w h i ch you know so little, will be the basis for future 
discussions, and indeed your i 1m�r senses will aid you in the perception of some 
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of i ts facets. 
Energy constantly changes. l�orm is not a ch:I I':H.:t�ristic of � 1 1ergy, :l i ly 

more than it is a characteristic of matter. As a rule no f(>rm imposed upon ener
gy can long endure. The form cannot long endure. The consciousness beh i nd 

the form, that imposes the form, does endure; because while energy continua l · 
ly changes and does not retain imposed form, it is in itself conscious, and i ts 

consciousness endures. 
I have explained that even consciousness does not always use its full poten 

tiality, in the light analogy of the other evening. The entity represents that pan 
of consciousness which is aware of the other compartments of itself 

This is enough on this, this evening. We have gone quite far into some 
new material, and I wish you a most fond good evening. 

(End at 10:25. jane was dissociated as usual. She said she could feel Seth 
abruptly leave when he reached the end of the session. ''H es gone, " she said. She is of 
the opinion that Seth likes to deliver his material in batches, whether they be long or 
short. 

(My writing hand felt no fatigue now. Nor did we get to ask about the Hubbell 
Roberts material included at the beginning of this session. jane said Seth chose not to 
bother with it tonight.) 

(Trying psychological time, I had the following experiences: 
(Tues. 7121, 8:30 PM· No results. 
(Wed 7/22, 8:00 PM: I experienced a generalized feeling of enlargement once 

again in my hands. Although this was the only result, the halfhour's time allotted 
for the experiment passed ve�y rapidly. I did not sleep. 

Oane had nothing to report.) 

(I would like to add here a note that may or may not be offoture interest. 
(For the followin� 73rd session, we had as guests D1: and Mrs. Piper, with 

whom we have become acquainted in the past year or so. After the session, jane and 
me showed them how to use the Ouija board, since they were curious. 

(The board began to work for them immediately, where it had taken jane and 
me quite a Jew sessions before we obtained anything at all through it. I took down 
the answers the Pipers obtained, and jane was an observer. 

(By the time the Pipers had asked their third question of the board, concern
ing the name of the communicant they had raised, Fred Lake, jane had received this 
name mentally. She did not tell the Pipers, but she had the whole name in mind by 
the time the pointer had moved to the letter F. She was quite surprised, and has never 
had the experience before, although it has been some months since either of us 



IOtlldwrl olhr•J '' li'OI�·in,� tht• /m,llrl iwlr •t•d, Jina· tin• Seth mtlteritl/ /JeJ!,dtl lo .flow. 

l 'allll/'.1' ./llnt'.� ,,/Jilitit.r htwe improunl iu thttt .field aLw. 
( / /}(· llr'.\'1 'f'N'.I'Iion the Pipers asked for was a date from Fred Lake. jane 

received '"' t/11.\'JI It'r./fJr this question too, and noted it down on her own. The point
er however, hesittlted over several numbers in giving the Pipers an answer, so the 
results here are inconclusive. 

(Being tired from the session, jane did not pursue the thing any forther, and 
we let the Pipers alone while they received several more answers. But jane and I plan 
to repeat this experiment with other couples, while we observe and see if either of us 
can pick up, in some fashion, answers the pointer will give.) 

SESSION 73 
JULY 22, 1964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS SCHEDULED 

(This morning jane invited Dr. and Mary Piper to witness the session tonight. 
The doctor and his wife accepted the invitation, contingent upon whether his office 
was still busy at session time, and whether they could get a baby sitter. 

(Again, it was a very hot and �umid evening. A light rain was falling by 8:5 5 
PM, and the Pipers had not appeared Although jane did not seem nervous, I knew 
she was nervous to some degree because of the prospect of new witnesses. 

(WiUy dozed in his favorite chair. jane began dictating in an altogether nor-
mal voice, pacing leisure!;� her eyes dark as usuaL) 

Good evening. 
('Good evening, Seth. ') 
I am going to give you some more material concerning our discussion of 

matter, but first I would like to make one comment. 
After eight o'clock on the night of a session, Ruburt should take steps so 

that he is not concerned over the question of whether or not particular visitors 
will arrive. I cannot get through to him as well when he is so concerned; nor, 
when he is so concerned, can I let him know ahead of time whether or not wit
nesses will arrive. 

(Before the session, jane had remarked that she wished Seth could, or would, 
let her know whether witnesses were coming. If she is able to let Seth so ir�jiJrm her 
in advance, it would be very convenient, to say the least.) 

The whole thing should be handled on a subconscious levd , so rhar he 
seems to automatically prepare himself in advance in response to an i n ncr 
knowledge as to whether or not witnesses will arrive. That is, I G1 n lct" h i m  
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k 1 1ow;  h u r  overl y COI Isciou.o.; p reoccupa t ion  hlorks h i 1 1 1  l i ·o 1 1 1  k n ow i 1 1 g. 
(From my seat at the living room tttUe m�xl lo tht• windows, I ht�ppened to 

look out in time to see the Pipers turn the corner and move down the street toward 
our house. I pointed toward the window, and jane caught my meaning.) 

Close friends obviously no longer bother him. It is only strangers, or those 
with whom you are not closely familiar. 

Now that your guests are indeed arriving, you may let them enter, or I 
myself will open the door. I suggest that this time you open the door, and bid 
that they be seated. 

Oane paused by the windows) looking down the rather large room to the door. 
f lay my board aside. As I did the door opened and the Pipers entered quietly. Neither 
of them had attended a session before) but jane had made arrangements that they 
were to enter without knocking if they arrived after 9 PM. 

Oane remained standing mutely by the windows while I showed the guests to 
seats. I gave them copies of the last few sessions) to familiarize them with the mater
ial in case thq would rather read than listen at first. 

Oane then resumed; but now her voice was much stronger and somewhat 
deeper, quite different from the easygoing tone and volume she had used to open the 
session.) 

I have never been much of a host. I hope, however, that you have 
explained your name and the circumstances surrounding it. 

We will now continue with a discussion that we have begun concerning 
the nature of matter, and bringing up in particular one point I wish to make 
clear. 

As I have told you, form is not a characteristic of matter. I have said, for 
example, that grass does not grow from seed. You observe that grass often 
appears where seed has been sown, and you conclude erroneously that the seed 
grows from matter within it, and that grass grows from the seed. 

The atoms and molecules, energy in matter, appear and disappear instan
taneously. Energy constantly is constructed into the guise of matter, but matter 
is the simultaneous expression of energy under certain conditions. 

(By now, fanes delive�y was much more vigorous) her voice quite loud and 
strong. Now she walked over to a cane chair that was unoccupied) 

We will again use this chair, this time to explain our point. The chair is 
being constantly constructed. Now the chair represents a subdivision in matter, 
being what you term dead matter, though we know that consciousness is every
where. 

The chair is being fu l ly constructed simultaneously and instantaneously. 
Now take the blade of grass, and the seed. Energy and the consciousness within 
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ncinually constructs itself into completely new constructions; because of the 
· ous speeds I have spoken of, and because you do not perceive the full reali

. you do not notice the simultaneous constructions, and think them continu

' rather than separate and ever new. 
When energy in its performance brings about a complete change of form, 

;;.s it does when a seed seems to grow into a blade of grass, what you have here 
- merely such a complete difference between the gradations which you are able 

perceive, that finally you are forced to admit that the dM.ng you take to be 
oontinuous matter has somehow or other become something entirely different. 

You know that you cannot perceive with the outer senses the pulsations of 
ergy as they form this chair; because you cannot perceive these pulsations, the 

chair appears durable, a part of your time and space, and continuous in time and 
space. 

The chair is neither durable nor continuous, and its reality is limited to 
e recognition which you give it as an object. 

Before we have our first break, I will now welcome our guests, although I 
regret that so much of the material will not be clear, since so much of it rests 

pon previous discussions with which they are not familiar. 
The woman's entity name is Aeiada, A-e-i-a-d-a, and the man's is Norman. 

- uggest your first break, and again may I say that I enjoy your rainy evening. 
: have been preparing your house for you. Please take your break. 

(Break at 9:23. jane was dissociated as usual. Seth has yet to explain what he 
'?U?Llns by "preparing" our new house for us. During break we tried to give the Pipers 
" brief resume of what the Seth material involves. jane resumed in the same vigor
otiS and strong-voiced manner at 9:32.) 

I have not known either of your guests before, but then I do not have to. 
I am not the nervous one. It is Ruburt who constantly, and oftentimes bull
neadedly, blocks what I have to say. 

Nevertheless, Norman has twice before been a man, and the time imme
diately preceding this existence he was a woman. There were two children then, 
and he is in this life closely acquainted with three individuals who were close to 
him in the past existence. 

("Can you tell us something about them?" 
(I thought this a good question, since we knew nothing of the Piper's personal 

history. I interrupted jane's delivery somewhat to ask it, and it will be noted that Seth 
did not answer it. As the session wore on I neglected to repeat it. I have the fteling 
that the question did not real�] penetrate enough to make itself ftlt.) 

He once, and not purposely, broke a man's back in an accident involving 
horses. There was no deep guilt involved. Nevertheless in the woman's existence 



he passed by a l·�d i ng of gui l t. T h is t i me he mc1 His peop le's hacks, h l l t t h i s  is not  
the only connection. 

He was an alchem-ist. He has been in past existences concerned with m a t
ters that lie beneath matter, if you will excuse a pun; and for this reason the 
interest has grown. One life was in a country close to what you now call 
Palestine, I believe approximately 832 A.D., and in this life the accident 
occurred. 

Germany also, 1732, in what is now Cologne; an alchemist. 1 872, a very 
brief life as a woman, dying at age 33 in childbirth. Sweden. 

There has been a need for discipline, which is now somewhat being 
achieved, and past interests which have this time solidified into a more coherent 
purpose. We will at another time go more further into these particular matters. 

Again, we find that the woman has been twice a male. This has given an 
open-mindedness that is this time combined with a more feminine intuition. 
The nearest I can come now is that one life was concerned with the occupation 
of a boatsman, of rather small craft, skirting near the shores of the 
Mediterranean. 

The craft carried merchandise but not spices, rather perhaps cotton. There 
was also a soldier's rather superstitious existence, in an involvement during the 
Crusade period, where if I may say so, men were driven like fools, and some
times brainless idiots, in fine pursuit of an idea of God which they could nei
ther conceive or construct. 

Jane pointed at Bob Piper. By now her voice was quieting down.) 
He was indeed at that time as superstitious as the rest. In a battle, he was 

killed by a Moor. The looting carried on in the name of the Christian God 
would indeed make the pagans blush. 

There is still a tendency here to depend perhaps overmuch on intuitions 
which are basically sound; but such a dependence must go hand in hand with 
the discipline of which I have spoken. The death occurred in desert. It happened 
very close to Lepanto. He was then in his late fifties, and left two women. Not 
one. Also one son and four daughters. 

There is much more along these lines. I believe he sent a message to one 
woman by a young man, and the message was not delivered. This will not mean 
much to his present personality on a conscious level, but the fact that the mes
sage was not delivered will mean much to the inner self, for that previous per
sonality had set store by it. 

I will suggest a short break. And incidentally, I have not forgotten the 
party, of which I have said already too much. I feel that after so many dry and 
studious sessions I owe you a night to remember, but l shall keep .n:uc dignity, 
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' I  id�r 'I I I I I  h t ca l, ,  hy a l l  mea ns .  
( Nn·11/..· 1 1 1 C),· '>(,, ./tllll' was dissociated rJs usuaL She resumed in her quieter voice 

Ill I();()(>,) 
' I  'here w; ls no communication between the four of you in the past, and no 

l i nkage of your l i ves .  There has been however, a telepathic sort of communica
tion between you in the present, and it is no coincidence that you became 
acquainted. On a subconscious level you realized that many of your interests 
were the same. 

The child of the man and the woman has existed as a personality four 
times before, which makes him older than his parents, in a manner of speaking. 
He died as a young child upon one occasion, a girl with musical abilities. 
During another existence in, I believe Babylonia, he was what passed for a 
scribe. 

He worked on tablets of stone, and was given social position because of 
this ability, though he did not come from well-to-do parents. 

(What is the child's entity name?") 
His entity name is Waldoon. The musical ability was picked up again in 

the 1 6th century in England, where we find him as a minor composer for organ, 
where he used the scribe's ability as well. 

There is a mechanical tal�nt, early developed, though strangely in a 
woman's life, when he was a girl caring for a father's shop. The shop was con
cerned with the forerunner, or a forerunner, of balloons, an early invention that 
never became popular, for the distribution of letters in medieval France. 

I will now, with your kind permission, say a few words in reference to the 
reality of which I spoke briefly last session. 

You can come close to understanding this reality if you will once more 
consider an analogy that we made much earlier. Do you remember our imagi
nary painting that hung upon the wall? 

("17. )) 1es. 
(See the 43rd session, page 4. fane now pointed to a painting I had finished a 

couple of years ago; it hung over our divan, above the couch. I had used fane as a 
model and in the painting she stood by a river, beneath trees; across the river could 
be glimpsed a village.) 

We will take that painting for an example. In our analogy, the pa i n ti ng 
while framed within a given space, expanded. I t  did not spill out  into the room 
and yet the trees can be imagined to grow taller, the background to add i 11 d i s
tance and perspective, the water to flow; and yet there would be no i mprcss i on 
made on the back of the pa i nt i ng. 



Exa m i 1 1 a r io1 1 ol .  t he hack ol ' t h e pa i 1 1 1 i 1 1 g  wo1 dc l show l lo 1 h i 1 1�. ' l ' l 1c clc 
ments of the painting would expand in th e sa me way 1 ha t  I h ave told yo1 1 t he 
universe expands, in a way that has nothing to do wi th  space hut  o f  va l ue l i d · 
fillment, which has its own kind of depth and perspective, and which exists 11 ot 
only behind but within the construction of matter. 

The depth of this reality cannot be plunged into in the same manner that 
one plunges into a river or  a stream. The depth of this reality can, again, be com
pared to the depth of a sleep or a trance, or the depth of any common psycho
logical experience. 

Ruburt I believe once wrote a poem in which he stated, much more poet
ically indeed, that pain was deeper than a lake or a river; and this type of depth 
is that to which I refer here. There are perspectives of which you know relative
ly little, and they in turn are frameworks, forming physical constructions, actu
al physical constructions, which you do not perceive. 

There are multitudinous physical constructions in the space between these 
two chairs, of which you are not aware, because you cannot perceive the per
spective in which they occur. 

I am going to suggest your break. I would first of all suggest, and only sug
gest, that the four of you continue an association, as I believe you will all bene
fit. There are abilities on your visitor's parts which are not being utilized, and 
which certainly should be. 

(Break at 10:28. jane was dissociated as usuaL She resumed in the sa me man
ner, somewhat more strong and forcefol than usual, at 10:35.) 

I certainly do appreciate, and indeed do enjoy, your lively discussions. And 
I do indeed recall Ruburt's rather daring, but more nearly stupid, blunderings 
into his first deep trance. 

Oane's· jan. 10/64 trance is described in Session 14, vol. 1 .) 
I would suggest that your visitors be allowed to borrow a copy of the 

material, as they are both capable of comprehending and benefiting. 
The material should be read from the beginning, with the exception of 

personal material which has been delivered this evening. There is no doubt that 
the development of matter, and an understanding of it, will enable you to 
manipulate it and also at times to discard it almost entirely. 

Since the individual constructs matter, and indeed constructs his own 
physical universe, he can improve these constructions; and his expectations are 
intimately connected with the subconscious mechanism of construction itself 

The thyroid gland operates strongly in regard to expectations, hormonal 
balances being maintai n ed at rather normal levels normally. It is sensitive 
however to panic and fear, and, affecting other glands working with inner 
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subconscious mechanisms, it becomes overly stimulated and causes subcon
scious mechanisms to actually create, in matter, the object of the fears which 
nave themselves caused the initial overaction. 

In the same manner, other constructions are affected. It is true that what 
;xcomes matter must be dealt with as matter, and yet the inner vitality and the 
inner self have their own ability to heal. The trouble is, these abilities are little 

cilized and seldom appreciated. 
The mind constructs into matter its own idea of reality, and this is where 

?ersonal expectation comes into play. You do not only create your own 
environment, generally speaking, you create it concretely, .tn forms of mass and 
matter. 

You knock your head against walls that you yourselves have made. We will 
oo into a long discussion concerning the actual physical and subconscious 
mechanisms involved in the construction of idea into material reality at a later 
sess1on. 

In line with this, please consider the material already given, concerning 
me ways in which atoms and molecules form a simple object, such as a chair. 

I will now close the session, somewhat early by a few moments or so, and 
again I would suggest that your visitors read as much material as possible. They 
are of course welcome to any session, but a familiarity with the material will add 
ro the benefit that can be received by witnessing a live session; and indeed, I can 
be a lively one. I have been in my time quite reprobate. Ruburt does not allow 
me much leeway at present. I will now bid you all a fond good evening. Your 
psychological time experiments should go better next week. 

("How come?") 
It has to do simply with the ebb and flow of your own energies; and we 

will have a session soon, dealing with the experiments which you have listed. 
("Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 10:55. jane was dissociated as usual. My writing hand felt little 

fotigue.) 

(While trying psychological time I had the following rather mild experiences. 
According to Seth in the 73rd session, my psychic energies are at low ebb. 

(Thurs. 7123: Missed 
(Fri. 7124: No results. 
(Sat. 7125, 1:00 AM: Upon retiring a series of brief flashes of people and 

places. Color was very slight and subdued Nothing fomiliar. 
(Sun. 7/26, 9:15PM· HalfWay through achieving the desired state I experi

enced my fomiliar thrilling sensation rather strongly. It was followed by a mild yet 



dumhlefeeling r{enlllrj!.emenl in l)()/h my u'ri.1·ts rnul huuL�·. t�nd./i•ct. 
(Mon. 7127, 8:15 PM: A slight indiattion r�f'n�yf,imilillr JetJJtllion upon (yin.� 

down. It was very hot and humid and difficult to tlc:hieve the proper state. 

Uane had nothing to report.) 

SESSION 74 
JULY 27, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS SCHEDULED 

(Again it was a ve�y hot and humid night. By the time session time approached 
jane said she was too hot and tired to feel nervous, or anything else. Wf expected no 
witnesses. 

Uane began dictating in a quiet voice, at a comfortable speed as far as my 
writing ability was concerned. She paced about the room at an even rate; her eyes 
darkened as usual She maintained these qualities all through the session.) 

Good evening. 
('Good evenin� Seth. ') 
I see that we are going to have a quiet session. 
In all likelihood our sessions in this house are drawing to a close, but the 

house itself will be healthier for future inhabitants than it was before you came. 
I was glad to see that Ruburt began the back exercises once more. The 

quietude and relaxation derived from them is excellent. Also a certain training 
in concentration is achieved. 

This is going to be in some respects a relaxed session. I want to point out 
that the back exercises, because of the quietude and training in concentration, 
represent excellent practices for both of you, and for Ruburt in particular. His 
old thyroid condition has cleared up. What remains is again merely habit, 
although it was once closely connected to a physical disorder. 

He is learning presently, and very well, to control this sometime condi
tion; and it dwindles, to appear only occasionally in times of stress. Daily use of 
those particular back exercises, with their mental discipline, will further aid in 
his development, until he will find indeed that he can not only relax at will, but 
even when he does not have t ime to will relaxation, that is, relaxation will be the 
built-in conditioned reflex that panic used to be. 

I do not mean, of course, that he will automatically turn into a jellyfish 
when a good fight may be called for. The use of psychological time, to some 
large degree, also performs this function. If he had set out, and he didn't, to plan 



.1 p rou'.'i.'i t l 1 . 11 wou ld  t ' l lah lc h i m  1o u sc· h i .�.; ; t h i l i r i e.'i to the fi. 1 1 lest i n  h i s w ri ti ng 
and odwr  l it• l , l. , 1 1 1  w hit: h he is i nt eres ll.x l ,  and yet to discipline himself so that 
he d id  nor .'It , 1 1 1 n h is ah i lities, i f  he had set out on a plan toward maturity, and 
1'0 set ddln i tc n m 1 rols upon his sometimes too fast, out-of-proportion respons
es, he cou ld  nor ha w l·ound a better path than the one which he is now following. 

'fhe use of l i 1 1 l  intuition with discipline and control, and a daily schedule 
that includes contemplation and a temporary relaxation and slowing down of 
hodily process, [means] he will live longer because of this, and his work will be  
deeper and of  greater import. 

I mention this particularly because of his panic reactions last week at the 
gallery. You may include this material or not in the records, as you choose. He 
fears authority. This fear of authority is one of the reasons for his admirable 
independence of mind and spirit. 

It is also the reason for many of his problems in the past, and to a much 
lesser degree in the present. His mother, representing authority to him as a child, 
was frightening, threatening, sometimes cruel, and capricious. The child took 
literally the mother's statements that though a cripple, she could walk at night, 
would turn on the gas jets, and so forth. 

The child emotionally was almost paralyzed with terror, hence the thyroid 
condition, hence also the child's <l,Uick motions, fast, frightened responses that 
were desperate defense mechanisms. The new director is a figure of authority, 
and insists in fact upon being considered in such a light. 

At once our Ruburt is like a porcupine, feeling trapped and prickling all 
over, eyes glaring, and attitude more prickly than a porcupine's quills. The fact 
that Ruburt considers the man an ass, helped, because Ruburt could then justi
fY his own conditioned reflex toward authority; and keep in mind other mater
ial I have given you concerning Ruburt and the gallery. 

It is also true that during certain periods of the month his hormones are 
more active, since he inhabits, and is, a woman this time. He also turned down 
rather coldly the man's innocent enough invitation that you visit his home. You 
were indeed busy that evening, but this was not the reason for Ruhun's refusa l .  

H e  i s  bound to set himself up as aloof and superior to the m a l l  i l l  cha rge. 
He may be superior in many ways, but certainly not in all respects, and h is d is 
dainful reactions would naturally affect the poor new director. Abo ut h i n t  I wi l l  
have something to say. Nevertheless you were right, Joseph, a n d  ccr 1 . 1 i n l 1 
Ruburt's attitude is at least partially to blame. 

This indeed can be remedied, since Ruburt now is wise l'o i 1 .  The t'lWI I "' 
es and all the other measures which he has learned will stand h i 1 1 1  i n  ) ',nod ·. 1 1  . 1 1 1 
The brooding, resentful inner mul l ing over of gallery problems is ;1 t i p o i l d 1 . 1 1  
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the pa n ic bo m h  has heen set olE But i n  t h is r. 1sc I l l' l 1 ; 1s t l no w 1 1  i t  otll t h <: 
window. 

In earlier years such ·a situation was faced by Ruhurt in a blind panic nm 
from one end of the continent to another. So we may say that he has improved. 

Oane laughed) 
Again, your help was extremely beneficial. Relaxation, and in particul ar 

occasional whole days away, that is, an occasional whole day away, is excellent, 
and well worth any inconvenience it might cause. 

It is extremely difficult for Ruburt not to throw himself wholeheartedly 
and completely into whatever it is he is doing; and so it is no wonder that now 
and again he loses his fairly adequate detachment on a job. But then he feels 
himself engulfed. 

Do take your break. 
(Break at 9:35. jane was dissociated as usual. As in recent sessions during this 

heat wave, she was bothered not at all by heat and humidity while dictating, while 
I had to use a cardboard beneath my writing hand to avoid soaking the paper. jane 
resumed in the same quiet, and at times much amused manner at 9:43.) 

At the gallery, Ruburt interprets everything now between himself and the 
new director in terms of implied superiority or inferiority. 

He can't crack a smile without fearing that this will be taken as a sign of 
apple polishing, because apple polishing of course implies a feeling of inferiori
ty on the part of the apple polisher. To make sure that no such impression can 
be given by him, he resorts to sarcasm, and upon a few occasions downright 
rudeness, that is bound to make the receiver less than happy. 

He, your director, has gamely held his ground. His insistence upon detail 
Ruburt takes as personal offense. The man is simply a stickler for detail. He is 
not rubbing Ruburt's nose in every misspelled word, nor is he suggesting, as 
Ruburt suspects, that Ruburt is a mental numbskull because he is a poor speller. 

Privately, your director can see no reason why anyone who is educated 
cannot spell properly, but he has bent over backward not to give this impression. 
Out of pure perversity Ruburt has refused to learn how to spell. If authority says 
spell a word one way, Ruburt defiantly spells it another. 

At the same time he chooses words as the basis for his art. Here he gets 
back at authority. He communicates to the authoritative world at large original, 
excellent, sharp and concisive ideas, through words that are consistently mis
spelled. 

I am not suggesting that he throw bouquets or roses at his rather flowery
attired male director, but he can at least hold back the daggers. You may find 
that the man can be most enj oyable in the future. He is extremely insecure, 



h id i r 1 g  hd 1 i nd t o r u pu l s ivt· a ll t' l l t iou  t o  dl·t ; l i l s .  
I k t r 1 1ds t ht' l l l  so that  they w i l l guard h i m .  They protect him from inner 

i l l l l l u lscs. They a rc the pickets of his fence. They hide the inner extravagance 
wh ich h e  lca rs, gives in to in partially accepted ways. He thrives on praise; so, 
t r ue to form, the giant killer Ruburt insults him to his face. 

He could be vindictive if treated in this manner for long, as rej ection of 
t l t c  type that Ruburt is handing out frightens and confuses him. Ruburt is usu
a l ly at least fair. The man has rather glaring faults, it is true, but they are not 
deadly ones. Nor would a bit of kindness be demeaning Ruburt. 

He, Ruburt, definitely thinks it would be. He can be extremely unbend
i ng, but I believe that this session will help matters considerably. I am speaking 
now of the situation as it exists in the present. Ruburt was jealous for his own 
authority at the gallery. He did not want to accept full responsibility for the 
gallery, and yet he wanted definite responsibility along definite, limited lines. 

When he has not sold any stories or books for a while, then he looks 
around for other ego satisfactions in the outside world, in other fields, for which 
he is actually not willing to pay the price. He is j ust not that interested in any 
career outside of writing. Had the ESP book been instantly grabbed up, noth
ing at the gallery would have bothered him. 

He looks for satisfaction for Qis ego in the outside world when it has been 
bruised because of a rejection slip. Torrents of energy, both constructive and 
aggressive, suddenly are let loose where he works, and woe to all around. 

He starts fighting for position and authority, for which under ordinary cir
cumstances he couldn)t care less. This is confusing to those who work with him. 
This is not to say that he does not have grievances, or that he is not worth more 
money, but he wants more money for prestige reasons, rather than practical 
ones. 

If he is not able to see himself at all times as a successful, earning writer, 
then he feels like a fool in other areas also, and is suddenly enraged over situa
tions at the gallery which, while not the best, hardly bother him at all when he 
is selling his writing. 

I have forgotten. Take your break. 
(Break at 10:11 .  jane was dissociated as usual Again, she had not been both

ered by the heat while dictating. She said that even when Seth is talking about her, 
when she is balling herselfout so to speak, she has no urge to interrupt him in her 
own behalfor defense. 

Oane resumed in thl' smnl' manner at 10:20.) 
This session should certa i n ly  help clear the situation generally, and cer

tainly help Ruburt disti ngu ish real grievances from projected ones. Ruburt can 



at least he p l easa n t. I t  .'lho u ld  a lso he l l )  to st i l l l t i.� lr equ cn t t i rades at honJ t' 
against the gallery; but when his emot ions do ov<." r l low or h ave ovcdlown i n t o  
speech, i t  has been beneficial, very much more so th an i f  h e  had let them bu i l d  
up into a storm o f  frightening proportions. 

This, however, should begin to fade out. It would do no harm to in vitl' 
the man for a drink in your home, though I admit that to either of you the sug
gestion amounts to a treason of sorts. It would do you, Joseph, no harm to allow 
him in your house, where you could size him up for yourself. One simple wel l 
meant invitation might be in order-and this was hell to get through, with 
Ruburt's blocks. 

Oane ended the above sentence most vigorously. Shaking her finger at me, she 
voiced the words in an amused and forcefUl way. 

("Then how did you do itr') 
Sheer bullheadedness on my part. The gesture would be well taken. One 

sign of plain friendliness on your parts would not open you up in any way. I 
couldn't even get my full meaning through on that sentence. 

(Again came fanes· wagging finger.) 
It might even help Ruburt to see the director when he was not in a posi

tion of authority that he felt honor bound to uphold. I did not mean to take the 
whole session up with private matter. Nevertheless it is well that this material 
came through. 

There is more that I would say, but I have aroused Ruburt enough for one 
night. He will get tense from blocking me if we continue along these lines. 

Oane told me after the session that as she delivered these words, she abruptly 
realized that both her hands, thrust into the pockets of her slacks, were clenched tight. 
Indeed she was tensing, she knew.) 

We will resume full blast on matter and its nature at our next session. I 
did want to make one point. The back exercises and the subsequent calmness 
will hasten the time when Ruburt is able to dispense with a dependence upon 
cigarettes. 

In good seasons, the natural surroundings in which your house is located 
will help you both. And as you learn relaxation and mental discipline you will 
find more energy available for your work, for the sessions, and for the enjoyment 
of life in general. 

I have been preparing your house for you. Do not forget my suggestion 
that you air out the cellar. 

("How have you been preparing the house?'' 
(Seth has mentioned this before; this time I was ready with my question when 

he mentioned this preparation again. But all ! got for my pains was a smile .from 



/tlilr' .) 
l 1 1  1 1 1y nw 1 1  w:1y. 
("Oh ') 
I w i l l  not  go i nto that at this time, as it involves matters which we have 

not  d iscussed. I f  you have any other questions you may ask them. 
A small note. I mentioned before that Ruburt will definitely benefit from 

a vacation, and you should travel someplace. I suggest near or to a large body of 
water, most preferably the ocean. 

The trip to your glen helped Ruburt to an amazing degree, and such small 
trips are excellent psychic refreshers, and also good for your work. Much of this 
material is not startling this evening, but it is necessary, and you will gain by tak
i ng it to heart. 

You know how fond I am of you both, and you have no idea of how many 
unfortunate, possible circumstances you have avoided already by heeding my 
sometimes prosaic-sounding advice. I try to give you sound advice without 
pushing you in any direction, and this is often difficult. You will be using the 
possibility for good, for you, in this locality; as in some localities you failed to 
do this. 

I will now bid you a fond good evening. I am with you fairly often in one 
way or another, and my affection for you both is deep. I would most strongly 
recommend the back exercises, act�lly for you both, but definitely for Ruburt. 

('Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 10:45. jane was dissociated as usual. My writing hand felt no 

fatigue.) 

SESSION 75 
JULY 29, 1964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS SCHEDULED 

Oane had nothing to reportfrom her experiments with psychological time. On 
Tuesday, 7128, I missed t�ying; on 'Wed., 7129, 8:15 PM, I had a mild sensation in 
both my hands and feet, and a slight feeling of both categories being on a somewhat 
higher level than the rest of my body. 

Oane felt quite tired before the session this evening. She had no idea of the sub
ject matter for it. The weather was much cooler, and Willy napped in his chair. As 
session time approached jane was so unenthusiastic that I made her coffee to help pep 
her up, at her request. 

(When 9 PM arrived, }rme did not begin delivering but remained sertted. ,)'he 
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was not worried, howet;er, rmd did bef!,ifl 111 CJ:02. l ll'r l'oia U'tl.l' nonn,,/, l�t·r pttc
ing regular, her eyes dark as usual She did not u111y mtu·h in her ooice or parin.� 
through the session.) 

Good evening. 
(Good evening, Seth. ') 
Our reluctant soothsayer did not greet me too enthusiastically this 

evenmg. 
For one thing, Monday's session hit him in the solar plexus, so to speak; 

and all joking aside, the session did take quite a bit out of him, simply because 
he was inclined to block the material, though he did not in most instances. 

His initial attempt at kindliness at the gallery the following day took more 
out of him, although he quickly saw that my diagnosis of the situation there was 
correct. 

I would like to suggest that he begin reading again the body of the ses
sions. Not necessarily the Frank Watts material, but the later ones. There is 
much more of course to be said concerning matter, and allied subjects. 

I want to mention that while form is not a characteristic of matter, it is 
one of the characteristics of consciousness. The form which consciousness takes 
is usually composed of matter on your plane. 

The form perceived by your outer senses is always composed of matter, of 
course. There are also however forms or structures that are what you may call 
psychological forms or structures, even within your own field, which you do not 
perceive with your outer senses, but which are nevertheless frameworks that 
underlie form as it appears in matter. 

These psychological forms or structures have a reality and validity, com
posed of gestalts that exist in perspectives that you do not recognize. 

I have spoken in the past of depths that have nothing to do with space as 
you conceive space to be; and I will now add to this the idea of psychological 
solidities, that have nothing to do with space as you conceive it. 

(See the 59th session, page 134; in which Seth deals with quality-depth, value 
fulfillment, etc.) 

Each consciousness, besides the material structure or material form, also 
possesses a psychological structure that exists in a depth and solidity in another 
perspective which the outer senses do no perceive. Here you will find the enti
ty. Consciousness adopts many forms, in as many various perspectives as it is 
capable of manifesting itself. 

Consciousness actually creates these perspectives, in which it can then 
manifest itself in form. Understand here that I speak in terms of psychological 
form and structure. In other words, individual consciousness operates in many 



d i l'l (.· rl' l l l  pl· 1 � q  n t ivc'i, in many V;l r io i i S  k i nds  of i()rms.  I n  some s t ages i t  is 
u naw:tr<.' ol I l l < ' d i v i s ions or various m a n i f·C:stations of itsdt: due to the amount 
of f ( >cus i n g  d 1 a 1 is necessary for such hnm- [hyphen] projection. 

These psychological structures exist as prerequisites for the material struc
t ure of your universe. The inner senses represent such psychological structures. 
They become physically apparent to some degree in the emotions, which do 
have definite form, certain mass, depth, and solidity in the realm of psycholog
ical perspective which you do not physically perceive. 

In their own way they have what amounts to shape, color and structure. 
' fhese prerequisite psychological forms exist before the construction of matter 
and physical form by an individual. He grapples with, and manipulates and j ug
gles these inner psychological shapes before constructing them, his version of 
them, into physical form. 

Some of the basic shapes in your physical universe are, therefore, reflec
tions of these inner psychological structures, more or less reproduced in matter. 
These are in one sense certainly tangible to the inner self. It is these inner psy
chological structure patterns to a large degree that determine the shape and form 
of physical structures. 

I suggest your first break. 
(Break at 9:29. fane was di�ociated as usual She still felt tired at break, she 

said, but all right while delivering the material She resumed in the same manner at 
9:35.) 

I have been meaning to get into these subjects. We will only cover them 
rather superficially, I'm afraid, now; and go into them more deeply in connec
tion with other topics. Nevertheless these psychological structures, again, are 
forms adopted by consciousness in a perspective not physically perceived. 

The individual attempts to project these psychological structures into 
physical reality, where they will then be known, realized, manipulated, and to 
some extent mastered as matter. 

To some extent then, physical structures are symbols of psycl 1o logica l  
structures; and psychological structures are adopted by consciousness and  w i l l  
be  projected in many fields, differing i n  appearance and outward s tT i tC i l i i"L', I H t l  
always following faithfully the inner psychological structure. 

I will make an anal ogy, though not perhaps an excellen t one. ' l : t iH· a n  ' 
idea. Imagine portraying the idea in various ways. First however i 1 n agi 1 1l '  t h a t  
the particular idea itself has the  psychological structure of a tr i angle.  

Now imagine the idea, nor of triangle, but the idea wh id1 l 1 as dw sl 1 . q w 
of  a triangle, being then exp ressed i n  architecture, i n  a ph i losopl a ic;t l d is.'il'l 1 , 1 
tion, in color, in a scul ptu re ,  i n  a poem , in a painting, i n  l l l l t s i r .  , 1 1 u l . d l. 1 1 1 1  
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so·cal led n a tural pheno111e 1 1 a  such as t he  shape of a rock, the ang l e of a shadow, 
a portion of a crystal, a tree branch. 

You will see that in the first mentioned examples the effect would be ere· 
a ted by man in line with his abilities, and in the latter examples the effects would 
be created in some instances by what is sometimes called dead matter, but what 
we know as other forms of consciousness, according to their ability. 

In all cases however, we would have material structure of one sort or 
another, created by consciousness according to its ability to perceive, manipu
late and construct an inner psychological structure, in this case an idea, into 
material form. 

There is no limitation upon the variety of inner psychological structure 
per se. Nevertheless, for various reasons having to do with the development of 
individual consciousness, as a rule only a small portion of the theoretically pos
sible psychological structures can be utilized at any given point. 

Therefore you have a certain similarity in the forms in which matter 
appears. Matter could therefore, even in your fi.eld, appear in many forms which 
are presently unknown to you. The psychological structure existing in a per
spective which you cannot physically perceive, must be first put together by 
individual consciousness before it can then be constructed materially. 

I have been speaking rather quickly and the material is new, so please take 
your break. 

(Break at 9:56. jane was dissociated as usuaL She had delivered the last break's 
material while not wearing her glasses; she had paced as usual around the room, deft
ly avoiding fitrniture and other obstacles, in a way that ordinarily she would have 
had difficulty doing. She said being without glasses seemed to be no handicap. 

(My writing hand felt no fatigue. During break I mentioned that I wondered 
whether Seth could tell us what Bill Macdonnel was doing on his vacation on Cape 
Cod, since we'd had but one card from him some time ago. The three of us had made 
plans to try some telepathic communication at certain times, but not hearing from 
Bill had sent these plans awry. See the 68th session, page 219. 

(Again without her glasses, jane resumed at 1 0:02.) 
There is therefore a process of psychological construction where basic psy

chological structures are manipulated and formed in a perspective which, phys
ically, you do not perceive. 

This psychological construction takes place in what you call the subcon
scious. I have earlier explained that no real division exists between consciousness 
and subconsciousness, both equally being conscious, and both being part of the 
same consciousness of the whole self 

The subconscious merely is aware of, and operates within, a very valid 



P·"Yd 1o logi' .d I '('I ,"Pct · l i ve. w i d1 wh ich  d � t· so-ca l l ed conscious sci ! '  is not  Eun i l i a r. 
1 \d(m .. · phys ica l  co ns l ruction can occur thc rd(}rc, psychological perception, 
m a n i p u bt ion  a n d  construction of inner data or inner structures must be per
l � > rmed. 

These psychological structures and constructions are the basis for material 
construction, and therefore this inner manipulation of psychological structures 
is extremely important. 

We will take as an example hatred. Hatred does not exist as a basic psy
chological structure. It is, however, the result of psychological manipulation of 
f·ear; and fear is not a basic psychological structure. 

Survival .lli a basic psychological structure. Consciousness survival: con
struction of this basic psychological structure of consciousness survival must be 
interpreted, or projected or constructed, in terms of physical survival within 
your physical field. 

Inadequate perception, manipulation, or construction in the psychologi
cal structure of consciousness survival leads to the psychological creation of fear 
and hatred. 

The individual then constructs fear and hatred into physical construction, 
giving fear and hatred definite physical form. The error is in the original inabil
ity to perceive the correct inner data, the basic underlying psychological struc-

�-
ture of consciousness survival. 

· 

This error may become habitual, coloring all other psychological struc
tures, and resulting in unfortunate and dangerous physical constructions. They 
are extremely destructive errors, and have many causes. The physical construc
tion is then perceived by the outer senses as threatening and fearful, and influ
ences through the outer senses the inner individual, so that he begins a vicious 
circle in an attempt to form further, more threatening physical constructions to 
combat the earlier ones. And the greater the number of such destructive physical 
constructions, the greater his expectation of further fear. 

I have hinted at the reasons for such errors. Habitual errors become part 
of the psychological perspective. Communication between individuals in the 
psychological perspective is almost exclusively telepathic, and is picked up early 
by the young from their parents. In the beginning, children actually begin their 
physical construction along lines telepathically received from their parents, at 
the same time that they learn their own manipulation in the psychological per
spective. 

Using the analogy of consciousness survival and its distortion into fear and 
hatred, I have given you b ur one example of the ways in which basic psycho
logical structures are misin terpreted with unfortunate results. 



I ;t i l l  l ead i ng 1 1 p  t o  t he par t  t h a t  l' X pl'C t a t io n p l . 1ys i n  t he..: cons t n u.: t i on ol  
your physical environment, but  you can  Sl'l' n ow why i t  was necessa ry that  I 
explain the psychological ·perspective to you bd() rehand .  

I now suggest your break. 
(Break at 10:28. jane was dissociated as usuaL She said she felt much better 

than when the session began. Again without her glasses) she resumed in the same 
manner at 10:33.) 

I will tonight or in a following session outline for you the basic psycho
logical structures, as they are extremely important, for they form the basis for 
your physical constructions, and knowledge of them will let you know what you 
have to work with. 

I will outline the basic ones with which you need be concerned, at any 
rate, since there are many others which do not concern you at this time. 

Understand that awareness is the criteria, however. There is no law limit
ing the number of psychological structures available to you, but because of your 
present development, and because of this alone, you are hampered. Experience 
or lack of it on various fields has not yet been possible, so practically speaking 
you have a limited number of basic psychological structures to deal with; and 
your perception, clear psychological understanding, intuitive comprehension of, 
and manipulation and psychological constructions of these basic structures, will 
determine the validity of your material constructions that will then form your 
environment. 

You can see that we have merely begun to scratch the surface here. You 
may, perhaps, glimpse what I mean in one way intuitively by considering what 
is meant when I say that your physical constructions form, or become the shape 
of, your environment in terms of what I have said about psychological form, 
period. 

The shape of the physical environment, for example, is not static; though 
it is made of material it is not one thing at one place and within one time, and 
not something else. That is, the quality that you call environment, and speak of 
as if it were one thing with one shape and form always, is indeed at various times 
many things in many places, with you at the focal point. 

You therefore at any time, physically; can change what you call your envi
ronment physically merely by changing your location. Environment therefore 
involves not a thing but a perspective that exists in relation to the individual. 

Since physical environment of itself is not one thing that can be taken 
with you, but a relationship within a personal perspective, where then does the 
feeling of consistency of environment originate? 

A man, for example, at various stages of his life may always be surrounded 
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hy hooks or l isl 1 1 1 1 1 ', L l l  k l <.-, or a c i r y  m .1 n H I I I I I Y,"i idc. They w i l l  n o! a lway."i he r hc 
s;u u l' hook."i 1 1 1  I . K k i t· ,  or c i ty or cot ll l l lysi dl·. But an ind ividual's environment 
wi l l  nevert h l'ks."i hl' seen to have a consistency of elements, a pattern of appear
ances, that can be calted characteristic of him. 

T his sense of continuity in individual environment is a result of the indi
vidual's characteristic way of constructing basic psychological structures into 
physical structures. 

T he basic psychological structures available have definite solidity, depth, 
r 1 1ass, et cetera, in the psychological perspective, and they may be formed into 
m1 mberless gestalt patterns, which are then constructed physically. The varia
! ions of construction are endless. T here is nothing to force an individual for 
example to form psychological gestalts of hate and fear from the basic structure 
1 l consciousness survival. 

To do so represents an inability to perceive clearly the nature of the basic 
st ructure, and such an inability often carries over into habit so that other basic 
structures are also misinterpreted. 

A setting-right in one small area of psychological perspective can, there
fore, result in a beneficial turnabout in the manipulation of other basic struc
tures, even though they seem unrelated. After one small note I would end the 
session. Happily, since the session has been an excellent one. 

Your friend has made two friends, one older and one approximately his 
own age, both male. He is of course, or has been, near water. He has been at a 
bar with a large keg in it. T here are two houses nearby, and a front room across 
from a beach. T here is a boat and dock. I also believe he was in a group with 
four men, maybe something to do with a string of shells, also. 

Good night most fondly. 
('Good night, Seth. » 
(End at 1 1:03. fane was dissociated as usual although she said she was com

ing out of the state by the time she gave this !dst material on Bill Macdonnel. I had 
noticed that she spoke very carefUlly, almost guardedly, and she confirmed that she 
had done so, not wanting to make any errors. 

(It will be recalled that in the 68th session, page 221, in re!dtion to Bill's pro
jected trip, Seth had stated that he saw Bill meeting an older man {'with prickly 
hair, »and that he saw a rowboat with a symbol on it. An older man and a boat both 
are mentioned above, and wkn Bill returns from Provincetown, Cape C'od, which 
is indeed on the ocean, it will be interesting to compare Seth's material with what 
Bill actually saw and/or did. 

(My writing hand felt little fatigue. fane stated that doing without her glasses 
bothered her not at all while dclir;cring the materiaL) 



(While trying psychological time I had the jrJ!!owing experiences: 
(Thurs. 7130: Mis5ed. 
(Fri. 7131, 9 PM· No results. 
(Sat. 8/1, 9 PM· I experienced my familiar thrilling sensation in a mild but 

definite way before and immediately upon lying down. Later, I noted the now famil

iar feeling of elevation again. First my lefifoot felt somewhat elevated, then my l�fi 
hand, and finally the entire left side of my body. This rather pleasant and deflniiP 
feeling had good duration,· at one time I felt as though I was turned to lie upon my 
right side, so that my left side was raised up. The feeling varied in intensity at times, 
and along with it I had the thrilling sensation in various limbs. 

(Toward the end of the experiment, I saw fane enter my field of vision from 
the right side. She was smiling and wearing a white sleeveless blouse, and was fol
lowed by a young girl I do not know. jane was walking on the other side of a long 
black shiny car hood,· she looked at me, smiled and waved a greeting. 

(Sun. 8/2, 9 PM· As I achieved the desired state [and not a very effective one; 
my abilities are still evidently at a low ebb} I experienced a mild and scattered 
thrilling sensation. Then my hands and feet felt somewhat elevated. After this came 
something new for me: while they felt elevated, my hands also felt quite strongly 
drawn toward each other, as through some kind of attraction. Although I knew they 
did not move, they felt as though they crossed and uncrossed at the wrists, quite often, 
pulling together, then repelling each other. The same thing occurred to a milder 
degree in my feet, the ankles feeling as though they crossed and uncrossed. 

(Mon. 813: Missed. 
Oane has nothing to add to the report.) 

SESSION 76 
AUGUST 3, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS SCHEDULED 

(Last Thursday, 7/30,]ane and I were notified by the veterans Administration 
that our application for a G.l loan to purchase the Birch house was denied,· the rea
son given was the steep dirt road leading up to the place. 

(This cancellation raised many questions, since Seth had said nothing about 
any such event; on the other hand, his forecasts had all been prefaced by the word 
((if," or similar ones. Wt> thought briefly of asking for a special session to deal with the 
rather surprising turn of events, but decided against it, not wanting to cultivate any 
such dependent habits. My personal thought was that our expectations concerning the 



/1()/1.1'(' h11tl /Jr·r•tt 1 1 1  lhr• jJI'Ot't'.l'.l' o(rhtiiXt', tlw lo.l'.l' ��f 'the l1111fJ being the tltlltmtl rulmi
lltllioll 1{tlti.1·. 

(qj'courst UJt' could still have obtained the house through a bank loan, which 
ll 'tts offered to us, but we declined, feeling our ideas had changed in some way as yet 
unclear to us; yet we felt it was tied up with the material, meager as yet, that Seth 
hrts been giving us concerning the power of expectation. 

(Again, jane was not nervous before the session began. She did not feel very 
ntergetic, and as happened in the 75th session, 9 PM came and passed. She did begin 
dictating at 9:02, in a natural voice and in a deliberate, comfortable manner. Her 
eyes darkened as usual) 

Good evening. 
(Good evening, Seth. ') 
I will now begin the session. 
I will explain in due time the circumstances surrounding your house, or if 

you prefer I will go into them this evening. 
('1t doesn't matter: '' 
(I thought any additional material on expectations might help explain the 

house situation.) 
I will, then, begin with a short treatise concerning the importance of 

expectation, not only in the con�truction of physical objects from inner data, 
but also in the importance played by expectation in the actual sifting of inner 
data that is received, and in the importance of expectation in the interpretation 
of inner data after the sifting process has been carried about. 

(Do you mean carried out?') 
Carried about. Expectation, perhaps more than any other quality, charac

terizes the individual, and represents the innermost aspects of his personality. It 
is the framework for his physical constructions, and more than atoms and mol
ecules it represents the psychic building blocks from which his constructions 
will be erected. 

We have already spoken of psychic constructions, and we have said that 
physical shapes are built upon inner psychic frameworks. Emotions then, in 
their own realm unperceived by the outer senses, have their own solidity, shape, 
and it is from these that your expectations are formed. 

The emotions indeed do fi>rm the expectations, and it is not the other way 
around. 

As physical objects can he man ipulated, so can the emotions he m;1 1 t i p 1 1  
lated, so can they be combi ned i nto various shapes and psychic con s tn 1c t io u s . !\ 
man's expectations are the res u l r  of h i s  emotional heritage, and It is ow 1 1  . d 1 i l 1 1  
to understand and man i pu la te  t h a t  heritage. 



I f  l u.:  m :l l l i pu l a t es t ha t  her i t age wdl , d wn h is  vxpect a t i on .� w i l l  work l i > l' 
him. The emotions are to be used and en joyed ; ts psychic b u i l d i ng blocks. ' I  'h ' I ' · 
is no law, however, stating that a man cannot i ns tead th row these b locks to the 
winds and hope that when they fall down they might possibly fall into a castk:. 

Again, expectations are not only vital in the formation of physical con
structions, but they also determine what inner data of all available, will be 
received by the individual; and then the individual interprets the data in terms 
of the same expectations. 

The core of individuality, then, is the individual's expectations, for he wil l 
truly get what he wants, individually and collectively. 

If a man wants to change his fate, desire is not enough, but expectation lli_. 
Desire may grow into expectation, but alone it is not enough. Expectation is 
actually the main trigger that switches inner data into the realm of physical con
struction. Without it, no physical construction results. 

This is extremely valuable information, particularly concerning the part 
played by expectation in the sifting of available data. Expectation is somewhat 
influenced also by past existences, and yet not enough to be binding upon the 
present personality. 

An expectation of danger will indeed create danger. An expectation of suc
cess will create success. This is put very simply and yet there is nothing, in prac
tical terms, more valid, since expectation has behind it the motivating force of 
the personality, and utilizes on a subconscious level strong abilities and compre
hensions. 

Expectation is the force, then, that triggers psychic realities into physical 
construction. 

I suggest your first break. 
(Break at 9:26: jane was dissociated as usual. She delivered the above mater

ial with quite a few pauses) and appeared to be choosing her words carefully. She 
resumed in the same manner at 9:32.) 

In your physical field, and this limitation is important, in your physical 
field, truths are often caused by, or are the result of, expectations worked out. 
Therefore, if you believe for example that excellent artists must be poverty 
stricken, then this will be a part of your overall expectation framework; and for 
you it will indeed be, and exist as, a truth. 

If you became wealthy, you would then be in danger of losing your abili
ty, since in your realm of expectation ability of this nature and wealth do not 
exist simultaneously. To protect your ability then, you would rigorously fight to 
retain your poverty. 

If another man, for example, does not believe that artistic talent of high 
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dq.�rl'l' CI I I I IO t  cxi �.t .11 i dl' hy s ide wi t h wea l t h ,  t l 1 c1 1 you r t n u l a  is l i t I I  h is 1 1 1 1 t l a ,  . 1 1 1d 
he i s  no t  t l ur.t l t ' I H'd hy wl'a l t h , nor i s  h i s  a h i l i t y. 

It may even i mprove. S i n ce I have said that expecta t ion .<; a rc li m 1 1n l  h t l w 

cn mtio ns, the n it is obviously the basic emotions thcmsd vl'.'l t h:t t l l t t i St 1 ,  • .  

ma n i pulated, since the expectations are the frameworks l ( > rmed by t l w 

emotions. This is the starting point. 
It is pointless to ignore the fact that you feel hatred , evl'n thougl a  h:l l rn l  

is a distortion of a basic psychic mobility. Unless you learn neve r t o  d isto n t l ac 

basic consciousness survival in terms of hatred, you w i l l  a lways have t o  d ea l  w i t h 
seemingly unresolved hatreds and aggressions. 

Aggressions are merely the result of energy not clea rly di n.:c lcd,  i nv . t l id 
survival patterns. I f  these aggressions are not handled with some d t�gr<.'l' ol '  sue  
cess, they will form themselves into expectations, where they wi l l  thrn  l et l i , ,. , h 
their power in the formation of unfortunate constructions. 

Emotions, or emotional energy, can be transformed rather easily from one 
to the other. The energy in hate can be utilized in love, for example. Howeve r, 
aggressions cara be turned into constructive terms if care is used. Aggressions 
should be, as soon as possible after their recognition, turned into constructions. 
If not, consciously you forget the aggression; the energy stores up until it 
explodes in what we will call an 1.1p.supervised construction. 

Ruburt's almost instant reaction following the G . I. notice was, here, excel
lent. The aggressive feeling, unharnessed, would have caused difficulties at the 
gallery, and even in your personal relationship. His seeking out of his friend, 
your landlady, was beneficial, since in harmless talk and chatter much aggressive 
energy was harmlessly constructed. 

The almost immediate bustling about in the apartment was eve1 1 hl'tter. 
He was already geared for action and physical activity. A temper tan tn t n a ,  s1 1ch 
as dish throwing, would have been more effective than no action ,  t" l aough not 
the best sort of solution. 

The constructive changing around of the apartment was inst i n ct iv l· ly t n r· 
rect, however, as was your agreement in both of these instances. Phys i( .t l ·" 1 i v i  
ty  i s  an excellent way of usi ng  and controlling the effect of  aggrl'ss ivl· l t ' ih 1 1 1 1 1 1 ,  
and will prevent the bui ldu p o f  aggressive emotions into unsupnv isn I p l 1y' h . a l 

constructions, and also preven t the habitual piling up of such aggrl·ss io1 1 s ,  w l u• J t ' 

detrimental constructions res u l t cont inually. 
Except for disappo i n t J nl' l l l i n  his writing, Ruburt a l m os t l l l ', t i i H t l ' l l \ 

operates within a bendlci a l  pan  e m  in this respect, and you a n.· l ct t . J n l i y  IH • '  
gressing. Nor is it fool ish t o  consider improvements in you r a pa 1 1 1 1 H ' I l l  1 1 1 1d •  1 
the circumstances of wh ic h we a rl' speak i ng . 
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I sugges t your break. 
(Break at 10:00. jane was dissociated as usu11l ,\he srtid she now hr1d thefed 

ing that Seth would begin to discuss the affair of the house if we wanted him to. 
Talking it over, we decided to let Seth bring up the subject when he wanted to. So 
we asked no questions at break. 

Uane resumed in the same deliberate manner; with many pauses, at 10:12) 
There is no getting around what I have said. Emotional power behind 

your expectations powers your expectations into physical reality. 
The subconscious, as you call it, represents a tremendous raw power that 

triggers forth into construction according to the expectations which you form 
from the emotions. The intellect should help you understand this power plant, 
so that you can switch your power where i t  is needed. The intellect should oper
ate like an x-ray, enabling you to see inward. 

While many of your expectations are formed in childhood, no switch is 
really stuck in one position, and it is your prerogative to channel your emotional 
energy into whatever pattern for action you desire. It is extremely important, if 
difficult, to probe and to discover exactly what your present expectations are. 
Not your desires but your expectations, for you will only construct physically 
that environment which you believe capable of construction.  It has been said 
that oftentimes men's expectations are too high for their abilities, but indeed 
expectations form abilities; and if expectations were higher, so would abilities 
flourish. 

These are all practical aspects concerning the construction of inner data 
into physical matter, and no more practical information could be given to you. 
I would suggest, Joseph, that you received the early idea that a true artist could 
not be wealthy. You knew subconsciously that you were an artist. The moment 
that you consciously realized you were an artist, you ceased the attempt to make 
good money, fearing it would rob you of your ability. 

(By now, jane's delivery was becoming more forcefUl and animated, although 
she exhibited no voice changes of note.) 

As long as you believe this so will your expectations of reality become, in 
truth, reality. It goes without saying that if all of your energy goes into money 
making little will be left for painting, but this is a long stretch between this equa
tion and the one that says that an artist must be poor. 

There is much leeway here. I would, if I may, suggest a reinforcement 
unfortunately in this sort of expectation. I would suggest on your part a rather 
illogical but perhaps understandable feeling of guilt, involving your father. I 
would suggest, indeed, that perhaps you hesitate as the first son, to be more 
fi nancially solvent than your father is, and therefore in your own eyes 



symhn l ic:d ly s i Ltl t H• l t i l l l. 

t I 1 1  l N  /(, I )  

(/tmt•.i· IJoil't' hul he come suddenly IJery loud. 1 'he next word she uttered was 
tlw word "indl'nl, " ht��inning the next sentence. I wrote it down as usual,· then, walk
ing over to me, grinning but also intent, she took the pen frmn my hand; she herself 
111rote the word down at the top of the page, in letters 314 of an inch high, and under
lined it heavily for emphasis in no uncertain terms.) 

Indeed. 
I would suggest also, if you will forgive me perhaps, a completely natural 

fear of incestuous relationship with your mother. Nothing would please her 
more than money, and you fear that if you made more money than your father, 
he would feel that you were doing this purposely, to take her away. 

Oane smiled broadly, facing me with one foot up on a chair.) 
Now, what you would want to do with a seventy-two year old woman is 

beyond me. Forgive my humor, since the subject is serious. I couldn't resist. But, 
all of these inner psychological realities color your expectations, just as Ruburt 
is entirely convinced that a writer of real merit cannot bear children. 

With him, however, the reinforcements are so perilously intertwined that 
I will make no attempt to straighten this out. His framework of personality is 
now so bound to this nonexistent truth that it would be dangerous for me to 
tamper with it. .... 

You are secure as long as you put a good portion of energy into painting, 
but this distortive expectation of yours could end up making you bitter even 
against your painting; because even when you are pleased with your work, it 
could tend, definitely, to prevent you,  in strong terms, from seeking not only 
financial reward from it, but other satisfactions as well by preventing you from 
showing it where such showing in galleries and exhibitions throughout the 
country is important. 

Such a veto upon exhibitions for example is not part of your distortive 
expectation now, but could easily become part of it. All expectations evolve, 
valid and invalid ones. 

I am not as you should know, suggesting an eight-hour job. I am suggest
ing that you examine as objectively as possible your own basic expectations, for 
this will help you, and is a basic step in changing them for the better. 

Your talent is indeed excellent, and of the highest quality. Many artists 
have produced and received profit for their productions. There is certain work 
that you could do that could be compared to Ruburt's science fiction; that is, 
commercial in that it brings in money, and yet expresses an intuitive and <.:rt:
ative part of the personality and is not, as you say, hack work. 

In your field of art you could do better now than he is in science flction ,  
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since you are more sure of how yo1 1 get yo1 1 r  dlt'l'l s,  a n d  he is st i l l 1 1 o t .  Yo1 1 r  k�;u· 
of freelance work is mainly, but not entirely, caused hy your d istort ive expec 1a  
tion. 0 n the one hand yrou fear making too much money, while consciously y<  H I  

fear not making enough, for the  energy expanded; and I do mean expan ded , 

rather than extended. 
This expectation of yours, this fear of making money, is a strong elemcn l 

in your psychological makeup, and beside the reasons already given, there is ; t  

subconscious need to punish your mother. You realize that she pushed your 
father to make money, and no one, including yourself, will ever be allowed to 
do the same to you. So goes the inner reasoning. 

I point this out for your benefit. Again, I do not suggest that you rush ou1 
and get a fulltime job, or that you spend all your energies freelancing. 

(Again jane took the pen from my hand and underlined the word "all" in the 
above sentence. Her voice was not so loud now. 

(/1re you having fun tonight?))) 
l am having a ball. It amuses me to have to point out these homey truths 

to you; and so that Ruburt doesn't feel neglected, I' l l  get to him again one of 
these days. 

I do suggest that with your abilities, if you can straighten out your expec
tations, that you can be much more comfortably situated, and that you will be 
if you straighten out your expectations. I also suggest that you subconsciously 
and consciously knew from the first that Ruburt's expectations along these lines 
coincided exactly with your own. You reinforced each other beautifully. 

Anything you gave him was more than he had, and much more than he 
ever expected. This is also quite important, and your mother knows this. That 
is why at times she suspects that Ruburt is in league with you against her, as 
indeed he is. 

You are bending over backward not to make money, both of you, though 
this is somewhat more understandable on Ruburt's part, at least since his train
ing is not as specific. When either of you demand or request more money, you 
feel like thieves. Ruburt has yet to manage his abilities competently but you have 
except for this distortive expectation which colors your constructions. 

It did not you see before you realized that you were basically an artist, 

because then the two elements of talent and money were not in contact. You 

could have made a much less painful transition between complete commercial

ism and painting than you did, but here at a crucial moment was starry-eyed 

Ruburt, with his ideas of the poverty-stricken artist; and you can carry on from 

there. 
I do not believe it possible myself, because of your makeup, that you will 
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c · w t  l 1l' a 1 1 1 i l l i on . 1 i H\ t h ough I <.:ot dd he WI' O I Ig. But w i th t i l l' sal l l l'  l'X I 'l'l ld i t t l rl· 
nl l' l ll' l'gy. you l c H dd I ll· m uch hettl'r olf wi l h a change in expectation , and the 
n·st d l;l l l l  ch: t 1 1gc i 1 1  the di rection of your energy construction. 

Now, Ruhurt also has his fear of money. He fears that it will be taken 
. 1way, and therefore is afraid of having it to begin with. This is a highly ridicu
l ( ) us notion, caused by an infantile interpretation of events in his grandfather's 
I i tc, and also by the fear that his mother would steal him blind of anything that 
I ll· possesses. 

He will write a story otherwise not only excellent but saleable, and put in 
<me or two lines and a tinge throughout the tale, to make it  unsaleable. 

Since this sort of expectation allies you both, you both should try to over
come it, since if one doesn't there would be a troublesome, though not critical, 
discrepancy that could at least temporarily bother your relationship. 

If your hand is tired, I will give you a break, or end the session. 
("Well itj· getting tired. " 
(True; I had taken down the kzst few pages at top speed.) 
I will then end the session, as Ruburt is somewhat annoyed with me. Also, 

he fears that too much typing takes time from your work. Need I say that such 
material is extremely useful, and that knowledge is seldom so easily gained? 

I bid you a fond good evenit,lg. 
(End at 1 1:06 jane said she was strongly dissociated. Seth, she said, let her 

smoke as much as she wanted to, merely so that it would be easier for him to keep 
her so well in tow. 

(I barely had a chance to relax my hand, and jane and I had just begun to 
discuss the session, when Seth came through again. jane dictated in a quiet voice 
while sitting across ftom me at 11 :08.) 

It is not a case of coldly going after money, but rather a case of naturally 
expecting that ability will bring its natural physical constructions, in terms of 
physical satisfaction. 

(End at 1 1:09. Seth had not said too much about the house adventure, so jane 
and I were discussing this when he came through again. Again jane dictated while 
sitting down. Resume at 11 :  15.) 

Ruburt sensed during your third visit to the house the mood of the peo
ple surrounding it. You did also. If you had taken the house you would hav  · 

moved in on the 1 3th, and it would have worked out very well, becausl' you r 
expectations would have then built it up. 

I have tried to bui ld your expectations. Before our sessio ns you wou l d  
have been satisfied with less. You would have made a n  excel l e n t g o  ol " 1 h i.,, I 
admit that I tried in some ways to influence you both; hlll w i t  hn t l !  '' " "  
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acceptance, and practical acceptance, of th is  id ea ol own i ng property a nd house ,  
and I do mean practical, signature on the dotted l i ne  acceptance, you would 
have gotten nowhere with your desire for a home of your own. 

As for children, I do not consider 1 5-year-olds children. Nevertheless, 
beyond the 1 3th date, and for psychological reasons, the house will not be avai 1 -
able to you. You had to see in concrete terms exactly what your expectations 
were, and the house represented at that time the height of your expectations, if 
not the height of your desire. 

Nevertheless again, you would have made an excellent project of it; both 
of you changed your expectations, when faced by them in concrete terms. I wil l 
not go into this now. This is a short postscript only. 

The energy released in the expansion of expectation can be used to advan
tage in your work, as well as in the natural construction of the expectations that 
always follow. 

(End at 1 1:19. jane was dissociated as usual. As she put it, she had been out 
all night.) 

SESSION 77 
AUGUST 5, 1964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS SCHEDULED 

(Trying psychological time on Tues. 814, 8:15 PM, I had no results. I missed 
trying on Wed, 815. fane had nothing to add to the record Both of us feel we are at 
low psychic ebb yet. 

Uane had no idea of the subject matter for the session as the time for it 
approached She was not nervous. And once again, as in the 75th and 76th sessions, 
9 PM came and passed, and she did not begin dictating as scheduled. She did begin 
at 9:01, however. Her voice was quiet, her pace rather slow. Her eyes darkened as 
usual.) 

Good evening. 
("Good evening, Seth. " 
(Now jane gave a broad smile.) 
You certainly frightened our rabbit Ruburt this evening. He is far more 

timid in his relations with the outside world than even you perhaps suppose. 
I will not go into this deeply this evening, except to say that he was thor

oughly shocked. In many ways he is indeed a creature of habit, and he feels com
paratively safe at the gallery and hates to give up a retreat which has helped 
financially, certainly. Where his writing is not concerned, and when he relates 
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h i 1 1 1 Scl l '  t o  t l � t• wodd at l arge, he is t i 1 1 1 id ,  l earli d ,  and w i thou t t he con lldl'l lCl' 
t ha t  h i s  i n ner k nowll'dge of his own worth should certainly give him. 

He is con lldent: of his basic worth as an individual, as a writer, and even 
fi nally as a wife in relationship to you. But when he relates to the world at large, 
his first unfortunate reaction is a panic that is derived from psychological and 
emotional heritage, environmental as he picked up his mother's distrust of the 
<mtside. 

The appearance of confidence, the engaging social self, is indeed a cover
up, adopted to give him time to acclimate to new circumstances of this sort. As 
you well know, he lived in close supervision with his mother, and until his late, 
very late adolescence his whole life was literally spent within the confines of fif
teen blocks, except for very short excursions. 

He was certainly encouraged, and by his mother, to pursue the ways of 
inward intellectual freedoms, up to a point; but he was early inculcated with the 
expectation that the outside world meant danger at the least, and tragedy more 
probably. 

Later circumstances forced him outward, and yet whenever circumstances 
permit as far as business relationships are concerned, and situations, he will stay 
where he is. 

Your suggestions this evenig,g were good ones. He is actually more fright
ened by business relationships than you are, to say the least, even granting that 
his training is not as specific. As he begins to understand these issues he will 
expand, as he should in these directions. 

This material and other such personal material should be taken as extra 
bonuses as far as our sessions are concerned. They are more beneficial than you 
know now. His rather hilarious performance in an unaccustomed social gather
ing is caused by this fear, and the spectacular aggressive behavior represents an 
attempt to strike before he is struck. 

Selling door to door had to him the subjective advantage in that he was 
master of the situation, and was indeed the invader. The hapless householder 
was on the defensive. This will no longer work, and I suggest he not consider it. 
In his own way he had been brooding. He would like some prestige in terms of 
position and financial benefit, that earlier did not concern him. 

Perhaps you will see how expectations are indeed translated by the indi
vidual into concrete reality. Learning is always possible. If this were not so, you 
would be much more severely limited. These sessions are certainly speeding up 
your learning process, and they are in themselves naturally the result of your 
inner expectations. 

If this were not so, the very possibility of the sessions would not even exist 



l·o r you.  
I would like to add a note con cern i ng thl' i m portan ce and dangers o l ' 

belie£ An open mind is · by far one of the best advantages that you can possess. 
Belief is a two way door, although it does not have to be. One belief, for exam
ple, may seem to negate another belief. Close examination will often prove th is 
i s  not the case. Simply for example, a belief in the color red does not negatt: 
belief in the color green. 

When a belief in an abstract term seems to negate another abstract term , 
it may simply be because your acceptance or expectation is not expansive 
enough to include both. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 9:28. jane was dissociated as usuaL A rather long break followed, 

during which we discussed the course her writing should take in the immediate 
future. The more we talked the less we seemed able to decide; and finally it dawned 
upon us that we were both weary, and probably should not be trying to make such 
decisions while feeling this way. 

Uane resumed in the same quiet manner, with some pauses) at 9:42.) 
You will both benefit from your vacation. There will be no sessions. I even 

suggest that you dispense with your psychological time experiments during that 
time. 

Ruburt might benefit from sketching, as he planned. You, Joseph, might 
find it most beneficial to sketch for future paintings. Sensuous pleasure will do 
you both much good during your vacation, a sensuous and psychic immersion 
into the patterns of nature will refresh you both. 

I know that this next suggestion will meet protests on both of your parts, 
for what you suppose to be practical reasons. Nevertheless, because of your par
ticular constitutions, small vacations should definitely become a part of your 
yearly existence; and when you expect them, the means for them will come. But 
faith must be shown. 

In your cases, at the very least one weekend a month should be set aside 
for sensuous immersion in the patterns of nature, when usual practical consid
erations are dispensed with. The refreshment will more than make up for, quote, 
"time lost", unquote. I am not necessarily speaking of extended journeys . The 
details will be your own, of course. 

Actually however, physical extension in space, in terms of even short jour
neys, will help to expand your psychic and mental horizons, and will help com
pensate for other freedoms that your house would have provided. 

I am purposefully giving this kind of material this evening, for my own 
reasons. Although you are both doing ever so much better, nevertheless you have 
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t•x pct H kd t l l l h  h .� I I I H onsc.:iou.'i l' l l l' rgy i n  t he t'L'c.:t.' n t  pas t ,  and not in cons tn activc 
w.ty.-1. Th is  loss is l l l l l c.:h less than the same si t ua tion would have caused you in 
t h t' past. 

Neverthe less i t has drained you both to some extent. Luckily it will not be 
;tl ;t i l  difficult for you to spring back. Psychically, you are much more resilient 
now. Another small point. From your small circle of friends you do receive a 
vl·ry beneficial exchange of psychic energies and comprehensions. 

This has been lacking with Mark, for one, presently away. It is not Mark, 
necessarily, only that the unobtrusive but frequent, informal exchange between 
you and Ruburt and a close friend from the outside world has been lacking. This 
sort of relationship with someone you both find congenial is a psychic breath of 
fl·esh air, in that it provides outlets and psychic interchanges that are extremely 
important. 

I meant to mention this earlier. Of course within bounds, nevertheless a 
c.:ongenial friend or friends represents a basic need for psychic interchange, and 
even a safety valve for b uilt-up pressures. The psychic interchange is the impor
tant aspect. 

You will have to strike a balance. Too many influences of this nature 
would be distracting, but some are definitely necessary; and again now, I would 
suggest that you invite a few conge.J:Iial visitors to your home. Telepathically and 
through the inner senses, you pick up extremely valuable and diversified data in 
this manner, that is enlightening and helpful to the subconscious, and broadens 
the psychic base of awareness. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 10:02. jane was dissociated as usual. Really out, she said She 

resumed in the same manner, again with some pauses, at 10:0 5.) 
I am not going to hold a regular session this evening, but will end it soon. 
I do have a suggestion, and a suggestion only, for Joseph. Tomorrow after

noon I suggest a long, carefree, refreshing and solitary walk in the afternoon 
usually devoted to painting time. 

As you walk, become sensuously involved with the trees, landscape in gen
eral and colors, and if possible lose yourself in their fragrance and vitality. 
Breathe deeply physically, let your organism feel its involvement, and compli
cated intertwining, with the physical environment itself 

This is a most enjoyable and beneficial way of psychic relaxa tion and 
renewal. Do not be concerned with physical time. Do not overdo. Come home 
before you are tired. Forget i f  possible all personal egotistical consi dera tions, 
feeling only psychic unity. You will be amazed at how this will help. 

This sort of experience is much more practical when used hd(H·c you a rc 



really driven to i t , and you a rc not at tha t  p oi 1 1 1  hy any means.  Th i ngs then w i l l  
fall into place. There is a psychic give-and-take here that w i l l  partly compens<Ht• 
for the present lack of congenial friends. 

The psychic exchange I have spoken of concerning congenial and fai rly 
regular visitors such as Mark, is subconscious, and you all benefit. Even the reg
ularity, when not overdone, is a strong asset, and in its absence some sort of 
compensating steps should be taken. 

While your relationship, that is the relationship between you and Ruburt, 
is extremely helpful to you both, you have a tendency; each of you, to become 
ingrown; and psychically you do need a variety, influx and the diversified data 
subconsciously obtained from others, as you also add to their influx. 

I have no intention of leaving our material on matter up in the air. 
However this evening's discussion is most timely; since I am sure of you now

(Here jane smiled) 
-we can afford some personal digressions. Definitely some freedoms must 

be achieved to compensate for the freedoms that the house would have provided. 
The proximity of the river to your apartment should be utilized. I also 

suggest that you dispense with psychological time for the remainder of this 
week. You need now to recharge your batteries so to speak, and this should be 
most pleasant and enjoyable. As a special favor in this direction, I will end the 
sessiOn. 

My fond good evening to you both. You are in no danger of a severe 
depression of any kind. One of the benefits of these personal readings is that I 
can help you catch yourselves way ahead of time, so to speak, and this is an 
adventure more important than you realize. 

Regretfully, I say good evening. 
('Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 10:26. jane was dissociated as usuaL She said she felt that Seth could 

have continued indefinitely but was taking it easy on us because we were tired I 
remarked that I felt okay, and that I could continue for a while if anyone wanted to. 

Oane then resumed as she sat at the table with me. Her voice was a bit stronger 
and rapid 1 0:27.) 

Often, as a postscript, you will personally block inner data of your own 
because of your own psychological connotations, but you will accept the same 
basic material telepathically from another source, such as a friend. 

You seem to go to extremes. Either Ruburt has the house filled with peo
ple, or no one comes at all. It goes without saying that a good deal of your resis
tance in this area is caused by fear. There is a necessary resistance that speaks for 
isolation, and some is certainly a necessity. 



A psyt h i , nl ll' l l l l l'S.'i is d i l l iud 1 l o  a�o:h ievL� ccn a in ly, ; 1 1 1d yet i t w i l l  grL·a r ly 
progress you r work .  R uhun w i l l  work w i th  new energy after vacation, and even 
t i l(: sess ions w i l l  s l 1ow new progress. 

One day as an absolute minimum, preferably two a month, should be 
given to animal involvement with the elements, and this will balance your psy
·hic l ives and increase your perceptions and your work 

You will find that the sort of focus, the particularized focus achieved in the 
li·cc contemplation and enjoyment of nature, is a welcome change from the dis
sociated focus aimed at to some degree in psychic pursuits. If possible I suggest 
that Ruburt forget until after vacation all problems, concerning his job or a new 
one. 

I mentioned earlier that he is more in need of a vacation than you are, as 
last year the situation was reversed. His need is not as pressing as yours was then, 
but it is pressing nevertheless. Physical activity will be good. Any creative phys
ical improvements in the apartment will help. He has attempted much more 
fully than ever to meet what he considers his responsibilities than ever before 
willingly, and can use an exuberance. Exuberance to him indeed is a safety valve, 
and all in all an excellent one when kept within bounds. 

Expectation on his part of the house to some degree at least provided this. 
His tendency, both for undiscipliqed reactions and for habitual discipline, seem 
contradictory, but represent merely counterbalances in his nature. He could, 
conceivably, act with no discipline, but he could also conceivably deny himself 
any freedom at all, and hide within schedule and habit. 

You did not realize earlier how strong this desire for habit, and reliance 
upon it, could be with him. Like others, though to a lesser extent, you were mis
led by the more gaudy desire for exuberance and freedom, which is also a basic 
and engaging part of his nature, and an important part actually from the stand
point of his writing and our sessions. 

Discipline is necessary for him, but fear could lay the discipline on with 
too strong a hand. 

My dear friends, I will end the session now. But I will peek in on you 
before Monday, and my best wishes are always with you. 

("Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 10:45. jane was dissociated as usual My writing hand felt very little 

fatigue.) 
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SESSJON 78 
AUGUST 10, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS SCHEDU.LED 

(From Thurs. 8/6 through Mon. 8110, jane and I rested from trying psycho
logical time and have nothing to report. 

Oane was not nervous before the session. All was quiet. She began dictating on 
time, in a normal voice. Her speech was quite deliberate, and she took many pauses 
between phrases throughout the session. Her pacing was regular, her eyes dark as 
usual) 

Good evening. 
(Good evening, Seth. ') 
We will cover a variety of subjects this evening, beginning perhaps with a 

short bit of material concerning energy in general. 
No system is a closed system. The framework of all systems is basically 

infinite. Any appearance of enclosure is the result of camouflage distortions, 
quite necessary within a given system so that the organisms within it can focus 
their main attentions to the problems within a particular system. 

(Recently jane had been reading an essay in which entropy, the mathematical 
measure of unavailable energy in a thermodynamic system, was discussed The 
author of the book postulated clo!ed systems. Yesterday jane had remarked to me that 
she did not think Seth would agree, and might have something to say on this, 
although she did not know when.) 

Since the outer senses or their equivalent are the main perceptors of cam
ouflage constructions, then the outer senses and the physical apparatus or its 
equivalent will habitually perceive its particular system as a closed one. 

The outer senses perceive only certain given distinctions within an open, 
infinite system, and these distinctions therefore become the apparent bound
aries of the system. A closed system is, in other words, the result of the limita
tions of the outward senses, whose nature it is to distinguish as a meaningful 
reality only one portion of an open infinite system. 

The distinctions formed by the outer senses therefore actually limit per
ception as a whole, while intensifying it into a small but vivid, seemingly 
enclosed radius of reality. When conceptual thought develops far enough, then 
it is imagined that all energy originates from what seems to be a closed system; 
and this misconception then colors all deductions made concerning the nature 
of energy itself. 

I repeat that no system, either microscopic or cosmic in size, is ever a 
closed system. No closed system exists. I will not at this time discuss the deeper 



i ssul' ol ' ol t { '  i r d i n iH ·  and  open sysr l' l l l ,  : d r ho ugh r h is i s  l't':t l i r y wh ich l w.o; i ndl'ed 
r l 1eorctict l l y  1 1 1 1  l i n 1 i r a t ions .  Energy completely ami consta n tl y  does renL'W i r sd l :  

Th is  1 1 1 ; 1y he a poor analogy. However, imagine a small room, a very sma l l  
roo m, into w h id 1  a light Ping-Pong ball has been flung with great force so that 
i r bounces back and forth against the narrow walls. From within the n l <  1m 
i nhabitants watching would be able, through mathematical deductions, to 
deduce exactly how long the ball would keep its continuous bouncing acti v i t ies, 
at  what rate the motion of the ball would lessen, and at what future t ime  1 he 
motion would cease entirely. 

This would represent a closed system. The calculations wou ld  h ; I Vl' r o  he 
based upon the supposition that the original system somehow had i r s  orig i n  
within the room itself. Imagine now that our inhabitants have been hyp nor i 'l.cd 
into believing that they are in a small closed room. Their atten tion  is co 1 1 1 p lcr c 
ly focused within the imaginary room, with the result that a l l  thei r co l l lrp r s  . I l l' 

based upon that belief. 
This is the case as far as the idea of a closed system is concern ed . !\ 11 so 

called closed systems are caused by a limiting of perception, a narrowi n g  down 
of distinction, a subconscious agreement that the props are real, and t l 1 a1 I )( H l l l l l  
aries exist. Conversely, the boundaries do exist when they are though t  t o  ex is t . 

A cell is not a closed systeiV. An egg, despite all appearances is not a close, I 
system. A skull is not a closed system. 

I will now suggest a brief break. 
(Break at 9:27 jane was dissociated as usual She resumed in the JtltiJt' rldi/1 

erate and quiet manner at 9:3 7) 
The structure of reality, including all physical phenomena, is con l i H l.�n l , , l 

mental energy, expanding in terms of psychological value fulfillmen t .  l 1 1 r l 1 j,, ., . , , r 
of reality there can be no closed systems. 

Mental energy, indeed, is an attribute of personality; but pt"rsn 1 1 .d 1 1  y N l l t  
vives the physical frame a s  i t  existed before the physical frame, a 1 1 d  i n d, , . •  l ,  ' ' 
ated the physical frame. You can see therefore how unimaginative ; 1 1 1 d l t , I J� h d l  
unworkable the idea of a closed system is. 

A closed system as a concept is also closely intertwined ; 1 1 u l  d• l 'i n dt t l l  
upon the distortive idea of time as continuity; and the result-a n t  c, r r 1  . •  ' ' " ' ' • l i t 1 1  
premise, which we have already considered earlier. One d i s ro 1 1 1 u 1 1  1 ,  � 1 . ! 1 1 1  
another. You will learn much more as we continue. 

An idea, that cannot be scientifically observed in any of yo1 1 1  ] ,, 1 ," 1 t 1 1 t  1 1  I 1 

definitely exists. An idea is hardly a closed system, but the n·a l i • y  ol 1 1 1  I . I H .  1 1  
growth and potential, comes much closer to a description 0 r r l w  I I I I I I th ' 
of the universe than any current theory. 
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An idea con ta i n s  i n  i tsdf' an l�m:rgy 1 h a t  yo1 1 Cl l l l lo t  prcsc n t ly di st i ng 1 1 i sh  
or measure, an energy transformed i n to a h>n11 u n per<.:l'i ved by the o u ter  sensl's. 
There is no such thing, basically, as diminishing energy. This again is the res u l t  
of a concept of a closed system. 

Psychological vitality is a transformation of energy, again, into terms n o t  
recognizable by the outer senses. There are literally countless such manifesta
tions of energy with which the outer senses are not familiar. The inner senses, to 
the contrary, are well aware of these manifestations, and of the existence of an 
open infinite system, within which they only are equipped to function. 

As individual reliance upon the outer senses develops, the personality to a 
large degree relies upon them, and gradually loses the habit of relying upon the 
more familiar inner senses utilized mainly in infancy and childhood. This is usu
ally a matter of practicality; yet there are those who continue stubbornly this 
older and basic reliance upon the inner senses, and these individuals utilize the 
realization of an open system. 

You are doing so now. Ruburt is doing so now. Your lack of success lately 
with psychological time has been to a large measure caused by too great a con
scious concentration upon the task. An emotional acceptance, distasteful as this 
may seem to Ruburt, is the answer here, and again a sensual immersion in the 
spacious present and in nature will refresh you here. 

The ego and the outer senses reinforce the belief in a closed system, and 
therefore close it. The inner senses, when the physical body is relaxed, will carry 
you through the imaginary boundaries, but a conscious focus upon the bound
aries to be passed through will tend to reinforce them. Concentrate upon the 
goal rather than the means of attaining it, and you will attain it. 

The results when they are received will appear spontaneous. To say "I am 
weightless," as Ruburt does, simply reinforces the idea of bulk, and should be 
discarded. Your vacation will help, and you should really be carefree and relax if 
possible as children do. 

You may know that intense immersion into any particular activity results 
in a momentary loss, or seeming loss, of ego identity, in that the activity and the 
personality become one. Ruburt becomes his poem during such occasions, and 
you become your painting. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 10:01. jane was dissociated as usual. Again she paused ofi·en while 

delivering the above material. She resumed again in the same fashion at 1 0:07.) 
In such a state the personality is free from the limitations of a closed 

system concept. Identity is not really lost though you may seem to forget 
yourself: but the props of identity are lost. It is in this same sort of state that the 



I I IOSI s ign i l iL J I I I  . I I H I  hl' I I C f llil l i n ner  Sl' l lSl' l'Xper i t l ll: I I I S  t a kl' place. 
Yo1 1  havl' hod 1  exper ienced s 1 1ch s t a l l's, bot h in your work a n d  w i t h yo1 1 1  

psychological t i l l lc episodes. You do not know precisely in a con sc io 1 1 s  rna 1 1 1 1 t' r  
how to achieve this state when you are working. I t  seems t o  j 1 1s t  se izc yo1 1, ; 1 1 1  d 
disappear. You cannot will i t  to occur. 

By avoiding distractions you have often, in your work, given it d 1 1 ra 1  io n .  
You do not fear such a seeming loss o f  identity when i t  invo lves a n  i tn l l l l ' rs io l l  
o f  self i n  idea. You should not fear i t  either i n  psychological time cxpcri n H' I I I S , 

While it does appear spontaneously, a good deal of co nd i t i on i ng .1 1 1 d  
expectation is behind it, and your subconscious mind br ings i t  1-( , n h .  1\ so 1 1 u· 
what similar loss of the props can also be achieved by pani a l  i n J n l l'l s iou  iu . 1 1 1  
idea with which you are already familiar, as a stepping stone; and t h i.'l i ., l c ;dh 
what contemplation is. 

The idea should be an abstract philosophical concept. ' l 'h i s  ; 1 1  lea st , �.·;1 1 1  I H' 

done by initial conscious intent. Contemplation of an abstract n a t t t rt· o l i t' l l  
leads further into valid psychic experience. You may try this for a cha nge c , r  pan·. 
There must always be a balance between necessary condition i ng, r i t ua l  ;md 
habit, and spontaneity, freedom, and what we will call instantaneous psych ic 
relaxations. 

Conditioning therefore must also be enlivened, and intuition w i l l  he lp  
you here. Your physical nature is, as  I have told you, a n  approximation and 
materialization o f  inner reality on  a physical level. Therefore, such simple ac t  i v
ities as walking in the rain, lying upon grass, walking in windy weather, ;t i l  rep
resent gateways to psychic experience. 

I am not minimizing the necessity or power of intellect, but a n y  art i v i t  
i n  which the individual momentarily forgets the props of  identity, a n d  i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' rs 
es himself, such an activity allows him to dispense with the practica l l i r n i t ; l l inn.'l 
inherent in a closed system, and refreshes his psychic ability. 

Indeed, your own moments of so-called inspiration in you r  w ork, w l l l l �t 
seen to follow such periods of immersion, from which the subconsl i 1 1 t 1 s  t l 1 1 ' '  

acquires its inspiration. Any purposes you would like to achieve sho1 1 ld I H'  1 1 1 1 1 1  
tioned to the subconscious before such periods of sensuous i m t nl'rsio u 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1  
templation, and then forgotten on a conscious level. 

Too great a conscious focus upon these purposes gives a nq•,:H iv • ·  t nh t '' 1 1 1 
of doubt and anxiety. I am not saying that you should not be a t  a l l  u t W11 t1 1 1 1�h 
concerned with your purposes. A reminder to the subconscious a.'l 1 n Vol l l  I ' ' 1 1  
poses, whether they are psych ic o r  practical, will b e  most help l i d  h· · l o t t  1 1 1 1 1 1 n • t 
sion such as a walk, and so t(H·th. 

Now. Sensual immersion implies dropping momcn 1 . 1 1  d t l tf' l •• l l t l • 1 



between the ego and what the ego is enjoy i ng. ' I  ' l 1 i s shou ld  he s i m p le enough ro  
follow, and the information given this even i ng w i l l he  or  much v al ue. 

The spontaneity of psychic experience cannot he stressed too strongly, and 
you will find i t  again following these directions I have given you. They represen r  
the second step, as the initial experiments i n  psychological time represented the 
first. 

They should be taken up again, and alternated with the above directions,  
according to your development. 

I suggest your break. Or because I have been lenient lately, you may end 
the session if you prefer. 

('No. " 
(Break at 10:35. jane was dissociated as usual. She resumed in the same man

ner at 10:4 5.) 
This is one of the main reasons why I suggested as a rule, at least one day 

if not two, a month, spent away from the familiar apartment props, and in short 
trips. The details are not important and need not cost much expense. 

If a car were not available even long walks through various parts of town, 
with say lunch in various strange dining places, would do. Traveling itself with 
the change of environment, and with the right attitude, tends to ease and facil
itate psychic transformations. If traveling is carried out also with the immersion 
into enjoyment of which I have spoken, then the benefits are twofold. 

Ruburt should not work less at his writing than four hours daily, and 
when possible perhaps a few hours over the weekend. You should attempt also 
four hours a day. Subconsciously, everything you do adds to experience that you 
will use in your work. 

This has been an excellent session. Nevertheless even the vacation from 
me will do you good. My most fond friends, I bid you a pleasant good evening. 

('Good night, Seth. ') 
Spontaneous attempts, rather spontaneous sessions on your own, may be 

beneficial if they are not overdone. I will not say more on this, this evening. 
(End at 1 0:56 fane was dissociated as usuaL My writing hand felt no 

fatigue.) 
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SESSION 79 
A U < a iS' I '  1 2, 1 964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS SCHEDULED 

(Tues. 8/1 1, 8:15 PM, I tried the technique of immersion as discussed by Seth 
in the 78th session. I tried mentally contemplming the brick wall in Ed Robbins'fire
plrue at his home in New Paltz, N Y  It seemed to work. I soon achieved a feeling of 
elevation and pulsation in my left side, including my left hand and foot. For a time 
the left hand also felt as though it were lifting out of itself in a doubled-up position. 
I believe I might have achieved more, but was interrupted by the singing of a 
mosquito in my ear. 

(Wed 8/12, 8:12 PM, I made an attempt at contemplation while sitting up 
but did not achieve anything beyond a slight sensation in my left hand 

Uane has also been trying contemplation, and has observed the beginniny,s 4' 
a few achievements, afi·er a long period without success in psychological time. 

(It will be recalled that in the 63rd session, page 159, Seth gave us an August 
12-15 date for Miss Callahan. That period, signifYing what we do not knou� ht'.�iw 
today. I mentioned it to jane this morning, but had no plans to ask Seth aboul it 
tonight. 

(Both of us slept until 8:40.J;his evening. jane was not nervous before the .1'£'.1'
sion, and again did not begin dictating until9:01. Again, her voice was quiet 11111/ 
deliberate, and she used many pauses. By contrast, her pacing was quite rapid at tfw 
beginning of the session, and remained so until near the end Her eyes darkened ds 
usual) 

Good evening. 
("Good evening, Seth. ') 
This will be our last session before your well-earned vacation. 
If your scientists realize that ideas themselves, and any such phenomena, 

were composed of definite energy, then they would realize that energy does not 
diminish. 

The psychological frameworks behind physical reality are also com posed 
of energy, and are the building blocks that I have mentioned earl ier. ' l 'h l ' i t  
expansion is not limited by any of your known, or misinterpreted, laws o r  .'ip.h (' 

or time or thermodynamics, since they exist in a dimension where sud 1 l . tw�. 
simply do not apply. 

Your scientific principles have been formulated either through d i r c•, 1 
interpretation of matter as perceived through the outer senses, or I ( ) ( 1 1 t 1 1 l . r wd 
indirectly but in accordance with such perception. They cannot t l u · � t · l o t t• 1 . , 
thought to apply to dimensions unperceived by the outer senses. I •:w·q•, r i l l 1 1  
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expands in  terms of  value fu l fl l l mcm, in  rhe  way t h a t  I have ex p la i ned in past 
sessiOns. 

Present methods cannot investigate this type of expansion any more than 
they can investigate the validity, development, and rate of expansion of an idea. 

This cannot be stressed too strongly. As it happens, ideas do vary in thei r 
energy structure. There are basic laws that can be applied, as far as the expan 
sion rate of idea is concerned. Present scientific methods will not discover such 
laws, however. 

The power of idea-thrust can also be actually measured, but not in terms 
that you can now understand, and resistance rates theoretically can be measured. 
In the past I spoke briefly of pulsations, as atoms and molecules were trans
formed from one energy plane to another, becoming visible to the material field. 
Such pulsations, expansions and contractions also operate as far as energy in the 
psychological structure is concerned. 

They of course have their results or effects on psychological levels, repre
senting what we may call psychological personality thrust. This does not apply 
only to the reality of human personality; but to that basic inner and smallest 
unit, individual prime consciousness that is at the core of any psychic gestalt. 
That is, the smallest unit of individual consciousness which finds physical ful
fillment in the formation of matter. 

This smallest psychological unit represents the minimum individual psy
chic component, the most basic personality building block, from which other 
more complicated psychic structures are formed. 

This unit could be compared, then, to a molecule on the purely physical 
level. It is composed of individualized psychic energy, capable of amassing about 
itself only a minimum of physical materialization; and yet it is extremely neces
sary, for it is a first stepping stone of psychological energy into the physical field. 

It represents also the minimum thrust value necessary for physical trans
formation of energy from a purely psychological into a physical state. It repre
sents, then, the minimum expansion needed to overcome physical resistance. It 
represents the minimum psychological expectation necessary for construction. 

It is self-propelled, self-perpetuating as a psychological energy unit. It will 
indeed materialize itself upon the physical plane simultaneously and withdraw 
itself simultaneously, as I have explained earlier. Your time sense gives it and all 
matter the appearance of durability. The energy that composes the smallest or 
any physical unit, passes through the physical field where the outer senses can 
no longer perceive it. Some, and a large amount, of this energy passes through 
the physical field so that you do not perceive it at all, taking form that you do 
not distinguish, and that cannot be harnessed on the physical level . And this is 



wherr your Sl ic 1 1 1  i.'it s �l'l t h e  idea of t�n t  ropy. 

I su�gl'SI you r break. 
(Bretlk 11t 9:35. jane was dissociated as usuaL She resumed in the same quite 

manner, with frequent pauses and her fast pacing, at 9:41.) 
Energy not utilized upon one level is simply utilized on a different level. 

Al l  energy is basically self-activating, but different energy potentials are required 
tc>r effective utilization in various electromagnetic fields. 

Ideas, being themselves composed of energy, are translated or transformed 
into other kinds of energy, which you happen in many instances to perceive . On 
other planes the idea energy is perceived, and the energy transformed into phys
ical fields is not perceived. 

Psychological energy units smaller or weaker than the minimum unit 
required for physical construction, simply pass through the physical field unper
ceived and unconstructed. They do, however, exert some, though inconseq uen
tial, effect which theoretically could also be measured, and which would account 
for some of the energy considered diminished, and help to account for the 
entropy theory. 

This material is highly relevant. Theoretically the laws governing the psy
chological energy structures could be worked out mathematically, but until it is 
realized that energy is basically rlilental and psychological in nature and origin, 
little can be done. 

A simple example can be seen in the transformation of an idea into a 
painting, that is the transformation of the energy, the psychological energy of an 
idea into physical materialization. The idea itself, once you have conceived of it, 
represents an additional energy component that you build up, formulate and 
manipulate on the psychological level, and then transform; but the idea llidf 
contains energy. 

I am not only speaking therefore of the obvious energy that you as a per
sonality and physical structure use in the activity of transforming the idea. Ideas 
themselves then, being composed of energy, give additional energy to the psy
chological, physical structure that conceives and manipulates them. 

The idea has an energy potential based upon the innate energy potential 
of its creator. You are dealing now with what may be thought of as energy 
envelopes, and this is a most valid description of all realities. Continued experi
ence in conceiving ideas and manipulating them and transforming them actu
ally adds to the available energy of the individual. 

I cannot repeat too often the fact that I speak of the actual energy content 
of idea, as separate and additional to the energy obviously utilized in trans
forming idea from the psychological to the physical field. 
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Here I sugg�:st a hri�:f b r�:ak, as t h �: n ;t t t i i"L' of  d 1 L' matTr ia l  n:q u i r�:s i r .  
(Break at 10:04. jane was dissociated tzs u.rutt!. My writing hand jat 110 

fatigue. The nature of the material to follow will reveal the subject of our discussion 
at break. When she resumed, jane's voice changed to fit the subject, as it often dm�s 
during delivery. 

(For the first part of this session, her delivery had been very deliberate and 
businesslike, almost as though personalities involved were rather unimportant. As 
soon as personalities became involved in the material however, jane's voice became 
quite amused, and displayed many humorous inflections. Resume at 10:14, with no 
more pauses.) 

A small remark here, in line with your discussion during break. Our good 
Ruburt has amazed his new director by his sudden bubbling good spirits, and 
bewildering exuberance. 

He is so different in his attitude as to appear to be two completely differ
ent people. The director is afraid to hope that this will last. He needs strongly 
to feel that he is liked. His affectations are for the purpose of b uilding up an 
image that he believes must be superior enough to be respected. If he is not 
going to be liked, he is determined to be respected. 

His powerful basic insecurity was caused by a broken home, and a situa
tion where he was also thrown into alien cultures; not only was he unsure of 
belonging to a family, but also felt he had no cultural or national belongings. 

A conflict as to sexual requirements developed, as various qualifications 
were held for the sexes in the countries in which he lived. This adds to the inse
curity. My advice for once, out of desperation, was followed by Ruburt, with 
results that you know. 

The man does have touches of brilliance. He exaggerates his brilliance out 
of nagging doubts of his merit. Nevertheless, one of the basic keys to his char
acter is the overwhelming need to be liked as a human being. 

Now a note concerning the way that expectation controls the manner in 
which an individual utilizes and manipulates the energy of idea. 

We will take the personality of your director, Ruburt, if we may. Here not 
only desire but expectation brought about his directorship. He wanted, and 
finally expected, some kind of domain of his own. Being a part of no real com
munity as a youngster, being unsure even of family unit, he first sought out var
ious organizational positions, and governmental environments, as a man might 
wrap a cloak about him to protect himself from the elements. 

So he attempted to wrap himself in the cloak of organization. He 
remained however basically anonymous. His desire to belong and his expecta
tion also became stronger. The gallery represents a unit of community affiliation 
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i n  wh ich  I H· l'.I I I  l 'Xl ' l  r so11 1c  power, a l ll l  YL'I h e  w i t h i n a co m 1 n u n i r y  1 1 1 1 i t .  
I l is aggn·ss iwm·ss aga i nst  co nm H I I l i t y  s tructures w i l l  b e  u sed co nst ruc

r i vc ly, i n  a n  a t t empt to mold the structure to his own conception of what  is 
g1 H>d, and  yet f(>rce the community as a whole to recognize him as someone with 
whom it must deal. 

There are times when expectation suddenly shifts. It has been in the 
process of changing, but it suddenly shows the change as it suddenly becomes 
obvious through physical construction. When it finally manages to change con
structions, bringing them into line with present alterations, the individual real
i'l.es that something has happened. 

An example, dear friends, is your house. 
You would have moved into it on the 1 3th. Ruburt, mainly, wor ked o ut 

the problem psychologically, actually living in  the house in  the psychologica l 
field. Her-and I say her advisedly, since here Ruburt operated as a 
woman-her disappointment was instant but superficial. 

The letter had little to do with your joint decision not to buy. Both of you 
decided no before the letter arrived, and you caused the letter. Your energy 
focused on the property, constructed the property into the state where the roat l 
disintegrated into a trail. 

(Now fane perched on the kfzck of the couch as she talked, and remained there 
for some time. She spoke very earnest61, using many gestures. It might be added thtlt 
the letter referred to above was one received ftom the regional office of the Veterans 
Administration, in N YC: The letter characterized the dirt road leading up to the 
property as a "trail, , and stated the request for a loan was denied unless the vetemn, 
meaning myself could be assured that the road would be maintained by either ci�y 
or county at no additional expense to the veteran. This could not be done, Jiftl'l' a/ 
this time the road is classed as private, and must be maintained by whoever litwJ on 
the property.) 

Now. You found that you wanted more when it came down to i t  t han t l •c 
property seemed to offer. You did not expect that you could get wh at  yot l f c u 1 nd 
you wanted at the price. You constructed the property, then, i n  terms o f ' wh; l l  
you expected you could get for the price, and then did not cons ider 1 h is s t I l l  i 
cient. 

Now I tried, ineffectively I might add, in the sessions to ra isl' yo 1 1 1  cxpt·, 
rations of the property for the same price, by j ustifiably showing yo1 1 ,  I t I t t u Jgh r , 
how value fulfillment psychically could definitely add to the cons t  ruc1 ion .  

Had I succeeded, the transaction would have been an excl'l lcn t o rH.' . Yo1 1 1  
expectations did rise. I n  th i s  I did succeed. But practically, you co1 dd 1 1o 1  l l\l j l 
the boundary, you could n o t  expect to get so much (in parenthl's is :  t h e  added 



expectations) for so l i tde. You therd(m.: r ipped down  t ill· construct ion to mn·t 
the price, and then refused it. 

Do you want a break? 
Oane stared at me from her perch on the couch. 
(No. ') 
I wanted to give you this material earlier, but found it more advantageous 

to wait. The offered bank loan represented your inner realization of what had 
occurred, offering really another chance that you were not able to take. 

(This may be, but the bank loan offered jane and me was quite a bit more 
expensive, and we did not feel we wanted to take on the added expense. It included 
borrowing to meet the down payment-a double mortgage, so to speak, and we 
wanted none of this.) 

This is not meant in any way as any sort of reprimand, but merely as an 
example close at hand as to how expectation operates. Ruburt's disappointment 
then, was only superficial, because he knew that the decision had been made 
much earlier. The assessor, then, with his own free will of course in operation, 
nevertheless saw the property as you had constructed it. I will certainly not 
expect you at this point to believe me literally-

Oane had left the couch, and now she rapped on the table before me for 
emphasis.) 

-nevertheless, you could have maintained that road mentally with little 
difficulty. 

(It might be worth noting here that the property was appraised by an assessor 
from Ithaca, NY, rather than one ftom Elmira. As it happened, at the time all three 
of the Veterans Administration appraisers who are based in Elmira were out of town 
on vacation; therefore the bank in Elmira had to call in a representative from out of 
town to evaluate the property-and one who had never seen the property before. jane 
and I have specuktted as to what the assessors report might have stated had it been 
compiled by a local man familiar with the property.) 

The heat problem of which Ruburt learned, was the result of expectations 
on the part of the previous tenants, and need not (underline need) have con
cerned you. It goes without saying that your expectations have been transformed 
into reality; and the house now would not be practical, unless of course your 
own expectations changed drastically. 

Incidentally, as you may have noticed, your expectations instead have 
changed as far as your apartment is concerned. They had to. Expectations then 
will always bring about a definite change, not only in your attitude toward mat
ter, but in matter itself. 

This must always be taken into consideration. 
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Oane laughed She was now sitting across the table .from me as she dictated 
This session is one of the very few in which she has been off her feet for any length of 
time at alL) 

I will not keep you longer. I might suggest that you expect to have an 
excellent vacation. A small additional note: When you are away, give a thought 
now and then to your cat. It will keep him healthier, in your absence. 

I bid you both a fond good evening, and while..we will not have regular 
sessions, I will be with you during your travels, if Ruburt will allow me. Bon 
voyage. 

("Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 10:5 5. jane was dissociated as usuaL Still sitting across the table .from 

me, she remarked that if Seth had promised, earlier, to maintain the road to the 
house for us, she would have gone through with the deaL I jokingly answered that if 
Seth had done something about the traffic noise rolling up the mountainside, I would 
have gone through with the purchase. jane then resumed dictation at 10:56, sitting 
where she was.) 

Your decision not to buy occurred the first time that you heard the traf
fic, and Ruburt's occurred when the children took his precious berries. If looks 
could kill, the children would have died on the spot. 

The fact remains that the low price bothered you, and as a result you 
became sensitive to the sound of traffic, looking for a way to justifY the low 
price, as did Ruburt. This, despite your frown, is a fact. And now, dear friends, 
good evening once more. 

(I had been laughing, and .frowning too. Neither of us, consciously, had been 
bothered by the price of the house. we had thought we o./Jered a fair price, one with
in what we could afford to pay. 

(My writing hand was now very tired, for the last part of the session had been 
quite fast. jane told me that Seth was still with us. I had a question to ask, but hes
itated to voice it until she finally surrendered with a laugh. It was simply whether 
the heating system, which I had accepted without alarm as being okay, would have 
performed better for us than the previous tenant. After the deal had fallen through, 
jane accidentally heard that the heating bills in winter were exorbitant-about 
twice what we had been led to expect. If so, they would have made the house too 
expensive for us. 

Oane then resumed again as she sat opposite me. She had, again, been dissoci
ated while delivering the last brief materiaL Resume now at 11:05.) 

The rather slap-happy, haphazard attitude of the other residents on that 
road is actually more effective in maintaining it, since they do not dwell upon 
its disadvantages but simply and purely expect the road to be passable. 
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'f'hcy do not however, expecr mon.: of i t . ' l 'hl· ro;u.l w i l l  he in beucr con 
dition when three families use i t  than when it i s  used on ly by two. l f  you l ived 
there and dwelled upon its imperfections, you could have ruined it for everyone. 

With the present heating system, high expectations would have increased 
its efficiency. Low expectations would have decreased its efficiency. Your fear of 
commitment was indeed an element here. You have both steadily doubted your 
practical efficiency in a material universe, and you will continue to do so, for 
with your present attitudes you will not test your efficiency. Or if you dare test 
it, your fears will defeat you, and only serve to convince you further of this inef
ficiency. 

Your expectations must change first. On a limited level, commitment to 
intangible values, which you have, limits you to a commitment in physical 
terms. The two seem in opposition. This is caused by unsufficient psychic 
expansion and understanding, brought about by environmental early forces. 

Nevertheless it is unfortunate. I hinted at this strongly a few sessions back, 
in both of your cases. Unless the basic emotional climate is changed, the mate
rial results will remain the same. 

I have said enough along these lines. It is true that you are improving. You 
remain as uncommitted to a united community, and this has something to do 
with your aversion to buying property which would tend to tie you down to a 
community, even while it would also fulfill a need to own land. 

For the third time I will say good evening. You understand that I, mysel£ 
could converse in this fashion for many hours. Do not feel that you take advan
tage of .m..e. I do not speak of Ruburt, of course. 

("Good evening. Seth. " 
(End at 1 1:18. jane was dissociated as usuaL Strangely, my writing hand ftlt 

much better.) 

SESSION 80 
AUGUST 24, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS SCHEDULED 

(This was our first session since returning from vacation in York Beach, 
Maine. Both of us had heavy colds when we got home on Sunday, August 23. 

Oane came down with her cold while we were in Maine. Strange to say, she 
believes it began on the evening ofTuesday, Aug. 18, while we were dancing at the 
Driftwood Lounge at York Beach, which is the hotel bar where we saw our projected 
fragments, described by Seth in the 9th session [in Volume 1], page 43. 
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(For the record, we reached York Beach on Monday, Aug. 17, and spent the 
evenings of the 17th and 18th at the Driftwood We did not see the fragments of last 
summer, nor indeed any person even remote�] resembling them. We saw the same 
hostess, who did not remember us although we remembered her, and the same mem
bers of the band The bar had been redecorated to some extent, but enough of the old 
remained to make it seem quite familiar. Nevertheless the more modern look it now 
had did not appeal to us as much, and the first night we u;ere there jane remarked 
that she didn't like it as well The 19th and 20th we spent dancing at another place. 

(It will be recalled that in the 63rd session, june 17, 1964, page 159, Seth 
gave a date of today, Aug. 24, as being one that could possib!J see an unpleasantness 
arise for us. Starting our day this morning, we reminded ourselves of the date, but 
made no plans other than to perhaps keep a sharp eye out for situations that could 
possib!J develop unpleasant�]. As an example, I drove the car with a little extra 
caution, though usual�] I am a careful driver to begin with. 

(What did develop was that my boss at work, at 11:50 AM, called me on the 
phone-he happened to be at the company's other plant on Elmira's southside at the 
time-and asked me to put in more time on the job as a regular routine. As soon as 
the secretary told me who was calling me, I intuitive�] knew what the call was about 
and was prepared as I picked up the receiver. 

(!like the part-time arrangement I now have at Artistic very much. It gives 
me time for myself in the afternoons to paint-an arrangement that I have learned 
is very necessary, even vital to my well-being both physical�] and mentally. Recently, 
talking it over with jane, I decided against expanding my working hours at the 
plant. I also decided it to the extent that if management insisted I increase my hours, 
I would leave the plant and try developing some other recent ideas I have acquired 
on making a living, one of them being teaching art by, perhaps, starting my own 
school on a small scale at first. 

(When Harry requested that I put in more time I declined, and he accepted 
my answer with his usual good grace. I thanked him for offering me the extra income. 
There was no unpleasantness. I did not base my decision concerning working hours 
on the Seth material although the information jane and I have received on expec
tations played a part; it has done much to increase our confidence in various fields of 
endeavor other than our arts. 

(It will be recalled also that in the 63rd session, Seth gave a date of Aug. 12-
15 for Miss Callahan, our neighbor in the front apartment. Miss Callahan and her 
illness, and her connection with Frank wtltts, who purported�] was the first psychic 
contact jane actual�] achieved, have been dealt with at length in various sessions. 
Seth did not specifY the meaning of this latest date for her, and jane and I saw Miss 
Callahan the day after our return from vacation, looking quite well. We had left 
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Elmira on the morning ofthe 15th. 
(I had thought that ij'there was a session trmi.�ht, 11nd it was a short one, I 

would wait to ask Seth' what transpired with Miss L'allahan within the above tirnt 
period If the session lengthened out� I planned to ask him tonight. 

(I would like to mention here another rather halfhearted experiment I tried 
while on vacation. Driving up to Maine, I noted that our car, which is an old one, 
was using quite a bit of oil. I did not keep an exact record because I did not have the 
experiment in mind at the beginning of the trip. However, �y the time we left Yorl< 
Beach, I had tried to suggest to my subconscious, in line with the material we have 
obtained to date on the value of expectation, that the car would consume less oil than 
on the outward journey. Again without keeping an exact count, I arrived home with 
the definite feeling that the car used at least two quarts less oil. Twice, stopping at  
stations along the way, I was somewhat surprised to be told by attendants that no  oil 
was needed, or that it was down so little that there was no point in adding more. I 
dzd not tell fane of my little effort until we were home. Again, if tonight's session 
developed, I thought I would ask Seth whether I was correct, or merely the victim of 
some overoptimistic wishes. 

(Both of us were busy as session time approached During the day-jane's vaca
tion has another week to run, while mine ended today-fane had remarked several 
times that she doubted there would be a session tonight. At 8:45 I laid out my note
book in case we did have one. 

(At 9:01 fane said, 7 have a vague feeling he might come through for a Jew 
minutes. I'm not sure, though. "I took my usual place at the writing table. fane began 
to dictate at 9:02, smiling quite amusedly as she did so. Although she had been 
coughing a lot, she delivered the following material without strain or interruption, 
in a quite voice. Her pacing was slow, her eyes dark as usual.) 

Good evening. 
("Good evening, Seth. " 
(Jane smiled broadly.) 
I was indeed giving you a much needed vacation, but I could feel you 

clamoring about this evening, and so we will visit for a short time. 
Ruburt's encounter with his father, in many ways, did him good and was 

largely advantageous. The encounter had nothing to do with his cold, or with 
yours. 

(Once again as she has been doing in recent sessions, fane removed her glasses.) 
The abandon of your dancing was good for both of you. The indisposi

tion, or cold, came about for a strange reason, based mainly upon the symbol
ism placed by both of you upon the establishment in which you created the frag
ments last year. 
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I I I Wl'l l l l l l ' , oddly t' l l Ol lgh ,  a pL ICt' or p�ych ic homine�� . R uhurt in partie� 
u la r  re�e l l l l'd r hc l t ta t t.•r ia l  changes made there, and felt left out in the cold. 

C/rme smiled ���ain.) 
There i� m ore to it than this, but this is the basic reason. The added expec

t ation of cold weather helped. 
You will find a spilling over, often, where attitudes and expectations �how 

themselves in various mediums. You picked up his cold for the same rca�on .  
Actually you expected subconsciously to catch it. You should now be  overcom i ng 
it. 

(The irony here being that I had been making efforts, consciously at lt•t�JI, to 
convince myself that I would not catch fane's· cold, after she developed it ltzst li,(·.td,�y. 
! came ckJwn with it, actually, on the evening of Saturday, Aug. 22, while ./1111 1 ' ttml 
I were sitting in a drafty bar with her father, in Saratoga Springs, NY, whilt rm o/11'  
way home. It was a cold and rainy evening.) 

I am not going to hold a full session by any means, simply becaust: ;1 v; 1 ,  . 1  
tion is definite! y advantageous. However, I did not  want to fail to arrive w I H ' I I  I 
felt that you expected me. I would suggest that you read a good portion o I '  r l t c  
material in  the meantime. 

I may say a fe\V short words Wednesday. However a regular sess ion wi l l  
await the following Monday. � 

The unpleasantness for this date was avoided largely because of you r ' J W I I 
improved expectations and understanding. 

I will now wish you a fond good evening. You may, if you wish ,  o 11 1 1  I 1 1 1 1 
small experiments together without me. And now, good evening. 

("Good evening, Seth. " 
(End at 9:16. The time is an estimate, since I forgot to note down tllf ' "' '" ''' 

ending time. jane said she was not very well dissociated, although she httrl no tmt. 
ble receiving the material. Her voice did not bother her while dictating. 

(Uie have been restingfrom trying psychological time since August I 'th 1/ , 
the session tonight we tried a few experiments but achieved nothing� with tilt� , '  1 '1' 
tion that at one point when jane announced she might achieve a certai 11 l 'r ' l  u/1 I f l  
my old familiar thrilling sensation wash over me quite strongly. It m��ht f,, ""'''' 
that although fane's hand rested in mine at the time, she was not awarf t�(,m y ,  I 1 •, 
in feeling or sensation on my part.) 
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SESSION H I  
AUGUST 26, 1964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS SCHEDU LED 

(After Mondayj· short session jane visited Miss Callahan, but was unable to 
learn from her of anything unusual or significant that might have happened to or 
with her during the time mentioned by Seth in the 63rd session. Miss Callahan, 
though frail, appeared to be in good spirits. 

Uanej· cold was not much better, and as session time drew near she said that 
unless Seth helped her considerably there would be no session, for she was having dif 
ficulty talking. 

Oust before the session was due, I mentioned two things I hoped Seth would 
discuss: his dates for Miss Callahan, and the car experiment on my part, described 
on page 302.[0ur car is an ancient, rusted-out Ford station wagon.] 

Uane was not nervous before the session. She began dictating in a quiet voice; 
she had been coughing a lot, but as soon as the session began the coughing stopped, 
except for a ve�y few isolated single coughs she gave at widely separated intervals. Her 
voice sounded dry, however, but not hoarse. Her pacing was slow, her eyes dark as 
usual) 

Good evening. 
(Good evening, Seth. ') 
I have said that I will speak but briefly. I will mention however two inci

dents in which the two of you showed success in the psychic manipulation of 
the world of matter. 

One instance concerns Ruburt and your automobile. The other involves 
you, Joseph, and again your automobile. 

I am insistent that Ruburt have a vacation, at least to some degree, and 
will not go deeply into these matters until our next session. There is much to be 
explained. Needless to say, emotional impetus was at the base of success at both 
occasions; and lack of emotional impetus was the main reason for your failure 
when the both of you tried to move the ring, using your psychic energies the 
other evening. 

(Here Seth surprised us by referring to one of our little efforts of last Monday 
evening, after the session. In this experiment, we sat at a bare table in the dimly-lit 
room On the table lay janej· ring, an inch from an ashtray. Our objective was to 
focus our psychic energies together and move the ring until it struck or touched the 
ashtray. From various information Seth has given us, I believe such things are possi
ble at times, and jane agrees. This time however, jane quickly became impatient for 
some reason, and literally commanded the ring, mentally, to move. Of course it did 
not.) 



Tl l l'.'l l' ·' ' ' " P I ( ·  l <' l l l : l l·ks w i l l  d a' l l l .'ll' l vc.'i ht: t he ha.'i i s  t( , .· f i 1 r1 hn ra 1 hn 
i n vol ved d i .'iruss ion .'i, as t hl· mechan isms t ha t  a rc set  i n to mot ion in such mcn-
1: 1 1 o r  p.'iyc h ic  l l l :m i p u lat ion of matter have never really been explained. 
Remember h owever that such psychic manipulation of matter is the normal 
occurrence. 

It is however usually operating at subconscious levels, and without either 
knowledge or intent as far as the conscious mind is concerned. To be able to 
bring these natural but subconscious forces at all under @X domination by the 
conscious mind is a terrific task. 

Such domination will never be habitual, but conscious awareness of sub
conscious manipulation of matter may become habitual, and may often of its 
own accord follow the desires of the conscious mind, if certain conditions are 
met. 

First of all, the conscious desires must be in league with, and unopposed 
by, subconscious expectations. Two, sufficient emotional impetus must be dis
charged, and this will be on or from subconscious levels. And three, communi
cation between the conscious and subconscious, or the inner and so-called outer 
parts of the whole self, must be excellent. 

Conscious desire to achieve a given end may represent only a superficial, 
culturally-adopted wish, that may,..even be directly opposed to the emotionally
charged desires and expectations of the inner self. 

If this is the case then the seemingly desired end is not really either desired 
or expected, and subsequent manipulation of matter will fall short of success. 
When Ruburt heard from you that the servicemen seemed not to know what 
was the matter with the car, he instantly remembered what I had said about 
expectation. Consciously he decided to expect that the car would be fixed, 
despite your truly gloomy semipredictions. 

Because his conscious desire was based strongly upon inner emotional 
need, and not opposed to it, and because the emotional need at that time was 
powerful, that is his need to leave on vacation, and because he remembered our 
discussion on expectation, he was able to utilize both conscious and unconscious 
energies. In other words, to consciously focus his subconscious psychic abilities 
to perform toward a definite, material end. 

Now here; this end, seemingly, to his mind could be achieved in no other 
more ordinary way. Whether the end could have been achieved in another way 
makes no difference. Emotionally he did not think or believe that it could be. 
This added to the strength with which he focused his abilities; and I will have 
more to say concerning this attitude, which often but not always accompanies 
such psychic manipulations, even ordinary ones of which you are not aware. 



UJt, 

(I J.,iJ tllr incident di.,·cu.rsed hy St'Jh rt:/r'·n to ullt I ht�d jiJ��oUtll tdrl'lle(y. 
though at the time it affected me strongly; and tiS I look hack upon it, I reotlf it W1IJ 
the main reason for my own experiment with the cars oil consumption. 

(It took place on Friday afternoon. � were due to leave on vacation Saturdtry 
morning. As a precaution I took the car to our regular gas station and left it for an 
oil change. This was at 1 PM; I was due to pick it up at five, then meet fane at the 
gallery to drive her home. 

(Walking down to the garage at the appointed time, I saw the car still up on 
the lift. The assistant mechanic told me there was something wrong with the filter 
cap and that it could not be tightened sufficiently to prevent an oil leak. His boss was 
busy and asked me to stop back later, after he'd had a chance to look at the car. Of 
course I realized how jane would feel if we could not leave on vacation in the morn
ing should the car not be ready. Watching the assistant, as he struggled to tighten the 
cap, I had the distinct feeling he didrlt know too well what he was doing, and that 
the amount of force he was using could strip the threads and really delay the trip if 
a new part had to be found, then replaced It meant dismantling part of the steering 
mechanism. 

(Making my feelings plain, I thought, without saying much actually, I left the 
garage and walked down to tell jane, who by now had left the gallery and was wait
ing for me outside. I had time during the walk to give some thought to using posi
tive expectation, but had not calmed down enough to try it effectively. jane immedi
ately announced that the car would be ready when we went back for it, and asked 
me not to think about it while we went out for supper: 

(We ate quietly and slowly, then walked back up to the garage. While two 
blocks away, I thought I could see a blue and white car parked outside it. jane said 
it was our car, though I was sure she could not see it, actually, well enough to know 
for sure. But it was our car, ready for us. jane told me then that all through the meal, 
she had concentrated as hard as she could on the fact that the car would be fixed and 
waiting for us. She was, she said, determined to go on vacation Saturday morning.) 

Included in further discussions will be some of the reasons why the pres
ence of other individuals may help in the psychic manipulation of matter, 
though I will not go into this this evening. 

I will also cover your achievement, as when you actually increased your 
car's efficiency on your return trip. This was somewhat different, though basi
cally the same as Ruburt's achievement. And I will also explain why Ruburt did 
not conquer his cold psychically, although he tried. 

Ruburt's voice will suffer not at all from our session, although I know that 
he has been coughing and hacking all day. 

Perhaps the session will even give it a rest. I would continue the session, 
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l'XCt'pt t h a t  H 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1  h; IS 1 1 1or� or l l'ss hl'l'l l p ro 1 1 1 isl'd a t wo-wed<. vacat i on ,  a n d  h e.: 
has not L'VL'Il h. td t h a t  as hu· as I am corJC�rncd . 

1 th i n k  I w i l l  let you rest, and 1 may, or 1 may not, decide to continue. 
(Break at 9:31. jane was dissociated as usuaL She ended the monologue with 

tl laugh. Her voice bothered her not at all during delivery; and since I kept actual 
count, I can report that while presenting the above material she gave but four single 
coughs throughout it. 

(Seth's confirmation that I had at
. 
least some success with my car experiment 

prompted me to suggest to jane that when we drove to Rochester to visit my brother 
William Richard Butts, that we should both concentrate on keeping the car's con
sumption of oil to a minimum. The distance, perhaps 120 miles each way, would be 
long enough for an accurate measurement to be made, coming and going. 

Oane resumed in the same quiet voice, without coughing, at 9:40.) 
Prayer has been extremely successful in enabling individuals to manipu

late matter through use of their psychic abilities. 
The God concept, however, is true and not true. Myths and symbols arc 

often closer to reality than what are called hard facts, since so-called hard facts 
are often distortions of the outer senses. These distortions however are necessary 
frameworks for existence of the inner self in the material universe. 

Again, then, even the hard. facts are true and not true. An open mind 
therefore, or an open spirit, must be-

(Here, jane's voice abruptly boomed out, very loud, so loud it startled me. She 
herself gave 1W sign of surprise or strain. For a few sentences she continued in this 
deeper and stronger voice; then, as though she had been merely practicing, her t}(Ji((' 
began to soften.) 

-large enough to contain within it room for what may seem to he t r t t e rly 
opposing data. Myths and symbols often are closer to reality, agai 1 1 ,  1 han  so 
called hard facts. 

This is true. But so-called hard facts, that may seem opposed t o  syn 1 I H l l s  
and myths, are not necessarily untrue, since they may be necess:uy d i s tor t i nn .'i 
without which the inner self could not survive in  the material un i vns< ·. 

(Again the strong voice.) 
I have decided to tackle this to some degree here and n ow. 
The myth of God, as given in Christian theology, is too clc: t dy .'i('(' " hv d u · 

intelligent adolescent to have evolved and changed from the ( ) ld ' I (·s l . l l t l f ' l l t  1 o 

the New Testament. 
The mature adolescent , even, in his mental and emot i ou . t l  l 1  1 1 1 1  wor l, , 

knows that no one male deity, no one super individual, exist s i n  ."'I I I t H ' w. - 1 1  " ' ·' " 
lated heaven, where he yet is p�rsonally concerned with the n u  >st 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .1 1 1,'1 • .t l. 1 i 1 s 
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of man,  m ice, mosq u i to, and spa rrow. 
For one thing, the adolescent is tu rn i ng as idl' from the do m i na tion ol '  

both mother and father. For another thing, th is i s  a space age for you. Is  heavl'l l 
on Mars or Venus? How many stars will man explore before this archaic heaven 
be found? 

Oanes voice had quieted again, but still she spoke with much animation and 
at a faster rate.) 

To the intelligent, even the symbolism of the Crucifixion is abhorrent. 
Does this mean, however, that such a crucifixion did not occur? It may not have 
occurred, in one place and in one time, and to one called Christ; but because 
man has created the myth, he created the Crucifixion out of his own need; and 
this Crucifixion, which historically did not occur, as the myth says it occurred, 
nevertheless has as much reality, and more, than it would have had, had it 
occurred in so-called hard fact. 

So the intelligent adult now knows, does he not, that no one individual 
but superior being exists as God in some heaven, threatening hell to the sinners 
and disbelievers? For many reasons the idea does not make logical sense. You 
never emotionally believed it. Ruburt did. 

So the hard fact would seem to be that there is no God. There would seem 
to be a point of departure. Either you believe in the myth or you believe what 
would seem to be hard fact. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 10:00. jane was dissociated as usual She coughed at break, but had 

not coughed during the above delivery. When she resumed her voice was quieter, at 
10:04.) 

The hard fact, to all intelligent minds, must be that there is no God. The 
myth insists that a God exists, and the intelligent man finds himself in a dilem
ma that does not exist for the unintelligent. This is merely coincidence. 

The fact is that the myth comes nearer to reality than the fact. 
(Here Willy, who had been quiet all evening, now began to chase after jane as 

she paced back and forth. Without breaking delive�y jane tried to shoo him away; 
but the cat persisted, so jane finally stopped talking and pointed to the cat. I deposit
ed him in another room and shut the door.) 

The myth represents man's psychic attempt to understand facts that he 
must distort in his existence on the material plane. 

He must distort them simply because existence on the material plane 
necessitates a way of focusing his abilities that will not allow the larger scope of 
focus to operate. This focus, which I have mentioned before, has been chosen 
by him to meet the circumstances of this existence. 



Now. l ' r : ryt • r  out  c l ' l lah led 1 hl' i r 1 1 d  l igl'r l t  m a n  t o  I( )CWi h is psych ic  a h i l i
des, hccu rsr t i H· hard 1 : 1c t ,  taken f-( ) f· gran wd by a l l  i n  Western civi l izat ion,  was 
d1c  hdicf i n  such a God. 'fhe so-called hard fact has changed. 

The truth behind the myth still exists. Mankind has been engrossed in 
dreams of a god who is like himself: except that he was considered to be superior 
and possessed of the highest qualities that man admires in himself. 

(With the last two words of the above sentence jane's voice suddenly broke out 
loud and strong again. For a few moments it remained so, then began to quiet 
again.) 

The God myth enabled him, man, to give his higher so-called instincts an 
objectivity, and the God concept represented and still represents a link with the 
inner self. 

Now. As far as hard facts are concerned, there is no God as mankind has 
envisioned him, and yet God once existed as mankind now envisions him. 

Oane smiled.) 
What he is now is not what the religious think he is. Yet once he was only 

what they think he is now. For in fact he did evolve, and was not complete, but 
represented-

(Louder, briefly.) 
-a supreme will to be from tbe beginning. 
He is not human in your ten�s, though he passed through human stages; 

and here the Buddhist's myth comes closest to approximating reality. He is not 
one individual, in your terms, but is a psychic gestalt, an energy gestalt. 

If you will remember what I have said about the way in which the 
universe expands, that has nothing to do with space, then you may perhaps 
perceive, though dimly, the existence of a psychic pyramid of interrelated, 
everexpanding consciousness that creates simultaneously and instantaneously 
universes and individuals that are given, through the gifts of personal perspec
tives, duration, intelligence, psychic comprehension, and eternal validity. 

It is this that your God concept hints at. 
Now. This absolute, ever-expanding, instantaneous psychic gestalt, which 

you may call God, if you prefer, is so secure in its existence now that it can con
stantly break itself down and rebuild itself. 

Its energy is so unbelievable that it does indeed form all universes; and 
because its-

(Again louder, briefly.) 
-energy is within and behind all universes and all planes and all fields, it 

is i.mkci aware of each sparrow that fal ls, for it lli each sparrow that falls. 
This does not deny the free will of man, which is indeed misinterpreted. 



u o  

That supreme energy docs i ndeed l igh t l ( n  l'x i s tc l ln' i 1 1  whatever �(>nl l  i t  shows 
itself; and j ustice, for your information, is only a human term, shorts igh ted a1 
best. You would both do well to remember this. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 1 0:30. jane reported that she was folly dissociated-for out, as she 

puts it. She recalled parts of the material she had delivered, but was unaware of her 
surroundings, whether she smoked or not, etc. She had smoked, but coughed only a 
few times. She resumed in a normal voice at 1 0:32.) 

I am not going to keep you much longer. Nor have I any intentions of 
starting a new religion. I am, however, trying to tell you the truth, and this 
material is perhaps the most important of any so far, in that comprehension of 
it will allow the intelligent man to avail himself of energies and abilities once uti
lized in prayer. 

Prayer is now shunned. Why pray if there is no one to listen? 
(Again louder and deepe1; briefly.) 
The prayer contains within it its own answer, and if there is no white

haired, kind old Father God to hear, then there is instead the initial and ever
expanding energy that forms everything that is, and of which every human 
being is a part. 

This psychic gestalt may sound to you impersonal, but since its energy 
forms your person, how can this be? 

If you prefer to call this supreme and absolute psychic gestalt God, then 
you must not attempt to objectifY him in terms of material, for he is the nuclei 
of your cells, and more intimate than your breath. 

I know this much and no more. He is not human. He is not "he," if you 
are thinking in terms of sex. Nor is he "she." Such separations and designations 
are merely arbitrary in your field. He is individual in the term that many ener
gies are focused into one; and indeed there is one infinite personality, but it is a 
gestalt. 

There is, then, truly no beginning or end, because we are speaking in 
terms of an expansion that has nothing to do with space or time, an evolution 
in dimensions of which you and your kind have not yet even dreamed. As an 
idea expands, changing a world but taking up no space, and unperceived by 
your scientific instruments, so does the ultimate and instantaneous absolute 
gestalt, which you may if you prefer call God, exist and expand. 

There are those who will say that such a concept represents an escape from 
reality. These men, however, follow their outer senses slavishly. They ignore and 
fear the inner reality, and the inner ideas and dreams which have actually formed 
the reality of which they are so proud. 
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l 1  is 1 nw d t. t l  1 1 1 1 <.l isci p l i ncd ,  hys 1eric f l igl 1 1  i n to s uch rc;1 l rns ca n he dan

g ·rous, a1 ll'a.'il i 11 t i t<.� .�hort run; b u t  d i scipl i ned, balanced, curious and open
J l l i iKled p t J rst J i t  w i l l  lead to self-fulfillment, betterment of the race in general, 
and will be the means for releasing innate, inhibited energy toward constructive 
ends. 

I will at another time go into the Crucifixion myth and its strong element 
of truth. Since you, Joseph, seem slightly restive, I will close the session. You 
have learned much, and this material will stand many in good stead. 

('Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 10:5 5. jane was again fully dissociated. She did not recall the mate

rial She had done no coughing. My writing hand was somewhat fatigued. jane said 
also that her throat actually felt better than before the session began.) 

SESSION 82 
AUGUST 27, 1964 8:05 PM THURSDAY UNSCHEDULED 

(This session, following yesterday's regularly scheduled one, was not scheduled. 
The reasons for it will become appa;;ent. 

(This morning while I was at work, john Bradley stopped by briefly while on 
a hurried business trip to give jane some information relating to a prediction of a 
narcotics scandal that Seth had predicted for Elmira in the 63rd session, of june 17 
See page 158. Seth stated the scandal was due within three months. 

(It seems that last night john, while eating in a restaurant with a friend we rio 
not knou� was informed by this friend that the Elmira police had taken into custody 
a man who had been making the rounds of the Elmira pharmacies with a/(,�e;ed ;m·
scription for narcotics. This was not in the newspaper. 

Oohn also wanted to call to jane's attention a news item in the hlmit;t juljlt'r 
for Aug. 23, 1964. This appeared on Sunday, the day we arrived hom(• .fimn t'tlt'tl 
tion, and we did not know ofit. The story was largely a refutation tlllu ,o·tid,· m11 
cerning drugs in Elmira, published by a national tabloid, the Natiollttl /1, lirror. 
Ironically, while Elmira authorities were denying this story, there apj){'ill't'tl in t/1,· ml 
umn next to it an item detailing the theft of a doctor's black bag, m11/t1i11inx """ 
co tics, from the doctor's car in one of the local hospital parking lotJ. I ""' /..·r'r'f'"'.'! /loth 
of these items on file. 

(I am also filing an item from the Thurzlay Elmira paper, rlf'llli11g u'IIIJ rllloi/Jrr 
attempt to use a forged prescription in drug stores in Corning, N. V .  ,,/Jo/11 /('II 111ilr•r 
distant. The prescription blanks used were from the stolen bag mc111 io11nl 11hllflf' 1 11t 
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rulprit wos not ttpprehenderl 
(For other narcotics material that l}(tS devdopc·rl Jilll't Seth mtlde the predir 

tion, see the notes on page 170. 
(This evening after supper, while busy with other material, fane received tht 

thought that it was time to begin work on Book One ofThe Seth Material, a project 
we had discussed sometime before vacation. She thought the title should be Th e 
Physical Universe as Idea Construction. She came to the studio to tell me this, and 
that she also received the thought, evidently from Seth, that Donald Wollheim, her 
editor at Ace Books, could or would write the introduction j{�r Book One. 

(Jane said she thought she might be able to have a session. I did not encourage 
her, not knowing whether it was a good idea. In a few moments she returned and 
asked me to bring my notebook to the living room when I finished cleaning up, 
which would take a few minutes. 

(Finally I sat with her, ready in case the session developed after all. It was still 
light out; classical music played on the radio. Again jane had been coughing all day, 
but when she rose to begin the session the coughing virtually disappeared She began 
diaating in a voice a bit deeper than usual; her pacing was slow, her eyes dark as 
usual.) 

I do not mean to add to your chores, Joseph. Nevertheless, for many rea
sons tonight seemed auspicious, and there are a few things that I would like to 
add. 

Usually we stick close to schedule, as we should. Nevertheless there are 
times that do not fall within schedule, and opportunities could be lost by deny
ing them. 

Ruburt did not call me, and yet certain elements in his inner mind spon
taneously came to my attention . It occurred to me that perhaps you did not 
know the importance of the material, or found it difficult to pick out its most 
distinguishing and valuable points. 

The basis and firm groundwork of the material, and its primary contri
bution, lies in the concept that consciousness itself indeed creates matter, that 
consciousness is not imprisoned by matter but forms it, and that consciousness 
is not limited or bound by time or space; time and space in your terms being 
necessary distortions, or adopted conditions, forming a strata for physical exis
tence. 

Once this is understood, all the rest of our material can be seen in the light 
of both logic and intuition. It is, indeed, time that such a book be compiled, 
and I do suggest that when it is compiled you ask Mr. Wollheim to write an 
introduction. We will go into this more thoroughly as we progress. 

The basic idea of the material should be stressed, however, and strongly, 
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s i 1 1n· i t  i s  l 'tt l l l l  1 h i 11  1 h . t l  o u r  o t her n > l l l:t'p t s  l' l l l t 'l'gc. The J I H.:l:ha l l isn l s  J ,y w l 1 i l l 1  
psych ic l'l l l'rgy 1 1 1 t 'O t lscimtsness h>n ns r n : t l l'tT should a lso h e  i nc luded ,  a nd 1 1. 1 1 
t t ra l l y  t he concept 1 hat matter does not have duration. 

The dif-ference between value fulfillment and growth, the flhh d i mt· us io n ,  
a n d  the expanding universe portions should also be stressed. When m a n  rl'a l i 1cs 
t hat he himself creates his personal and universal environm e nt in co mTt ' l t' 
t e rms, then he can begin to create a private and universal en vi ron l l l L' I l l  I I I I I< h 
superior to the one that is the result of haphazard and unenligh tened co t l. 'i l l t h  
tions. 

This is our main message to the world, and this is the nex t  l i t H' i 1 1  l l l , t l l\ 
conceptual development, which will make itself fel t  in all fields, and  i 1 1  1 '11 ·1 l t i  
atry perhaps as much as any. 

When man realizes that he creates his own image now, he w iI I  1 1  o t I i 1 1 1 1  i 1 
so startling to believe that he creates other images in other times. 0 1 1 l  y : a l i t ·  r st l ( l 1  
a basis will the idea o f  reincarnation achieve its natural validity, and o 1 1 l y  wi H ' t l 
it is understood that the subconscious, certain layers of it, is a I i n k  bet wee1 1 t hc 
present personality and past ones, will the theory of reincarnation he accep t l'd 
as fact. 

I have been prepared to give you this present information but a s u i t ah lt· 
opportunity did not seem to pre�ent itself. And I do feel a responsibility in hl' l p
ing you prepare a book from the material. 

You will find those who will help. Any divergence of opinion hetwt'L'I l 
Ruburt and yourself may be taken to me if such arises. The material should l w  
copied a s  faithfully a s  possible. You may need to make certain deleti ons,  h r 1 1 
upon any given subject I prefer not to be paraphrased. 

You cannot include all the material in one book, obviously. That is why I 
would like the matters mentioned above to be definitely included i 11 1 hl' l i  rst 
book, as other books will be based upon them. 

An introductory chapter may give explanations as to how I' I I L' n w t nia l  
came about and continues. I will l e t  you rest your hand, and I expect· 1 h a n ks  lo t  
such practical help on my part. 

(Break at 8:30. fane was dissociated as usual, and ended the rnonologul' J t 1ilh 
a smile. During break, I jokingly remarked that it would be a great help to 11.1' �'(tw 
knew who would be interested in publishing the material. I did not expert 1111 1 ',\fllit 
it answer. 

Uane had coughed but a few times. She resumed in a normal voit 't' til 8:. f I , ) 
I cannot clear your way. I can only help you. You will unders t a n d  t l w  H '. t  

sons for this at  a later ti me hut it is necessary; I will not say unfo rt u l l : l l ( ' ly, t l , , , ,  
you work, and that you gi ve J l l l tch to this material and to these ideas.  
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This  materi a l  w i l l  take i ts p lace i n  t he l'o l ll'cp t ua l  and emot ional  l i fe u l' 
Western civilization, and finally will make i ts way t h roughout  the world. New 
ideas are not accepted easily. When they take fire however, they literal1y sweep 
through the universe. 

I am not reprimanding either of you in any manner, nevertheless your fail 
ure to take the house represented a lack of what we may call faith, and your work 
with the material will require faith in the ideas here presented. 

If )COU do not have faith in them, who else shall be expected to? Ruburt, 
in fear of being thought of as an hysterical woman, does hold back at times, as 
is somewhat natural, and within limits necessary. 

You can afford to be more freely committed. However faith in an idea is 
frowned upon in scientific circles, but no new concept or idea, or discovery, ever 
came unless there was first faith that it indeed existed. 

I must therefore work within the limitations of both of your doubts, and 
your doubts and only your doubts, will hold us back. For both of your infor
mations, and this is entirely without distortion, Ruburt, for all his bellowing, 
will find the following as impractical as you will, Joseph. 

I speak not because I think that either of you will allow yourselves to fol
low my suggestions in this particular matter, but merely to tell you what could 
be done to, or for, all of our benefits. 

Uane smiled, then paused at this point. She also turned off the radio, which 
had been playing since the session began.) 

I almost tremble to speak-
(Tll bet. ') 
-already anticipating your and Ruburt's automatic horror at such imprac

ticality, and also already knowing that Ruburt will fear that you will fear that the 
material is distorted. 

He would not want to be responsible. 
�4nd here jane's voice was most amused.) 
Now. Faith and belief in an idea implies some commitment. 

Commitment is dependent upon expectation. He who does not have expecta
tions along certain lines will not commit himself, and will not achieve; in the 
particular instance he will not give enough of himself, and he will not receive, 
except in proportion to what he gives. 

My suggestion will be, therefore, that Ruburt do his own work in the 
mornings. Incidentally, I will make some effort to help him in this line, so that 
financially things will balance out. Afternoons, instead of working at the gallery, 
I would suggest that he busy himself with my book. Seriously, as he does with 
his own work, and that you continue to record our sessions. 
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Book ( ) I l L' o f  1 l w St·l h sessions, n o r  do I want anyone else to record the sessions. 
The hook is 1 1ot something that can be done in between times, as there 

should be a grouping of subject matter, rather than a strict page by page rendi
tion. I did say however that whenever possible, and as a rule, � words should 
be exactly quoted. The suggestion I have just given you is the one way which 
will give you the swiftest and most advantageous progress; and also when the 
book is ready under this schedule the time would be ripe. 

There will be other times that will also be ripe later. I have spoken to 
Philip about practicalities, and indeed you have both agreed. Now I speak to 
you both about practicalities. 

Jane, one foot on a chair, pointed emphatically at me. It will be recalled that 
Philip is the name of fohn Bradle_y's entity. Now fane &ughed as she continued.) 

I am concerned with your welfare. I am concerned with a book that will 
spread these ideas. While I have Ruburt in such an excellent state of passivity, I 
will add another point that he has blocked in the past. 

For this he is to blame, and not you, since he knows intuitively what I will 
say; and out of fear and doubt he has refused to act upon the knowledge. You 
could have been persuaded, but again for all his yacking, he did not have the 
courage of his inner convictions, and really made no attempt to act upon them. 

,.,. 
Had he left the gallery wheri his novel was published, he would by now 

have one and a half times his present income from writing. That is, his yearly 
income would exceed what it is now. 

He would have been acting out of expectancy, in league with subconscious 
as well as conscious need, and the impetus of wanting money would have given 
it to him, if he closed off the other means. He did not. 

Both of you, being practical, hardly considered it. For all his talk, he feared 
failure and your opinion of it. If you want to test the validity of expectation, 
then I will not say I challenge you, but I merely gently submit the above 
schedule. 

(And fane rapped not so gently upon the table for emphasis.) 
Your own expectations, Joseph, in line with your paintings, have vastly 

improved, but they are not yet enough developed. I will let you rest. 
(Break at 9:06. fane reported that she was far, far out. She had coughed but 

little, yet did not recall whether or not she had. My writing hand was getting some
what weary. 

(The only comment I had to make on the above material during break was 
that fane would have but a limited time in which to start bringing in money from 
writing, since our bank account would not last forever. fane resumed in a determined 
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11oice, Jtttring ''' me, '" 9: I 0.) 

I have not, apparently, made as m uch hl'adway with  you as I thought. 
Ruburt is indeed correq, and I am concerned f(H· you both, in that by now you 
should be able to put this material to practical ends-that is, by now these basic 
ideas should make your practical existence improve. 

You should be able, through using them, to manipulate matter more 
advantageously. I will put this in very simple terms. 

You can be receiving benefits from this knowledge that you are not yet 
receiving. The act of faith, the act of expectation involved in what I suggest will 
make the difference between work that is not selling now, and work that will 
sell, and no magic will give the same result. 

I can wave no magic wand. The expectations, and the acts of expectation 
that will generate the necessary emotional and psychic energy must come from 
you, and wholeheartedly. This will make the difference. The commitment to my 
book will make a difference. 

You cannot get the results first for a test. It goes without saying that 
Ruburt's technical abilities and know-how as a writer are developed. It is theo
retically, but definitely, possible for an individual to suddenly perform an art for 
which he has in the past achieved no conscious knowledge or mastery, and to 
do it well. But usually expectations are just not that strong, and a conscious and 
unconscious preparation is necessary. 

Above all the commitment. While other avenues are being used to 
approach fi nancial gains, in this case they are relied upon too long. Ruburt fixed 
the car, so to speak, in his own psychic manner. He would never have fixed it 
with a screwdriver, if he had a screwdriver in his hands. 

(Again jane banged upon the table to make her point.) 
Yet the results, you will agree, were practical. I will cut one of our sessions 

next week very short, to make up for this one, but I do not believe that even 
now you realize the service that I am trying to do you both, and myself. 

Rest your hand. 
(Break at 9:21. fane was dissociated as usuaL She had not coughed at alL She 

resumed in a quieter voice at 9:30.) 
I anticipated that my suggestion would even frighten Ruburt more than 

it frightened you, and you're pretty horrified. 
Again, he is quite to blame here, in that he is intuitively aware of pent-up 

energy that should go into his own work. 
He was, and is, afraid of commitment to his own work, much less mine. 

You can be of great assistance to him, to yourself and to me. His energy, Joseph, 
and his ability to project ideas into material construction, is truly astounding; 
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.1 1 1 d  w i t h  yo 1 1 1  l u· lp  Wl' must  t ap i r .  
M y p t t l'posl' hcrt' was not, a n d  i s  not, to put either of you o n  the spot, but 

to point  out 1 hr <.:ou rse that has the very best chance of success for all of your 
endeavors, and to hope at least that you would follow it. 

I realize that such a course does not seem practical, in usual terms. Yet it 
is in truth the most practical step that you could take. 

It is precisely because Ruburt will be cut off from funds that he will per
mit himself, and demand of himself, that he use all of his tremendous energy in 
his work. Not in any sort of conscious desperation, but in the sudden and joy
ous release of energy toward constructive ends. 

This is an extreme simplification, but while he is getting funds elsewhere, 
he does not really feel the need or the impetus to sell his work. That is, the impe
tus is not strong enough to overcome certain repressions that he allows himself 
in his writing now. 

Work on .t!1X book, however, should be carried on according to a schedule 
in the afternoons, and certainly not neglected. Excerpts can then be sent to var
ious foundations and necessary letters written. 

Ruburt will shortly come out of his daze. I imagine he will feel rather 
shocked. The decision, as always, is your own. I will not reprimand you if you 
do not take this course. I do say that it is the best one. 

I have done my best. I am tond of you both. I have tried to explain my 
reasons for suggesting this course. I do not want you to feel under pressure from 
me, but in fairness to our relationship I could do no less than point out the 
course of less resistance, and of best hope of success. 

I will indeed shorten our session next week, and I bid you both the fond
est of good evenings. 

('Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 9:4 5. fane was dissociated as usual My writing hand was somewhat 

tired) 

(This material is included here because it is too lengthy to preface the next, 
83rd, session. 

(It will be recalled that: 
(In the 68th session, july 6, 1964, page 221, Seth stated that our friend Bill 

Macdonnel, who was going to vacation in Provincetown, Cape Cod, for a j(w weeks, 
((will of course go to the seaside. There is a man, perhaps fifty years old, with whom 
he will become acquainted, or with whom he may become acquainted, with prickly 
hair: I see a rowboat with a symbol of some sort on it. I do not particularly see any 
women. That may be because my interests are somewhat different now, though this 
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could be misleading �� 
{In the 75th session, july 29, 1964, page 273. Stth stated regarding /Jill.· 

((Your .friend has lrliU!e two .friends, one older and one approximately his own agt. 
He is of course, or has been, near water. He has been at a bar with a large keg in it. 
There are two houses nearby, and a .front room across ftom a beach. There is a boat 
and dock. I abo believe he was in a group with four men, maybe something to do 
with a string of shells, also. " 

(Bill returned .from Provincetown last Saturday, Aug. 29, 1964. Visiting us 
the next day, Sunday, he confirmed Seth's statements in almost all instances. 

(Bill reached Provincetown the second week in july. He had not been there 
long, he said, when he did meet a man as described by Seth in the 68th session. His 
name and address will be fUrnished on request. The man was 54 years old actually, 
and his prickly hair" turned out to be a brush cut. Bill first got acquainted with 
him in the Old Colony Bar in Provincetown. The man is .from New York City, and 
was spending a week in Provincetown to "get away .from his wife and family. " 

(In the 68th session Seth mentioned a rowboat with a �ymbol Bill recalls no 
such boat, stating he did not pay particular attention to boats. His acquaintance 
wore a cap with an anchor symbol on it, although we do not regard this as being 
what Seth referred to. 

(In a resort area like the Cape, Bill did meet various women, but formed no 
lasting alliances with any. 

(Concerning the material given in the 75th session, of july 29: 
(First, after some thought and figuring of dates, Bill states that the date, 7129, 

is correct for the situations described below. By this time he had been in Provincetown 
long enough to meet various people. 

(Bill did make two .friends, one older, and one about his own age. The young 
man is named Gary, and is .from Boston. The older man is named Larry O'Toole, 
and is .from Baltimore, MD. Both are artists. Gary is about 25, [Bill is 27}, and 
Lar�y O'Toole is 50 or so. Bill knew Gary for about two weeks, and O'Toole for about 
six weeks. He has their addresses, and Gary's last name which he could not recall off
hand 

(Larry O'Toole, it developed, rented for the summer the 'front room across 
.from a beach. " This room is part of a cottage that is joined to another cottage in the 
crowded Provincetown area, and both units are, actually, directly in back of a busi
ness establishment that faces on Provincetown's main street, Commercial St. To reach 
them it's necessary to use an alley around the business establishment. To explain the 
rather complicated setup, Bill drew a map for fane and me, and my copy of it is 
included with these notes. 

(To leave the cottages for a moment� down the street within three blocks is a 
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lhlr U'ilh ' ' /,ow· A'f'l1 in iJ, tiS St.'th stlltl'd '/ 1-ms, the loc,tfc dt'scribnl in tlw Jt'.I'Jion 
• •  t i  

t'ncomp,l.\Jt'.l' 1 1  rrl,llit1t'(Y small physical area. The name of the bar is the Atumtic 
!louse, and Nil/ JIJ/It'J that it actually is made up of several smaller bars, each fea
turing a dijjerent decor. In one of these smaller bars is a ve�y klrge keg, which had 
been cut in half,: each half is set into a wall forming a striking dispkly. 

(Bill states that on or somewhere either just before or after july 29, the date of 
the 75th session, he attended a party at Larry O'Toole's cottage. Attending the party 
were Bill Gary, Larry, and two other men Bill did not know Thus, as Seth stated, 
Bill "was in a group with four men. " 

(The party broke up rather early that evening, and Bill then went to the 
Atklntic House bar with Garry and Larry, where he saw the keg. Bill states that 
another bar in Provincetown has many small kegs dangling .from the ceiling as a 
means of decoration, but these kegs are quite small and do not com pare with the one 
in the A-House for size. 

(Bill states it is his belief that the ''two houses near�y" do refer to the two cot
tages mentioned above, one shared by Gary and Larry 07oole, with the .front room 
across .from the beach, since they are not far down the street .from the A-House bar. 

(Bill Macdonnel also states that as one looks out the front room of Larry 
0'1oole's cottage, he sees just to the left a dock with boats, although Seth stated it as 
'a boat and dock, " singuklr. 1o the right of the joined cottages is the Provincetown 
Playhouse. 

(The .front room overlooking the water is, contrary to expectations, rather an 
unusual one in Provincetown, Bill said, since the cottages are rather crowded in 
against other buildings in somewhat of a helter-skelter fashion, and actually most of 
them do not command a view of the water. In this 0'1oole's cottage was out of the 
ordina�Jt. The bar in the cottage has a small beer keg, Bill said, but he does not believe 
this is the one referred to by Seth. 

(Bill has [by coincidence?} made a painting of the general area described 
above, and I will photograph it for the record 

(Regarding Seth's statement about a string of shells, the only association with 
shells that Bill recalls is that shell ashtrays were used at the party. He does not think 
this is what Seth referred to. 

(Let it be stated that neither jane nor I have ever been to Provincetown, any
where on the Cape. I spent one day in Boston about 23 years ago while in the ser
vice, on my way to an airfield in Maine � train. 

{It might also be noted that Bill was a witness to the 68th session, but not of 
course the 75th. At the 68th session, Bill jane and I made tentative plans to exper
iment at set times for telepathic communication while Bill was at the Cape, but these 
pklns did not materialize.) 
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(For the record· I copied Bill Macdonnel's map oft he Provincetown area dis
cussed in the 82nd Session.) 
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A I / (  ;1 1ST J I ,  1 964 9 PM MONDAY AS SCHEDULED 

(Continuing the stor_y of narcotics in Elmira as predicted by Seth in the 63rd 
session, june 17, 1964, there was published in the Elmira paper for Saturday, Aug. 
29, the story of the arrest of an addict connected with the theft of a doctor's bag and 
prescription blanks at an Elmira hospital parking lot. See page 311 .  

(On Sunday, Aug. 30, Bill Macdonnel, back.from Provincetown, Cape Cod, 
confirmed almost all of the data given by Seth in the 68th and 75th sessions, con
cerning Bill's vacation. See pages 318-19. 

Oane and I have not as yet resumed the study of psychological time. 
(Before tonight's session I mentioned to jane that I hoped Seth would di.rntJJ 

the August 12-15 date he gave for Miss Callahan, and would mention Hi//} rrport 
on his predictions. jane had no idea oft he subject matter for the session, although .d)(· 
expected the session to be short. She began dictating on time, in a normal voice t1nrl 
at a regular rate. Her pacing was rather slow, her eyes dark as usual Her cold Wtl.l' 
much better, incidentally.) 

Good evening. 
(Good evening, Seth. ') "' 
This will be a short session. 
When we have an unexpected or unscheduled session, I wil l  a lw. 1  'i 

endeavor to shorten the succeeding session, as in this case. 
We will, indeed, return to our discussion of the inner senses. l lowt •v,•t 

there is more material concerning the nature of matter which should he 1 om 11 l 
ered first. 

There are a few points that I would like to make of a gcm·1 .t l ' ' · '" " '  
Ruburt has been reading Jung, though not consistently. The l i b ido d1 11 " 1 1 \ 1 1  
originate in  the individual subconscious of  the present persona l i t y.  I t  ""n" ' ' "  
instead in  the energy of  the entity and inner self, and i s  directed hy t t H ' . t ll'l t d " ' '  
inner senses, outward so to  speak, through the deeper layers of  t l , ,  t n d iv l dud l  
subconscious mind, then through the outer o r  personal layers. 

Your Freud and Jung have probed into the outer, person;t l � l l l • " ' '  ' 1 1 1 1 1 
Jung saw glimpses of other depths, but that is all. There arc r ; � t l � e · t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
distortions occurring in Jung's writings, as  well a s  in Freud's, si t t t 1 d 1 1�� d id ' ' " '  
understand the primary, cooperative nature of the libido. We w t l l I I I VI I I\IP 1 1 1 1 1  

selves i n  a much more thorough study along these lines, a s  Wl' 1 ot 1 1 a• 1 1 ,  ,, u . .  t l t l  1 
body of subject material . 

However, the basic cooperative nature of the libido is i , , , l , • d I P I "  1 1  
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i n  l a rge degn:t:, t(> r  the p.'iychic coopl'ra t ion i n  w l t i d1 .d l vn t i t i es a rc i n volved, i n  
the construction of a physical world of matte1· t h a t  i .'i i n hah i tul h y al l on yo1 1 r 
plane. · 

This cooperative nature of the libido has been completely overlooked and 
misinterpreted for various reasons, many simply due to ignorance. You know 
that the individual cells of any form cooperate to form another, more 
complicated gestalt; and without the cooperation not only would the more 
complicated structure cease to operate, but the individual cells would also cease 
to operate. 

We have spoken of the interdependence and cooperation, biologically, 
among organisms in your physical universe. The new appearance of an individ
ual into the physical realm is aided by the psychic cooperation of individuals on 
your plane. Almost at once the new libido takes up its adopted duty of main
taining the physical universe, along with all others, and without hesitancy. 

If it did not do � it would not exist for long. Cooperation on all levels is 
the necessity on all planes. 

The cooperation can be joyous, given freely on subconscious and con-
scious levels, or it can be given in a grudging manner, but it will be given . 

I would like to mention a bit concerning your friend, Mark. 
{It will be recalled that Mark is the name of Bill Macdonnel's entity.) 
Ruburt blocked some of the material, but did let a significant portion 

through. The four men and the room overlooking the water that I mentioned, 
did refer to the men and the room Mark told you of. I did, however, see outside 
that night also a boat with a symbol on its bow, and this boat I had mentioned 
earlier. The boat was tied to a pier, and was the first in line as you looked out 
from the room. 

(Remember that Seth did mention a boat in both the 68th and 75th sessions. 
('Did Bill see it?') 
l saw it. He should have seen it from that viewpoint. He may not remem

ber. The bar did refer to the bar a few blocks away with a large keg in it, rather 
than any other bar, many of which were decorated with small kegs. 

Miss Callahan, on the 1 4th of August, merely suffered a very light stroke. 
I say merely, since the occurrence could have been of an even more severe 
nature. On the following day she was more mentally agitated than usual, dizzy, 
with some motor disability in the left arm. The condition, the mental condition, 
passed more or less unnoticed in the light of her known disabilities. 

Had she seen a doctor on the 1 4th the condition would have been 
noticed, I believe. 

I suggest your break. 
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(Break at 9:29. jane was dissociated as usual She gave the information on 
_'vfiss Callahan while pacing back and forth with her Left hand to her forehead, as 
rhough in deep thought. At break she said she had not been aware that she was doing 
,·o. jane resumed in the same manner at 9:35.) 

I told you that this will be a short session, and so it will. I do suggest that 
on session nights Ruburt find some time to relax. Also that whenever possible 
:·ou both read our material, and that you do continue no� with psychological 
rime, following the directions which I have given you. 

Do not think, either, that I have forgotten to discuss your previous expe
riences, for I have not. They will be discussed under their own headings when 
the time is ready. 

I will not bother to make any comments on your lack of decision in fol
lowing my suggestion during our unscheduled session, nor upon Ruburt's 
change of position at the gallery. I suppose however, that in the last instance con
gratulations are in order, and so I make them. 

(Here Seth refors to the fact that jane has been made Assistant Director at the 
art gallery. She is very pleased Her duties have been changed somewhat, and will 
include Lecturing to the children's classes on art history; jane Likes to teach, and many 
sessions ago Seth said this ability was a carry-over from a previous Life, and was so 
far not being used in this Life.) 

I was concerned somewhat with Ruburt's reading of Jung, simply because 
while he seems to offer more than Freud, in some aspects he has attempted 
much, and his distortions are fairly important, in that seeming to delve further 
and offering many significant results, he nevertheless causes insidious conclu
sions. All the more hampering because of his scope. 

I will discuss this further at a later date, and in its place. 
I will never endeavor to put any pressure upon you, through needling you 

to following my suggestions, and I understand very well, believe it or not, the 
so-called practical aspects of the world in which you live. Nevertheless I certainly 
can register some disappointment, and so I do. 

Also since you have both been reading the Cayce book, I have a few com
ments. Our material speaks for itself, and many of Mr. Cayce's comments are 
extremely valid and should be helpful to you. He outlined, as you know, some 
of the dangers in undisciplined dabbling with the subconscious, and I have also 
hinted that certainly some could, and did, exist, which is why we have pro
gressed slowly and surely, in a disciplined manner. 

We are bringing all aspects into balance this way. Ruburt's personality has 
held itself in excellent bonds, being flexible, and it is this flexibility that is 
extremely important. It is this flexibility, in both of your personality patterns, 



tha t  g i ves us needed streng t h  and halanct·, ;md I 1 1 1 1 1  sp -.t l in now of a s l lhcon
scious flexibility, basic to your personalities. 

A rigid personality pattern, held tightly in a vice of shall we say extremely 
immobile, subconscious psychosis, is unable to find release through healthy 
channels, and cannot arise into the mobile world of creation. 

Anything rigid breaks easily when any new pressures are applied. 
Therefore, when such a rigid, psychotic personality suddenly discovers a way for 
release through opening the subconscious, then the rigid rock at its core 
explodes into a lava of uncontrollable fantasy; and the terror at the base of such 
a personality is then externalized, and the individual fo reed to face under the 
worst possible conditions, those personal disruptions buried for so long. 

I suggest a brief break. 
(Break at 9:59. jane was dissociated as usual. She resumed in the same quiet 

manner at 10:02.) 
I will not keep you much longer. 
I wanted to state that whatever personal neuroses you both have, and 

everyone has some, you are certainly no exception, these because of the fluidity 
and flexibility of your subconscious makeups, have been rather efficiently used 
through sublimation in your own creative activities. 

It is for this reason that our progress has been smooth, and yet steady. Nor 
was, nor should, my well-meaning suggestion be taken, as Ruburt at least once 
mentioned, as any sort of temptation to him to retreat from the outer world. 

I had also intended, if the suggestion were followed, to add certain sug
gestions having to do with the necessity of seeing others, and even of some 
aggressive activities, so to speak, which would have effectively counteracted any 
possible tendency for withdrawal on his part. 

You will never find me advocating a withdrawal from the outer world, 
advocating prejudice of any kind, advocating any activities that will be in any 
way injurious to health, or advocating a fanaticism, ever, on the part of the ses
sions themselves. 

Commitment yes, fanatic commitment no. I certainly advocate that the 
body of the material be made available to the public, and indeed its purpose is 
to help mankind understand himself, so that he may understand the world 
which mirrors his inner reality. 

I am not and never will, set Ruburt up or you up, Joseph, as any kind of 
superior beings, sacred in any way that all men and women are not sacred. If 
you and Ruburt have certain abilities to perceive, receive, translate and com
municate that which some others cannot, many also have other abilities that 
neither of you do have. 



I wi l l r wvcr " "  d 1C other hand i r 1.'i ist  upon a grovel i ng h u m i l i t y, a l (:d i n g  
o f  usdl'SSi l l'Ss, l i )r· u pon such a false and inadequate conception o f  .'idf is hased 
the most u n f( u·t u nate sort of exterior posturing. I insist upon an honest, hum
ble and proud acceptance of your own relationship with the universe, and an 
acceptance of your responsibility in it. 

With these precepts no one can find fault. It is true that the outward man
ifestations of the libido are directed toward the physical world, but until the 
source of the libido is seen and studied and known to exist, not in the topmost 
subconscious layers of the individual, and not even in the racial subconscious, 
but within the entity itself, then man will not know himsel£ 

Jung feared, basically, such a journey because he felt that it led only to the 
racial source. He feared that anyone involved in such a study would end up in 
the bottleneck of a first womb; but there, there is an opening-up into other 
realms, through which the libido also passed. Figuratively speaking, it squeezed 
itself through the bottleneck, and there is a lack of limitation on the other side. 

Freud courageously probed into the individual topmost layers of the sub
conscious, and found them deeper than even he suspected. These levels are 
indeed f

i
lled with what may be termed life-giving and death-tempting differen

tiated and undifferentiated impulses acquired in the present life of an individ
ual. But when these have been pas�ed there are many discoveries still to be made. 

When these have been passed then the diligent, consistent, intuitive and 
flexible seeker after knowledge will fi.nd horizons of which Freud never dreamed. 
Freud merely touched the outer boundaries. Jung, with his eyes clouded by the 
turmoil set up by Freud, glimpsed some further regions, but poorly. 

What Freud did for the personal layers of the subconscious we and others 
like us must do for the furthest reaches. 

Are your hands tired? 
(My writing hand was beginning to tire, yet I did not want to pause, so 

answered in the negative. 
(No. ') 
Here you will discover man's true origins, and the mechanisms and ways 

in which the unseen self operates, forms his universe of matter through psychic 
energy, and communicates on levels unperceived by his outer physical organism. 

You see, or man sees, not even half of the whole entity which is himsel£ 
It is uue that in this journey and on this search, discipline, some caution and 
understanding, and much courage, is demanded. 

This is as it should be. l am  helping you in this, and others like me. It is 
because so much hodgepodge has emerged that a disciplined and consistent 
investigation of this sort, on your parts, is necessary. You are both peculiarly suited 
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h l l· SUCh p urs u i t ,  w i lh a CO i l lb i nat io l l  or i l l t l l i l iVL' I l l'SS, has ic  psych ic  bc i l i 1 y, ;t l ld 
yet integrated inner identities. 

This is extremely important. I suggest a break. ' I  'he session will be over by 
eleven. 

(Break at 10:37. fane was dissociated aJ usual. She said she had been reading 
fung lately, though ve�y desultorily and not at all avidLy. She resumed dictation in 
the same quiet manner at 1 0:40.) 

I also want to add that I am not a control, as mediums speak of having a 
control. I am not, as I believe I have mentioned, a secondary or split personality 
of Ruburt's. For example, I am not a conglomeration of male tendencies that 
have collected themselves into a subsidiary personality that struggles for recog
nition or release. 

I am certainly not a conglomeration of vaguely-defined creative aspects of 
Ruburt's personality, that struggle for release. Ruburt's own array of writings, 
published and unpublished, should testify that he needs no added creative 
outlet. 

We operate on a cooperative basis, and will continue to do so. I suggest 
that this material be sent with letters or other portions of the material, to what
ever sources you have in mind. I say that I am an energy personality essence, 
since that is what I am. 

There is no invasion of Ruburt's mind or subconscious on my part. He 
allows us to communicate. My name for him is Ruburt, which happens to be a 
male name simply because the name is the closest translation, in your terms, for 
the name of the whole self or entity, of which he is now a self-conscious part. 

There is no danger of either so-called (in quotes) "unhealthy or evil or 
demon, or uncontrolled spirits," (end of quote) , finding access to the door in 
the subconscious which Ruburt has opened. Such demons, as a rule when they 
seem to-

(Here fane pounded upon the table for emphasis.) 
-suddenly burst forth, have long been hiding in the personal subcon

scious, and are indeed unfortunate creations of a psychotic mind. There are 
none of these in Ruburt's subconscious mind. 

Luckily, and this applies to both of you, any unhealthy aspects of strong · 
subconscious formation find access through your own creative works. The 
closed and dangerous subconscious is that one which is closed both to inner 
depths of inspiration arising from the inner self, and also to outer doors of 
expressiOn. 

Here the pressure is explosive, but this applies to neither of your cases. 
Therefore, we have no invasion of Ruburt's personality on my part, as I have 
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I am 1 1o 1  so n 1c  creepy spirit, to wiggle my ears at  the first suggest io l l  h l l· 
applause, f� > r  parr ies or for your pleasure. Not that you have asked me to do so, 
but for the record. I am not a spirit in those sentimental terms spoken by some 
well-meaning but poorly balanced mentalities. 

I am an energy personality essence. Your inner sense of identity, and 
Ruburt's, is strong. You have no need to even wonder about the possibility of 
any sort of invasion, that would be detrimental. And w: invasion would be 
detrimental. 

I wanted all of this material together, so that a concise statement of our 
positions, and of the purpose of this material, could be made. And now, after 
keeping you longer than I intended, I bid you a most fond good evening. 

("Good night, Seth. " 

(End at 1 1:02. jane was dissociated as usual.) 

SESSION 84 
SEPTEMBER 2, 1964 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS SCHEDULED 

(A. husband and wife who were scheduled to witness the session tonight, noti
fied fane they would be unable to attend because of business pressures. However, Bill 
Macdonnel arrived to be a witness. 

(Lately, since his return from Cape Cod, Bill has had a few twinges in his lung, 
a mild return of the trouble dealt with by Seth in some detail in the 56th session, 
May 25, 1964, page 110. In the 68th session, page 218, july 6, 1964, Seth stated 
that unless Bill took certain steps the lung trouble would return. And lately, Bill has 
been looking for a place to live that he could also use as a studio. 

(While trying psychological time for wed. 912 at 8:15 PM, I experienced my 
familiar thrilling sensation as soon as I lay down. It had some duration in my left 
side; without trying hard, I achieved a very pleasant state. During it I heard several 
vague voices, saw several vague scenes, including a white-haired man. I did not exert 
much energy nor try to pinpoint anything. 

Uane was not nervous before the session. She expected it to be short. She began 
dictation in a voice somewhat louder than usual. Her pacing was regular, her eyes 
dark as usual.) 

Good evening. 
(Good evening, Seth. ') 
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My welcome to Ma.rk, who is with us aga i n ,  and I repeat: The boat was 
the first boat in vision from the inside of the large room in which the men met. 

(See page 322. We had discussed with Bill the additional information Seth 
gave in the last session concerning the boat with a symbol on it, supposedly visible to 
Bill from this particular seaside room in Provincetown, but Bill is not able to recall 
the craft in question. Seth had also mentioned this boat in the 68th and 75th ses
sions.) 

I saw the boat plainly, when I took in the whole scene. Perhaps Mark was 
not aware of seeing it. 

("What was the symbol on it?') 
The symbol was a half arc with one crossed line diagonally, almost like an 

inverted cent sign-c - e - n - t. It was not large. There may have been an ini
tial "J" beside it, and a second initial "F" or "W". 

I have nothing else to add, beside what was given in the previous session 
regarding Mark's journeys. 

Again, also I have said nothing about Ruburt's change in status at the 
gallery, for my own reasons. And it will do you no good to ask me what they 
are. 

(Here jane pointed emphatically at me. It will be recalled also that Mark is 
Bill's entity name.) 

I suggest again that you reread some of our earlier material when you find 
time, and that you resume your psychological time experiments in some kind of 
schedule. 

There are as you know barriers, boundaries and various dimensions 
through which you must travel in this type of inner exploration. Through train
ing you will learn the various depths within which you travel, and to some 
extent gauge your own progress. 

Psychological time is indeed the only medium, or framework, within 
which exploration of the inner self can be carried on. Again, you should both 
find yourselves coming within a sphere of activity in your experiments, with the 
coming of autumn. For reasons that I will discuss later, the shift of seasons 
always gives rise to added bursts of psychic energy, though indeed the added 
bursts of psychic energy are in main responsible for the shift of seasons. 

I believe that you will find during such times that you achieve higher 
plateaus of success at these times, and the natural aspects of the season's change 
will themselves trigger such inner activity, if only you allow it. 

Here we have a combination of forces psychic showing themselves in 
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chemical and electrical manifestations. The seasons as you know represent the 
physical construction of the inner psychic climate. As particular portions of 
matter are transformed , as the inner self, through the inner senses creates a sim
ple material object that is picked up by the outer senses clearly as, say, a table, 
so are these other constructions that closely mirror inner reality that are per
ceived by the outer senses as effects. 

These constructions cannot be easily pointed to. You can point here
Uane tapped on the table.) 
-and say this is a table, and nearly all will agree. But the seasons are auto

matic constructions along the lines of alterations, happ�ning to matter already 
constructed. 

You cannot for example see autumn, but only its effects upon matter 
already constructed. The seasons represent indeed a more or less regular inner 
sweep and rhythm that finds expression through altering what psychic energy 
has already created. 

There are, then, constructions that are known only through their effects. 
These constructions are those which most closely approximate inner reality, in 
that they are not as completely imprisoned in form or matter, but in themselves 
change form or matter. 

This you will find extremely important in later discussions. 
Ruburt is blocking a picture of Philip. I see him in a kitchen, and among 

some disagreement-disagreements, on this date. 
("Who is he with?" 
(This statement took me by surprise, until I remembered that in the 63rd ses

sion, june 17, 1964, page 15 9, Seth had given a date of Sept. 2 in which plans "may 
be born at that date which will affect his participation in his professional field. " I 

refer of course to john Bradley, entity name Philip; and john had been a witness to 
the 63rd session.) 

Ruburt is blocking me. Perhaps two women and a man, and loud voices, 
with a child listening close by. 

I suggest your break. 
(Break at 9:25. jane was dissociated as usual She remembered the blocking; 

she was, she said, afraid she would make a mistake-especially in the beginning of 
the session. When I said the session was well under way by now, jane pointed out that 
her definition of the beginning includes all material given up until and including 
first break. 

(After that her dissociation is deeper and more secure, she said, and she is not 
so afraid of mistakes or distortions. For my part, considering the recent success 
concerning the material involving Bill Macdonnel, I wanted to get as much 
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information as I could on john this evening so that we could check against it later. 
(Bill said that he still could not recall the rowboat with the symbol on it at the 

Provincetown dock, although he readily agreed that he could have seen it and for
gotten it. He explained that due to the construction of the wharf one saw just to the 
left as he looked out the .front room in question, that it would be quite difficult to see 
as small an object as a rowboat tied up there; the wharf is quite high, and due to the 
slant of the beach a small/ow object like a rowboat would be hard to see. 

(Bill did say he remembered another kind of boat there, some kind of barge 
and derrick craft. I asked him if he had any .friends who might still be there, that he 
could write to for verification. 

Oane resumed in a rather normal voice at 9:30.) 

There was a green boat, tied, that was not empty, but had bulky shapes in 
it, and some dark material. A bit away, and low, and with no motor, that was 
used twice a week and on one other designated day. I suggest that we drop the 
subject. 

You will find new abundances of energy, as I told you, and you can use 
this to better your physical constructions, and to enrich psychological time 
experiments. 

When I speak of bettering material constructions, I speak of more perfect 
constructions, more faithful replicas of thought into matter, and hence I speak 
of the breaking up of unfortunate cycles caused by the influence of shoddy phys
ical constructions in environment, that in turn color the inner self's notion of 
the material world. 

Because I kept you so long during an unscheduled session, I intend to 
keep you now only for a brief period. We will soon begin to return to the inner 
senses, tying them in with our discussion on matter. 

I will now, in line with my policy of balancing out our sessions, end this 
one. I bid you all a fond good evening-and you cannot blame me now for tak
ing up more than the allotted time which we have allowed ourselves. 

One note to Mark. I have mentioned rather strenuously that it is most 
necessary for him to fin& his own establishment. The twinges that he feels are 
indeed warnings, or nudges rather, from his own subconscious mind, that he do 
this and thus bring the plans for it into actual reality. 

Three nights ago he had a dream that symbolically also gave him the same 
directions. At another time we will go into the importance of dreams on their 
various levels, and outline the kinds of dreams more thoroughly than has been 
done by psychologists to date. The subject will be of great interest to you, and 
we shall use your own dreams as examples. 

("Can you tell us more about john Bradley now?") 
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ficulties of late against which Philip has been struggl i n �. The d i �( mNtn r t ' ' "" l 1 1 

involved with these also, or at least touch upon them i n  l 1 is r n i nd 

I would add-not to this-that of late Ruh u rt is ll 'a rl l i l l J',  1 1 1  1, 1 h i � 11 1 1 l u 1 1 1 1  
scious mind work for him, rather than aga i n st h i m ;  h . � v i i i J ', t n  d "  w i d 1  d , , 

gallery. I am not going to have these sess ions dc:t l w i t h " ��' ' ' "" 1 1 "  I, N ,  • v• 1 1 

though the end would be a good one. The demo r 1 s tra t ion ." n l  t l 1 1 ., 1 1 1 1  w r l l  

always arise spontaneously, and the spontaneous da 1 :1 t h : 1 1  .'lo .u·i .'ll'.'l wd l  1 1  1 1 . t l l ' 

be accurate. 
In a deep trance we could tell you much, Ruh u rt and  I ,  h u t  I st i l l  · ' ! ', r t'l' 0 1 1 

the principles of cooperation, and always follow the dictates of cau t ion .  Ruhurr 's 
abilities along these lines are great, but it is necessary always th at certa i n  co n t ro ls 
are maintained; and he  certainly sees to that! 

There is an emotional bond that is important in the setting up of such 
contacts, and what is clear in such clairvoyance may take in certain objects or 
situations that are perceived, not because of their logical cohesion, but events or 
situations which the emotional b�nd makes significant. 

This material will be handy in your interpretation of such data. Even 
when clairvoyantly-perceived situations appear independent of personal emo
tional content, it will be found that an intuitional sympathy has been estab
lished. The emotions are the extensions of the inner senses, as I have told you-

(Here jane's voice deepened and boomed out.) 
-and therefore they are the pathways to clairvoyance. When no personal 

emotional bonds are seen to be present, there will be nevertheless an inner psy
chic sympathy. 

Psychic sympathy can be expanded in some space of the m i mi ,  of any 

mind, of any inner mind. All things are known, for in the depths of the i n ncr  

self emotional sympathy is  endless. By sympathy I refer to an in ner con nect ion ,  

an attraction, not necessarily a pity. 
Mark's dream was significant. 
(I had been hoping Seth would discuss Bi/15· dream. Ever sina· Jllt'.fin·J mt ·n� 

tion of i0 I had tried to concentrate upon this question while ttzking J UJit'J. In }let, 
during this session I experienced many moments when the mtlterit tl j,m,· tldil't'r('(l 
directly echoed thoughts of my own.) 

Three nights ago, of a large room. I am aware of i t t h rough l 1 is s• r hnm
scious mind. He is not consciously aware of it, I do not lwl i< 'Vt" . . d t l u l i i J �h i t  
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has tened h i s  p la ns. There was a sh adow over t h l'  100 1 1 1 ,  , t t t d  d t t' room was d i v id
ed into many portions, which represented the  va r ious d i vided fears a nd desi res 
he has at this time. 

The room in his dream had a circular ceiling which represented, if he will 
excuse me, the womb of his mother, from which the adult must finally symbol
ically escape. 

I suggest either a break or the close of the session, as you prefer. Since I 
promised a short session, I will give in and close it. 

Mark may not remember his dream. Ruburt has the sometime habit of 
recording his dreams, and an interpretation of them at some times would be 
helpful . And really now: a fond good evening. As always I could go on for hours, 
and here you are, weary after the long day. I know I should take pity on you. 
Will I? 

("lJ: )) 1es. 
Oane smiled) 
Remember, I look in on you now and then, and I look out for those close 

to you. If I am not a guardian angel, I do a fairly good job of approximating 
one's duties, with little thanks, though I do hear vague glimmerings of appreci
ation. And Ruburt's energy could still be directed to more constructive ends. 

Well, I will close. But then, I give in to you so often. Is your hand tired? 
(":res. 'J 
I wish you a fond good evening. I would wish you an even fonder good 

evening, if you used your own energy more efficiently so that I could carry on 
longer. 

("Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 10:0 7 jane was dissociated as usual. Bill said he could not remember 

his dream. He did confirm however, the presence of a green and white boat that was 
anchored out in the bay, and in view from the front room of Lar�y O'Toole's cottage. 
It was, he said, perhaps a fifteen-foot cabin-type speedboat, and might have had 
something in it; on this point Bill was not sure. The top of the boat was green, the 
bottom white. He also remembered a green rowboat that was anchored out in front 
of the house. Bill then suggested that he write to Larry O'Toole for confirmation, since 
as far as he knew O'Toole should still be in Provincetown. In particular, O'Toole 
could check on the rowboat with a symbol on its bou� as described by Seth. 

(While the three of us were discussing the session, and the fact that jane seemed 
much less tired than before the session began, she suddenly began dictating again. Her 
voice was somewhat louder than normal jane spoke for most of the time while seated 
upon the table. Resume at 1 0:17) 

One note. You both can and should learn to utilize your energies in the 
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It is a fact beyond dispute that at a later hour he is ab le t o  ava i l  h i n Js(· l l  of  
energy not usually available to him, and to use this energy cons t n tt:t ivc ly  ; 1 1 t d  
effectively. Without duplicating the exact circumstances the t h ree of yot l i 1 1  t h is 
room can learn to use your energy as effectively in ordinary pursu its . There is a 
change of focus. Mark has also much energy that he is not using. 

He is given, indeed, to a peculiar habit of sloth which he must conquer if 
his artistic abilities are to bear fruit. And you, dear friend, could do with giving 
your intuitions greater freedom, for you are already adequately blessed with self
discipline. 

(Here jane was looking at me.) 
I certainly will here refrain from even suggesting that you put your intu

itions to work in practical terms, since this obviously does not meet with your 
wholehearted approval, but falls far short. 

Mark is considering a commitment to an idea. Unless he studies himself 
most thoroughly, he must take great pains to see that the commitment is fol
lowed up by self-discipline. You should see to it that your self-discipline follows 
the dictates of intuition. If you will excuse the comment, Ruburt is either all 
self-discipline or all intuition. 

"" 

He should endeavor to tie the two together, in some kind of package. I 
will not make my practical suggestions anymore unless you ask me on the 
proverbial bended knee. I meet with suspicion; not one of my suggestions are 
followed. 

I am treated like an enemy, though with a kind face. If my suggestions 
came from Ruburt's subconscious mind alone, and they do not, they would be 
valid for you both. 

I understand why such suggestions are taken with caution, and despite all 
I do not blame you. I have always believed in caution. Time, however, will show 
that this material is valid, that no unhealthy subconscious tendencies are find
ing release, or giving dictation to you. 

There must be a balance, and there shall be. Indeed, there is here, between 
intuition and discipline. But I do know laws of energy that neither of you are 
acquainted with. Far be it from me to tamper with Ruburt's precious ego. The 
assistant to the director of the Arnot Art Gallery is not to be tampered with 
indeed! 

(Here jane's voice boomed out again as she castigated herself Her manner was 
half serious and half humorous, as it had been all through this material.) 



l i e w i l l  never g ive up such a ti t l e wi d w 1 1 1  d t c '  I I I OS I  d i re st ruggles. /\ n d  i t  
was to prevent his being given such a t i d e  t h a t  I suggested t h a t  h e  leave the 
gallery. His ego satisfaction, which i s  so hungry, and his  actual need for finances, 
should be satisfied and could be through his writing, as l told you. 

There is danger of a division of energy. His ego will lap up whatever praise 
it needs through being an assistant to the director. And this in the long run 
would not be to his advantage, nor indeed to yours. 

I suggest something. I will say good night. Ifl feel like going on for hours, 
it is because one year ago tonight I first made contact with Ruburt-at least a 
subconscious initial contact of which he was not consciously aware. The year has 
been a good one, even though my practical suggestions have not been followed, 
your situation has improved in line with the laws of expectation. 

I do never mean to hint that material goals are basically important, for 
they are not. But within bounds shoddy physical constructions are a poor com
mentary upon psychic health. Because your hand is tired I will end, and I will 
again promise a short session. 

Ruburt might squawk, but he has nothing to squawk about. I keep him 
in shape, and I'm afraid I'll have to do the same for you. And so good night. 

(Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 10:37. jane was dissociated as usual and said she was not conscious 

of the point when the dialogue began, taking off from our discussion after the first 
ending of the session. My writing hand was quite tired) 

SESSION 85 
SEPTEMBER 7, 1964 9 PM MONDAY AS SCHEDULED 

(Neither jane or I have any psychological time data to report, not yet having 
resumed a schedule for its study. 

(Over the weekend I had devoted some time to trying to sort out the contra
dictory Frank �tts material given by FW in the first two sessions. I had meant to 
try this for some time, knowing part of it was contradictory!, before asking Seth to 
straighten it out. jane and I had been talking about trying to check out some of this 
material since presumably records concerning Frank �tts would exist locally; and 
possibly people who knew him, other than Miss Callahan, and a co-worker of jane's 
at the gallery when the sessions began, Mrs. Borst, might be found who would help 
us verify any data Seth gave. [See Volume 1 o[fhe Early Sessions.} 

Uust before the session was due, jane remarked that she hoped Seth would 
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Good evening. 
('Good evening, Seth. ') 
I wish you both a most fond good evening. 
I will indeed mention the Frank Watts material, and a few othn 1 1 1at t:crs 

that are at hand. 
I would like to preface my remarks by mentioning that you are both in 

excellent psychic and physical condition at this point, and at your best level of 
achievement, indeed maintaining a balance that neither of you had been able to 
achieve earlier. 

I am pleased to see this. I am also pleased to see the mark of personal con
fidence, as far as Ruburt is concerned, and your joint decision that he leave the 
gallery. I am fully aware, perhaps indeed surely more aware than either of you, 
of the dangers of distortion in this material. 

Distortion is not falsehood. It is merely an interpretation of reality, col
ored or seen through a state of limited perception. I wish to make this most 
clear. I do intend to go into this ... matter thoroughly, since it involves various 
stages of consciousness through which we must journey. 

As far as Ruburt's personal subconscious mind is concerned, neither of 
you have to fear any material in it that might be, or present, dangerous, mis
guided, egocentric to the extreme, or darkly-inhibited phenomena. 

His personal subconscious, to my relief and I hope to yours, takes care of 
itself quite adequately through the sublimating fabrications of fantasy into cre
ative prose and poetry, in which I am in no way involved. I make no attempt, 
for example, to inspire Ruburt in his own creative work. However if he did not 
have such an outlet, and if you did not have such an outlet in your own work, 
then indeed we would have had much more trouble, because this layer of per
sonal subconscious would then be not merely a receptive channel but one that 
also radioed its own noisy and demanding stations. 

This would have presented a great difficulty, as indeed it does when indi
viduals with no adequate transference system for the subconscious, attempt 
investigations such as these. 

I realize and understand that both of you rather suspect personal materi
al when I give it. Even Ruburt believes it most possible that such material is 
somehow the result of his  own personal subconscious conniving. Such is not the 
case. 



It is true that i t  is diHicult for you to t < l kt' I t  I<' 0 1 1  my word when I suggest 

action in the practical world, particularly when such suggested action may seem 
neither practical nor poss'ible. I know this. I should be more understanding. 

I am not perfect. I am a personality, not a deity, all understanding and all 
just, and I am at times irascible. I do not mean to be unreasonable. You do not 
have to worry that I will deliver only personal material, but this material tonight 
is important as far as our relationship is concerned. 

I am thinking of the long terms, and many subjects shall be covered 
throughout the years, with your cooperation. Now Ruburt, again, suspects 
strongly that my remark concerning my hope that this material be read through
out the world is the result of some inhibited egomania on his part. This is the 
result of your joint interpretation. I realize that the material is no new bible, 
believe me. It does, however, represent facts that are not generally known, and 
that should be communicated, regardless of their source. I see nothing grossly 
egocentric in this remark, and if you do not consider the material valid, then 
why spend so much time with it? 

My personality may indeed at times show that I am somewhat of an impa
tient man, who boxes his pupils' ears, symbolically of course, but I have never 
made any pretense to be other than I am. 

I will let you take your first break. And with this material as a preface I 
will begin with a brief expl anation of the Frank Watts material. 

(Break at 9:26 jane was fielly dissociated-for out, as she puts it. "Seth came 
through loud and clear. " In spite of this state, she did remember the material, espe
cially the part about the material making its way around the world 

(She resumed in a slightly quieter voice, although still briskly, at 9:31.) 
Now. The Seth material begins with the Seth material. Period. 
I will now explain to you where the Watts material came from, its signif

icance, and the reason for its distortions. 
I did not want to go into this in the beginning. I did not want to impede 

your progress or hurt your sense of confidence. Again, as far as I am concerned, 
and I am Seth, the Seth material begins with the Seth material. 

Oane had suspected the above would be Seth's answe1; and had told me so over 
the weekend This means that Seth first actually announced his presence, by name, 
on page 23 of the material and during the 4th session. However, the character of the 
answers we had been receiving for some little while before this point had been 
reached, had changed from the type of answer Frank Wtztts had been giving; I recall 
that even then we had wondered whether some other entity than Frank Wtztts had 
become involved 

(On the other hand, we did not doubt that some kind of a connection with 
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Frank �tts had been established first. �just thought it garbled. jane's co-worker 
at the gallery, Mrs. Borst, who is now retired, had stated definitely that she had 
known a Frank �tts who had died in the 1940's, and had also known his sister 
Treva.) 

Nevertheless, much of the Watts material was valid. The distortions, too 
numerous to mention here, were the result of inexperience, not only on Ruburt's 
part, but also on the part of the personality who did live and was called Frank 
Watts. 

He was a personality from my entity, entirely independent from me and 
from my control, as I have explained that such personalities are. Ruburt's abili
ties were only beginning to show themselves, and had what we may refer to as 
a low-range frequency. There was an affinity to begin with, but Ruburt simply 
could not reach far enough, or within and through the inner senses enough, to 
contact me directly; and there are what you may call for simplicity's sake, con
ventions of conduct which I would not break. 

Had I attempted myself to contact Ruburt then, the contact would have 
amounted to a sort of psychic invasion, which I would find most unethical on 
my part. 

Frank Watts was closer, and acted as an unconscious relay station on the 
one hand, while on the other hand his unconscious gave consent. The material 
which came through was extremely garbled, some distortions resulting from 
Ruburt's inexperience, and some simply in translation. 

This was the reason for the rather abrupt switch from the Frank Watts 
identity to my own. This is why I did not give my name to the initial endeav
ors, so that I could cast them adrift. Nevertheless, they represented a necessary 
beginning in these endeavors, and a beginning for which no apology is needed 
on your part or on mine . 

The material partially was picked up or initiated by Ruburt on a subcon
scious level from Mrs. Borst, who was I believe at the gallery during that time. 
There was a Frank Watts. Mrs. Borst did know of him, and he did exist as an 
independent personality. 

("Can you give us some dates?'') 
Because of Ruburt's reaction I will not this evening. On another occasion 

I will slyly insert them in the middle of the material. They, or rather the Frank 
Watts material, must however be considered then separate from my material. 
My material is the material in which I use my name. 

During fall and the winter we will continue long sessions on the inner 
senses, the nature of matter, time, and also discuss other means by which you 
may personally experiment. 
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I w i l l  endeavor, hecausc o f  your  react ions,  n• , , t o  d iscuss aspects ol " you r 
practical existence, though you should be to ld t ha t  regardless such discussions 
are to your benefit. Nevertheless I will defer to what I believe is your wish in th is 
matter. I do not have to defer gracefully, however. 

(1 don't mind. ') 
You speak with your tongue only. Then I will remark
(Here, fane's voice boomed out suddenly.) 
-that I knew what I was doing when I abruptly and rather strongly, I 

admit, suggested that Ruburt leave the gallery, two full days before he was given 
his precious assistant directorship. 

You both suspected all sorts of tricky subconscious motives on Ruburt's 
part. The fact is, had he followed my suggestion then, affairs for him would have 
been much simpler. fu it is, on his own with your help, because of quite prac
tical events, he has chosen to leave, after having accepted the assistant director
ship. Had he taken my suggestion when I gave it, affairs would have gone 
smoother. fu it is there will be misunderstandings that could have been avoided. 

Now. He blocked some of that material. However the urgency was appar
ent; since it was given in a sudden unscheduled session that much came 
through. I knew he would leave in any case. I wanted him to leave before he was 
offered the position. It may not, the position may not really mean much to him, 
but its acceptance by him was taken as a sign of his willingness to accept condi
tions at the gallery, and his resignation will not be as understandable to those 
there as it would have been earlier. 

Such an unscheduled session with urgent overtones should at least be 
studied thoroughly. I am not really suggesting that you act on blind faith, but 
such a session is a symptom of something in the wind that should be watched, 
even if Ruburt blocks the full details. 

I cannot do less than try to keep my eye out for you, now can I ?  
(No. ') 
I suggest your break. 
(Break at 10:01. fane was again fully dissociated. She ended the session on a 

note of high good humor. Her voice was now quite normal in range and volume, and 
she resumed in the same manner at 1 0:03.) 

This will be your long-promised short session. 
However, I will add one other note. Ruburt also had a dream which gave 

him clear warning of trouble, the dream in which he was at the home of the art 
gallery president. He, Ruburt, opened a strange door to find a threatening male 
figure therein. 

He tried to scream, could not for a frozen moment, then he screamed and 



ra n .  Tht· dont l l " j i i i'M' I l l l'd what seer ncd r o  he a nc:w oppo rr u n i r y. ' l ' h C' l ig1 1 n· 
i ns ide reprcscn r cd r i te actual i ty; that i s ,  what seemed to lw an oppor l l l n i r y  
would i nstead e n d  up as a dead end, a threatening and stagnan t  pos i t ion .  ' I  'h e 
male figure represented the director, who offered the new position. The i n terval  
during which Ruburt could not scream represented the frozen interval of inde
cision, in which he could not act. 

The final culmination of the dream, when he did scream and run away, 
represented his subconscious giving him its solution. The position was tluea r 
ening because it represented a possible dilution of his energies fi-o m h is l l la i  1 1  
objective o f  writing, into a superficial ego satisfaction, which would h a Vl' ld i  
him basically not only unsatisfied but personally betrayed. 

He would, believe it or not, have ended up with a h igher t i t le w i r h in l i w  
years, though not of director, and i t  would have so soothed h is i n nn ego d a . 1 1  i r  
would have settled for this. But his inner drives would never have l e t  h i r n  Sl' l l l l ' , 
However, I wanted him to make the adjustments necessary to ma i n r a i n  h.d. t r H  t• 
and outward cordiality with the director, to aid his own underst a n di ng, and  sn 
that his resignation, which I hopefully foresaw, would be relatively p a i n less . 

His dream had nothing to do with me. This can be considered an i n ri 
dent, that is the unscheduled session and ensuing events, that should show yo1 1 
that our personal material does have validity . .... 

The material dealing with the house was undistorted. I expcctL'( I 1 t '' 1 
much, and that is my fault. Notice, however, the difference in urgency given i n  
the various suggestions. I know this is difficult to take. The fact is tha t  had you 
moved, the traffic simply would not have bothered you, in your en j oy n l t.' r t l o l '  
other features. 

I was not pressing the point, as I was with the gallery sugges l i o n .  1 { 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
will improve, and is improving, as far as distortions are concen wd ;  I H' t  . 1 1 1  1 ,  

again, we are not using a deep trance state, because we are work i n !!,  i 1 1  1 • u , , ,,. , , , 
tion. The process may take longer but it is much more advantageous i 1 1  r l u  '" "}� 
run, and you forget that this is only the very beginning. 

Ruburt and you are both in training, so to speak. You ca n no t  N l .l l  t: 1 1 1  11 1  
the top, and I a m  myself cautious. I do not want to-

(Here again fane's voice shouted out briefly.) 
-have to deal with any hysterics, and neither do you. Ler us d "' ' '  I ' ' "  1 

at our own rate. The results will be well worth it. 
Do not be overly concerned at any time if I suggest so n wd u t tp, d � tu \'l l t t  

do not think practical, but do look into such matters thoroughly I I  H u l u 1 1 1 1 
blocking there should be a defin i te validity in any case. 

If you should not l·cd l ike acting immediately, nei ther ,.;! ,o l t ld  \'' ' ' '  r , r lw 1 1  



• f HJ 

t(>r granteJ that there is not a Jdl. n i te need t o  aL�t . It is because we arc only 
beginning, and because Ruburt often blocks me, that my suggestions may seem 
so impractical. It is the concrete material he fears. 

I now wish you a fond good evening. You can count on some fat and 
meaty data on less personal matters for future sessions. Take heart, however, 
from the fact that you are both in excellent overall condition, for this is very 
important in all your endeavors. 

('Good night, Seth. " 
(End at 10:28. jane was dissociated as usual. Both of us remember the dream 

of jane's that Seth discussed It was a very vivid one, and quite unpleasant, and fane 
told me about it as soon as she awoke. She also immediately wrote it down, in detail, 
in her dream notebook. She had the dream on the night of Sunday, August 30; and 
the next day she was given the assistant directorship at the gallery.) 



RARE RECORDI NGS OF SETH SPEAKING th rough ) ;u l (· l {ol u· t t ll i t t f' 1 1 1 1  
available o n  audiocassette. These Seth sessions were recorded hy l ; t t " '" " ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' • 
Rick Stack, during Jane's classes i n  Elmira, New Yo rk, in t i H'  1 ' )]0'� 1 1 ,,- 1 1 1  t j u t l t  
o f  these selections have never been published i n  any f-o rm .  Vol l l t t l l  I ,  d e ' ll• t l l u1d 
below, is a collection of some of the best of Seth's co nl llH' I l l s  !',l(• , t t t l ' l l " " " '  1 1V 1 
1 20 Seth Sessions. Additional selections from the Seth Audio ( : . .  l l l t l l l l t t  1 1 1  1 1  
rently being prepared for release. 

Volume I of The Seth Audio Collection consists of s i x  ( I  hou r ) • •• �111' 1 1 • 11 1 t l 1 1 111 , , 
34 page booklet of Seth transcripts. Topics covered in Vo l t t ! l l (' I i t l l  l 1 1d, 

• Creating your own reality - How to free yourself l 'ro1 1 1  l i n t i l l up. lu l 1 c I 
and create the life you want. 

• Dreams and out-of-body experiences. 
• Reincarnation and Simultaneous Time. 
• Connecting with your inner sel£ 
• Spontaneity-Letting yourself go with the flow of your being. 
• Creating abundance in every area of your life.  
• Parallel (probable) universes and exploring other dimensions of  rea l i ty. 
• Spiritual healing, how to pandle emotions, overcoming depression and 

much more. 

FOR A FREE CATALOGUE of Seth related products including a detailed 
description of The Seth Audio Collection, please send your request to the :uld rc:ss 
below. 

ORDER INFORMATION: 
If you would like to order a copy of The Seth Audio Collection Vol u 1 1 1 r  I ,  p lr. t\c 
send your name and address, with a check or money order payable 1 o NC'w 
Awareness Network, Inc. in the amount of $59.95 plus shipping ch :t rgn. 
New York residents please add appropriate sales tax. 

Shipping charges: U.S . - $3.75, Canada - $6, Europe - $ 1 0, Aus tra l i ;, f.< ""' ' '  � I  1 1 
Please allow 2 weeks for delivery. 

Mail to: New Awareness Network Inc. 
P.O. BOX 1 92, 
Manhasset, New York 1 1030 
(5 16) 869-9108 between 9:00-5:00 p.m. EST 



Books by Jane Roberts 
from Amber-Allen Publishing 

Seth Speaks: The Eternal Validity of the Soul. This essential guide to conscious living 
clearly and powerfully articulates the furthest reaches of human potential, and the 
concept that we all create our own reality. 

The Nature of Personal Reality: Specific, Practical Techniques for Solving Everyday 
Problems and Enriching the Lift You Know . . In this perennial bestseller, Seth chal
lenges our assumptions about the nature of reality and stresses the individual's 
capacity for conscious action. 

The Individual and the Nature of Mass Events. Seth explores the connection between 
personal beliefs and world events, how our realities merge and combine ((to form 
mass reactions such as the overthrow of governments, the birth of a new religion, 
wars, epidemics, earthquakes, and new periods of art, architecture, and technology." 

The Magical Approach: Seth Speaks About the Art of Creative Living. Seth reveals the 
true, magical nature of our deepest levels of being, and explains how to live our 
lives spontaneously, creatively, and according to our own natural rhythms. 

The Oversoul Seven Trilogy (The Education of Oversoul Seven, The Further Education 
of Oversoul Seven, Oversoul Seven and the Museum ofTime). Inspired by Jane's own 
experiences with the Seth Material, the adventures of Oversoul Seven are an 
intriguing fantasy, a mind-altering exploration of our inner being, and a vibrant 
celebration of life.  

The Nature of the Psyche. Seth reveals a startling new concept of self, answering 
questions about the inner reality that exists apart from time, the origins and powers 
of dreams, human sexuality, and how we choose our physical death. 

The "Unknown" Realif:JI, Volumes One and Two. Seth reveals the multidimensional 
nature of the human soul, the dazzling labyrinths of unseen probabilities involved 
in any decision, and how probable realities combine to create the waking life we 
know. 

Dreams. "Evolution, " and Value Fulfillment, v�lumes One and Two. Seth discusses the 
material world as an ongoing self-creation-the product of a conscious, self-aware 
and thoroughly animate universe, where virtually every possibility not only exists, 
but is constantly encouraged to achieve its highest potential. 

Available in bookstores everywhere. 



P E R S O N A L  G R O W T H / P S Y C H O L O G Y  
From Jane Roberts, the Best-selling Author of 

Seth Speaks and The Nature of Personal Reality 
"The Seth books present an alternate map of reality with a new diagram of the 

psyche . . . useful to all explorers of consciousness." 

-Deepak Chopra, author of T!xJ Seven Spiritual Laws of Success 

"I would like to see the Seth books as required reading for anyone oo their 

spiritual pathway. The amazing in-depth information in the Seth books is as 

relevant today as it was in the early '70s when Jane Roberts first channeled 

this material." -Louise Hay, author of You Can Heal Your Life 

Excerpt From Preface written by Rob Butts for Volume One of T!xJ Early Sessions 

The Early Sessions . . .  (expected to be published in 8 to 1 0  volumes) 

consist of the first 510 "sessions" that my wife, Jane Roberts, de1ivered for that 

well-known "energy personality essence", Seth, after she began speaking in a 

trance or dissociated state in December 1963 . . .  
Having this set published for the record is something I've long wanted to 

see take place . . .  Jane died on September 5 ,  1984 . . .  When she was close to death 

she asked me to publish all of her work . . .  

Rob Butts transcribing a Seth session in 1969. 
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My wife was-and is, 

I know, for I'm sure that she 

still Jives-the most creative 

person I've ever met, and 

through her extraordinary 

abilities she's left a body of 

work that I regard as a 

legacy of inquiry about our . 

understanding of ourselves 

and our reality. In my 

opinion its "true value" is 

only now coming to be 
better acknowledged . . .  

Robert F. Butts 
Elmira, New York 
january 1996 

$19 .95 ISBN 0-9652855- 1 -0 
DESIGN: Michael Goode 
NEW AWARENESS NETWORK, INC. 
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